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Preface to ”The Application of Hydraulic
and Sediment Transport Models in 
Fluvial Geomorphology”
To study and understand fluvial geomorphology processes, it is important to look into the role 
of different kinds of models in hydraulic and sediment transport. In this Special Issue, we present 
14 papers in the area of this research subject. These papers serve as an example of the present 
understanding of the application of hydraulic and sediment transport modeling of fluvial processes 
and their effect on streams and rivers.
The presented collection of papers is not exhaustive, but it highlights some priorities related to 
this subject and aims to fulfill knowledge gaps in this field of research.
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Abstract: For centuries, scientists have been attempting to map complex hydraulic processes to
empirical formulas using different flow resistance definitions, which are further applied in numerical
models. Now questions arise as to how consistent the simulated results are between the model
dimensions and what influence different morphologies and flow conditions have. For this reason,
1D, 2D and 3D simulations were performed and compared with each other in three study areas
with up to three different discharges. A standardized, relative comparison of the models shows that
after successful calibration at measured water levels, the associated 2D/1D and 3D/1D ratios are
almost unity, while bed shear stresses in the 3D models are only about 62–86% of the simulated
1D values and 90–100% in the case of 2D/1D. Reasons for this can be found in different roughness
definitions, in simplified geometries, in different calculation approaches, as well as in influences
of the turbulence closure. Moreover, decreasing 3D/1D ratios of shear stresses were found with
increasing discharges and with increasing slopes, while the equivalent 2D/1D ratios remain almost
unchanged. The findings of this study should be taken into account, particularly in subsequent
sediment transport simulations, as these calculations are often based on shear stresses.
Keywords: hydraulic models; numerical simulations; flow resistance; bed shear stress
1. Introduction
The interaction between gravity and flow resistance is the mechanism underlying both
fundamental hydraulic processes and river morphological changes [1,2].
Following Powell [2], flow resistance is composed of the boundary resistance, vegetation
resistance [3–7], channel resistance [8–12], spill resistance [13–18] and sediment transport resistance [19–25]
and affects bed shear stress and energy dissipation. The challenge in river hydraulics is to achieve
the complexity of flow resistance through physical relationships and engineering approaches to gain
knowledge about flow velocities, water depths, bed shear stresses and energy losses in channels [2].
Classical approaches for the calculation of flow variables under the influence of flow resistance are
the equations of Darcy–Weisbach, Chezy and Manning–Strickler [26–28]. These are empirical methods,
which were developed from observations in channels in which the flow resistance was determined
almost exclusively from the boundary of the flow—much like a block sliding down a plane [29].
Attempts for modifications of these classical approaches are particularly found for relatively rough
beds in numerous subsequent research works [7,25,30–37]. However, the Manning–Strickler equation
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and the related bed roughness values of Manning’s n and Strickler’s kSt are still used in engineering
practice and particularly in numerical modelling.
For the determination of the bed roughness value, kSt, Strickler [38] developed an equation
considering the grain size distribution of the bed material. On the basis of this investigation Meyer-Peter
and Müller [39] as well as Jäggi [40] proposed improved approaches by separately considering the
surface layer of the bed material or the variable water depths in the channel, respectively. In addition,
guidelines for the determination of kSt-values [41–43] have been developed for different channel types.
However, the Strickler equation was developed for simplified channel geometries without considering
lateral heterogeneities. To address these differences in compound and composite cross sections different
approaches were elaborated in various research works [44–47]. Of particular interest in this context
was vegetation in riverine landscape, which has a significant impact on flow resistance [48–50].
Despite some uncertainties, including the water depth dependencies of kSt-values, related to
the use of Strickler’s value, this approach is employed in a substantial percentage of all numerical
simulation studies for the definition of the flow resistance. Most well-known 1D numerical models
based on the Saint Venant equations (e.g., HEC-RAS, MIKE 11, etc.) and also 2D numerical models
employing the depth-averaged Reynolds-equations (e.g., Hydro_AS-2D, MIKE21, TELEMAC-2D, etc.)
define the roughness by Strickler’s or Manning’s value. In contrast, most 3D numerical models
(e.g., Delft3D, Fluent, RSim-3D, SSIIM) solving the fully three-dimensional Reynolds-equations with
different turbulence closures, typically permit the application of the equivalent sand roughness ks [51],
which is based on the sediment size and also allows accounting for the average height of bed forms.
To date, numerous studies [52–61] have been published based on the mentioned numerical models to
calculate hydrodynamic properties and their impacts on rivers.
Moreover, the modelled hydrodynamics are often used for predicting the sediment transport as
well as morphological changes in rivers. In this context, the bed shear stress is of particular importance,
due to the fact that well-known bed load transport equations [39,62–65] are based on this variable and
are used both in analytical calculations [66,67] as well as numerical simulations [68–71].
These issues show the paramount importance of roughness values in the calculation of bed shear
stresses in the context of numerical simulations. Independent of the dimensionality of the models
this roughness value usually represents the main opportunity for parameterizing flow resistance in
numerical simulations. Moreover, it is the main variable parameter of choice to achieve successful
model calibration implying reasonable difference between measured and modelled water surface
elevations as well as flow velocities.
Thus, the central research question of this paper is whether valid calculations of water surface
elevations in different model dimensions (1D, 2D and 3D) imply a consistent depiction of flow
velocities and near-bed flow forces. Of particular interest is a comparison of simulated bed shear
stresses of different models, due to their substantial influence on the simulation of bed load transport.
The influence of certain characteristic morphologies including artificial bathymetries, pool-riffle
sections as well as river bends is investigated on the basis of three different case studies.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Case Studies
The locations of the different case studies are depicted in Figure 1a. Case study 1 (C.1) “S-Shaped
Trapezoidal Channel” (Figure 1b) represents controlled conditions within a laboratory experiment and
was selected to focus on the influence of river bends without any morphological structures. C.2 “Ybbs”
(Figure 1c) was chosen to investigate the effects of a pool-riffle section in a stretched natural river
site [72]. The complex morphology of the second natural river site C.3 “Sulm” (Figure 1d) combines
the different characteristics representing a river meander with pool-riffle sections [72].
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Figure 1. Location of case studies in Austria (a); Overview of case studies including cross-sections used
for a generalized comparison (grey and black lines) and the indicated cross-section for detailed analysis
(encircled): Design of laboratory experiment representing C.1 (b), bed elevations of natural river site
“Ybbs” representing C.2 (c) and bed elevations of natural river site “Sulm” representing C.3 (d).
2.1.1. S-Shaped Trapezoidal Channel (C.1)
The laboratory experiment was developed at the Hydraulic Engineering Institute of the University
of Innsbruck, consisting of a physical laboratory channel 3.0 m in length followed by two consecutive
bends with a mean radius of 4.0 m and apex angle of 60 each, and finally an exit channel being
2.8 m long with a bed slope of 0.005. The banks are sloped by a ratio of 2:3. The bed sediments
are characterized by a mean diameter dm of around 5 mm. One set-up of the physical experiment,
with a discharge of 0.09 m3 s−1, was part of the validation study of the numerical model RSim-3D [73],
which is also used within this research. Measurements of the water surface elevation gained during
the experiment form the basis for calibrating the numerical models.
2.1.2. Ybbs (C.2)
The river site C.2 “Ybbs” (Figure 1c) has a total length of around 300 m with an average bed
slope of 0.0055 and is classified as a straight river due to natural morphological constraints [74].
The bed sediments are characterized by a mean diameter dm of around 70 mm [72], excluding the
riffle section (located between cross-section 21 and 31) with a dm of around 93 mm. The hydrology is
defined by conditions during low flow (QL = 1.6 m3 s−1), mean flow (QM = 4.5 m3 s−1), and a flood
with a return period of one year (HQ1 = 64.0 m3 s−1). In the course of a monitoring campaign in
2006, the bathymetry as well as the water surface elevation were measured at low flow conditions
in a local reference system and are the basis for calibrating the numerical models within this study.
The calibrated models are further used in the course of the comparison study including the simulation
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of QM and HQ1. Due to the fact that the valley margins of C.2 are close to the river bed, the inundation
areas are greatly reduced, thus this river site is particularly suitable for a sensitivity analysis of flow
resistances during floods.
2.1.3. Sulm (C.3)
The river site C.3 “Sulm” (Figure 1d) has a total length of around 500 m with an average bed slope
of 0.0010 and is classified as a meandering river [74] with a mean diameter dm of the surface layer of
around 42 mm [72]. The hydrology is characterized by conditions during low flow (QL = 2.7 m3 s−1),
mean flow (QM = 9.0 m3 s−1) and a flood with a return period of one year (HQ1 = 95.0 m3 s−1).
During a monitoring campaign in 2002, the bathymetry as well as the water surface elevation were
measured at low flow conditions and are the basis for calibrating numerical models within this study.
Additionally, QM is simulated with the calibrated models in the course of the comparison study.
2.2. Basic Principles
2.2.1. Empirical Relationship between the Equivalent Sand Roughness ks and the Strickler Value kst
Strickler [38] established the eponymous roughness value kSt considering the grain size







where a is an empirical parameter and kS is the equivalent sand roughness, which is a characteristic
value of the grain size distribution. Following this approach Meyer-Peter and Müller [39] as well as
USACE [43] adjusted a and kS (Table 1). According to Table 1, kS ranges between grain size diameters
of d50 and d90, for which 50% and 90% of the cumulative mass are finer, respectively. Jäggi [40] retained
the fundamental concept of Strickler, whereby he developed a new approach for calculating a
a = (2.5 g0.5 ln (6.1 Z)/Z0.16)(1 − e−0.02Z/I0.5)0.5 (2)
which depends on the relative roughness Z = h/kS—including kS and the water depth h—and the
bed slope I, resulting in a range of possible a values (Table 1).
Table 1. Overview of parameters, a and kS.
Author a ks Restriction
Strickler [38] 21.1 d90 base layer
Meyer-Peter and Müller [39] 26 d90 armor layer
USACE [43] 29.4 d50 no limitation
Jäggi [40] 2.0–23.3 d90 no limitation
Independent of the different approaches, the equations are applicable only to medium-range
values for the Strickler parameter. Naudascher [42] specified the applicability of these equations by
defining a range of typical Reynolds numbers in rivers between 20 < 4R/kS < 1000 where R denotes
the hydraulic radius [73].
2.2.2. Calculation of Bed Shear Stress
Before going into the details of any results, the numerical principles of bed shear stress calculations
in different models are demonstrated. The classical approach in hydraulic engineering for determining
the average bed shear stress τ in a cross-section is known as the Du Boys equation and is given by
τ = ρgRIf (3)
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where ρ is the density of water, g is the gravitational acceleration, R is the hydraulic radius in
a cross-section and I f is the friction (or energy) slope. Due to the fact that in very broad channels,
characterized by a channel width B higher than 30 times the water depth h, the hydraulic radius R can
be replaced by the h, the Du Boys equation is simplified to
τ = ρghI f , for B ≥ 30h (4)
1D numerical models usually employ the approach of Du Boys (Equation (3)).
This equation, however, is also applied in the case of 2D numerical models for determining bed
shear stresses. Nevertheless, the calculation is improved due to the fact that hydraulic information
(water depth h, flow velocity v) is available in each computational node leading to a higher resolution







Considering the simplification of replacing the hydraulic radius R by the water depth h and
taking into account Equation (5), the approach for calculating bed shear stresses in the case of 2D







A different approach to 1D and 2D modelling based on the law of the wall is usually employed in









where Cμ is an empirical constant of the k−ε model, kP denotes the turbulent kinetic energy (which can
also be interpreted as turbulent flow velocity vkP =
√
kP at the near-wall node), vp,t is the near-wall
tangential velocity and v+ is representative of the velocity profile at turbulent flow conditions,










where κ is the Von Karman constant which takes the value of 0.41, y is the wall distance and yk is
a parameter dependent of the equivalent sand roughness of Nikuradse (ks):
yk = ks−8.0κ (9)
Equations (8) and (9) describe the dependence of v+ on the geometry as well as on the roughness.
Considering that the square root of kP results in a velocity depending on the turbulence and vp,t
as near-wall tangential velocity, the similarity between Equation (6) and (7) becomes visible. However,
the bed shear stress in the case of the applied 3D numerical model is dependent on the turbulence as
well as on the tangential velocity, whereas only the tangential velocity is taken into account in the case
of the 2D numerical model.
2.3. Numerical Setup
2.3.1. 1.D Numerical Model
As a representative of 1D step-backwater models, the software HEC-RAS Version 4.1 [77] was used
within this study. The spatial discretization in this software is provided by cross-sections including
information about bed elevations and distances between cross-sections. Manning’s value is used for
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the definition of roughness. The computational procedure for steady flow is based on the solution of
the one-dimensional energy equation coupled with the momentum equation in situations where the
water surface profile varies rapidly. For unsteady flow, the fully dynamic 1D Saint Vernant equation is
solved using an implicit finite difference method.
2.3.2. 2D Numerical Model
The 2D numerical model Hydro_AS-2d [78], employing the depth-averaged Reynolds-equations,
was applied in this study. The roughness is defined by Strickler’s or Manning’s value and the hydraulic
conditions are calculated on a linear grid by a finite volume approach. The Surface-Water Modelling
System (SMS) is used as a pre- and post-processing tool of the used 2D numerical model. The convective
flow of the two-dimensional model is based on the Upwind-scheme by Pironneau [79] and the
discretization of time is done by a second order explicit Runge Kutta method. The simulations were
performed with the parabolic eddy viscosity model and a constant turbulent viscosity coefficient of 0.6.
2.3.3. 3D Numerical Model
The 3D river flow simulation model RSim-3D [73] was used for this comparative study. The spatial
discretization in this software is provided by applying an unstructured computation grid consisting
of polyhedral cells. Employing a generalized finite volume method, the Reynolds equations are
approximated numerically. The SIMPLE method provides coupling of pressure and velocity fields,
the standard k-ε model is implemented for turbulence closure, and the determination of the water
surface elevation is achieved by evaluating the computed pressure at the water surface.
2.3.4. Spatial Discretization
An overview of the spatial discretization is given for all numerical models and all case studies in
Table 2. The area of C.1 is covered by 109 cross-sections in the 1D model as well as 7980/47,880
computation nodes in 2D/3D, which are based on a horizontal, rectangular discretization of
0.1 × 0.03 m. For the numerical calculations of C.2, 43 cross-sections (1D), 18,918/59,220 (2D/3D)
computation nodes were employed. The 2D computation mesh consists of rectangular cells with
a node distance of 1.0 × 1.0 m, while in the case of 3D a polyhedral mesh of hexagonal cells
(node distance: 1.0 × 1.0 m) was employed. The area of C.3 is covered by 22 cross-sections in the 1D
model, 28,396/170,376 computation nodes in 2D/3D. The 2D computation mesh is based on triangular
cells with a node distance of 1.0 × 1.0 m, while the 3D polyhedral mesh consists of 1.0 × 1.0 m
hexagonal cells. Independent of the case study the water column was subdivided into six vertical
layers. In general, several spatial discretizations of varying node distances (double and half the selected
distance) were tested to ensure grid-independent solutions.
Table 2. Overview of the spatial discretization of all the numerical models (h. = hexagonal, r. =










(m × m) Vertical Layers
Computation
Nodes
C.1 109 r. 0.1 × 0.03 7980 r. 0.1 × 0.03 6 47,880
C.2 43 r. 1.0 × 1.0 18,918 h. 1.0 × 1.0 6 59,220
C.3 22 t. 1.0 × 1.0 28,396 h. 1.0 × 1.0 6 170,376
2.3.5. Boundary and Initial Conditions
The inflow and outflow boundary conditions are listed in Table 3 for all simulation scenarios.
At the inflow the normal velocities are derived from the given discharge and prescribed as boundary
conditions. The normal velocities are calculated from a division of the total discharge and the boundary
area, resulting in the specific discharge for 1D and 2D and the cell-based velocities in 3D, which are
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assigned orthogonal to the inflow cell faces. At the outflows energy slopes (1D and 2D models) or
water surface levels (3D models) are used.





Slope (-) Water Level (m a.s.l.)
C.1 Calibration 0.09 0.005 0.394
C.2—QL Calibration 1.64 0.005 99.140
C.2—QM Validation 4.50 0.005 99.370
C.2—HQ1 High flow scenario 64.00 0.005 101.073
C.3—QL Calibration 2.66 0.0015 270.460
C.3—QM Validation 8.85 0.0015 270.730
The 1D and 2D numerical simulations were performed without particular initial conditions
(dry channel), while in the case of 3D numerical simulations the initial free surface elevations were set
based on the results of the 1D numerical simulations.
2.4. Comparison of Modelling Results
In order to ensure comparability between the different model dimensions as well as case studies,






where rd,c,q,s,n denotes the 2D or 3D simulated result (water depth, depth-averaged flow velocity or bed
shear stress), while the 1D hydrodynamic result Rc,q,s serves as reference in the calculation. The resulting
ratio Mr,d,c,q is the basis of the boxplot. The indices used point out the origin of individual sets
distinguished by results r (water depth, depth-averaged flow velocity or bed shear stress), dimensions
d (2D or 3D), case studies c (C.1 to C.3) and discharges q (QL to HQ1). Additionally used indices
representing the cross-section s and computational node n sliced by the cross-section are necessary for
the ratio calculations. The average value is calculated separately for each individual set Mr,d,c,q.
3. Results
3.1. Calibration of Numerical Models
In the course of the calibration, the flow resistances were adjusted in the numerical models
until a match with measured water surface elevations was achieved. Good agreements with average
differences below 1 cm between measurements and simulations were obtained for C.1 (Figure 2a—solid
lines) for all numerical models excluding the inlet area between distance 10.5 m and 9.5 m,
where maximum differences of 3 cm occurred, which are related to issues of the physical model
setup. The calibrated roughness values are kSt = 52 m1/3 s−1 for the 1D and 2D model and kS = 0.005 m
for the 3D model.
In C.2 (Figure 2b—solid lines), comparisons of measurements and numerical calculations show
average differences of 2 cm excluding maximum outliers of 12 cm (1D) and 9 cm (2D and 3D) at
a distance of 90 m. The single occurrence of the outlier indicates a local measurement issue. Best
agreement was achieved by employing roughness values in section 215–150 m of kSt = 9.1/9.0 m1/3 s−1
(1D/2D-model) and kS = 1.5 m (3D model), while the areas up- and downstream of this section
(300–215 m and 150–0 m) received roughness values of kSt = 18.2/18.0 m1/3 s−1 (1D/2D) and
kS = 0.25 m (3D model). The higher flow resistance in section 215–150 m reflects the stronger turbulent
flow conditions in this area, which is characterized by a steeper bed slope and coarser bed sediments.
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The average differences in C.3 (Figure 2c) are below 1 cm except the comparison at distance 220 m,
where outliers of 9 cm (2D) and 8 cm (3D) occur. The single occurrence of the outlier again indicates
a local measurement issue. The calibrated roughness values in C.3 are kSt = 25.0 m1/3 s−1 for the 1D
and 2D model and kS = 0.20 m for the 3D model.
In the natural river sites (C.2 and C.3), additional discharge scenarios, defined by the mean
discharge of each area (Table 3), have been simulated with the same roughness values and are depicted
in Figure 2b,c with dotted lines. Due to lack of data, an evaluation with measurements was not possible,
but the results were compared among each other. In C.2 (Figure 2b—dotted lines) the maximum
average difference of 3 cm occurred between 2D and 3D simulations, while the maximum average
difference in C.3 (Figure 2c—dotted lines) was 1 cm, determined between 1D and 3D simulations.
Figure 2. Calibration—Longitudinal profile plots of (a) C.1, (b) C.2 and (c) C.3 including bed elevations
(dashed black line) and comparisons of measured (black crosses) and modelled water surface elevations
(W.S.E.) at low flow (QL) conditions (results of 1D simulations = blue solid line, 2D simulations = red
solid line and 3D simulations = black solid line); Comparison of modelled W.S.E. at an additional
discharge scenario (mean flow QM ) in C.2 and C.3 (results of 1D simulations = blue dotted line,
2D simulations = red dotted line and 3D simulations = black dotted line).
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3.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Roughness Values in the Case of High Flow Conditions
The difficulties of using numerical simulations in cases of high flow conditions (HQ1) without
monitoring data is assessed in the form of a sensitivity analysis in C.2, demonstrating the differences
between various models and the influences of changing roughness values. The water surface elevations
simulated by 1D (blue solid line), 2D (red solid line) and 3D (black solid line) models is shown in
Figure 3 including a bandwidth (dotted lines with corresponding colors) calculated with roughness
values, which were changed by +/−20% referred to calibration (Section 3.1). Good agreements were
found between 1D and 2D simulations, using roughness values of calibration resulting in average
difference of around 5 cm, while the comparison to 3D simulations yields increasing differences
starting with values of 1 cm at the outflow boundary (river section 0 m) up to 60 cm at the inflow
boundary (river section 300 m). Following a roughness reduction of 20% in the case of 1D and 2D
models, the highest differences compared to 3D simulations at reference conditions reduce to 40 cm,
while a roughness increase of 20% in the case of 3D modelling leads to the smallest differences of 15 cm
compared to 1D using roughness values of the calibration.
 
Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis—Longitudinal profile plot of C.2 at high flow conditions (HQ1) including
bed elevations (dashed black line) and modelled water surface elevations (W.S.E.) (results of 1D
simulations = blue solid line, 2D simulations = red solid line and 3D simulations = black solid line)
with a bandwidth considering +/−20% of roughness changes (dotted lines with corresponding colors).
3.3. Analysis of Bed Shear Stresses
Bed shear stresses simulated in C.1 are depicted in Figure 4a for all numerical models. In the
case of the 1D simulation, the bed shear stresses are 4.9 Nm−2 without any differences in the lateral
or longitudinal direction. Along the thalweg, similar values are obtained in the higher dimensional
models, but due to the two consecutive bends higher bed shear stresses up to 6.5 Nm−2 and 10.0 Nm−2
occur along the inner banks of the 2D and 3D simulations, respectively, while the outer banks are
characterized by lower values of around 2.0/0.4 Nm−2 (2D/3D).
In C.2 at mean flow conditions (QM; Figure 4b), the highest bed shear stresses arise in the area
between cross-sections 21 and 30, which is a riffle section [72] with low water depths, high flow
velocities as well as high roughness values, resulting in values of 79/108/93 Nm−2 depending on the
model dimension (1D/2D/3D). In the other sections, the bed shear stresses are substantially lower with
values between 2 and 16 Nm−2 upstream the riffle section and between 2 and 41 Nm−2 downstream
of this section in all models. Independent of the section, it is obvious that the 1D model is not able to
predict any lateral variability, leading to higher values at the river banks and lower bed shear stresses
in the main stream compared to higher dimensional models. In addition, it is shown that the values in
the main stream of the 2D model tend to be larger in comparison to the 3D model, while at the banks
a slight reverse trend occurs.
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The modelling results of C.3 at mean flow conditions (QM; Figure 4c) also yield the highest bed
shear stresses in the riffle sections, which are located between cross-sections 7 and 11 (21/33/44 Nm−2
for 1D/2D/3D) as well as cross-section 16 and 19 (13/16/19 Nm−2 for 1D/2D/3D), and are
independent of the model dimension. While in the 2D simulations, the peaks occur in the main
stream of the river, the highest values in the 3D simulation arise at the river banks. The reduced spatial
discretization in the case of 1D simulations is again shown by constant values in the lateral direction.
 
Figure 4. Comparison of bed shear stresses calculated by 1D/2D/3D models depicted for (a) C.1,
(b) C.2 at QM and (c) C.3 at QM.
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3.4. Generalized Comparison of Numerical Models
A generalized representation of modelling results including water depths, depth-averaged flow
velocities and bed shear stresses is depicted in Figure 5 for all case studies and discharge scenarios.
The water depth ratio between 2D/1D and 3D/1D (Figure 5a) at low flow and mean flow conditions
is almost unity, stating that no substantial differences in the calculated water depths occurred by
numerical models of different dimensions. An exception is the ratio 3D/1D at high flow conditions
with quartiles of 0.80 and 0.90. Figure 5b shows the depth-averaged flow velocity ratio between 2D/1D
and 3D/1D for all scenarios. The quartiles in the case of 2D/1D are between 0.64 and 1.23 and 0.61 and
1.43 in the case of 3D/1D. The bed shear stress ratios between 2D/1D and 3D/1D (Figure 5c) are
characterized by quartiles of 0.45 and 1.28 and 0.43 and 1.15, respectively. Additionally, a summarized
analysis (Figure 5d) including the averaged ratio between 2D and 3D values referred to 1D values
shows almost no differences in the case of water depths (blue) at low flow and mean flow conditions
resulting in values close to unity. An exception is the ratio 3D/1D at high flow conditions with a value
of 0.85. In the case of flow velocities (grey), averaged ratios of 0.88 to 0.99 (2D/1D) and 0.88 to 1.13
(3D/1D) were obtained, whereby the ratios increase with the discharges in each case study. The largest
deviations were found again for bed shear stresses (brown) with values of 0.90 to 1.00 (2D/1D) and
0.62 to 0.86 (3D/1D). Independent of the scenario, the calculated ratios are below the line of perfect
agreement, indicating on average lower bed shear stresses in 3D models compared to 2D models.
Figure 5. Relative comparison of the modeling results of (a) water depths, (b) depth-averaged flow
velocities and (c) bed shear stresses consisting of ratios between 3D and 2D values, referring to 1D
values depicted in box-plots for each case study and discharge scenario; (d) Average ratio between
3D and 2D values, referring to 1D values for water depths (blue), flow velocities (grey) and bed shear
stresses (brown) depicted for each case study and discharge scenario (C.1 (*), C.2-QL (), C.2-QM (),
C.2-HQ1 (), C.3-QL (), C.3-QM (•)).
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Although models were calibrated to water surface elevations, the results exhibit clear differences
in bed shear stress ratios. While in the case of 2D/1D, minor differences are noticed between the
different river sites and discharges, the ratio decreased in the case of 3D/1D from lower to higher
discharges (QL→QM and QL→HQ1) as well as from small-sloped to steeper river sites (C.3→C.2).
3.5. Detailed Anaylsis of Simulated Hydrodynamics in Cross-Sections
Figure 6 depicts the simulated hydrodynamics of all model dimensions including bed shear
stresses, flow velocities, turbulent kinetic energy (3D) and water surface elevations in three
representative cross-sections of all case studies (CS 49 of C.1, CS 28 of C.2, CS 17 of C.3—encircled
in Figure 1). The different model dimensions are based on various definitions of flow velocities.
The area-averaged flow velocity (light grey solid line) in the case of 1D, the depth-averaged flow
velocity (2D—dark grey solid line) and the near-wall tangential flow velocity (3D—black solid line),
which equals the near-wall flow velocity in the case of small bed cell slopes.
Figure 6. Detailed analysis of the hydrodynamics simulated by the 1D, 2D and 3D models in (a) CS
49 of C.1, (b) CS 28 of C.2 at QM, (c) CS 17 of C.3 at QL and (d) CS 17 of C.3 at QM including water
surface elevations (blue dotted lines), bed shear stresses (brown large-spaced dashed lines), various
flow velocities (area-averaged flow velocities (grey lines), depth-averaged flow velocities (dark grey
lines), near wall tangential flow velocities (black lines)) and turbulent kinetic energies (green lines with
rectangles) as well as bed elevations (black small-spaced dashed lines).
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The area-averaged flow velocity in CS 49 of C.1 (Figure 6a) is constant with a value of 0.79 m s−1.
The profile of the 2D depth-averaged flow velocities is characterized by a maximum of 0.84 m s−1 close
to the left bank and a minimum of 0.41 m s−1 on the right bank. A similar profile was calculated for
the near-wall tangential flow velocity in the 3D model, whereby the values are substantially lower,
characterized by a peak of 0.72 m s−1 and a minimum of 0.10 m s−1. The near-wall turbulent kinetic
energy follows a falling trend starting with the highest value (0.04 m2 s−2) at the left bank and ending
with the lowest value at the right bank (0.01 m2 s−2). The water depths are almost equal in all models
with an average value of 0.43 m, whereby slight increasing trends from the left to the right bank occur
in the 2D and 3D models. Due to the trapezoidal channel geometry, the lowest water depths arise
at the banks. The comparison of bed shear stresses displays the dependency of this variable on flow
velocities, turbulent kinetic energies and water depths. In the case of 2D, the profile of the bed shear
stresses is similar to the profile of the flow velocities resulting in a maximum of 5.8 Nm−2 in the area of
the left bank and a minimum of 2.0 Nm−2 close to the right bank, but due to the influence of the water
depths an offset between the peaks of bed shear stress and flow velocity occurs. Comparable results
were found in the case of 3D models, where similarities occur between the profiles of the near-wall
tangential flow velocities and bed shear stresses, with a maximum (10.2 Nm−2) on the left bank and
a minimum (0.4 Nm−2) on the right bank. However, the strong influence of the turbulent kinetic
energy is obvious particularly at the left bank resulting in the highest bed shear stresses of the entire
cross-section. In contrast, the one-dimensional approach results in a constant value of 4.8 Nm−2 in the
whole cross-section.
In CS 28 of C.2 (Figure 6b), the area-averaged flow velocity is constant with a value of 0.54 m s−1.
In the case of 2D, the profile of the depth-averaged flow velocities is characterized by a maximum of
0.69 m s−1 in the main stream of the river located at distance 11 m of the cross-section. Similarities
are present for the profile of the near-wall tangential flow velocity in the 3D model with a peak of
0.64 m s−1. The near-wall turbulent kinetic energies are characterized by a relative constant plateau in
the cross-section center (11–19 m) with values between 0.70 and 0.80 m2 s−1, a decreasing tendency to
the banks and peaks up to 0.83 m2 s−1 on the banks. The water surface elevations are almost equal in
all models with an average value of 100.68 m. Due to the straight river course in this cross-section,
the water surface elevations do not change between the banks, hence the water depths only depend
on the channel geometry. The comparison of bed shear stresses again indicates the dependency of
this variable of flow velocities, turbulent kinetic energies and water depths. In the case of 2D as
well as 3D, the profile of the bed shear stresses is similar to the profile of the depth-averaged and
tangential flow velocities, resulting in maxima of 65.9 and 63.3 Nm−2 in the main stream of the river.
However, the influence of the turbulent kinetic energy is visible at the right bank, resulting in a peak
of 11.0 Nm−2. In contrast, the one-dimensional approach leads to a constant value of 44.0 Nm−2 in the
whole cross-section.
The hydrodynamic variables for low flow QL (Figure 6c) and mean flow conditions QM (Figure 6d)
are depicted for CS 17 of C.3. The area-averaged flow velocity is constant over the whole cross-section
with values of 0.65 m s−1 (QL) and 0.66 m s−1 (QM). The profile of the 2D depth-averaged flow
velocities is characterized by a maximum of 0.68 m s−1 (QL) and 0.96 m s−1 (QM), located in the main
stream of the river. A similar profile was calculated for the near-wall tangential flow velocity in the 3D
model, whereby the values are substantially lower with a peak of 0.41 m s−1 (QL) and 0.59 m s−1 (QM).
The near-wall turbulent kinetic energies are characterized by values of 0.03–0.04 m2 s−2 (QL), and
0.03–0.045 m2 s−2 (QM) in the main stream and peaks up to 0.14 m2 s−2 (QL), and 0.10 m2 s−2 (QM)
at the banks. The water surface elevations are almost equal in all models with an average value of
270.95 m a.s.l. at low flow conditions and 271.36/271.34/271.33 m a.s.l. (1D/2D/3D) at mean flow
conditions. Due to the straight river course in this cross-section, the water surface elevations do not
vary between the banks, thus the water depths only depend on the present geometry. The comparison
of bed shear stresses again displays the dependency of this variable on flow velocities, turbulent
kinetic energies and water depths. Independent of the discharge, the profiles of the bed shear stresses
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calculated in the 2D model follow the profiles of the depth-averaged flow velocities, resulting in
peak values of 9.4 Nm−2 (QL) and 15.7 Nm−2 (QM) in the main stream of the river. In the 3D model,
comparable results were found in the main stream, where similarities between the profiles of the
near-wall tangential flow velocities and bed shear stresses occur, with a maximum of 8.4 Nm−2 (QL)
and 12.2 Nm−2 (QM). However, the strong influence of the turbulent kinetic energies close to the
banks is obvious leading to the highest bed shear stresses of 9.4/15.8 Nm−2 (QL/QM) in the entire
cross-section. In contrast, the one-dimensional approach results in a constant value of 9.9/8.6 Nm−2
(QL/QM) in the whole cross-section.
4. Discussion
The comparison of simulation results calculated in different model dimensions in general involves
the risk of potential result dependencies on the applied spatial discretization. In order to overcome
these issues, a sensitivity analysis including a variation of horizontal node distances was performed to
ensure grid-independent solutions. However, in the case of 3D simulations the vertical discretization
must be considered as well. In engineering practice, this discretization is usually a justified compromise
between computational time and numerical accuracy. Hence, in sediment transport simulations,
for which a correct prediction of the shear stress parameter is paramount, which depends on the
vertical discretization, literature reports the usage of typically five to eight layers; good agreement with
measurements has shown to justify this choice [53,58,59,69]. In line with this practice, the simulations
in this study were performed with six layers.
Based on grid independency, the numerical models were successfully calibrated at low flow
conditions. Although all site-specific heterogeneities (e.g., bed sediments, channel units and vegetation)
have to be aggregated in roughness values, good agreement with measured water surface elevations
was achieved in all areas investigated. The study shows that the roughness values are constant along the
river course in all case studies except C.2, where a substantial coarsening of sediments in a riffle section
led to a lower Strickler value and a higher equivalent sand roughness, respectively. The determined
values are in line with guidelines [41–43].
However, the comparison of simulation results calculated by different model dimensions
shows that the largest differences were found for bed shear stresses, due to the following reasons:
(i) The averaged comparison ratio is lower than unity because of the area-averaged approach in the
case of 1D models resulting in overestimations in bank areas. (ii) Moreover, the values are lower
in general in the case of 3D compared to 2D simulations, which has also been reported by Lane et
al. [80] and is based on the different calculation approaches. The bed shear stress calculations in 2D
models are based on the depth-averaged flow velocities, which are in general higher than the near-wall
flow velocities used in 3D models. (iii) Additionally, it was shown that the averaged comparison
ratio between 3D/2D and 3D/1D is decreasing with increasing discharges, independent of the case
study. This fact is again related to the different calculation approaches based on the corresponding
roughness definitions.
A closer look into the different roughness definitions reveals the known fact that the Strickler
value is a variable depending on the water depth and thus actually has to be adjusted according to the
discharge (Ferguson [1]), while the equivalent sand roughness can be considered as constant as long as
the river bed is stable. Jäggi [40] suggested an improved calculation of the Strickler value depending
on the water depth, which leads to increasing kSt values—exemplarily calculated for case study C.2
to be 16/19/27 m1/3 s−1 (QL/QM/HQ1)—while in this study, in line with predominant hydraulic
engineering practice, the roughness is kept constant at 18 m1/3 s−1. In particular, the large differences
in the case of high flow conditions have to be highlighted, which result in substantially higher bed
shear stresses as well as water surface elevations calculated by the 1D and 2D models compared to the
3D model.
According to Jäggi [40], Lamb et al. [81] and Parker et al. [82], the Strickler value is additionally
increasing with decreasing bed slopes. Considering this and the calculation of bed shear stresses in
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1D and 2D models, where high kSt values result in low bed shear stresses, the decreasing 3D/1D
ratios from small-sloped to steeper river sites (C.3→C.2) become obvious. Due to the fact that several
parameters (e.g., water depth, equivalent sand roughness, etc.) vary between the different case studies,
only this overall tendency can be identified.
A comparison to measure bed shear stresses could be a remedy to overcome the issue of
considerable differences between the models. However, monitoring this parameter itself [83] is
an ongoing challenge. Besides issues of handling the devices (installation, operation and service),
concerns about the validity and explanatory power of time-averaged bed shear stresses were raised.
Gmeiner et al. [84] and Liedermann et al. [85] showed that bed load transport takes place below
expected discharges considering the concepts of Shields [86] and Zanke [87] for critical shear stresses.
It is thus recommended to consider time series of bed shear stresses including fluctuations for which
probabilistic approaches [88–91] are suitable. A part of these fluctuations is expected to be covered by
considering the turbulent kinetic energies for calculating bed shear stresses in the case of 3D models.
In this study, the dependency of bed shear stresses on turbulent kinetic energies are highlighted
by peaks at the banks, which correlate with peaks of the turbulent kinetic energy. A proportional
relationship between turbulent kinetic energy and bed shear stress for high strains has already been
described by Menter [92]. Additionally, Rodi [93] stated an increasing influence of turbulence on shear
stresses upon larger roughness values.
The aforementioned uncertainties of using deterministic bed shear stress calculations, as well
as the additional limitations when employing these concepts in numerical models should always be
considered by addressing the issues related to dependent processes including bed load transport or
morphological changes. Particularly in the case of man-made interventions [94], including engineering
measures [95] in rivers, reservoirs or oceans as well as management procedures [96] such as flushing,
dredging or depositing sediments, it is recommended to focus on the evaluation of differences
rather than on absolute values. In general, improving the results of 1D and 2D models by applying
discharge-dependent Strickler values and preferring higher dimensional models over lower ones has
the potential to enhance the validity of numerical simulations.
5. Conclusions
The application of numerical models in hydraulic engineering has become routine over recent
decades, resulting in numerous published studies. Standard practice is the calibration of a single
numerical model by comparing simulation results to monitoring data (e.g., water surface elevations,
flow velocities, etc.) followed by an application of the models for any kind of work. Despite known
uncertainties (e.g., model simplifications, mesh generation, roughness definition, etc.), it is generally
assumed that the simulated results are valid for all hydrodynamic parameters, including properties
for which no measurements are available. The present study addressed the differences between model
dimensions, focusing on bed shear stresses considering different discharges as well as study sites.
The results show that, on average, the simulated bed shear stresses are 10% and 14–38% lower
in the applied 2D and 3D model, respectively, as compared to the 1D model. At the same time,
almost no differences were present in water surface elevations, which had been used for calibration.
When comparing different river sites and discharges, minor differences in the ratio of bed shear
stresses were found in 2D/1D models, while in the case of 3D/1D the differences became larger from
lower to higher discharges as well as from small-sloped to steeper river sites. The major influence of
different roughness definitions, as well as the various calculation approaches used in the numerical
models, were identified as a cause of these differences. Moreover, reasons why, in general, the highest
bed shear stresses in the main stream of the river occur in 2D models (e.g., depth-averaged versus
near-bed flow velocities), and for bed shear stress peaks at the banks in 3D models were elaborated
(e.g., consideration of turbulent kinetic energy).
The considerable differences between the numerical models present an issue in hydraulic
engineering, due to the fact that bed shear stresses form the basis of many approaches including
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the calculation of sediment transport or evaluation of habitats. One of the key tasks of future works
will be the comparison with measurement data considering the associated monitoring challenges.
The question of whether the deterministic approach of calculating bed shear stresses, as well as the
definition of bed shear stress, is adequately representing the occurring near-bed forces in an applied
river context should also be addressed in future studies.
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Abstract: The ecological water quality in rivers and streams is influenced both by the morphological
factors (within the watercourse channel and by the dynamic factors associated with flow), as well as
biological factors (connected with the flora and fauna characteristic of its specific area). This paper
presents an analysis of the effect of river channel shading by trees and shrubs on hydromorphological
changes in a selected reach of the Wełna River, Poland. The analysis was conducted on two adjacent
cross-sections (one in a reach lined with trees, the other in an open area with no tree or shrub
vegetation). Data were collected during field surveys in the years 2014 and 2019. According to the
Water Framework Directive, the Wełna River represents a watercourse with small and average-sized
watershed areas, with sand being the dominant substrate of the river bottom. Flow volume,
distributions of velocity in the sections, as well as substrate grain-size characteristics and river bottom
morphology, were determined based on field measurements. In the study, the leaf area index (LAI) of
vegetation was measured in the reach lined with trees, while the number and species composition of
macrophytes were determined in the investigated river reaches. Moreover, a digital surface model
(DSM) and Geoinformation Information System GIS tools were used to illustrate variability in shading
within the tree-lined reach. The DSM model was based on Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) data.
The results of this study enable us to establish the relationship between river shading by vegetation
covering the bank zone, and changes in hydromorphological parameters of the river channel.
Keywords: small lowland rivers; flow conditions; riverbed shading; shading model; hydromorphological
changes; LAI; LIDAR
1. Introduction
Present-day requirements imposed on river and canal maintenance are closely related to the
assurance of good ecological water quality and adequate condition of the semiaquatic ecosystem
comprising the river and its valley [1,2]. The ecological water quality of rivers and streams is affected
both by the hydromorphological conditions of the watercourse channel and by biological factors,
related to the flora and fauna characteristic of its specific area [3–5].
In turn, the condition of a semiaquatic ecosystem is connected with the spatial system of the
watercourse and with the biological equilibrium within the valley [6]. This should be reflected in
the approach to river maintenance, particularly the adopted flood control system [7]. Presently
binding guidelines for the maintenance of rivers classified as natural (or semi-natural) not only
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accept vegetation within their channel cross-section, but also assign them numerous protective and
environmental functions [8–10]. This relates to the comprehensive, modern understanding of water
management, which for planned engineering measures requires an environmental impact analysis
following the principles of sustainable development [1].
The legal framework for works in rivers is outlined, among others, in the Water Framework
Directive. Recently, the European Union has enacted the Water Framework Directive with the aim of
securing and, where possible, improving the ecological status of watercourses throughout all Member
States. The fundamental legal issues are set out in the Acts of the European Parliament, which define
the rights and responsibilities of all parties with respect to rivers and streams [1–3]. In addition, in
many countries separate measures are being implemented to improve the natural condition of rivers
(e.g. in the USA, Canada, Norway) [6,9].
The above-mentioned conditions need to be reconciled with economic concerns imposed by
the analysis of efficiency for water management investments. These include primarily flood control
measures, limiting the highest water stages and flows, as well as actions ensuring good ecological status
of surface waters at the lowest water stages and flows [1]. Thus, these requirements jointly result in the
need to precisely estimate hydraulic parameters of flow in rivers and canals [11]. It is the accuracy of
assessment that determines the decision to adopt a specific solution, as well as the technology required
to implement it. Referring this aspect to river hydraulics, it may be treated as an evaluation of river
channel capacity under specific geometric parameters, river regulation infrastructure, and vegetation
growth [12]. This pertains particularly to overgrown river channels and conditions found in rivers
with floodplains.
Growth of aquatic vegetation is the main factor in determining flow conditions in small rivers
and canals [9]. Aquatic vegetation in channel sections causes an increase in flow resistance. It is a
potential source of flood risk and resulting losses [13], when heavy rains in the vegetation period may
lead to flash floods in small watercourses, whose flow capacity is reduced as a result of vegetation
overgrowth [12]. This in turn leads to a decrease in channel flow capacity. Growth of aquatic vegetation
is the primary biological process affecting flow conditions. This growth is modified by hydraulic and
geometric parameters of the channel, as well as other physical factors (light, temperature, changes
in water levels) along with chemical, edaphic, and biotic factors [14,15]. However, the main factor
initiating the whole cascade of resulting phenomena is connected with sunlight, which, in association
with biogenic compounds availability, limits productivity of aquatic ecosystems [16–18].
Growth of aquatic plants (macrophytes) depends on the action of various ecological factors.
The most important of these include light and heat, water quality [19], pH, water hardness, water
current intensity [20], and bed substrate [21]. The response of aquatic plants to ecological factors is
very strong, which has contributed to their utilization in the evaluation of the environmental condition.
In most European countries, systems based on macrophytes are extensively applied to assess water
status [22]. The value of macrophytes as bioindicators is related to their capacity to characterize more
permanent changes in habitat characteristics [19].
Growth of aquatic plants is strongly dependent on light availability [23]; thus, all changes in water
transparency lead to changes in the structure of plant communities, vegetation density, and depth
of plant growth [24,25]. The maximum increase in biomass of aquatic vegetation is observed under
particularly advantageous growth conditions, including insolation [26,27]. The light factor determines
not only biomass of aquatic plants, but also their structure, as an increase in insolation results in the
development of plant organization. Additionally, the light factor in the water affects growing plants
through modification of water temperatures [27,28].
Numerous studies indicate that an important factor differentiating lighting conditions in
watercourses is the vegetation-growing process on their banks, particularly forest and shrub
communities [29]. In the case of small and medium-sized rivers flowing under the forest tree
canopy, the amount of light reaching the water surface is several to several dozen percent lower than
in rivers flowing through open areas. Such a situation may result in almost complete elimination of
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aquatic plants [6,30,31]. In other countries, the close dependence of aquatic plants on light conditions
has already been used in practice to reduce excessive river channel vegetation overgrowth [18]. It has
been suggested to increase shading of rivers in order to limit growth of common species of submerged
plants [25]. This method has also been proposed to control excessive spread of invasive species in
watercourses [24].
Trees and shrubs are natural landscape components in river valleys [32]. Factors affecting the
richness of vegetation surrounding the channels and floodplains of lowland rivers include much slower
water flow velocity, a greater width of the floodplain valley as well as river meandering and oxbow lake
cutoff. The character of vegetation in the immediate vicinity of a watercourse channel and floodplains
depends on the type of land use, groundwater levels, and frequency of flooding [12]. Typically, the area
not utilized agriculturally is overgrown with floodplain forests. The areas with non-forest vegetation
are usually various types of meadows and pastures, while in more moist locations, they are sedge
rushes or fens [33]. Vegetation growing on riverbanks and floodplains has a considerable modifying
effect on flow conditions. Apart from the obvious effect of direct factors on flow resistance during high
flows (e.g. debris, bottom deposits, local obstacles) an essential role is also played by indirect factors,
e.g. shading of the river channel and inhibition of aquatic vegetation growth. These changes are also
reflected in river channel hydromorphology and the distribution of flow velocities [13].
When modeling flows in natural river channels, it is necessary to consider the effect of vegetation
on flow resistance [34]. A problem typically found in vegetation-covered areas is related to the different
flow dynamics compared to the dynamics of a stream free from vegetation. Velocities and depth
gradients are then much smaller. This is naturally reflected in the dynamics of debris transport and
hydromorphological changes in the watercourse channel [5,34,35].
In order to determine the shading area, the location of trees within the riverbank zone needs to be
described. Energy reaching the ground in a given spot depends on the position of the sun, insolation
time, and cloud cover. Due to the continuously changing cloud cover, the input energy fluctuates
considerably, and the changes may be detected only through precise measurements. The weather
service reports mean monthly diurnal total solar radiation for various weather stations. This facilitates
the development of an average annual model for the area covered by a given station. Based on the
available data, Rickert [36] proposed a procedure to calculate the effect of shading on macrophyte
growth. Data include photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) reaching the water surface and the
rest of the radiation, which may be expected in the river channel at various turbidity levels based on
total radiation in % or expressed in W/m2. This method is relatively labor-intensive and includes the
need for analyses of individual hourly sequences. At a tree height of, e.g., 10 m, this is equivalent to
shade range of 8 m in length. Solar radiation reaching the water surface is partly reflected and partly
intercepted. The percentage of solar light reflection depends on factors such as angle of incidence
(which then depends on latitude end land relief), wavelength, and land structure. The smaller the
angle of incidence is, the greater is the amount of light which is reflected.
Variation in solar radiation is a fundamental to control most processes on the Earth. The solar
radiation reaching the water surface is controlled by location (latitude, longitude elevation), season,
atmospheric conditions, topography, and vegetation. Shading is a key parameter due to the control on
the amount of direct radiation reaching the water surface. The factors influencing the fraction of solar
radiation reaching the water surface can be taken into account by using tools and models working in a
GIS environment. Nowadays calculations and analyses are carried out in different scales on the basis
of data with different spatial resolution and type. Increasingly often high-resolution LIDAR data and
GIS tools are used in shading analyses or assessments of incoming radiation reaching surface water
bodies [37–40].
LIDAR data provide information on riparian attributes related to elevation, biomass overhanging
the river, and vertical tree structure. In addition, high-resolution products generated by LIDAR data
processing, such as the digital surface model (DSM) and digital elevation model (DEM), are used [41].
Bachiller-Jareno et al. [42] presented a methodology to estimate tree height and canopy extent, and
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a model that simulates the position of the sun across the sky for hourly or sub-hourly intervals to
calculate the daily shade over the river surface. In addition, Loicq et al. [40] described the use of a
spatially explicit method applying LIDAR-derived data to compute riparian shading based on direct
and diffuse solar radiation. Karrasch and Hunger [41] demonstrated that during shading modeling
based on DSM and DEM the illumination of the water body is underestimated, while shading is
overestimated. In the United Kingdom, the Environment Agency (EA) has developed catchment ‘shade
maps’ for every catchment managed under the Water Framework Directive in England and Wales [43].
The aim of this study was to determine the effect of vegetation growing on the Wełna riverbanks
on changes in flow conditions within a relatively short river reach. Analyses were conducted from July
to August.
2. Materials and Methods
Field studies were conducted in the years 2014 and 2019 on the Wełna River, located in the belt of
central European lowlands (Figure 1a). The Wełna River is a right bank tributary of the Warta River
(ranking third in Poland in terms of river size). The Wełna River is 118 km in length, and its catchment
area is 2621 km2. It flows from a lake located 10 km north-east of the town of Gniezno. Analyses were
conducted on a selected river reach of 250 m in length, situated near the town of Cotoń. The study
object is between a tree-covered area and an area with no tree or shrub cover, no water bodies, and no
hydraulic structures, and there is no inflow from another watercourse. The investigated cross-sections
no. 1 and 2 were shown on Figure 1a. In this way, any potential effect on disturbance of flow between
the investigated cross-sections was eliminated (Figure 1b, Figure 1c).
 
Figure 1. Location of the studied site in: (a) the digital elevation model (DEM), (b) the digital surface
model (DSM), and (c) an aerial photograph.
Field measurements consisted of the assessment of watercourse hydrometric parameters. Within
this study, the leaf area index (LAI) was also determined for vegetation in a tree-lined river reach, while
the number and species composition of macrophytes found in the investigated river cross-sections
were recorded [44]. Based on field measurements, the volume of flow and velocity distributions in
cross-sections were determined along with the substrate grain-size characteristics and river bottom
morphology. Moreover, a model was constructed to illustrate variability in the shade range within
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a river reach lined with trees. The shading analysis was based on DEM and a DSM developed on
airborne LIDAR data. The results of this study enable us to establish the relationship between river
shading by vegetation covering the bank zone and changes in the hydromorphological parameters of
the river channel.
Based on LIDAR data, a DEM of the investigated river reach was developed (Figure 1a), while the
location of trees was given in the DSM (Figure 1b). The current vegetation status in the analyzed Wełna
River reach is presented in an aerial photograph (Figure 1c). Based on the forest stand description and
a forest map, on the right bank of the river reach there is a forest subcompartment of 0.17 ha. Black
alder (Alnus glutinosa) is the dominant species. The stand is approximately 70 years old. Common
sallow (Salix cinerea) is the shrub species found in that area. In turn, a forest subcompartment of 7.7 ha
is located on the left bank of the river. That subcompartment is a belt of swamps adjacent to the river
at a length of approximately 50 m.
Another subcompartment of 12.35 ha is located farther from the riverbank. It is a mixed forest with
the predominance of oak (Quercus L.) and pine (Pinus sylvestris L.). Two measurement cross-sections
were established in the selected river reach. Cross-section 1 was situated in a location with no trees or
shrubs, while cross-section 2 was located in a site with banks lined with trees and shrubs. The distance
between cross-section 1 and cross-section 2 is 93 m. The locations of the cross-sections are marked in
the presented maps (Figure 1). Figure 2 gives available aerial photographs of the investigated Wełna
River in the years 2009–2019. They show an unchanged status of tree cover in this river reach.
 
Figure 2. Changes of land cover and shading of the watercourse in different periods and years (images
obtained from GoogleEarthPro).
Flow measurements were taken in the individual cross-sections. For this purpose, a miniature
ADCP StreamPro stream flow meter was used. The ADCP StreamPro instrument measures distributions
of velocity, discharge intensity, and river bottom geometry. It operates based on the emission of
acoustic signals.
Waves reach suspensions floating in water and are reflected by them, as a result returning to the
emitter. The instrument processes thus obtained data and next determined the hydraulic parameters
of discharge in the river bed. Analyses of river channel geometry consisted in measurements of the
location and ordinates of points on the riverbanks and the river bottom using a GPS real-time kinematic
(RTK) device accurate to ± 3 mm for vertical measurements.
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In order to determine the sediment composition analyses were conducted on the material collected
from the river bottom. The grain-size distribution was analyzed using the sieve method according to
the PN-B-00481:1988 (Polish standard) guidelines. To determine the grain-size composition, dried and
ground samples were passed through a set of sieves (0.063, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.15, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0,
10.0, 16.0 mm). Samples were dried in 105–110 ◦C. In order to determine organic matter content, the
dried samples were precisely weighed accurate to 0.01 g. Next, they were again subjected to heat—they
were incinerated (600–800 ◦C) in a furnace. In this way the weight of the prepared samples made it
possible to determine the content of organic matter. Samples were sieved again. Thus, the contents
of minerals could be determined more precisely, excluding organic matter. Based on the recorded
results, curves for fraction contents were plotted, and grain-size index (Cu) and grain-shape index (Cc)
were calculated.
Thus, collected data were implemented in a graphic computer program, in which the shape of
the cross-sections was plotted. Flow velocity was determined using an ADCP StreamPro device [45],
applying the phenomenon of sound wave propagation in the water environment. Measurement results
were used to determine flow values and to plot river channel cross-sections; next, wetted perimeter O,
hydraulic radius Rh, and water table gradient I were calculated. At cross-section 2, with dense tree and
shrub cover, regular measurements were taken for LAI on both riverbanks. These measurements were
recorded during the vegetation season using a LAI 2000 device. The results provided the basis for
an assessment of area cover by the tree canopy (including leaves). In this manner information was
obtained on the availability of light-reaching plants, including macrophytes, at the ground level.
In the next stage, model calculations for solar radiation were made in the ArcGIS environment.
The input data for the analysis were the Digital Surface Model (DSM) (Figure 1a). The DSM model was
developed on the basis of the LIDAR data. The DSM is characterized with spatial resolution of 1 m and
was provided by the Head Office of Geodesy and Cartography, Poland. The DSM contains information
concerning objects on the surface, such as vegetation and buildings, which are crucial for shading
analysis. The area for analysis was extended to make sure all of the shadows cast on the riverbed
were included in the calculations. Solar radiation was calculated using the Area Solar Radiation tool.
The output of the tool was a global radiation raster calculated for the whole year, vegetation period,
and separate months from April to September with a one-hour interval in WH·m−2. The results were
assigned to the points of the cross-sections in the river.
3. Results
Results of flow measurements recorded using a miniature ADCP StreamPro flow meter were
analyzed using the WinRiverII program. On this basis, values of flow, river bottom structure in the
cross-sections, and the distribution of velocity were determined. Using the ADCP results and geodesy
measures, graphs were prepared for the river cross-sections (Figure 3, Figure 4).
For the purpose of further calculations based on the above figures for each cross-section, their
wetted perimeter, O, and cross-section, area A, were calculated. In the course of the measurements
of water table ordinates, it was found that the water table gradient is so small that it is impossible to
determine the slope at the river reach between the cross-sections. In order to determine slope, precise
levelling was performed and the distance between the recorded measurements of water table height
was increased to 380 m. At the river reach of that length, the mean hydraulic gradient was I = 0.32%.
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Figure 3. Bed changes in cross-section no. 1 (in an area with no tree cover—with submerged and
emergent vegetation).
 
Figure 4. Bed changes in cross-section no. 2 (in a forested area).
In Figures 3 and 4 the cross-section was plotted for the status in 2014 and 2019. In the course of the
study the cross-sections were also measured using a range pole. Cross-section 2 is wider, but slightly
shallower than cross-section 1, in which, due to the bank overgrowth, flow is concentrated in the stream
centerline of the watercourse. As a result of the large deposition of organic sediments the cross-sections
measured using a range pole are slightly deeper (as they were probed to reach the so-called hard
bottom). In this manner, the thickness of organic sediments deposited in the river channel could
be assessed. Sediment thickness in cross-section 2 was much greater than in cross-section 1, with
a maximum of 0.85 m. In contrast, in cross-section 1, the sediment thickness did not exceed 0.4 m.
The analysis of the cross-sections also shows that within the previous five years channel shallowing
was observed over the entire river reach. This trend is particularly evident in cross-section 2, where
the bottom in the riverbank zone was elevated by as much as 0.6 m. Also, in cross-section 1 channel
shallowing by 0.4 m was recorded. River bottom elevation and shallowing of the cross-sections may be
connected with small hydraulic gradients in the investigated river reach, which is reflected in small
flow velocities, at mean values for both cross-sections ranging from 0.06 m/s (cross-section 1) to 0.07 m/s
(cross-section 2).
This is related, among other things, to vegetation overgrowth in the river reach in the vicinity of
cross-section 2, being the downstream measuring site for the investigated reach. Thus, in the reach
the predominant processes are the accumulation of sediments, to a considerable extent composed of
organic matter.
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A large proportion of the riverbank vegetation (trees and shrubs), i.e. those that are casting
shadow over the entire river channel, causes shading, eliminating any aquatic vegetation within the
river channel and banks. On the other hand, we may observe considerable accumulation of organic
matter in the river reach. This also results from the small flow velocities. In cross-section 1, with the
greatest share of riverbank and bottom vegetation, respective changes were observed in flow conditions.
The flow velocity concentrates in the stream centerline zone, which also results in intensified erosion
processes. This cross-section is the most compact.
Values of LAI were measured on the riverbanks at the tree-lined reach immediately above the
ground. LAI is a measure for the total area of leaves per unit ground area, and it is directly related to
the amount of light that can be intercepted by plants [44]. It is an important variable used to predict
photosynthetic primary production and evapotranspiration, while it is also as a reference tool for crop
growth. As such, LAI plays an essential role in theoretical production ecology. An inverse exponential
relation has been established between LAI and light interception, which is linearly proportional to
the primary production rate. Following the adopted methodology, the first measurement was taken
in an open area with no vegetation (the reference measurement), while the next 12 were taken at the
riverbanks, where trees and shrubs were found. For the right bank, the averaged LAI value was
3.03 [m2/m2], whereas for the left bank it was 3.06 [m2/m2]. The values indicate dense overgrowth
reducing access to light in the investigated cross-section.
In each of the cross-sections the river bottom was raked using garden rakes in order to identify
species of the bottom vegetation. The belt of the raked river bottom was approximately 1 m wide. Plant
samples were weighed using scales. For cross-section 1 the obtained plant sample was approximately
1.5 kg. In cross-section 2 no bottom vegetation was found due to considerable shading. Samples of
floating vegetation and plants growing on the banks were also collected. Identified plant species in the
individual cross-sections are listed in Table 1.






































P2 no vegetation no vegetation Sparganiumerectum no vegetation no vegetation Sparganium erectum
Debris samples were collected from the river bottom. Substrate samples were subjected to sieve
analysis in order to determine the grain-size composition. The sieve analysis was performed for









where: d10, d30 and d60 are diameters of particles, which together with smaller ones, account for 10, 30,
and 60% of soil mass, respectively (Table 2).
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Table 2. Debris parameters.
No.
2014 2019
Cu [-] Cc [-] Cu [-] Cc [-]
P1 3.02 0.91 2.29 0.86
P2 2.51 1.83 2.39 0.84
For cross-section P1 the uniformity index Cu value classified the substrate as a grained substrate
(1≤ Cu ≤ 5). The curvature index Cc indicates a poorly grained substrate. For cross-section P2 the
recorded Cu value corresponds to a uniformly grained substrate. The Cc value corresponds to the
values from the range for well-grained soils (Cc = 1–3). Results obtained after five years are similar and
indicate a certain balance of river channel forming processes. Individual samples were incinerated in a
furnace to determine organic matter content (MO). The following results were recorded: cross-section
P1–2.4% MO (2014) and 4.1% (2019); cross-section P2–26.5% MO (2014) and 31.9% (2019).
The percentage share of organic matter in the sample from cross-section P2 is considerably greater
compared to the sample from cross-section P1. This results from the fact that sample 2 was collected
from the cross-section, in which trees and shrubs were growing on both banks, while dying plant
parts accumulated on the watercourse channel bottom. The increase of organic matter content after
five years indicates intensive accumulation of organic substance in the investigated cross-sections of
that river.
The mean roughness coefficient was obtained using the results of hydrometric and geodesy
analyses, applying the Manning formula for individual cross-sections. The results for the calculations
of measurements both from 2014 and 2019 are presented in Table 3. When field measurements were
taken, the water table was found in the main river channel. In cross-section 1, aquatic vegetation
was growing on the channel banks and the river bottom. Paradoxically, the values of the roughness
coefficient for that cross-section are lower than those obtained for cross-section 2, in which no aquatic
vegetation was found either on the bottom or in the bank zone. This results from the parameters of that
cross-section (greater width) and the damming effect due to the cross-section with a high proportion of
vegetation, found in the immediate vicinity. This results in a reduced flow velocity, which under the
assumption of the constant averaged value of the hydraulic gradient provides a higher value of the
roughness coefficient. The resulting roughness coefficients are typical of overgrown river channels, in
which the presence of vegetation drastically reduces the flow capacity of the river channel (Table 3).








Solar radiation was calculated using the Area Solar Radiation tool in ArcGIS 10.5. The results
were assigned to the points of the cross-sections of the river in the monthly configuration (Figure 5) as
well as the vegetation period (Figure 6a) and annual configurations (Figure 6b).
Calculations showed that solar radiation in the annual period at cross-sections no. 1 and no. 2
amounted to 847 × 103 and 135 × 103 WH·m−2, respectively (Table 4). In the analyzed river reach,
total solar radiation varied, and ranged from 50 × 103 to 857 × 103 WH·m−2. From point no. 11,
solar radiation was greater and ranged from 514 to 857 × 103 WH·m−2 with the mean value of
743 × 103 WH·m−2, which was connected with the exposure of the river channel. In the tree-lined
river reach, total radiation ranged from 50 to 512 × 103 WH·m−2 with the mean of 245 × 103 WH·m−2.
Results of calculations for individual months and the vegetation period are presented in Table 4.
The value of radiation in the period from April to September ranged from 38 × 103 WH·m−2 at point
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no. 6 to 687 × 103 WH·m−2 at point no. 13. In cross-section no. 2, monthly values of solar radiation
in the period from April to September ranged from 14 to 21 × 103 WH·m−2 at the total value of
110 × 103 WH·m−2. In turn, in cross-section no. 1 solar radiation in individual months was almost five-
to over eightfold higher, with a mean of over sixfold higher. Greater insolation in cross-section no. 1
contributed to more intensive growth of river channel vegetation.
 
Figure 5. Distribution of total solar radiation (WH·m−2) reaching the substrate in the analyzed Wełna
River reach in individual months.
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Figure 6. Distribution of total solar radiation (WH·m−2) reaching the substrate in the investigated reach
of the Wełna River for: (a) the period of April–September, (b) the annual period.
Table 4. Solar radiation (103·WH·m−2) at points located along the investigated reach of the Wełna River.
No. April May June July August September April-September
1 42 58 55 59 49 31 293
2 52 78 80 85 63 32 390
3 52 70 59 71 60 32 344
4 7 10 8 10 9 5 50
5 (P2) 19 21 15 20 21 14 110
6 5 7 8 8 6 4 38
7 11 33 36 38 19 4 140
8 3 4 18 7 3 2 38
9 10 20 26 26 12 7 101
10 47 99 93 106 69 21 434
11 91 137 120 142 112 51 652
12 95 138 122 143 113 64 675
13 97 140 123 145 115 67 687
14 (P1) 95 138 121 143 113 65 677
15 95 136 119 140 112 65 666
16 63 92 81 96 75 43 451
17 68 127 117 137 88 45 583
18 62 110 103 119 81 35 510
19 90 135 120 141 108 61 655
20 94 136 119 141 112 63 665
21 68 99 87 103 81 46 483
22 79 121 109 126 97 46 579
23 96 139 122 144 114 65 680
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4. Discussion
The obtained results indicate the importance of shading for macrophyte growth. Similarly, as in a
study by Jusik and Staniszewski [17], it was shown that increased shading perhaps limited macrophyte
biodiversity and total cover in the river channels. The development of aquatic plants in the river
channels is limited by shading [23]. Ali et al. [23] suggested that the management of tree vegetation
might control incoming solar radiation, affecting submerged macrophytes. Similarly to the present
case study, other studies shown that the impact of trees on the growth of aquatic plants depends on
the group of macrophytes and the range of shadow impact [18,46]. Also, Jusik and Szoszkiewicz [47]
observed significant correlations between the level of morphological modifications and shadowing
of lowland river channels. Together with the increase in modifications of watercourses, the rate of
shadowing decreased due to the changes of land use and simplification of the riparian species structure,
commonly related to river regulation works. Kurtz et al. [48] conducted a shading experiment over
a vegetation period to measure the effects of light reduction on Vallisneria americana in Perdido Bay
(Florida–Alabama). The results showed that a 92% light reduction led to a decrease in chlorophyll
a concentration, biomass, and leaf dimensions of macrophytes. Schneider et al. [49] showed that
submerged macroscopic algae (Chara intermedia and C. contraria), which grow in an upright position,
are taller at higher light intensities. In turn, Tan et al. [50] showed that reduced light reduced the
growth of M. aquaticum; all of the analyzed growth indicators were significantly higher in sunlight
treatment compared to the shading treatments. Kankanamge et al. [51] observed differences in shade
tolerance between native and non-native species. In high shade (≥ 90%), the reduction in lateral spread
and an increase in main stem length for non-native macrophytes was observed, while native species
showed no response for these traits.
The river’s shading is spatially and temporally heterogeneous. Spatial variations are related
to landscape (channel width, orientation, and hillshade) and canopy characteristics (canopy extent,
structure, and height) [41,52]. Temporal variations are related to temporal variability of canopy
structure and sun position in terms of days, months, and years [42]. As it was shown in this study, only
the use of a suitable model allows reliable assessment of the amount of energy reaching the ground.
During the planning of river conservation or regulation works, it is crucial to maintain proper
light conditions for macrophytes in view of the potential problems with both absence and limitation of
aquatic plant development [4]. Excess light, which can even cause full overgrowth of the river channel,
respectively changes water flow conditions [34] and causes a decrease in channel permeability [14].
The phenomenon of river channel overgrowth is very intensive in lowland rivers flowing through
agricultural areas [16], with the simultaneous presence of strong sunlight conditions (lack of trees,
removed during regulation works) and significant input of nutrients due to the surface flow [14].
Flow resistance for a specific type of aquatic vegetation is a function of many variables, including
flow velocity, plant shape (habit), and roughness of the river bottom and channel walls. In recent
decades hydraulic flow conditions in open river channels overgrown with vegetation have been
investigated by many research centers [7,53,54]. Similarly, as in the present study, most research on the
subject has been experimental [55,56]. For example, the authors of numerous papers analyzed flow
conditions in overgrown river channels at an increase in the roughness coefficient [57] or in terms
of changes in debris transport processes [55]. Many papers also indicate the need to combine the
stream transport capacity with the degree of shading of the cross-section by aquatic vegetation [58].
In literature on the subject [58], an association was noted between the degree of cross-section shading
by vegetation and values of the roughness coefficient, and biomass of aquatic plants [57]. Similarly, as
in the case of these results, Łoboda et al. [59] showed that the presence of plants within the river channel
cross-section slightly reduces the cross-section surface area, but markedly changes the distribution of
flow velocity. This observation was also confirmed by studies on the effect of river channel dredging
on values of the roughness coefficient and distributions of velocity [57,60].
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In a similar way as by Przyborowski et al. [61], results obtained in this study may be referred to
hydromorphological changes, in the analyzed case connected with transport and sedimentation of fine
organic particles. The presence of plants has a considerable effect on the above-mentioned processes.
Calculations conducted according to the method proposed by Rickert [36] for the location at
ϕ = 52.5◦ northern latitude (comparable to the location of the reach in Cotoń with ordinates 52.678◦N
17.631◦E) for the cross-section shaded by trees showed that the actual solar radiation reaching the
water surface decreases within 24-hour periods to values comparable to those obtained in the model
for the shaded river reach. The values of total photosynthetically active radiation for the shaded river
reach confirmed a lack of potential conditions for hydrophyte growth in that part of the river reach.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents an example of studies on the effect of factors causing watercourse channel
shading on water flow conditions and the dynamics of hydromorphological processes. The presented
analysis indicates the importance of local conditions determining availability of light energy for plants
on the hydromorphological conditions found in a watercourse. The selected reach of the Wełna River
is characterized by high variability in river channel shading, resulting from the presence of a dense
forest complex growing in the upstream river stretch (LAI = 3). Immediately outside the forest edge,
the river flows among meadows and arable fields, where there are no trees. These conditions affect
river channel morphology and flow conditions. In the forested river reach, bottom and riverbank
vegetation is completely absent. The river channel is wide; however, because of the vicinity of trees
and shrubs, considerable accumulation of organic matter is observed in the river channel (26.5% MO
compared to 2.4% MO in the treeless cross-section in 2014, and 31.9% MO to 4.1% in 2019). This is
also promoted by the very low flow velocity (approximately 0.1 m/s). This velocity results from the
damming effect as a result of overgrowth in the river reach located immediately outside the forest.
The downstream reach is characterized by a large amount of vegetation overgrowing the banks and
the river bottom. This cross-section is more compact, and flow velocities in the streamline are slightly
higher (although with reference to the entire cross-section together with the vegetation (dead) zones
the mean velocity is also approximately 0.1 m/s). The developed model of light availability makes it
possible to determine river channel overgrowth conditions, and thus to predict potential dynamics
of hydrodynamic processes. Analysis of total radiation reaching the water surface through trees,
ranging from 50 to 512 × 103 WH·m−2 at the mean value of 245 × 103 WH·m−2, confirmed a significant
role of shading, as limiting macrophyte growth, which in turn causes changes in the character of
hydromorphological processes.
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Abstract: Abutment scour is a complex three-dimensional phenomenon, which is one of the leading
causes of marine structure damage. Structural integrity is potentially attainable through the precise
estimation of local scour depth. Due to the high complexity of scouring hydrodynamics, existing
regression-based relations cannot make accurate predictions. Therefore, this study presented a novel
expansion of extreme learning machines (ELM) to predict abutment scour depth (ds) in clear water
conditions. The model was built using the relative flow depth (h/L), excess abutment Froude number
(Fe), abutment shape factor (Ks), and relative sediment size (d50/L). A wide range of experimental
samples was collected from the literature, and data was utilized to develop the ELM model. The
ELM model reliability was evaluated based on the estimation results and several statistical indices.
According to the results, the sigmoid activation function (correlation coefficient, R = 0.97; root
mean square error, RMSE = 0.162; mean absolute percentage error, MAPE = 7.69; and scatter index,
SI = 0.088) performed the best compared with the hard limit, triangular bias, radial basis, and sine
activation functions. Eleven input combinations were considered to investigate the impact of each
dimensionless variable on the abutment scour depth. It was found that ds/L = f (Fe, h/L, d50/L, Ks) was
the best ELM model, indicating that the dimensional analysis of the original data properly reflected
the underlying physics of the problem. Also, the absence of one variable from this input combination
resulted in a significant accuracy reduction. The results also demonstrated that the proposed ELM
model significantly outperformed the regression-based equations derived from the literature. The
ELM model presented a fundamental equation for abutment scours depth prediction. Based on the
simulation results, it appeared the ELM model could be used effectively in practical engineering
applications of predicting abutment scour depth. The estimated uncertainty of the developed ELM
model was calculated and compared with the conventional and artificial intelligence-based models.
The lowest uncertainty with a value of ±0.026 was found in the proposed model in comparison with
±0.50 as the best uncertainty of the other models.
Keywords: abutment; clear water; equation; sensitivity analysis; scour
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1. Introduction
The presence of hydraulic structures obstructs the flow and leads to subsequent scour around
structure foundations. Scour is recently recognized as the most common cause of bridge foundation
failure, leading to property losses, business failure, and the disruption of economic activities [1,2]. For
accurate scour depth prediction, knowledge of scouring is necessary. Scour depth overestimation and
underestimation lead to higher construction costs and abutment foundation damage, respectively [3–5].
Hence, an accurate method of predicting scour depth is necessary to reduce economic costs and achieve
high-stability confidence coefficients for foundations.
When river flow comes in contact with bridge abutments, the pressure creates a downward
flow around the structures. This downward flow forms bed cavities containing vortices. Shear
stress-generated upstream of an abutment leads to primary vortices, which withdraw to the abutment
and create secondary vortices that are less able than the initial vortices. Besides, unstable shear layers
produced according to the separation of flow upstream and downstream of bridge abutments rotate in
the form of vortex structures known as wake vortices. Wake vortices act similarly to small eddies and
sediment rising from the bed [6–9].
Numerous experimental studies have been done to survey the abutment scour and deposition
process in clear water conditions [6,10–21]. Dey and Barbhuiya [22] proposed different regression-based
equations based on the abutments’ type as follows:
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Moreover, the conventional regression-based model of the Muzzammil [23] is defined as follows:
ds
L








where d50 denotes as the median diameter of sediment particles, ds is the equilibrium scour depth, h is
the approaching flow depth, L is the radius of scour hole at original bed level upstream, and Fe is the




where l is the transverse length of an abutment, g is the acceleration due to gravity, Ue is the excess
approaching flow velocity, and s is the relative density of sediment particles.
The majority of studies offer several empirical equations that are highly dependent on experimental
conditions; hence, the results obtained with various methods differ significantly. There is much
disagreement on the selection of a comprehensive approach to designing bridge abutments that
are protected against scour. Moreover, the equations obtained cannot serve as general and reliable
equations for estimating bridge abutment scour [24,25].
Various studies have addressed scour prediction using feedforward neural networks (FFNN) [26];
gene expression programming (GEP) [27–29]; adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) [30];
support vector machines (SVM) [31]; group method of data handling (GMDH) [32–35], and model
trees [36].
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Bateni and Jeng [37] applied an ANFIS-based method to estimate the scour at pile groups. They
found that the ANFIS model outperformed conventional techniques. Muzzammil [38] employed
a neural network to evaluate the scour at abutments and concluded that neural networks could
serve as alternative experimental and regression methods for predicting the complex flow structures
around bridge abutments. Their artificial neural network (ANN) model produced better results
than a conventional regression model. The raw parameters also exhibited superior performance to
dimensionless parameters in scour prediction. Ghani and Azamathulla [39] employed an ANFIS model
to investigate the scour process at culvert outlets. They found that ANFIS predicted scour depth more
accurately than artificial neural networks and regression equations.
Begum [40] employed an ANN model to estimate the scour depth around semi-circular bridge
abutments. They applied sensitivity analysis to the input parameters to investigate the impact of each
independent variable and determined that the ANN model was more precise than other experimental
formulas available. Azamathulla [28] used gene-expression programming (GEP) and artificial neural
network (ANN) models to assess the scour process at bridge abutments. According to the findings, the
GEP model produced more satisfactory results compared to the ANN model in predicting scour depth.
Etemad-Shahidi et al. [36] employed model trees (MT) and evaluated datasets with a broad range of
variables for predicting scour around circular piers. In terms of relative scour depth prediction, their
model was presented as a function of Froude number, relative flow depth, and flow velocity. The
model tree (MT) results were compared with an experimental formula, and it was found that the MT
could estimate scouring depth more accurately.
One of the most popular techniques for scour depth prediction is the feedforward neural networks
(FFNN). It has recently been employed as a classic method in data mining to validate the superiority of
artificial intelligence methods, such as ANFIS, extreme learning machine (ELM), ANN, etc. [26,41–45].
The classic FFNN is trained with a backpropagation algorithm. The ANFIS, which is a combination
of neural network and fuzzy logic, is employed by Moradi et al. [46] to calculate the abutment scour
depth. The authors compared different techniques for generating the fuzzy inference systems (FIS) (i.e.,
sub-clustering (SC), fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM), and grid partitioning (GP)). The results indicated
that the ANFIS-SC outperformed all other existing ANFIS techniques. Besides, Azimi et al. [47]
proposed a multi-objective design of ANFIS optimized by genetic algorithm. The authors indicated
that this technique not only provided more accurate results but also enhanced the generalizability of the
ANFIS model in abutment scour depth prediction. The main problems of the mentioned ANFIS-based
techniques are the failure to provide a specific relationship to apply in practical tasks.
The shortcomings of feedforward neural networks back propagation (FFNN-BP) are the low
learning rate, the slow convergence rate, and the presence of local minima [48]. Besides, other artificial
intelligence-based methods like ANFIS are black-box methods, which do not yield equations for use in
practical work. Classification-based methods, such as model trees (MT), classify data, and, in particular,
conditions yield equations. However, the main problems with such methods are the lack of flexibility
and adequate performance in different hydraulic conditions. Although the GEP method provides an
equation for use in practical engineering problems, the problems with this method are the high central
processing unit (CPU) time consumption and that the equations presented are often achieved using
several highly sophisticated functions.
For these reasons, Huang et al. [49] proposed a new algorithm, the extreme learning machine
(ELM), for FFNN training based on single hidden layer feedforward neural networks (SLFNs). ELM
requires adjusting only the activation function type and some hidden layers, while there are several
user-defined parameters, such as hidden layer bias adjustment, during algorithm and input weight
adjustment [50]. Moreover, using ELM leads to produce equations for practical problems [51].
Compared to other learning algorithms, such as back propagation (BP), ELM achieves swift learning
and performs well in generation function processing [52–55]. Using ELM in various engineering
science fields, such as feature selection [56], classification [57], and regression [51,58], has provided
acceptable results.
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Since ELM has not been used for scour depth modeling, this method was applied here to predict
the abutment scour depth in clear water conditions. This approach overcame many issues in modeling
scour depth by using the existing artificial intelligence methods. For this purpose, the parameters
affecting the abutment scour depth were determined first. Then, different activation functions were
considered in predicting the abutment scour depth. Upon selecting the best activation function and
carrying out a dimensional analysis, the influence of each parameter affecting the scour depth was
evaluated from eleven input combinations. Moreover, the current study results and two empirical
formulae were compared with previous studies. Finally, the optimum combination was used to present
a relationship for practical engineering problems.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Collection
To estimate the scour depth around bridge abutments in clear water with a uniform sediment
bed, a set of 295 experimental data were collected from the study of Dey and Barbhuiya [22]. They
performed experiments in a lab flume (20 × 0.7 × 0.9 m long, deep, and wide) using a vertical wall, 45◦
wing-wall, and semicircular abutments, which are schematically illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Schematic of the different abutment in the flume. L and B are the abutment length and
width respectively.
During the tests, an abutment was set in the bed, sustained by a sediment intromission 0.3 m
deep, 2.4 m long, and 0.9 m wide, and appended to the flume sidewall. Recess sediments were placed
9 m downstream of the flume, and the discharge was adjusted by the entrance inlet. The flow depth
was measured using a Vernier point gauge with ±0.1 mm accuracy. All tests were done in clear water
conditions and U/Uc = 0.95, where Uc is the critical velocity of bed particles. Table 1 presents the
sediment particle sizes, abutment geometric shapes, and flow conditions. Of the 295 experimental
samples, approximately 50% of the samples were randomly selected for model training (148 samples),
and the rest of the samples were applied for the testing stage (147 samples).
Table 1. Statistical indices for the collected dataset.
Variable Min Max Mean Variance Standard Deviation
d50 (mm) 0.26 3.1 0.92 0.51 0.71
h (m) 0.05 0.25 0.16 0.004 0.06
U (m/s) 0.219 0.67 0.35 0.013 0.11
ds (m) 0.024 0.293 0.13 0.003 0.06
L (m) 0.04 0.13 0.08 0.001 0.03
B (m) 0.08 0.36 0.18 0.006 0.08
Note: d50 is the average diameter of particles, h is the stream depth of approach, U is the average stream velocity, Uc
is the critical velocity of sediment, ds is the scour depth, L and B are the abutment length and width respectively.
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2.2. Extreme Learning Machine
The ELM was first introduced by Huang et al. [49] as a new robust learning algorithm for
single-layer feedforward neural networks (SLFNN). The ELM is very simple to use since only the
network architecture should be defined. Hence, the ELM does not have the complexity of gradient
algorithms, such as local minima, learning epochs, and learning rate. Moreover, it is proven that the
speed of ELM is much greater than SVM and gradient-based algorithms, such as back-propagation.
Thus, ELM training often takes a few seconds or a few minutes in very complex cases with important
data where modeling with the classical neural network is not easy. In this algorithm, the weight
vector is associated with the input and hidden layers. Moreover, the primary neurons in the hidden
layer are generated randomly, and a unique optimal solution is produced to determine the number
of hidden layer neurons during training. If m is the number of nodes in the input layer, M is the
number of nodes in the hidden layer, n is the number of nodes in the output layer, bi is the bias,
and g(x) is the activation function of neurons in the hidden layer, for N arbitrary separate samples
(xi, ti), xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xim]
T ∈ Rm, i = [ti1, ti2, . . . , tin]T ∈ Rn, model network training by ELM is
presented as follows (Figure 2):
Figure 2. Extreme learning machine (ELM) structure.
The standard SLFNN forms with M neurons in the hidden layer, and activation function g(x) is
modeled as follows [59,60]:
M∑
i=1
βig(Wi ·Xi + bi) = Oj j = 1, 2, . . . , N (6)
where Oi = [Oi1, Oi2, . . . , Oin]
T is the output vector from SLFNN, Wi. Xi is the inner product of Xi and
Wi, bi is the bias of the ith hidden layer neuron, βi = [βi1, βi2, . . . , βin]
T is a gravimetric vector associated
with the ith hidden layer neuron and output nodes, and Wi = [W1i, W2i, . . . , Wmi]
T is the weight vector
related to the hidden layer neuron and input nodes.
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Activation functions are used to calculate the weight of neuron response output. The neurons
consist of two parts, including the weighted sums of inputs and activation functions. When a set
of weighted input signals is applied, activation functions are used to obtain the layer response. For
neurons in the same layer, the same activity functions are used, which can be linear or nonlinear. In
linear functions, a straight line is drawn, and in nonlinear functions, a curved line is drawn. The ELM
nonlinear activity functions investigated in this study included hard limit sine, sigmoid, radial basis,
and triangular basis: they are briefly defined as follows (see Figure 3):
 A sine function inserts the actual amount that has −1 to +1 efficiency.
 Sigmoid is a continuous function that gradually changes between asymptotic values of 0 and 1 or
−1 and +1.
 When neurons use a hard limit transfer function, and if the input threshold net is gained, the
output is 1, otherwise 0.
 The radial basis function output is based on the distance from the origin points.
 A triangular basis function can serve as a neuron transfer function. This function calculates the
output layer from a given input layer.
Figure 3. The different activation functions in the ELM model.
The standard SLFNN form with an activation function g(x) and M hidden neurons can approximate
all N samples with 0 error.
The relation between wi, βi, and bi is defined as follows:
Equation (6) can be expressed in the form of the following matrix:
Hβ = Y (7)
where H is the output matrix related to the hidden layer. When the input weights are selected randomly,
and the hidden layer neurons are determined, the network training equivalent to the search for the
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The smallest-norm least-squares solution is:
β̂ = H+Y (9)
where H+ is the Moore–Penrose generalized inversion of hidden layer matrix H.
Therefore, the ELM method is summarized in three steps:
(i) Generate the hidden layer bias (b); randomly generate the weight vector (w) that links the input
and hidden layers;
(ii) Compute the hidden layer output matrix (H);
(iii) Compute the output weight.
2.3. Methodology
Scour around abutments based on the flow’s capacity to transfer bed materials is classified into
two categories: moving bed scour and clear water scour. Moving bed scour when the flow moves the
general bedload, while clear water scour happens when the flow does not move sediment downstream.
The effective parameter on scour depth ds at an abutment located on a bed with uniform sediment
in clear water is a function of sediment characteristics, flow parameters, and hydraulic structure
geometry [61–63].
ds = f (U, Uc, L, g, Ks, d50, h,ρ,ρs, ν) (10)
where U is the average stream velocity, Uc is the critical velocity of sediment, L is the abutment length,
g is the gravitational acceleration, d50 is the average diameter of particles, h is the stream depth of
approach, ρ and ρs represent the fluid and sediment density, respectively, and ν is the fluid kinematic
velocity. The Ks is the abutment form factor that was determined by a trial-and-error procedure
for the best collapsed of all data by Mellville [16]. It is 1 for vertical-wall abutments, 0.82 for 45◦
wing-wall abutments, and 0.75 for semicircular abutments. Dey and Barbhuiya [17] neglected the
effect of viscosity and considered the relative density constant to express the following relationship:
ds = f (U, Uc, L, g, Ks, d50, h) (11)
Abutment scour is occurred when the additional stream velocity Ue is greater than 0, where
Ue = U − ξUc, and ξ is a constant coefficient for vertical wall, 45◦ wing-wall, and semicircular wall
abutments of 0.5, 0.55, and 0.6, respectively.
ds = f (Ue, L, g, Ks, d50, h) (12)
Most studies in the field of artificial intelligence consider the effective parameters in output
parameter estimation to be dimensionless, which leads to good results [64–66]. According to the














where Fe = Ue/
√
ΔgL is the excess abutment Froude number and Δ = s − 1, where s is the specific
gravity of sediment, and Re is Reynolds number. As the flow around an abutment is quite turbulent,














To predict the relative scour, the activation functions used in the ELM model were initially
controlled to select the best one. Subsequently, the effect of each input variable on relative scours depth
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in clear water condition (i.e., Equation (9)) was investigated. Various input parameter combinations
were also evaluated, and the results are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Different input combinations, containing the effective variables on abutment scour depth.












Note: ELM, indicates extreme learning machine; relative flow depth (h/L); excess abutment Froude number (Fe);
abutment shape factor (Ks); relative sediment size (d50 /L); green, blue and orange colors show the model with four,
three and two inputs.
2.4. The Goodness of Fit Statistics
To evaluate the performance of each model presented in this study, scour depth was estimated
using various statistical indices: correlation coefficient (R), root mean square error (RMSE), mean






































where Mi and Ei are the modeled and experimented ds/L values, respectively, and M and E are the
mean modeled and experimented ds/L values, respectively. Recently, a new goodness-of-fit index was




(1−R2) + MAE + RMSE
)
(19)
where R2 and MAE are determination coefficient and mean absolute error, respectively.
3. Results
The ELM activation functions’ performance in predicting abutment scour depth in clear water
was examined using Dey and Barbhuiya [22] dataset. According to Figure 4, it could be concluded that
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the sigmoid activation function predicted scour around an abutment well (R = 0.97), whereby most
data points had an average error below 8% (MAPE = 7.69%) and the lowest data scattering (SI = 0.088).
Figure 4. Scatter plot of different ELM activation functions.
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The MAPE and SI of the sine activation function were over 2% and 4% higher than the sigmoid
activation function, respectively, though the correlation coefficient for the sigmoid function had a
small margin (R = 0.95). According to the statistical indices for the hard limit activation function,
there was a significant difference between the estimated data points and the observed data (R = 0.62).
Moreover, with an average error of 26% (MAPE = 25.27), the hard limit activation function had the
highest error value among activation functions, signifying the poor performance of the hard limit
activation function in scouring estimation. According to Figure 4, the mean error for the triangular
basis and radial basis functions was 6% and 5% higher, respectively, than the sigmoid activation
function. Therefore, the sigmoid activation function outperformed the other activation functions
in scour depth estimation. The sigmoid function was, therefore, applied to abutment scour depth
modeling with the input combinations presented in Table 2.
Figure 5 presents a comparison of 11 input combinations’ performance (see Table 2) according to
various statistical indices. The ELM1 input combination included all effective parameters on abutment
scour depth in clear water conditions (Equation (14)). The ELM results exhibited greater ability in the
prediction of the abutment scour depth by using the ELM1 input combination. This was because the
difference between estimated and experimental data was negligible (R = 0.97), and the estimated values
had less than 8% relative error (MAPE = 7.69). Besides, the relative error (RE) distributions in Figure 5
indicated that 46% and 74% of all samples were estimated with less than 5% and 10% (respectively) RE,
and only 5% of samples were estimated with more than 20% RE, (see Tables S1 and S2 for more detail).
Figure 5. Comparison of different input combinations in abutment scours depth prediction.
Next, by neglecting various parameters at a time and assessing 10 new input combinations
(ELM2 to ELM11), the effect of each parameter on ds/L was examined, based on Equation (9). The
input combinations ELM2 to ELM5 used three input parameters for predicting abutment scour depth.
According to Figure 5, the R and SI values for ELM2 were 0.96 and 0.096, respectively. The difference
between ELM2 and ELM1 was the absence of parameter Ks, which led to a higher mean relative error
(MAPE = 8.49) compared to ELM1 (MAPE = 7.69). Besides, the RE distribution provided in Figure 5
demonstrated that ELM2 increased the RE distribution so that more than 74% estimated samples
with less than 10% RE decreased to 67.46%. Consequently, the results indicated that neglecting the
abutment geometry parameter in scour depth evaluation was significant, whereby ignoring it reduced
ds/L performance and accuracy.
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Figure 5. Relative error distribution for different input combinations.
The ELM3 input combination did not include the effect of input variable d50/L on relative scour
depth. By eliminating the effect of d50/L on the abutment scour depth, the accuracy of scour depth
estimation reduced, and this increased the RMSE compared to ELM1 (R = 0.96, RMSE = 0.177). ELM4
included parameters d50/L, Ks, and Fe as the input combination. The statistical indices signified
that eliminating the relative flow depth parameter led to an over 1% increase in mean relative
error (MAPE = 9.29) over the model that includes all effective parameters in scour depth estimation
(MAPE = 7.69).
Thus, it could be concluded that the incoming flow around abutments was an effective parameter
in relative scour depth (ds/L) estimation. By eliminating the parameter Fe from the relative scour
depth estimation (ELM5), the mean relative error (MAPE = 9.14) and the root mean square error
(RMSE = 0.226) increased more than ELM1. Among models with three input variables, model five
exhibited the weakest performance. In fact, among the four dimensionless parameters in Equation
(14), parameter Fe appeared to be the most effective parameter on ds/L estimation. The results of RE
distribution for ELM3 to ELM6 showed that the percentage of the estimated samples with less than
5% and 10% in these models was less than ELM1. It should be noted that the lower performance to
estimate ds/L was related to ELM5. According to the explanation given, the first rank of the most
effective parameters in abutment scour depth predicting was related to Fe, and the h/L, Ks, and d50/L
were in the second to fourth rank, respectively.
In estimating ds/L, ELM6 to ELM11 only used two dimensionless parameters (i.e., from a total
of four parameters in Equation (14)). Parameter Fe in ELM6, ELM7, and ELM8 was one of the two
constant parameters. Concerning all indices presented in Figure 5 for the three models, in addition to
Fe, ELM6 also considered h/L, and most estimated values showed little difference from the observed
values (R = 0.96). The mean relative error for ELM6 was less than 9% (MAPE = 8.17%). Figure 5
indicates that ELM7 (RMSE = 0.254) and ELM8 (RMSE = 0.327) exhibited weaker performance than
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ELM6 (RMSE = 0.192); in addition to Fe, ELM7 considered the impact of d50/L, and the majority of data
points had a mean relative error of 14% (MAPE = 13.1).
Finally, among models that only considered two parameters in estimating the relative scour depth,
ELM6 (ds/L = f (Fe, h/L)) was selected as the best. Among other two-parameter models that did not
include parameter Fe, ELM10 performed the worst. This model included the effect of h/L and Ks.
ELM10 exhibited the highest scattering and lowest accuracy (SI = 0.287, R = 0.61), with the majority of
data points having a relative error of 24% (Figure 5). The RE distribution indicated that the lowest
performance of models with only three input parameters was related to the ELM5 so that only 16.94%
of all samples were estimated by this model and had relative error less than 5%.
Based on the given explanation, it could be concluded that in the ELM method, the Fe and h/L
parameters were effective inputs on relative scour depth in clear water conditions (when the bed
sediment particles are not in motion from upstream toward downstream). On the other hand, not
considering the excess abutment Froude number and relative sediment size in relative scour depth
estimation led to a significant decrease in accuracy and a significant increase in relative error. According
to the results, ELM1 with h/L, d50/L, Ks, and Fe as effective parameters in the estimation of scour depth
at abutments was deemed the best ELM model.
To evaluate the proposed ELM model’s accuracy in predicting the scour depth around abutments
in clear water condition, the performance of the developed ELM-based model was compared
with conventional regression-based models [22,23] and recently artificial intelligence (AI) based
techniques [46,47] by combined accuracy (CA) index for training and testing phases. The lowest CA
at both phases is related to Muzammil [23], who provided his model using conventional nonlinear
repression. Another conventional equation is Dey and Barbhuiya [22]. The CA index value of this
model (CA = 0.56) was almost half the value obtained for the Muzammil [23] model (CA = 1.27).
However, there was a significant difference between the performance of regression methods
and artificial intelligence methods. In addition to the developed ELM model, Moradi et al. [46] and
Azimi et al. [47] models were also classified as AI-based models. Both of these methods were presented
based on ANFIS so that the Moradi et al. [46] was provided as classical ANFIS, while the model of
Azimi et al. [47] was introduced as a multi-objective evolutionary optimization of ANFIS.
The optimized model [47] performed better than the classical model [46], as shown in Figure 6. The
model of Azimi et al. [47] provided excellent results in the training phase, but comparing the accuracy of
this model with the ELM in the test phase, which indicated the generalizability of a model, demonstrated
the superior performance of the developed ELM. Also, the developed method in the current study not
only had a higher accuracy than existing ones but also eliminated the underlying problem of existing
AI-based models [46,47] in providing a specific relationship for practical applications.
Figure 7 indicates the Taylor diagram [68] for developed ELM model and conventional
regression-based and AI-based techniques by considering the results of the standard deviation.
The correlation coefficient and RMSE were provided simultaneously for a model in a single diagram
using the Taylor diagram. The very low performance of the conventional regression-based techniques
in comparison with the AI-based models and developed ELM was clear. Owing to this figure, the
developed ELM model outperformed than existing models (conventional and AI-based models).
Table 3 presents the quantitative evaluation of the uncertainties in the abutment scours depth
estimation using the developed ELM model versus the existing ones. It should be noted that the
uncertainty analysis (UA) was done for the testing phase [69,70]. To calculate the UA, the individual
estimation error (IEE) was ej = Ej − Tj, where E and T are the estimated and target values, respectively.
Using IEE, the mean of IEE (MIEE) and standard deviation of IEE (SDIEE) were computed as
e =
∑n






/n− 1, respectively (where n denotes to a number of the testing
samples). The positive (or negative) value of the MIEE indicated that the desired model over-estimated
(under-estimated) the target values of the abutment scour depth. In the following, the MIEE and SDIEE
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were employed to define confidence bound (CB) by the Wilson score method [71] without continuity
correction so that the ±1.96 Se yielded an almost 95% CB.
Figure 6. Comparison of the developed ELM model for abutment scour depth prediction with existing
conventional and artificial intelligence (AI)-based techniques by combined accuracy (CA) index.
 
Figure 7. Taylor diagram for developed ELM model and conventional regression-based and
AI-based techniques.
Owing to the results of Table 3, it was clear that the developed ELM outperformed than
conventional [22,23] and AI-based models [46,47] with the lowest computed uncertainty. The MIEE for
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the developed ELM model was computed as +0.001 compared to 0.044, −0.044, −1.613, and −0.171
for Moradi et al. [46], Azimi et al. [47], Muzzammil [23], and Dey and Barbhuiya [22], respectively. It
was observed that the developed ELM model and the results of Moradi et al. (2019) over-estimated
the abutment scour depth, while the other prediction models underestimated it. Similar to MEE, the
lowest value of the standard deviation of estimated error (SDEE), 95% estimation error interval (EEI),
and width of uncertainty band (WUB) were related to the developed ELM model.
Table 3. Uncertainty analysis of the developed ELM model versus existing regression and artificial
intelligence (AI)-based techniques.
Model MIEE SDEE 95% CB WUB
ELM1 0.001 0.162 (−0.025 0.028) ±0.026
Moradi et al. [46] 0.044 0.344 (−0.012 0.100) ±0.056
Azimi et al. [47] −0.044 0.304 (−0.093 0.006) ±0.050
Muzzammil [23] −1.613 0.702 (−1.728 −1.499) ±0.114
Dey and Barbhuiya [22] −0.171 0.757 (−0.294 −0.047) ±0.123
Note: MIEE, mean of individual estimation error; SDEE, standard deviation of individual estimation error; CB,
confidence bound; WUB, width of uncertainty bound.
Due to the best performance of the ELM1 in comparison with other ELM models (ELM2 to ELM11)
and existing model, the equation extracted from ELM1, which was selected as the best model in this











where InW is the input weight, InV is the input variable vector, BHN is the bias of hidden neurons, and











+0.79 −0.98 +0.46 −0.03
+0.55 −0.40 −0.24 −0.20
+0.65 −0.75 −0.35 −0.77
−0.15 +0.25 −0.96 −0.89
+0.33 +0.21 +0.20 −0.29
+0.62 +0.37 −0.33 +0.26
+0.62 −0.88 −0.51 +0.09
−0.98 +0.85 +0.72 −0.85
−0.80 +0.29 +0.46 +0.89
+0.73 +0.59 −0.24 −0.98
−0.90 +0.11 −0.07 +0.27
−0.98 −0.24 −0.75 +0.87
−0.64 +0.70 +0.22 +0.02
−0.86 +0.94 +0.23 +0.54
+0.42 −0.84 +0.07 +0.10
−0.63 +0.34 +0.89 −0.53
+0.61 −0.14 −0.01 −0.27
+0.02 +0.24 +0.48 −0.20
+0.49 +0.17 +0.49 +0.54
















































To evaluate the performance of the developed ELM-based model (Equation (20)) in scour depth
prediction, the Ballio et al. [72] dataset was applied. The scatter plot of the predicted relative scours
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depth (ds/l) versus observed ones that were collected from Ballio et al. [72] are provided in Figure 8.
Owing to this figure, all samples were estimated with a relative error of less than 10%, so that the means
relative error for these samples was less than 5% (MAPE = 4.407%). The other statistical indices related
to estimated samples (R = 0.948; RMSE = 0.036; SI = 0.05; CA = 0.16) indicated the high prediction level
of the developed model at a dataset, which was different from the data employed in model training.
Figure 8. Scatter plot of developed ELM-based model for Ballio et al. [72] model.
4. Discussion
The performance of the ELM machine learning model developed in the current study was
compared with conventional models [22,23] and recently developed AI-based techniques [46,47]. The
model’s performance was examined in terms of five statistical indices of correlation coefficient (R),
root means square error (RMSE), scatter index (SI), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and
recently introduced combined accuracy (CA). Besides, the comparison of the developed model was
also compared with the existing one in terms of the Taylor diagram and uncertainty analysis. The
results of all comparisons demonstrated that the developed model provided better performance than
conventional and AI-based regression models. Over-fitting is a well-known problem in machine
learning modeling. Over-fitting occurred when the developed model fitted exactly through the training
stage, leading to low performance of the developed model at unseen samples (i.e., training stage). It is
well-known that an organized model with lower adjustable parameters through the training stage
could prevent over-fitting challenge. It should be noted that in the current study, data splitting was
considered as 50%–50% so that 50% of all samples were randomly selected for training and testing,
while the rest of the ones applied to check the performance of the model for unseen samples. The
results indicated the high level of accuracy of the developed model at both the training and testing
stage simultaneously. Consequently, the developed model in the current study did not experience the
over-fitting problem and produced an acceptable prediction for unseen samples in the testing stages.
Moreover, the generalizability of the developed model was examined by Ballio et al. [72] dataset, which
differed from Dey and Barbhuiya [22] that was applied for training and testing stages.
To investigate the alteration trend of the scour depth around abutment to each input variable
provided in the Equation (20) (Fe, h/L, d50/L, ks), the partial derivative sensitivity analysis (PDSA) was
performed [73,74]. In the PDSA, the partial differential of the development model was calculated
between output and each input variable, and the results of the partial difference were reported as the
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sensitivity of the developed model to xi input (in the current study, I = 1, 2, 3, 4). The positive (or
negative) value of the sensitivity demonstrated that an increase in the xi resulted in an increase (or
decrease) in the output variable. Besides, the high (or low) value of the sensitivity implied the higher
(or lower) efficiency of the xi on the output variable.
Figure 9 indicates the results of the PDSA of developed ELM-based model (Equation (20)) to input
variables (Fe, h/L, d50/L, Ks). All of the sensitivity values for Fe were positive. Indeed, the increasing (or
decreasing) of the Fe led to enhance (or reduction) the ds/L. The highest value of sensitivity of the model
to Fe was related to the lower value of these variables. The sensitivity value for Fe indicated that the
developed ELM model was the most sensitive to Fe in comparison to others. Similar to Fe, the highest
sensitivity for h/L and d50/L attained at the lowest value of each variable. The sensitivity sign in the h/L
was not constant, so the trend of the developed ELM model to h/L alteration was not clear, while, for
most samples, an increasing (or decreasing) in the d50/L resulted to reduction (or enhancing) of the
output variable. The results of PDSA for Ks were similar to h/L without any constant alteration trend.
Figure 9. Partial derivative sensitivity analysis (PDSA) results for each input variable in the developed
ELM-based model.
Figure 10 represents the effect of altering the input variables on the compressibility indices. This
was accomplished by changing one of the input variable (i.e., Fe, h/L, d50/L, ks) at a constant rate (−10 to
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10%), while the other ones were constant. The MAPE of the developed ELM model in abutment scours
depth estimation was calculated for each input variable variations in the defined range. Figure 10
shows that the compressibility indices estimated by the developed ELM model were significantly
affected by an error in measuring Fe and ks so that the MAPE increased drastically. For instance, a 10%
error in measuring Fe and Ks resulted in more than 14% MAPE, which was more than two times the
MAPE for applying these variables without measuring error. In contrast, the error in measuring h/L
and d50/L was not significant, so the 10% error in measuring h/L and d50/L led to increasing the MAPE
less than 1% related to applying these variables without any measuring error.
Figure 10. Alteration effect of the input variables on the output mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
5. Conclusions
According to the significance of scour at bridge abutments and the prevention of damage caused
by incorrect scour depth estimation, the local scour depth at abutments in clear water was studied in
this work using extreme learning machines (ELM). The results of this study are presented below.
 Predicting the normalized scour depth over abutment length (ds/L) at bridge abutments in
clear water condition and on a uniform sediment bed was a function of relative depth (h/L),
excess abutment Froude number (Fe), relative sediment size (d50/L), and the structure’s geometric
coefficient (Ks).
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 Among the nonlinear activation functions used in extreme learning machines, the sigmoid
activation function exhibited good accuracy (R = 0.97) and mean error below 8% (MAPE = 7.69%)
in estimating the scour depth at bridge abutments.
 Among the four parameters affecting scour depth, elimination of Fe and d50/L led to a 24% increase
in relative error (MAPE = 23.57). The combination of h/L and Fe performed the best compared to
the other two-parameter models.
 According to the ELM method, Model 1 that included all parameters (Fe, d50/L, Ks, h/L) for
predicting the relative scour depth around abutments embedded on a bed with uniform materials
in clear water condition was deemed the best model.
 The best ELM model (ELM1) predicted the relative scour depth around abutments with greater
accuracy than the conventional regression and AI-based techniques.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/12/1/301/s1.
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S2: Relative error (RE) values for different input combinations verified in this study.
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Abstract: This study provides a conceptual model of the functioning of gravel-bed rivers during
the post-regulation period in Poland and forecasts their subsequent evolution. The main difference
between fluvial processes during the pre-regulation and post-regulation period is that they are limited
to a zone that is currently several times narrower and trapped in a deep-cut channel. During the
river post-regulation period, the construction of additional river training works was significantly
limited in river channels. Moreover, all forms of economic activity were significantly reduced in
the channel free migration zone, particularly bed gravel extraction operations. As a result of these
changes, a limited recovery of the functioning and hydromorphology of the river channel occurred
via a return to conditions in effect prior to river regulation. In recovering sections of river, the channel
gradually broadens, and its sinuosity and number of threads increase. The overall process can
be called spontaneous renaturalization, which yields a characteristic post-regulation river channel.
The conceptual model was developed on the basis of the evolution of the gravel-bed river, the Raba
River, during the post-regulation period in the Polish Carpathian Mountains.
Keywords: river channel; spontaneous renaturalization; post-regulation period; river training;
Polish Carpathians
1. Introduction
Since the late 19th century, gravel-bed river channels in mountain areas and their forelands have
been subject to strong human impact in the temperate climate zone. This is due to construction of
levees, river training works, channel debris extraction, and construction of reservoir dams [1–3]. River
channels have in effect changed substantially in terms of cross-section and longitudinal profile.
Similar change processes have been observed in the Polish Carpathians and their foreland
areas [4,5]. Direct human impact on river channels has been accompanied by changes in land use,
which varied from catchment to catchment. Decades of intensive river regulation have led to a
simplified morphology and pattern of Carpathian rivers which, consequently, became more narrow
and deeper, in addition to following a single thread instead of many, with little ability for the river
channel to migrate [4,6–8]. Increasing channel depth due to human impact [9–11] has led to large
changes in connectivity between the river channel and the floodplain. The outcome in terms of ecology
has been the loss of the most valuable habitats along the channel including initial gravel bar ecosystems
and alluvial forests in mountain areas [12]. The regulation of the Carpathian river channels has also
had other negative outcomes including a reduction in their ability to retain water that could be used
for commercial or farming purposes, as well as an increase in the erosion risk to bridges, buildings,
and other structures found near the river channel [13].
The period of the largest changes in channel morphology and overall functioning of Carpathian
river channels caused by river training works and channel debris extraction lasted from 1961 to 1990.
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Today the drive to change river channels is much less substantial in the studied area. In addition, it is
illegal to collect the gravel from river channels and various government agencies have allowed the
development of the free migration zone. The period after 1990 is called herein the post-regulation
period. Changes in river channels observed during this period of time have been termed spontaneous
renaturalization [14]. Such changes occur most often in the Carpathian river channels with a high
width to depth ratio (W/D) [8]. Similar evolving patterns are present in the channels of other rivers, for
example, the Sacramento River in California, USA [15] and the Magra and Piava rivers in northern
Italy [16,17].
Researchers perceive river channel renaturalization either as a hydro-geomorphologic process [5],
biological process [18], or ecological process [19,20]. The authors of this paper treat the examined
subject matter from a hydro-geomorphologic perspective.
The main purpose of this paper is to discuss the pattern of spontaneous renaturalization in
a mountain area gravel-bed river channel. This process is believed to represent an important
mechanism that explains the functioning of a channel system during the post-regulation period in
Poland. The course of renaturalization is described for the example of the Raba River flowing across
southern Poland. The river serves as a good representation of Carpathian gravel-bed rivers. River
renaturalization is also discussed in terms of future change directions and rates of change.
The Introduction of this paper focuses on the chronology of river channel change as well as types
of human impact in the Raba river channel in the 19th and 20th centuries. This history of human
impact led to the creation of a regulated river channel by the 1970s. The paper focuses on the analysis
of channel morphology and functioning during the post-regulation period using the 1970s and 1980s
as a base period for the purpose of comparison. The changes discussed in this paper occur as a result
of fluvial processes that vary in intensity from site to site depending on the local fluvial environment,
including type and degree of human impact in the channel. Special attention is given to the role of
natural fluvial processes that, in particular, include large floods which are considered to be the most
important part of successful spontaneous renaturalization processes in the Raba River.
Large floods occurred along the Raba River every two to four years in the period from 1951 to
1972. These major flooding events affected the morphology and the channel pattern of the Raba River
including the years 1951, 1958, 1960, 1962, 1963, 1965, 1970, and 1972. The period from 1973 to 1996
was characterized by a much smaller frequency of large and very large flood events. The only major
floods in this period to affect the morphology of the Raba River occurred in 1987 and 1996. The year
1997 initiated a new period of increasingly frequent floods, of which the most critical events in terms of
channel morphology change were the floods of 1997, 2001, 2010, and 2014 [8].
The analysis of flood effects on changes of functioning in the Raba river channel in post-regulation
period employed the concept of the flood pulse [21,22]. This concept does not focus on the river
channel but its relationship with its overall environment including the valley floor [23]. The concept
assumes that a river channel follows an oscillating pattern of widening and narrowing. The former
occurs most intensively after large flood events, which revitalize lost connectivity between the river
channel and its floodplain and allow for a regeneration of hydro-geomorphologic processes [24–26].
Looking for proof of the formation of channel widening zones following floods and their narrowing
during floodless periods constitutes an important part of this study.
The analysis of morphologic diversity in the longitudinal profile of a post-regulation channel in
this paper uses the concept of beads on a string. This concept was proposed by Stanford et al. [27] and
Ward et al. [28] and introduces the idea of beads representing zones of the most intensive morphologic,
hydrologic, and biological diversity based on the capacity for the formation of a broad floodplain.
These zones are characterized by multidimensional interrelationship between the river channel and the
floodplain, with one affecting the other. Bead zones alternate with string zones that have a simplified
structure and limited ability to affect their surroundings. In this study we identify bead zones along the
Raba river channel, analyze conditions for their occurrence, and assess their significance in spontaneous
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renaturalization. This is another important part of the proposed conceptual model of the evolution of a
gravel-bed river in a mountain area during a post-regulation period.
2. Study Area
The Raba River is one of the larger mountain area rivers in the upper Vistula basin. It is 131.7
km long, with an average gradient of 0.25◦. The area of the Raba catchment is 1537 km2. It is an
elongated catchment, with a larger proportion of right-bank catchment area (Figure 1). The Raba
catchment is located in the following two different geomorphologic regions: (1) the Carpathian
Mountains and (2) the Carpathian foreland basins (Figure 2). The study area is formed of flysch rocks
from the Cretaceous and Paleogene, in its Carpathian part. These are mostly sandstone, claystone,
siltstone, and conglomerates [29]. Sub-Carpathian basin, on the other hand, is formed of thick clastic
formations from the Miocene that lay atop Mesozoic, Paleozoic, and Precambrian formations to
yield an unconformity. The Miocene formation includes mostly siltstone, claystone, and shale with
sandstone inserts [29]. The Raba river channel cuts into relatively thin alluvial deposits or flysch parent
material [8]. The highest point in the catchment is Mt. Turbacz (1310 m). The lowest point is the river’s
point of confluence with the Vistula River at 180 m above sea level. The lowest annual precipitation
totals are noted in the northern part of the catchment across the Carpathian foreland and range from
about 700 to 800 mm/yr. The highest totals are noted in the middle mountain area of the Gorce Range
and equal about 1200 mm/yr. The mean annual discharge of the Raba River at the Proszówki gauging
site covering more than 90% of the catchment area equals 17.6 m3/s, while the maximum recorded
discharge equals 1470 m3/s [30].
 
Figure 1. Study area.
The Raba catchment is a rural area characterized by the predominance of the agricultural type of
land use [31]. Arable land covers 40% of the catchment area, forests cover 35.6%, meadows 12%, and
fruit growing areas about 2%. Built-up areas cover the remaining 10.4% of the catchment area [32].
Many municipalities are located in the near vicinity of the Raba River and produce a significant impact
on land use and management across the valley floor. This consequently affects the functioning of the
channel. The high human impact on the valley floor and river channel is due to the presence of vital
transportation links such as roads and railways. One of the most important roads in southern Poland
runs through the Raba valley.
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Figure 2. Location and intensities of downcutting in the Raba river channel.
The Raba river channel has been gradually regulated since the beginning of the 20th century.
Today about 60% of the river channel is lined with longitudinal structures, which were built during
every decade since the 1960s. About 600 m of regulated banks are noted, on average, for each one
kilometer of the Raba river channel. About two-thirds of the structures were deemed to be well
preserved, while the rest as poorly preserved. River training works are found most often along concave
banks, and less often along convex banks. The structures are meant to protect against erosion. In areas
characterized by a high density of buildings situated close to the riverbanks, both banks are usually
regulated in order to provide flood protection.
Transverse training structures such as straight drop structures are much less impactful than
longitudinal structures.
The most important hydrotechnical structure found along the Raba River is the dam at Dobczyce.
The resulting Dobczyce Reservoir was built in 1986 and is located at the 60th kilometer of the Raba
River. The purpose of the reservoir is to help local communities obtain drinking water, protect local
communities from flooding, equilibrate river discharge, and generate electricity.
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3. Research Methods
Research on channel structure of the Raba River was performed by employing a channel
mapping procedure developed at the Institute of Geography and Spatial Management, Jagiellonian
University [33,34]. The main assumption employed in this research method is an understanding of
the river channel system as a structure consisting of homogenous morphodynamic reaches. The log
used to collect data covers the following four groups of data: (1) initial information, (2) channel
parameters, (3) hydrodynamic parameters, and (4) hydrometeorologic parameters of the studied period
of time. Principal log entries included information on geographic location, geologic structure, channel
parameters, cross sections, longitudinal profile, banks, floor type, sediments, buildings along the
watercourse, and channel type. The data log included 57 types of quantitative information and 48
types of qualitative information. Quantitative information is used to calculate indices characterizing
the studied channel [34]. The entire river channel of the Raba River was surveyed in line with the
above guidelines, in 2015. In addition, some reaches were surveyed in 2009, 2010, and 2014. Grain-size
distribution of bed material were assessed using a method proposed by Wolman [35].
Information on the degree of river regulation works and their current state was also collected
during the field surveys and supplemented with corresponding information from the Regional Water
Management Board in Kraków.
The Raba river channel was also examined using a digital elevation model produced from 2010
to 2013. Orthophotos were also examined for the years 2009 and 2012. These are available from the
Cartography Collection at Institute of Geography and Spatial Management, Jagiellonian University
and were received from the Central Geodesic and Cartographic Documentation Bureau. The analysis
in the study was enhanced using orthophotos available from Google Earth for the period 2014 to 2019.
Cartographic analysis and morphometric analysis were performed using QGIS software.
Data provided by the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management (Polish, IMGW) were
used to examine the hydrodynamic characteristics of the studied watercourses. Six gauging sites were
analyzed in total (Figure 1).
This study compares survey data for the Raba river channel from the years 1976 to 2015. A survey
of the Raba river channel performed in 2015 utilized the boundaries of homogenous morphodynamic
reaches identified during the 1976 survey. Therefore, the zones of spontaneous renaturalization (“beads
on a string”) identified in the Raba river channel in 2015 do not overlap with the boundaries of the
analyzed channel reaches. The procedure for the survey performed in 2015 was described earlier in this
paper. In 1976 the Raba river channel survey was performed as part of a project called “Dynamic river
channel typology for the Carpathians and their foreland.” The 1976 project was run by the Institute of
Geography of Jagiellonian University, Department of Geomorphology [36]. The survey data on the
Raba river channel morphology and pattern from 1976 make it possible to make viable comparisons
with analogical survey data collected in 2015. The data logs used in 1976 were somewhat different
with respect to selected parameters, i.e., more descriptive and less quantitative. This means that not all
information contained in the data logs could be compared. In this study we also looked, in detail, at
the morphology and pattern of the Raba river channel, and changes therein, for major flood events in
2010 and 2014. The observed changes make it possible to determine change directions in the evolution
of gravel-bed rivers in mountain areas large floods.
4. Human Impact on Carpathian Rivers
Carpathian river channels that were regulated starting in the late 19th century had evolved in
earlier periods to high bedload transport conditions resulting from intensive agriculture and the
development of a dense network of unpaved roads. In the 19th century the Carpathians were a
densely populated region, largely deforested, with arable land found as high as 1000 m above sea
level. The region had a very high road density at the time as well. Today, unpaved road density ranges
from 4 to 7 km·km−2 in the Carpathians [37]. In the late 19th century, unpaved roads were utilized
more intensively and were an important source of both fine and coarse material as they were eroded
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as deep as bedrock [38]. If we were to consider channel evolution for periods prior to the period of
high human impact (regulation works and large scale gravel mining), then we could argue that river
channels in the Western Carpathians were multithreaded, wandering, or sinuous with lateral bars, and
meandering in basins with a tendency for braiding [10,39,40].
Flood control levees have been built in Carpathian river valleys since the late 19th century. As a
result, the channel migration zone has become smaller over time for rivers across the region. Major
engineering works began in Carpathian river channels in the late 19th century. The aim was to regulate
river channels in order to reduce flood risk and create commercial waterways. River regulation work
proceeded in stages starting with reaches at lower elevations, and then shifting upriver [41]. Regulated
river channels had gentler bends and longer straight sections [42]. River regulation work in the
Carpathians can be divided into several distinct stages which are the following: (1) The period before
World War II (described above), (2) the period from 1945 to 1989, and (3) the period after 1990. Each
stage varied in terms of the method of regulation, extent of regulation, and intensity of regulation [4,8].
Stage 1 consisted of extensive work on long sections of river and some projects were never fully
completed. Regulation work at this stage consisted of watercourse straightening, as well as a narrowing
and shortening. Some Carpathian rivers were made shorter by as much as 10% [8,43]. Regulation
projects were halted by the outbreak of World War II and resumed only in the late 1950s. In the
beginning of Stage 2, since the 1940s to the 1960s, industrial-scale extraction of channel debris was
introduced in Carpathian rivers [5]. In later decades, the local population continued to illegally extract
debris from the river channels in the Carpathians [6,8]. The most advanced regulation works were
performed in the 1960s and 1970s in the later part of Stage 2 [4]. This was a period of the most radical
alteration of river channel patterns, longitudinal profiles, and cross-sections. This period produced
mainly such river training structures such as groins, flow redirection piers, weirs, and debris dams, but
few drop structures or steps.
In the 1970s, in Poland, river regulation works were planned at the local level [44]. The number
of regulation projects decreased markedly in the 1980s, with drop structures being the main form of
river regulation [6]. Some banks were also reinforced in this period of time. The main reason for this
drought in investment was a major economic crisis in Poland, as well as the lack of major flood events.
Regulation works became limited in scope when Poland made the transition to a market economy in
the 1990s. Then, the river regulation Stage 3 began in the Polish Carpathians. New regulation works
were initiated in the late 1990s, especially following a major regional flood in 1997. River engineering
projects at the time were limited primarily to repairing damage produced by floods in 1997, 1998,
and 2001. Work included the building of drop structures and bank reinforcements. Narrowed and
straightened river channels lacked debris, which had been previously supplied by unreinforced banks,
leading to an acceleration in downcutting erosion that undercut the base of existing hydrotechnical
structures. The next stage would include the destruction of these structures. Given such outcomes,
river engineers would reinforce the same banks two or three times [8].
River regulation systems built in the Carpathians turned out to be ineffective and harmful to
the natural environment. Regulation works aimed to produce a single, narrow channel with no side
channels. The large change in river channel geometry led to a lack of adjustment when paired with a
river’s actual hydrologic regime. Downcutting increased in river channels as a result [6,8,11,45,46]. In
some cases, downcutting reached solid rock or damaged river engineering structures [4,11,47]. This
forced new river regulation work to be performed. This repetition would eventually lead to extensive
degradation in river channels, as much as 80% in the Raba river channel [8].
The gradient of regulated rivers would increase along straightened, shortened, and narrowed
reaches, as would discharge and the rate of debris transport, which would lead to a deficit of debris
in the river channel and, subsequently, a lowering of the channel floor [1,8]. Channel incision by as
much as 1.3 to 3.8 m has occurred in the lower and middle reaches of Carpathian rivers since the early
20th century [9,11]. In the second half of the 20th century, channel floor lowering has been observed in
upstream reaches of Carpathian rivers, ranging from 0.5 to 3.5 m [8,13,48,49].
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In light of the general change in approach to river channel maintenance in the Carpathians, in
Poland after 1989, human impact in river channel systems has been severely limited since. In place of
extensive intervention, the strategy now is to pursue a minimal intervention focus, i.e., one that is close
to what nature itself would pursue. The stoppage of river regulation work in the Carpathian region
has led to spontaneous renaturalization of river channels [8].
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Comparison of the Raba River Channel Structure in 1976 and 2015
Changes in the morphology and functioning of the Raba river channel is presented herein on the
basis of a comparison between survey results from 1976 and 2016. Both surveys focused on changes in
channel morphology and overall river patterns.
The Raba river channel had already been heavily regulated by the time of the survey study in
1976. However, the regulation structures had not been in place for very long and the channel was
still alluvial almost in its entirety. Downcutting had not yet occurred. Narrowing had occurred to a
substantial extent. In the 1970s, many semi-natural, multi-threaded reaches were still to be found in
the middle section of the Raba River.
In the 1980s and early 1990s, these last semi-natural reaches were finally regulated or became
submerged due to the construction of the Dobczyce Reservoir. In addition, the Raba channel became
much deeper in the late 1970s and 1980s. This was a natural process that had been accelerated by the
effects of river regulation in the Raba channel, gravel extraction from the river bed, limitation of the
river free migration zone by railway and road infrastructure, and reduction in the arable land area
in the Raba river catchment. This process prompted the Raba River to follow the regulated channel
more permanently.
Over the next twenty or so years natural fluvial processes, including major floods, have led to
major changes in the morphology of the Raba river channel in comparison with the year 1976.
In 1976, more than 90% of the length of the Raba river channel was alluvial type. The largest
number of river reaches were shaped by deposition and redeposition processes as well as lateral
erosion in some cases. These reaches occupied 49% of the total length of the Raba River and were
characterized by the largest area of bars and large area of undercuts in relation to other reaches of the
same river. Downcutting and lateral erosion were detected along 28% of the length of the Raba river
channel. In the 1970s, as much as 23% of the river channel consisted of sections with transport function
and with levees reinforcing banks (Figure 3).
In 2015, it is difficult to identify one predominant morphodynamic channel type for the Raba river
channel in its longitudinal profile. The morphology of the channel is variable and adjusted to local
conditions in mountain reaches, and much more homogeneous in basin reaches. The largest number of
the river’s reaches remain to be shaped by deposition, redeposition, and lateral erosion. Their number
is, however, smaller than that in 1976, and they occupy only 36% of the length of the Raba river channel
(Figure 3). It is these reaches that contain more than 70% of the area of bars in the entire Raba river
channel system. In comparison with 1976, the share of straight sections of river channel has increased
to 35% of the length of the channel. This type is present most often in urbanized areas, as well as in
regulated reaches and those with levees. Reaches dominated by downcutting and lateral erosion are
concentrated in the upper parts of the Raba river channel. These occupy about 30% of the length of the
river channel, which is similar to their share from 1976. This type of river channel along with sinuous
channels with lateral undercuts includes river reaches featuring rock formations such as rock steps,
rock groins, and rock floor. Generally, a river channel of this type is currently rock alluvial in nature.
This makes it different from channel reaches identified in 1976 dominated by downcutting and lateral
erosion, as they had an alluvial channel floor. Bars present here are not thick and are often deposited
directly atop the rocky channel floor.
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Figure 3. Raba river channel in 1976 and 2015: (A) Human impact in the Raba River valley, (B)
longitudinal profile of the Raba River, (C) morphology of the Raba channel in 1976 and 2015, and (D)
channel types of the Raba River in 1976 and 2015.
This study also examines differences in channel morphologic characteristics for analyzed Raba
river channel reaches between 1976 and 2015.
In 2015, the width of the Raba river channel was larger than that in 1976 in more than 75% of the
reaches examined. Channel width increased by an average of 14 m, with a maximum increase of 102 m
in Channel Reach no. 10 (Figure 4). River bed width increased by 185 m at this site. The width was 45
m after the regulation of the Raba river channel in the 1970s and 1980s and increased to 230 m in 2015
as a result of a few major floods. Spontaneous renaturalization was supported by an artificial supply
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of gravel to the channel of the Raba River in this river section. This was part of a river restoration
project called the ”The Upper Raba River Spawning Grounds” [50]; however, the river bed width is
still currently lower than the river bed width at the end of the 19th century, in the period before Raba
River regulation. River width was ca. 380 m at the time [51].
 
Figure 4. Location of sections undergoing a spontaneous renaturalization in the Raba river channel
from 2009 to 2015.
There are some reaches where the channel is narrower than in 1976. In one case, it is narrower by
18 m (Figure 4).
Increases in channel depth were noted in all the examined reaches of the Raba River. Average
increases equaled 1.8 m, with a maximum increase of 3.8 m in a downstream reach of the Raba river
channel surrounded by levees (Figure 2). It is important to remember though that an increase in river
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channel depth in the Raba River is first and foremost caused by intense downcutting erosion occurring
in the river following a period of intensive river regulation works.
Minimum annual water levels measured at gauging sites in the middle and lower course of the
Raba River were used to assess the tendency towards channel deepening in the 20th century [10,52,53].
According to Wyżga [10,53] the Raba river channel became deeper by 2 or 3 m in its downstream section
in the 20th century. Nonetheless, both periods of increased erosion and gradual debris accumulation
occurred throughout the 20th century in the Raba river channel (Figure 2). Łapuszek and Ratomski [52]
provide similar results. In the years from 1901 to 1996 the downstream reach of the river became deeper
by 3.79 m in Gdów and 1.76 m in Proszówka. In the upstream reach of the river, the onset of erosion
dates to 1971, and by 2002 the river channeled had become, on average, about 1.4 m deeper (Figure 2).
Additional information on channel deepening in lower reaches comes from an analysis of damage
to regulation structures in the Raba river channel. Damage data were collected for 26 river training
structures built in the 1960s and 1970s, most of which were located in the upper sections of the Raba
River (Figure 2). River training structures damaged by downcutting and lateral erosion serve as
unique types of reference sites for the rate of erosional change. River channel deepening at such
sites ranged from 0.45 m to 2.5 m. Intensive channel deepening at more than 2 m was also observed
upstream of the backwater area of the Dobczyce Reservoir. This reach is currently experiencing
significant accumulation. A very high rate of downcutting erosion could have been associated with the
construction of the Dobczyce Reservoir.
Accelerated downcutting and lateral erosion in the Raba river channel led to undercuts in the
riverbank. Today more than 75% of the Raba River reaches feature a larger area of undercuts in relation
to 1976 (Figure 3). The present-day area of undercuts is three times larger than in 1976. The average
area of undercuts per reach increased by 515 m2/km. Maximum increases in the area of undercuts
per river reach equaled 3011 m2·km−1. An additional outcome of river regulation, although one not
associated with downcutting erosion, is a rise in the length of sections of river dominated by water and
sediment transport.
The most readily observable present-day change in the Raba river channel in comparison with
1976 is the increase in the area of bars (Table 1). Today the area of Raba bars is twice as large as that in
the 1970s. Increases in bar and island areas, in 2015, relative to 1976 were noted in almost 75% of Raba
River reaches and equal an average of 2190 m2·km−1. The largest increase in the area of accumulation
landforms found in the Raba river channel reached almost 30,000 m2·km−1. It occurred at the point of
confluence between the Raba River and one of its major tributaries, the Krzczonówka River (Figures 3
and 4). This reach was also characterized by the largest increase in river channel width. This reach has
been viewed as a classic example of a bead of morphologic diversity strung on the string of the studied
river channel [27]. Similar accumulation zones occur in most reaches of the mountain section of the
Raba river channel. A total of six large accumulation zones and more than 25 rather small channel
broadening zones with lateral bars were observed in the present study (Figure 4).
Table 1. Area of bars and undercuts in the Raba river channel.
Landform Bars’ Area (m2) Undercuts’ Area (m2)
1976 521,261 26,107
2009 712,080 no data
2015 1,057,447 83,222
The tendency described above is only seemingly inconsistent with the observed decline in the
share of Raba river sections characterized by a predominance of deposition and redeposition processes.
Deposition occurs along a shorter stretch of the Raba river channel, but it occurs with more intensity.
In effect, reaches of channel where bar formation is a predominant morphodynamic process are
characterized by channel widening. While the distribution of the area of bars along the Raba River
remains uneven, it still differs from that in 1976, when, on the one hand, almost 50% of the area of bars
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in the studied channel was to be found in a several-kilometer-long stretch on the boundary between
mountains and a foreland basin. On the other hand, accelerated deposition of river channel material
today occurs at a much larger number of reaches along the Raba River.
In 1976, the gravel fraction of bed material (diameter 2 to 64 mm) dominated in nearly all reaches
of the Raba River. In 2015, the most evident change in the surface grain size distribution was an
increase in the share of the pebble fraction of bed material (diameter 64 to 256 mm). Today, this is the
dominant bed-material fraction in eight Raba river reaches, with most being located upstream of the
Dobczyce Reservoir. An increase in the mean grain size of bed material was a general rule in regulated
Carpathian rivers in the second half of the 20th century [5,54]. Raba river channelization in the period
from the 1960s to the 1980s increased the transport ability of the river. The sediment supply by Raba
river tributaries also diminished as they too were regulated resulting in little or no sand and silt being
deposited in the river beds, with the material becoming coarser and better sorted, and channel bed
armoring developing in some reaches of the river [55]. A surprising discovery was the decline in the
maximum bed-material grain size in the Raba river channel between 1976 and 2015, which occurred in
more than 50% of the studied reaches (Figure 3). The average decline was 3 cm. The largest decline in
the maximum bed-material grain size (24.5 cm) occurred in one of initial reaches of the studied river. A
large decline also occurred in several reaches below the Dobczyce Reservoir, i.e., an average of 12 cm.
This is likely due to the retention of debris in the area upstream of the Dobczyce Reservoir. On the
other hand, marked growth (more than 50 cm) in the maximum bed-material grain size between 1976
and 2015 occurred in two reaches of the Raba River downstream of the point of confluence with the
Mszanka, which is the most important tributary of the Raba River in its mountain section.
The river’s braiding ratio [33] also increased to some degree, by an average of 0.43 middle
landforms per kilometer of river, over the 40 year period between the first and second survey. An
increase in the braiding ratio was noted in more than 50% of the reaches in the study. The largest
increase in the braiding ratio (4.4 middle landforms per kilometer) was noted in a reach of the Raba
River found downstream of the Dobczyce Reservoir where a tributary flowed into the Raba River
(Figure 3).
5.2. Role of High Water Stages in the Evolution of a Post-Regulation River
Floodwaters are an extremely effective channel-shaping factor. Large floods, in particular, are
effective in floodplain development [25,56–61]. Their significance is examined in this section in terms
of how they affect spontaneous renaturalization in a gravel-bed river during the post-regulation period,
in this case, the Raba River. The morphological features and functioning of the river channel in 2009
and 2015 are compared for this very purpose.
The state of the Raba river channel in 2009 can be described by hydrodynamic conditions that
would be the equivalent of a medium-high water. Such water-stages occurred following an earlier
period with large floods from 1996 to 2001. However, the river channel experienced some changes
during this earlier period due to the occurrence of major floods. It has adapted to more dynamic flow
conditions following a period of low water levels since the early 1980s.
After 2009, the morphology of the Raba river channel was strongly affected by the most recent
three large floods, two floods in 2010 and one flood in 2014. The flood in May of 2010 was characterized
as a catastrophic flood based on the Punzet classification [62]. The flood occurred along the Raba
River both upstream of the Dobczyce Reservoir and downstream of it. A second flood occurred in
early June. While it was smaller than the May flood, it occurred at a hydrologically disadvantageous
moment when water levels were still high in the river and groundwater levels were still high. The 2014
high-water stage was smaller than the first high-water stage in 2010, especially below the Dobczyce
Reservoir (Q10%). However, in the upper reaches of the river it was higher than that in 2010. Water
levels and discharge rates during the flood of 2014 were equivalent to a high-water stage that occurs
once per 100 years (Q1%).
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All the floods discussed above accelerated erosion and accumulation in the Raba river channel.
The increase in the intensity of lateral erosion led to a widening of the river channel at about 50% of
the studied reaches, although it did not affect the entire length of each reach. In areas where channel
widening did occur, its width, in 2015, increased in most cases by several meters or several tens of
meters relative to the year 2009. The river channel widened by more than 100 m relative to the year
2009 in several reaches, i.e., in the middle section of the river in the area where the Mszanka and
Krzczonówka join the Raba River as well as in the section just below the Dobczyce Reservoir (Figure 4).
The area of bars also increased substantially throughout the Raba river channel after the floods of
2010 and 2014. By 2015 it was about 1.5 times larger than in 2009 (Table 1). The increase in the area of
bars in the Raba channel, however, was not distributed evenly along the length of the river after the
floods of 2010 and 2014.
In addition, increased channel sinuosity and the formation of multiple threads were observed
in some reaches (Figure 4). The effects of the 2010 and 2014 flood events discussed herein are
representative of the evolution of a river channel after a series of large floods, as described by the flood
pulse model [21]. The widening of the channel and formation of a multithreaded river also suggest
that connectivity between the river channel and floodplain has been regained for a period of time and
the floodplain has reformed.
Today there are reaches of the Raba River that perform similar morphodynamic functions and
repeat along the length of the river, although the morphodynamic functions of reaches also depend on
the degree to which a river channel is regulated. Floods damage or destroy hydrotechnical structures,
which is usually the first step in the shift from a channel’s morphodynamic function, a transport
function, or a downcutting function to a deposition function with lateral erosion.
The most dynamically evolving and morphologically diversified reaches of the Raba River were
reaches that, already in 2009, were characterized by substantial sinuosity and large area of bars. These
are mountain area reaches of the Raba River that were not “trapped” by road infrastructure and
rural settlements.
The largest changes in the river channel were noted upstream of the Dobczyce Reservoir at sites
where tributaries would supply large amounts of debris to the Raba River in the course of floods
(Figure 4). Lateral erosion and deposition processes are very active at these sites, which has led to a
rise in the Raba’s riverbed due to the deposition of a portion of the material transported downstream
of each point of confluence, as well as upstream of each point of confluence, due to limited discharge
driven by abrupt increases in stream load in the confluence zone of the Raba and its tributaries. This
evolution scenario for the Raba River was determined for reaches found downstream of the points of
confluence of the following rivers: Olszówka, Kasiniczanka, Krzczonówka, and Bysinka (Figure 3).
Significant, although much smaller, changes in the morphology of the Raba river channel after
foods were observed in the foothill section of the Raba channel downstream of the Dobczyce Reservoir.
The retention of floodwaters and their sediment load by the Raba River inside the Dobczyce Reservoir
limits the morphogenetic potential of flood events below the Dobczyce Dam. However, the floods of
2010 and 2014 have changed the morphodynamic function of these reaches from transport-dominated
reaches to reaches with deposition with lateral erosion. A particularly large change in the morphology
of the Raba river channel occurred downstream of the point of confluence of the Krzyworzeka River,
which is also downstream of the Dobczyce Reservoir. In the flood period from 2010 to 2014 the channel
of the Raba River made the transition from single-threaded to multi-threaded along this particular
stretch of the river (Figure 4).
Straight and slightly sinuous reaches of the Raba River and reaches characterized by a small
post-regulation width became only slightly altered during flood events in 2010 and 2014. As in the
period prior to 2009, these reaches perform a mostly transport function, with small changes occurring
in the channel due to the concentration of transported material along the main axis of the channel.
These are reaches with mostly levees that are located in the lower course of the Raba, as well as two
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reaches located within the city limits of two largest towns in the Raba Valley, Rabka and Myślenice
(Figures 1 and 3).
The last large floods period was followed by a gradual process of adjustment of the river channel to
“average” hydrodynamic conditions in line with the flood pulse concept [21]. This period of adjustment
could become interrupted by major floods in the future.
6. Conceptual Model of the Evolution of a Gravel-Bed River during the Post-Regulation Period
The fluvial system of a post-regulation river experiences a distorted debris supply pattern in
its full longitudinal profile. A shortage of debris generates forces that aim to replenish the channel
system with sediments. Erosion damages river training structures and liberates debris material into the
channel system from the riverbanks and floodplain. A spatially uneven supply of debris from reaches
experiencing less regulation pressure contributes to the formation of a number of wide accumulation
zones similar to those discussed in the literature and designated sediment waves or sediment
slugs [63,64]. The process of forming these zones is discontinuous. One additional characteristic of
these zones in a post-regulation river is their limited mobility resulting from anthropogenic constraints
in the river channel and the valley floor. A post-regulation river is characterized by long straight
reaches and slightly sinuous reaches playing a primarily transport role where unit stream power values
are high. Such reaches do not favor accumulation. Hence, the deposition of transported debris usually
occurs in widened zones [65]. These zones can be classified as beads using the beads on a string
conceptual model by Stanford and Ward [27].
The following four characteristic reach types were identified for post-regulation river channels
based on the Raba River: (A) Regulated reaches, (B) reaches with destroyed regulation works but
retained regulation channel, (C) sinuous reaches with bars, and (D) multithreaded reaches, i.e.,
deposition zones (Table 2 and Figure 5I,II). The first two types (A and B) are single-threaded, compact
channels that often feature rock outcrops on the channel floor, characterized by low sinuosity and a
W/D ratio implying a narrow, deep channel. The other two types (C and D) are channels at various
stages of renaturalization. Type C is a single channel, sinuous, widened, and with bars. Type D is a
multithreaded channel characterized by the highest W/D ratio, wide, with a number of threads and
multiple mid-channel bars [8].
Table 2. Characteristics of the reaches of a post-regulation river.
Channel Reach A B C D
Channel Single, compact Single, compact Single, expanded Multi-threaded, wide
Sinuosity ratio 1.0–1.1 1.0–1.2 1.1–1.5 <1.5
W/D ratio <12 <12 >12 >15







Types A and B represent a narrow string, which is consistent with the idea of beads on a string.
Both small beads (Type C) and large beads (Type D) are scattered along this string at irregular intervals
(Figure 5). These four types of reaches alternate along the longitudinal profile of the studied river.
However, some river reaches are more homogeneous, where one type will exist over a significant
distance, whereas the channel structure in other reaches will be fragmented to a greater extent. Longer
homogeneous reaches are found in Type A and B channels. Type C and D reaches occur irregularly
along the course of the river and are separated by Type A and B channel reaches. This sort of spatially
variable system of channel reaches is found in gravel-bed river valleys in the Carpathians and is
accurately described by the beads on a string idea proposed by Stanford and Ward [27].
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Figure 5. Conceptual model of the evolution of a gravel-bed river in a mountain area during a
post-regulation period.
The location of the above-mentioned reaches, types A through D, in the river system is due to
both natural determinants such as geologic structure, relief, and climate, as well as due to human
impact associated with river channel regulation, road infrastructure, land use, and human settlement.
This is why it is difficult to unequivocally determine the reasons for the occurrence of reaches of type C
and D where the pattern of occurrence is the result of a combination of fluvial processes present in a
post-regulation river (Figure 5I,II).
Spontaneous renaturalization occurs most intensively in reaches of type C and D, at locations
where fluvial processes can proceed freely. Hence, spontaneous renaturalization along a post-regulation
river does not occur in a continuous manner, but in a fragmented manner.
Type D reaches constitute initial sites of channel debris restoration in the river system. Debris
accumulated in these zones comes primarily from bank erosion and is supplied by tributaries.
These wide accumulation zones also serve as sites for the evolution of multithreaded systems and
make it possible for the river channel to migrate freely (Figure 5II). The presence of type D reaches, and
to a lesser degree type C reaches, is a sign of spontaneous renaturalization in a post-regulation river
system. This process begins with the destruction of regulation structures and changes in principal
fluvial processes along with a reduction in the share of downcutting and an increase in the share of
lateral erosion, where type A and B reaches transition into type C reaches. In the next stage, type C
reaches experience accumulation, expansion of the active zone, and expansion of the channel free
migration zone or the formation of several channels. This process can occur gradually or abruptly in
the course of a single large flood event where type C reaches transition into type D reaches. Type A and
B reaches can also develop into type D reaches directly in the event of a catastrophic flood. However,
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type A and B reaches can suffer further decline as a result of increased downcutting, which makes it
impossible for them to transition into type C. In the event of repeated river regulation, type B, C, and D
reaches can transition back to type A (Figure 5II).
These wide alluvial reaches (type D) represent a source of channel material, and their evolution
follows three different directions as follows: (1) They can become wider, (2) they can become longer,
and (3) they can become thicker. The expansion of this zone in a post-regulation river is associated with
lateral erosion. This is a necessary precondition for the river renaturalization, as the river is “trapped”
in a deep-cut channel and a narrow, regulated flow pathway. Lateral erosion and accumulation are
linked processes in this case. Extension of the accumulation reach or its migration along the length of
the river is often made difficult by various forms of human impact in the valley. Difficulties include
road infrastructure, close proximity to buildings, and river training structures.
The thickness of debris layers increases, as does the width and length of sedimentation zones in
the course of flood events. These are zones wherein the river channel can freely migrate and consist of
one or more threads and wide bars not covered with perennial vegetation. A period of several years
without floods leads to changes in the functioning of the widened channel migration zone, where a
river can freely choose its flow pathway (Figure 4III).
In periods without major floods, fluvial processes usually become limited to a narrower zone, i.e.,
the encroachment of vegetation onto bars, the decline of discharge inside the channels, and the limiting
of discharge into the most deeply incised channel narrows down the active zone of the free migration
zone. What remains in the active zone is a channel with a low level of water and bars not covered with
vegetation [66,67]. However, this remains a zone for accumulation, and it is readily available to fluvial
processes during subsequent floods. While this depends on the magnitude of the next flood, this zone
can become only refreshed or it can become expanded.
This expansion can occur via the undercutting of floodplain terraces, which incorporates more
land into the migration zone. In a post-regulation river, this process is limited in scope. A river that is
“trapped” between road embankments, various other structures, or levees has only so much leeway to
migrate. This pulse-type pattern of the evolution of accumulation zones with the capability for free
migration during flood events and a narrowed down active zone between floods can be conceptually
associated with the idea of a flood pulse [21,22] in a geomorphologic sense.
The final research question concerns the direction that mountain river systems are headed during
the post-regulation period having been subjected to significant human impact in the last 100 years. Is it
possible for river systems to return to their functioning from the 19th century? Or, will completely new
channel patterns emerge as a way of adjusting to contemporary factors? A complete answer to these
questions is not possible as of today. Currently river systems during the post-regulation period are
in their initial stage of spontaneous renaturalization. In order to produce forecasts, it is necessary to
conduct more research in such systems over the next few decades or at least over the next decade or so.
7. Conclusions
Compared with the 19th century, present-day river channels in the Carpathians possess more
transport capacity, receive a smaller supply of catchment debris due to changes in land use, have a
narrower free migration zone, experience less lateral erosion due to reinforced banks, and follow a
distorted (i.e., narrowed and straightened) flow path that is not adapted to natural conditions.
Major changes in the morphology of post-regulation river channels occur mostly in the course of
flood events. The initial stage of spontaneous renaturalization includes at least two potential channel
evolution scenarios. A river channel can evolve in the direction of an accumulation channel with lateral
erosion. In the second scenario, a river channel experiences erosion that helps make permanent its
regulated structure. Both scenarios can play out in the same river channel, but in adjacent reaches.
This indicates great complexity and fragmentation of the structure of a post-regulation river channel.
In initial spontaneous renaturalization stages, this process can occur in limited sections and does not
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need to affect the entire channel system. In the case of river channels situated in urbanized areas, this
process could never materialize. The same is true of fully regulated river reaches.
New patterns of channel evolution observed in river channels now affected by spontaneous
renaturalization could be indicative of how gravel-bed rivers in mountains areas will evolve in the 21st
century if human impact is reduced.
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Abstract: Floods represent frequent hazards in both low- and first-order catchments; however,
to date, the investigation of peak flow discharges in the latter catchments has been omitted due to
the absence of gauging stations. The quantification of flood parameters in a first-order catchment
(1.8 km2) was realised in the moderate relief of NE Czechia, where the last flash flood event in 2014
caused considerable damage to the infrastructure. We used an integrated approach that included
the dendrogeomorphic reconstruction of past flood activity, hydraulic modelling of the 2014 flash
flood parameters using a two-dimensional IBER model, and evaluation of the channel stability using
sedimentological parameters. Based on 115 flood scars, we identified 13 flood events during the
period of 1955 to 2018, with the strongest signals recorded in 2014, 2009 and 1977. The modelled
peak flow discharge of the last 2014 flood was equal to 4.5 m3·s−1 (RMSE = 0.32 m) using 26 scars
as palaeostage indicators. The excess critical unit stream power was observed at only 24.2% of the
reaches, representing predominantly bedrock and fine sediments. Despite local damage during the
last flood, our results suggest relatively stable geomorphic conditions and gradual development of
stream channels under discharges similar to that in 2014.
Keywords: flood; dendrogeomorphology; palaeostage indicator; hydraulic modelling; peak flow
discharge; unit stream power; bed shear stress
1. Introduction
Extreme rainfall resulting in flood events is a common phenomenon in different environments,
including both mountain ranges and lowlands [1,2]. The systematic monitoring of flow stages at
gauging stations, including precipitation and flow discharge prediction, is currently well applied and
documented in many medium- and large-sized rivers [3–5]. In contrast, data from mountain steep
headwater catchments and, in general, first-order catchments [6] are still poor, due to the insufficient
network of stream gauges and the sporadic amount of processed documentary evidence [7]. Not only
do mountain headwater streams generate sediment-laden flows with aftermaths within and along
fans [8,9], but also streams and gullies of first-order catchments (up to 10 km2) in moderate relief can
be responsible for local damage to infrastructure. Ozturk et al. [10] analysed extraordinary flash flood
events (140 mm per 2 h) in a small catchment (6 km2) that resulted in damage to infrastructure and a
high amount of suspended sediments (t/km2) due to intense hillslope–channel coupling. In addition,
Terti et al. [11] pointed to a short response time of small catchments to flash floods, thereby increasing
the probability of trapping people during outdoor activities.
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Despite the lack of gauging records from forested first-order catchments, several approaches exist
to describe the hydrogeomorphic impacts of extremely high flow stages. The dating of flood scars on
riparian vegetation using dendrogeomorphic methods [12,13] and recording their position and height
above the channel bottom with a combination of hydraulic models is a well-established approach for
the estimation of peak flood discharge, flow velocity, and unit stream power [14]. Using flood scars
as a palaeostage indicator (PSI; maximum height of the scar above the channel bottom) allowed the
interpretation of past flood events in medium- and large-scale rivers (catchment areas larger than
40 km2), for example, in the Western Mediterranean [15], North America [16,17], the Carpathians [18],
and the Himalayas [19]. The dendrogeomorphic response of flash floods in small catchments is
generally considered lower [20] but may increase due to the presence of erodible sediments amplifying
lateral bank erosion. In such conditions, while small streams may not generate flood waves as large as
those of large rivers, the presence of exposed and scarred tree roots [21] may complete a relatively low
number of scarred tree stems.
The alluvial streams draining first-order catchments often do not display clear relationships
between channel geometry, bed substrate, unit stream power and drainage area, and their resulting form
and evolution trajectory are unpredictable unless local conditions (e.g., bedrock resistance, intensity
of hillslope-channel coupling processes, land use history, and presence of large instream wood)
are constrained [22–26]. These streams are characterized by a more or less developed stepped-bed
morphology with a wide range of sediment size, where individual steps controlling channel bed
stability consist of interlocked boulders, bedrock outcrops or large wood pieces [27]. This implies the
relative stability of their channel beds under relatively high discharges (up to floods of 20–50-year
recurrence intervals) and thus only limited adjustments of the channel morphology and geometry to
lower (e.g., bankfull) flows owing to the presence of generally shallow flows, particle-size interactions
(hide/protrusion effect) and additional bed form resistance [25,28–31]. The correlations between the
unit stream power, sediment calibre and prevailing fluvial process may exist at the reach scale when
spatially limited depositional reaches can be accompanied by local bed sediment fining and an abrupt
decrease in the unit stream power of a high-magnitude flood [23]. Nevertheless, our knowledge of the
direct relationships between the transport capacity of a particular flood event, bed stability and the
resulting fluvial processes in first-order catchments is still somewhat limited by the lack of detailed
post-flood field surveys of geomorphic consequences.
As mentioned, two-dimensional hydraulic models have been successfully applied to peak
discharge reconstructions in ungauged or poorly gauged catchments of various sizes and
environments [18,32–35]. This peak discharge is mostly defined not as the single deterministic
value but rather as a range of values due to uncertainties inherent in the process of the estimation [36].
Discharges predicted in such a way could be used in flood frequency analyses [18], where they serve
as outliers to the measured discharges. Consequently, the predicted discharges could serve as a basis
for the evaluation and mitigation of flood risk [34] or as information about the flood magnitude in the
historical period [32]. Moreover, the results of hydraulic simulations can be used for the estimation
of stream transport capacity and channel stability during a particular flood event at a very detailed
scale. In this sense, the bed shear stress and unit stream power are relevant parameters for calculating
the incipient motion of coarse bed particles and thus evaluating the stability of stepped-bed channels
consisting of relatively stable cobble to boulder steps [30,37].
For our purposes, we selected a first-order catchment (1.8 km2) in the moderate relief of the
Eastern Sudetes (NE Czechia), where, during the last 15 years, the occurrence of several flash flood
events caused substantial geomorphic imprints [38]. In particular, the last intense precipitation event
(27 May 2014) resulted in a moderate flood risk in the case of medium-sized rivers (2-year recurrence
interval), but a discharge of an approximately 100-year recurrence interval was estimated at ungauged
small streams. The short-lived storm, with a total rainfall amount of 40 mm (locally up to 80 mm),
had an intensity of between 40 and 60 mm/h. Its hydrogeomorphic response was primarily due to
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unprecedented rainfall intensity and large antecedent precipitation. The financial costs of the flash
flood aftermaths in the affected region were calculated as approximately EUR 200,000 [39].
Our aims were to (i) create the chronology of the flash flood events in this small catchment
using dendrogeomorphic approaches, (ii) estimate the parameters (peak flow discharge, flow velocity,
bed shear stress, and unit stream power) of the last 2014 flash flood event using the combination
of PSI and 2D hydraulic modelling, and (iii) describe the stream transport capacity and channel
stability during the 2014 flash flood event based on the hydraulic simulation data and sedimentological
parameters. Such a comprehensive approach may help to better quantify the flash flood parameters
of ungauged streams and thus contribute to more reliable management of small streams in future
extreme climate events.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site
The hydrogeomorphic impacts of floods were studied on a small tributary of the Bělá River in
the foreland of the Eastern Sudetes (NE part of Czechia, Central Europe; 50◦17′ N, 17◦17′ E; Figure 1).
The area comprises a Proterozoic and Palaeozoic basement composed of orthogneiss, which is overlaid
by glacifluvial deposits of the Saalian and Elsterian glaciations with different grain-size distributions
of till sediments. These deposits are the result of deglaciation phases in proglacial areas on the ice
margins and were recently covered by the Holocene sandy loam colluvium [40,41]. The study site
is characterised by a temperate climate, with a mean annual precipitation between 850 and 900 mm.
Most precipitation falls during the spring and summer months [42], with an occasional occurrence
of extreme daily rainfall (more than 50 mm per day). Documentary evidence provides information
about several flood events (e.g., 1903, 1921, 1971, 1977, 2007, 2009, and 2014), relating to both advective
rains and short-term intense rainfall events that are currently responsible for intense gully incision and
damage to infrastructure within the studied region [38,43].
 
Figure 1. Location of the study site: position within Central Europe (a), within the Eastern Sudetes (b),
and (c) orthophoto image of the studied catchment (1—study channel reach, 2—main road, 3—railway
and 4—cycle path).
We focused on an approximate 700-m-long reach of an unnamed first-order stream draining a
catchment area of 1.8 km2 with a mean elevation of 417.5 m a.s.l. Fields and dwellings dominate
the upper and middle catchment area, while the lower part (i.e., the study reach) is predominantly
covered by a mixed forest (Figure 1c). The mean stream gradient of the study reach is 0.05 m/m, with a
maximum up to 0.17 m/m. The channel cuts into the Pleistocene and Holocene deposits, with typical
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alternations of stepped-bed morphology and bedrock outcrops (Figure 2a) accompanied by poorly
sorted bed sediments (Figure 2b,c). Fresh slope/bank failures (up to 50 m long and 10 m high) and
generally unstable banks have caused channel widening during recent floods, resulting in the frequent
occurrence of exposed tree root systems and flood scars on riparian vegetation along the entire reach
(Figure 2b–d). In contrast, there is no evidence of deep channel incision due to the resistant gneiss
bedrock and large interlocked boulders at several reaches within the stream. Slopes and floodplains
surrounding the channel are overgrown by a mixed forest composed predominantly of Pinus sylvestris
L., Picea abies (L.) Karst., Alnus glutinosa (L.) Gaertn, and Tilia cordata Mill. At 0.5 river km (r. km),
the stream drains to a 50-m-long concrete trough within a viaduct under a railway. Moreover, culverts
are presented under a cycle path in the lower part and under a road through a village in the middle
part of the catchment.
 
Figure 2. Morphological features of the study channel reach: (a) channel bottom composed of gneiss
bedrock; (b) channel widening evidenced by the system of exposed tree roots in boulder-step reach;
(c) step-pool reach with the presence of channel widening and fresh, shallow slope failure; (d) flood
scars (higher older, and lower younger) on the tree stem of A. glutinosa in the direction of flow (note the
remnants of concrete parts of centring transported by past floods).
2.2. Dendrogeomorphic Fieldwork and Analyses
First, the terrain fieldwork focused on dendrogeomorphic sampling to create the chronology
of past flood events and to select the flood scars caused by the 2014 flood event. The tree sampling
followed the standard dendrogeomorphic procedure for flood reconstruction [13,44]. The sampling
was focused on flood scars occurring either on tree stems or exposed tree roots. In the case of tree stems,
increment cores were extracted from the edge of the scar and from the undisturbed part of the tree stem
using the Pressler increment borer (40 × 0.5 mm). Tree stems of a small diameter (up to 10 cm) were
cut by handsaw in the position of the flood scar to gain the stem disc or wedge while approximately
2-cm-wide cross-sections were sampled from exposed and scarred living roots. Only those scars
oriented against the supposed direction of the flow path were considered for sampling. In addition,
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only scars that occurred on exposed but stabilized roots with the lowest tendency to flex during higher
discharges were used to avoid the underestimation of modelled peak flow discharge [45]. All sampled
trees were carefully described, and the height of the sampled scar was carefully noted, labelled with a
visible object, photographed, and targeted using GPS. Reference trees growing near the study reach
without any geomorphic influence on tree growth were sampled to cross-date with the disturbed
samples and to eliminate false and missing rings.
Laboratory processing followed the standard dendrogeomorphic procedure [13,46]. All increment
cores were glued into woody supports and—together with cross sections—dried and polished to be ready
for dendrogeomorphic analysis. The tree rings of the increment cores and stem discs were counted and
measured using TimeTable and PAST4 software [47], and their growth patterns were compared with the
appropriate reference chronology (compiled in Arstan software [48] using a double detrending procedure)
to ensure the reliability of dating. As root segments are more problematic regarding the occurrence of
missing and wedging rings, the zig-zag segment tracing method [49] was applied to carefully count
the years of each ring. In the case of problematic roots (i.e., dense growth increment and small roots),
we used microslides cut by GLS-1 microtome and processed according to standard chemical procedures
to precisely define the position of the flood scar within the root section [50,51].
In the next step, we identified the years with the occurrence of scars and onset of callus tissues
(Figure 3) and compiled the chronology of past flood events. Scars represent an unequivocal signal
of flood events and are considered the most reliable growth disturbance in dendrogeomorphic flood







where R is the number of scars in a year t and A is the total number of sampled trees living in a year t.
Then, a certain event was considered when It ≥ 10% and the number of scars ≥ 3, while a probable
event was determined when 10% > It ≥ 5% and the number of scars ≥ 2. From the whole dataset of
scars, we eventually selected the scars dated to 2014 as a PSI of the May 2014 flash flood event, whose
parameters were modelled.
 
Figure 3. Identified flood scars: (a) the 2014 flood scar on the root section of P. abies; (b) the 2009 flood
scar on the root section of T. cordata; (c) the 2014 flood scar on the stem wedge of A. glutinosa; and (d)
the 2014 flood scar on the root microsection of P. sylvestris, with the obvious position within earlywood
cells indicating the flood event on 27 May.
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2.3. Channel Parameters and Channel Geometry
This part consisted of (i) the measurement of the longitudinal profiles (channel/floodplain
geometry) to model the 2014 flood behaviour and (ii) the classification of erosive/depositional segments
and the measurement of the largest clasts for the determination of channel stability during the
2014 floods:
(i) The channel/floodplain geometry and the height of the 2014 scars (PSI) were measured in cross
sections using a total station (GTS-212) with an accuracy of ±2.5 cm and a GNSS geodetic receiver
(Trimble R2) with an accuracy of ±4 cm. All measurements were taken in the spring of 2019. To register
the complexity of the channel geometry, the density of cross sections was as follows: the position of
the first cross section was located directly in the position of the scars. Afterwards, five cross sections
were measured, with the distance of one meter among each other, followed by two cross sections at a
distance of 2.5 m and one cross section at a distance of 5 m. Next, cross sections were measured at
a distance of 10 m. In the case of close distances between the scars, no overall process was applied.
In total, 341 cross sections were measured, resulting in 4300 surveyed points. The GNSS geodetic
receiver was only applied to place the relative position of points to the absolute location based on the
local geographical reference system. A digital terrain model (DTM) in raster format was created from
these cross sections with a grid size equal to 0.1 m and was used as a source for the hydraulic modelling.
(ii) To reveal the channel stability during the last flood event, the middle axes of the five largest
bed particles were measured by a tape (with ±0.01 m accuracy; with a less-precise ±0.05 m accuracy
only in a few cases of partially buried boulders) in 10 ± 1 m intervals along the stream’s longitudinal
profile, except for the reach located in the culvert (0.51–0.54 r. km). Only the particles within the
bankfull channel were accounted for. Consequently, the representative mean boulder diameter MBD
(mm) for each of the channel cross sections was calculated as the arithmetical mean of these five
measurements [23]. We classified each cross section as erosional, stable, or depositional by the observed
signs of the present stability of the adjacent channel reach. The erosional reaches indicated trends of
incision together with the frequent presence of exposed roots or bedrock outcrops in the channel banks,
whereas the depositional reaches were typified by the occurrence of locally widened channels with
developed unvegetated bars. The stable reaches represented the transport-balanced segments without
evident signs of recent incision or bed aggradation. We observed no wood obstructions in the channel
that would influence the channel bed stability and sediment transport processes.
2.4. Hydraulic Modelling
This phase comprised three steps: (i) hydraulic model creation, setup and calibration; (ii) estimation
of scar peak discharges (SPD) and reach peak discharge; and (iii) scenario modelling of the 2014 flood
event. The two-dimensional IBER model (version 2.5.1) was applied to the hydraulic modelling of the
selected reach [53]. This is an established software that was applied to the estimation of palaeoflood
discharges of small [18] to large rivers [35,45]. An unstructured mesh, which comprised almost
200,000 elements with an average size of 0.3 m, was developed over the reach. As an initial condition
at t = 0, the river was set dry. The flow was subcritical throughout the whole domain for all used
discharges. We imposed inlet boundary conditions based on the uniform discharge and the critical
depth at the outlet of the studied reach. The first PSI was located 20 m from the outlet of the reach, which
allowed the model to overcome inaccuracy in the selected boundary conditions. A wet–dry threshold
of 0.01 m and 2nd order roe scheme was chosen. The Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy was set to 0.9 and the
mixed length turbulence model was selected. Although the erosion and accumulation of alluvium
could occur during the 2014 flood, we considered the stable riverbed during the modelling [54]. The
model was calibrated to a single value of water stage in the cross section where we measured the
discharge (equal to 25.23 cubic litres per second), using the velocity meter. The cross section was
located in the downstream part of the selected reach and the measurement took place at the end of
May 2019. Based on the calibration results, a uniform value for Manning’s roughness coefficient (n)
equal to 0.08 was applied to the overall reach. The selection of the roughness value was based on the
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studies dealing with high-gradient streams [55,56]. In the second step, an iterative process was run to
find the SPD [57] that produced the best fit between the scars and modelled water depths [58] and to
select the reach peak discharge that produced the best RMSE value [32]. Finally, the three scenarios
were established to model the characteristics (unit stream power and bed shear stress) of the 2014
flood event: Qmin (discharge equal to the 1st quartile of the SPD), Qoptimum (reach peak discharge which
produced the optimum/lowest value of RMSE), and Qmax (the 3rd quartile of the SPD). Although the
main results were created for the Qoptimum, the remaining scenarios allowed the evaluation of the
uncertainty inherent in palaeoflood discharge estimation [36].
2.5. Relations between the Hydraulic and Sedimentologic Parameters and Calculation of Channel Stability
To evaluate the flow competence of the 2014 flood (i.e., the ability of this flood to transport coarse
bed material and destabilize the channel bed), we used the critical unit stream power ωci–transported
particle diameter Di (mm) relationship. To approximate the local conditions of the frequent occurrence of
a stepped-bed morphology, relatively high channel gradients and a small catchment area, we applied the
relationship developed by field observations in similar steep channels (0.06 ≤ S ≤ 0.14 m/m) draining
small catchments (0.2 ≤ A ≤ 2.2 km2) in Central European medium–high mountain settings [23,59]:
ωci = 0.72Di1.02 (2)
This relationship (2) was derived from direct observations of the largest boulders that were
transported by a high-magnitude flood event and from the displacements of marked particles during
lower discharges (covering grain-sizes 20–400 mm) in stepped-bed streams with poorly sorted bed
sediments. As Di, we substituted MBD and calculated the potential critical unit stream power ωcMBD,
which will lead to the incipient motion of MBD in a given cross section. The resulting value was
compared with the unit stream power ω simulated for the 2014 event, and the excess critical unit





This implies that ωE ≥ 1 indicates a potentially unstable bed structure consisting of coarse grains
(i.e., rapids or individual step units) during the 2014 event. We simulated ωE for all three scenarios
(Qmin, Qoptimum and Qmax).
In addition, we employed the peak bed shear stress of the 2014 event (τb) to find a possible
relationship between the parameters of τb, ω and MBD and to assess potential differences between the
groups of cross-sections by their present stability (erosional, vertically stable and depositional) during
the Qoptimum scenario. Due to the non-normality of the data, we used Spearman’s correlation rsp to test
the potential relationships between τb, ω and MBD. A non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test was used to
compare τb, ω and MBD between the reaches with depositional, transport-balanced and erosional
tendencies when the Z-value test with Bonferonni corrections was used to distinguish significantly
different groups. We used a significance level of 0.05 for all the tested data.
3. Results
3.1. Chronology of Past Flood Events and Botanical Evidence of the May 2014 Flash Flood Event
In total, we successfully sampled and dated 75 scarred individuals (20 tree stems and 55 scarred
roots) with a predominance of samples from P. sylvestris (37.3%), P. abies (18.7%), and A. glutinosa
(17.3%), whereas five samples (root cross sections) had to be excluded from the chronology due to
uncertainties during the dating procedure (Table 1). Eventually, it was possible to date 115 scars
(1.5 scars per tree). Overall, we determined 13 flood events (seven certain and six probable events)
during the period of 1955 to 2018 (limited by the minimum number of 10 sampled trees; Figure 4).
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The oldest (probable) event was recorded in 1965. The strongest signals (i.e., the highest value of the
It index) were identified during 2014 (26 scars; It = 34.7%), 2009 (25 scars; It = 33.3%), and 1977 (5
scars; It = 15.2%).
Table 1. Overall number of sampled and dated trees and the distribution of samples containing the
2014 scar.









Containing the 2014 Scar
Root Stem
Pinus sylvestris 28 37.3 28 0 5 0
Picea abies 14 18.7 13 1 6 0
Alnus incana 13 17.3 6 7 4 2
Tilia cordata 9 12.0 7 2 4 0
Acer
pseudoplatanus 6 8.0 0 6 0 2
Sorbus aucuparia 5 6.7 1 4 1 2
Total 75 100.0 55 20 20 6
 
Figure 4. Number of identified flood scars and the final chronology of flood events (based on thresholds:
It ≥ 5% and number of scars ≥ 2). The red column indicates a certain event, and the orange column
indicates a probable event. The grey column and grey cross indicate years that could not be considered
flood events.
Focusing on the botanical evidence of the 2014 flood event, we identified 26 scars throughout the
whole study reach (6 scars on tree stems and 20 scars on exposed roots; Table 1). The mean height
of the scars above the thalweg was 96.6 ± 34.6 cm. The minimum height (41 cm) was observed at
0.33 r. km at a straight channel reach, while the maximum height (156 cm) was recorded at 0.07 r. km
at the failure of a concave bank. The distribution of the 2014 scars (Figure 5) was zero at the reach
between 0.35 and 0.5 r. km, where the total number of scarred trees was generally lower, and the scars
were generally of older dates. In contrast, the highest abundance of the 2014 flood scars was recorded
between 0.2 and 0.35 r. km (11 scars overall).
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Figure 5. Localization of the 2014 flood scars within the studied channel reach.
3.2. Results of Hydraulic Modelling
The flow conditions during the simulations were subcritical in the major part of the reach (91–94%
of the total area) for all simulated flow scenarios (Table 2). Other flow characteristics (depth, velocity,
and Froude number) resulting from the raster of hydraulic modelling are described in Table 2.
Table 2. Selected flow characteristics for flow scenarios applied in this study.
Flow
Characteristics/Scenario
Depth (m) Velocity (m·s−1) Froude Area of Supercritical
Flow (%)Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max
Qmin 0.35 1.41 1.05 9.43 0.59 3.67 6.43
Qoptimum 0.43 1.50 1.17 11.97 0.61 3.79 7.37
Qmax 0.59 1.95 1.44 12.02 0.64 3.88 9.01
The characteristics of the RMSE curve of Qoptimum during the 2014 flood and the SPD characteristics
are shown in Figure 6. The value of the reach peak discharge (Qoptimum) of the 2014 flood estimated by
the RMSE (0.32 m) was equal to 4.5 m3·s−1. The values of the SPD showed high variability (coefficient of
variability = 0.79) when the minimal SPD was 1.5 m3·s−1 and the maximal SPD was equal to 16.5 m3·s−1.
The values of the Qmin and Qmax scenarios were calculated from all estimated SPD and were equal to 2.63
and 9.38 m3·s−1, respectively. The deviation between the measured PSI elevations and the simulated
water level for Qoptimum ranged from −0.60 to 0.63 m with a median equal to −0.05 m. Similarly, the Qmin
deviations ranged from −0.30 to 0.75 m, and the median was equal to 0.08 m. For Qmax, we registered
deviations from −1.07 to 0.42 m, and the median was equal to −0.31 m. The highest magnitudes of
velocity (up to 11.97 m·s−1; Figure 7) and bed shear stress (up to 1787.10 N.m−2) were registered at the
positions of the highest changes in riverbed topography.
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Figure 6. Parameters of the 2014 modelled flood discharge: (a) RMSE curve for the reach peak discharges
where three scenarios are visualized with the uncertainty defined by Qmin and Qmax (filled rectangle);
(b) the box plot of scar peak discharges; (c) the box plots of deviation between the measured PSI elevation
and simulated water level. Whiskers in (b,c) are equal to the 10th and 90th percentiles (n = 26).
Figure 7. Raster outputs of hydraulic modelling for the Qoptimum scenario: (a) water depth and (b)
velocity. Colored circles illustrate the position of the 2014 PSI (scars) and deviations of their heights
from the modelled flow.
We further investigated the effect of the hydraulic conditions in the positions of the PSIs using
non-parametric Spearman’s correlation. However, we did not observe any significant relationship
between the PSI deviations and the velocity magnitudes for all three scenarios: Qoptimum (rsp = 0.19,
p = 0.36), Qmin (rsp = 0.08; p = 0.71), and Qmax (rsp = 0.004; p = 0.98; Figure 8).
 
Figure 8. Plot describing the relationships between the flow velocity and absolute deviation of the PSI
for Qoptimum scenario.
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3.3. Channel Stability and Relations between the Hydraulic and Sedimentologic Parameters
A positive significant relationship exists between the bed shear stress and the unit stream power
calculated for all cross sections (n = 62) and the Qoptimum scenario during the 2014 event (rsp = 0.65,
p < 0.0001) (Figure 9a). In contrast, there were no significant correlations between the parameters of τb
and MBD (rsp = 0.05, p = 0.68) or ω and MBD (rsp = −0.04, p = 0.74) (Figure 9b,c). After the removal of
15 cross-sections assigned to deep pools or bedrock sections containing a limited number of coarse
grains, the final relationship was significant for τb and MBD (rsp = 0.33, p = 0.024) and remained
insignificant for ω and MBD (rsp = 0.13, p = 0.38).
 
Figure 9. Plots between (a) the bed shear stress and unit stream power, (b) the bed shear stress and
mean boulder diameter, and (c) the unit stream power and mean boulder diameter. The grey points in
plots (b,c) indicate cross sections located in bedrock reaches or deep pools.
The mutual comparison of the MBD of cross sections located in depositional (n = 8), stable (n = 30)
and erosional reaches (n = 24) showed significant differences between the groups (p = 0.002), when the
cross sections of stable reaches indicated significantly higher values of MBD than those of locations
with contemporary signs of prevailing depositional or erosional processes (Figure 10a). The analysis of
the bed shear stress revealed significant differences between these groups (p = 0.012) when the cross
sections of erosional reaches indicated significantly higher values of τb than those of the other groups
(Figure 10b). On the other hand, we observed no significant differences among these groups in terms
of ω (p = 0.095), although the erosional reaches were again characterised by somewhat higher values
of ω than the other reaches (Figure 10c).
 
Figure 10. Boxplots of mean boulder diameter, bed shear stress and unit stream power calculated for
the 2014 event (Qoptimum scenario) in erosional, stable and depositional cross sections. The letters above
the boxes show significantly different groups by Z-value test with Bonferonni corrections.
The evaluation of flow competence and the potential stability of coarse bed material in individual
cross sections during the 2014 event showed that 15 of 62 cross sections (24.2%) indicated ωE ≥1
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for the Qoptimum scenario (Figure 11). These cross sections were frequently representative of bedrock
reaches with erosional tendencies with relatively fine grain-size character of the limited alluvial cover.
An extraordinarily high excess was observed immediately downstream of the culvert (0.56–0.57 r. km).
For the Qmax scenario, half of the cross sections (31 of 62; 50.0%) were perceived as those with unstable
alluvial cover, still leaving the part upstream of the culvert (0.38–0.48 r. km) as relatively stable. On the
other hand, the Qmin scenario predicted only seven unstable cross sections (11.3%) with a notable
excess of critical unit stream power immediately downstream of the culvert (0.56–0.57 r. km).
 
Figure 11. Downstream variations in the excess of critical unit stream power for the 2014 event
(critical threshold 1 is indicated by the red dashed line) and dominant fluvial processes. The individual
blue points represent values calculated for the Qoptimum scenario for individual cross sections; the scatter
lines around these points indicate the values of the Qmin and Qmax scenarios. The occurrence of bedrock
reaches is indicated by black rectangles marked by ‘b’ letters.
4. Discussion
The dating of flood events, together with the determination of the 2014 flash flood parameters in
the moderate relief of Central Europe, were introduced using the combination of dendrogeomorphic
methods, 2D hydraulic modelling, and sedimentological parameters. Based on these approaches,
we provide a quantitative estimation of the last flash flood event and a determination of channel
reaches that tended to be (un)stable. Unlike the palaeoflood reconstructions from larger catchments,
we included scarred roots as a possible PSI in the first-order catchments due to the generally lower
peak flow discharges and lower volume of transported sediments. If the scarred root is a part of a
stable root system and does not evidence a high rate of flexibility, it can be used not only as a helpful
tool to date the time of (flood) erosion [21,60,61], but also as a PSI of recent floods.
4.1. Hydrogeomorphic Response of Flash Floods in the First-Order Catchment
The dendrogeomorphic results confirm that, despite the strong geomorphic impact of the last
2014 flash flood, there is evidence of former flood events within this catchment. We recorded the
hydrogeomorphic impacts of floods in years with the occurrence of debris flows and rockfalls in
the surrounding mountains (e.g., in 1991, 2006 and 2010 [62,63]). In addition, several identified
years coincided with documentary data about local and/or regional flooding there (e.g., in 1971, 1977,
1997 and 2009). Polách and Gába [43] described a spatially limited downpour in July 1971 after strong
antecedent precipitation, resulting in local damage to small streams within this region. This situation
was likely similar to that of the last 2014 flash flood, which was considered unprecedented regarding
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the rainfall intensity, but the hydrogeomorphic response seems to be comparable to that of the 1971
event. Moreover, the transported parts of damaged culverts within the channel and several older scars
on tree stems (Figure 2d) suggest an even higher hydrogeomorphic impact in the past. Furthermore,
we identified that more than 40% of scars can be dated to the period 1951–2000, pointing to slow and
progressive channel bank erosion during several flood events rather than to abrupt changes in channel
geometry and the fast decay of exposed roots, as is typical for mountain regions [64].
We found no significant correlation by plotting the MBD and τb for all 62 cross sections, but a
significant positive relationship existed after removal of fifteen cross sections assigned to deep pools
and bedrock segments. This increase in statistical significance reflected the presence of the fine-grained
character of the alluvial cover in these cross sections, the calibre of which did not necessarily correspond
to the stream transport capacity (expressed by τb) during the examined flood event. Thus, we assumed
more frequent transport of these fine particles during lower-magnitude events (e.g., bankfull or even
lower flows). On the other hand, the set of remaining 47 cross sections had adjusted the calibre of the
MBD to the calculated bed shear stresses. This positive relationship clearly pointed to the adjustment
of the stepped-bed architecture during high-magnitude events towards a condition that provides the
maximum possible bed stability, as was documented by previous flume experiments [65].
In general, the highest values of τb and ω were calculated for cross sections with erosional
tendencies when compared to those of stable or depositional cross sections, although only the
parameter of τb indicated statistically significant differences. These high values of τb and ω typically
reflected a low width–depth ratio in erosional reaches with limited inundation ability together with
the concentrated energy of flood flows. The presence of alluvial pockets of relatively fine sediments
in the erosional reaches with exposed bedrock (resulting in very low values of MBD) explained our
observations of the coarser bed particles in the stable reaches when one may expect local coarsening in
erosional reaches with the highest calculated τb and, contrarily, fining in depositional reaches [23,66,67].
In addition, no differences in the MBD were observed between the erosional and stable reaches in the
case of stepped-bed headwater streams based in flysch rocks, despite higher unit stream power being
calculated for the erosional reaches [23]. These observations from small streams contradict the relation
between the sediment coarsening and channel incision that was reported for gravel-bed rivers [68]
by taking into consideration the specifics of steep headwater streams (e.g., mixture of alluvial and
semi-alluvial reaches or strong effect of local lithology predicting patterns of sediment supply).
The parameter ω is frequently used to determine the capacity of a stream to mobilize specific bed
grain sizes [37,69,70]. In our case, the excess critical unit stream power ωE identified the segments
with unstable alluvial cover during the examined flood event. Only one-quarter of the cross sections
indicated transport of the MBD under the Qoptimum scenario, when these cross sections were often
representative of bedrock reaches with limited alluvial cover consisting of relatively fine grains. Even by
applying the Qmax scenario, approximately 50% of the cross sections remained stable. Despite the
large number of scars possibly related to intensive sediment transport and bank erosion during the
2014 flood, this event likely did not reach the critical threshold discharge to completely rework the
stepped-bed character of the studied stream. Previous field measurements in steep mountain streams
have perceived high-magnitude floods of up to a 50-year recurrence interval as those that mobilize
most step-forming particles [71,72]. This suggests either a lower-than-expected magnitude of the 2014
flood described by local authorities or high channel bed stability of this first-order stream owing to the
presence of large interlocked boulders.
4.2. Benefits and Limits of the Approach Used in the First-Order Catchment
Introducing the scarred roots as a PSI in a first-order catchment entails uncertainties similar to
those in the case of scars on tree stems in larger rivers. As noted by several authors [18,36], PSIs
located in straight channel reaches or on the inner side of channel bends are more suitable for peak
discharge reconstructions than those of trees located on the outer side of channel bends or growing
in overbank sections with dense vegetation cover. In our study, the majority of the PSIs (20) were
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located in the straight channel and/or inner side, reducing the overestimation of peak flow discharge.
Moreover, the avoidance of root sampling in concave banks and slope failures for the PSI estimation
reduces the probability of dating scars caused by bank/slope erosion. This situation may frequently
occur, even during floods [73], but cannot be used as information about peak flow discharge.
A tricky situation may occur when several consecutive intense rainfalls affect the catchment.
Therefore, more than one peak flow discharge may occur and thus enter as the uncertainty in hydraulic
modelling. In our case, several storms generated during May 2014 could result in higher-than-average
discharges [38], so we cannot exclude the possibility that several of the dated scars with lower PSI
belong to some lower spring peak flows rather than to the surveyed flood of 27 May 2014. In contrast,
anatomical analysis of some scarred roots revealed the position of the 2014 scar within the earlywood
cells, pointing to the spring floods (Figure 3d) and thus eliminating the possible inclusion of scars
during intense summer or autumn rainfall in 2014.
The results of the peak flow estimations show a high variation in SPD and high deviation in
differences between the predicted water level and the observed PSI height. We hypothesize that this
could be related to the small size of the catchment, where the role of the input data (PSI, DTM and
roughness coefficient) is more crucial than in a large catchment (which produces large peak discharges).
Similarly, Ballesteros-Cánovas et al. [18] reported the highest deviation of the estimated peak discharge
in a catchment of the lowest size, while the opposite conclusions are described by Ballesteros-Cánovas
et al. [57], where the authors reported much larger uncertainties for larger catchments than for smaller
catchments. Following the approach of Bohorquez et al. [32], who defined the critical value of deviation
between the simulated water level and the observed height of PSI as 0.2 m, for the Qmin, fifteen scars
were within this range, followed by Qoptimum (12 PSI) and Qmax (10 PSI).
Further uncertainties associated with peak discharge reconstruction using the hydraulic model are
related to the DTM accuracy [58] and model calibration. Although we tried to create an accurate DTM,
especially at the position and close surroundings of the PSIs, our DTM is not error free, particularly
between the cross sections where the interpolation took place. Victoriano et al. [34] found a 7% difference
in the estimated peak discharge of 316 m3·s−1 (catchment area: 5.72 km2) when two different DTMs
were compared. We call for further research to assess how the level of DTM accuracy influences the
results of peak discharge reconstructions, even in small catchments. The uniform value of Manning’s
roughness coefficient was applied over the overall reach, and the final value was a product of the
calibration exercise to single “low-flow” discharge. Indeed, differences in the calibration for the
low- and high-flow discharges are well known [56] and the influence of various values of Manning’s
roughness coefficient on the results of the hydraulic model are described by Ballesteros-Cánovas et
al. [57]. In fact, the hydraulic modelling of flood waves in large, low gradient rivers could cause
serious problems with the approach used in this study (i.e., calibration to the discharge several orders
of magnitude lower than simulated flood). However, in the case of small, high-gradient streams, this
approach is better than the selection of the roughness value from the literature. Overall, we believe our
approach reduced the uncertainty in the roughness coefficient to an acceptable level.
Although we considered the channel bed as a stable component with limited erosion and/or
deposition during the 2014 flood, this does not reflect the natural condition in the modelled reach,
because the majority of the riverbed is formed by poorly sorted alluvium with stripes of bedrock
in a few places. This simplification could further influence the height of the PSI and the estimated
discharge [14]. In addition, we did not observe any significant relationship between the velocity of
the flood wave and the absolute deviation of the PSI from the modelled discharges (Qmin, Qoptimum,
and Qmax), which is in agreement with the study of Ballesteros-Cánovas et al. [14]. We assume that the
position of the PSI regarding the channel geometry (convex/concave/straight reach) is more important
in small streams where the velocity is primarily changing with the stream gradient and channel
width. Unfortunately, we were not able to test the influence of PSI deviations among convex, concave,
and straight reaches due to the limited number of PSIs in each group.
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We simulated subcritical flow over the overall reach, although supercritical flow occurred during
the modelling in some parts. Flow conditions in steep channels can be transitional, with supercritical
flow over the steps and subcritical flow in the pools. However, flow will never be supercritical
throughout the simulated domain, because such flow would destabilize most channels [74]. This fact is
supported by other studies [75,76], which described that, despite high velocity and extreme turbulence,
flow in mountain streams is critical or subcritical, leading to the assumption that supercritical flow in
natural streams does not exist for any extended length.
5. Conclusions
The estimations of peak flood discharges and the quantifications of related morphological changes
and bedload transport in small streams remain a challenge, especially in the case of poorly gauged
first-order catchments, despite their ability to transfer high amounts of water and sediment into
low-order catchments. In this study, we presented an integrated approach based on palaeoflood
reconstruction, which was performed in a first-order catchment in the moderate relief of Central Europe,
to provide quantitative data about the last 2014 flash flood event and to create the chronology of former
floods. The dendrogeomorphic results show the regular occurrence of flood events during at least the
last 60 years, although the intensity of the last 2014 flash flood was considered to be unprecedented
according to local authorities. The results of 2D hydraulic modelling are in favour of the optimum
scenario of the 2014 peak flow discharge of 4.5 m3·s−1, which resulted in the formation of root and
stem scars. Nevertheless, a sedimentological survey confirms the rather progressive development of
the studied channel reach with limited ability to transport step-forming boulders during peak flow
discharges similar to that in 2014 and thus relative bed stability during events of such magnitude.
Despite notable geomorphic imprints and ongoing lateral erosion caused by the most recent flash
flood events, with damage to infrastructure (especially in 2009 and 2014), we conclude that substantial
geomorphic transition is practically excluded during the similar rainfall episodes that occurred within
the last 60 years. The limited precision of the results of hydraulic modelling lead to the relatively high
variability in possible peak flow in 2014 (from modelled Qmin to Qmax). This level of accuracy is still
comparable to larger rivers, but may slightly change the interpretation of suggested event magnitudes
in the case of smaller catchments. Therefore, further research dealing with the quality of input data
into palaeoflood reconstruction (e.g., DTM accuracy and variable channel roughness) is crucial to
investigation into first-order catchments.
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Abstract: Sediments cause serious problems in irrigation systems, adversely affecting canal
performance, driving up maintenance costs and, in extreme cases, threatening system sustainability.
Multiple studies were done on the deposition of non-cohesive sediment and implications for canal
design, the use of canal operation in handling sedimentation problems is relatively under-studied,
particularly for cohesive sediments. In this manuscript, several scenarios regarding weirs and gate
operation were tested, using the Delft3D model, applied to a case study from the Gezira scheme in
Sudan. Findings show that weirs play a modest role in sedimentation patterns, where their location
influences their effectiveness. On the contrary, gate operation plays a significant role in sedimentation
patterns. Reduced gate openings may cause canal blockage while intermittently fully opening
and closing of gates can reduce sediment deposition in the canal by 54% even under conditions
of heavy sediment load. Proper location of weirs and proper adjusting of the branch canal’s gate
can substantially reduce sedimentation problems while ensuring sufficient water delivery to crops.
The use of 2D/3D models provides useful insights into spatial and temporal patterns of deposition
and erosion but has challenges related to running time imposing a rather coarse modelling resolution
to keep running times acceptable.
Keywords: Gezira irrigation scheme; 2D/3D models; weirs; gate operation; Delft3D
1. Introduction
Improved irrigation water management plays a crucial role in enhancing crop production for food
security. Sediment control in irrigation systems is of great concern for irrigation managers and farmers
because sedimentation in canals and near structures often contributes to water management problems.
Further, problems of heavy sedimentation loads may jeopardize the sustainability of irrigation systems
due to the high costs of cleaning canals [1]. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms underlying
sediment transport in irrigation canals received substantial scholarly attention [2–7]. However, most of
these studies focus on system design and relatively few take into consideration the effects of irrigation
structures and the operation of gates.
Crop water requirements are not constant but change throughout the season depending on the
crop growth stage. Consequently, flows in canals that supply water to fields are variable depending
on the use of control structures such as gates and weirs. Structures often cause unsteady flow in
the canals, even where they are designed for steady or uniform flow. The change in flow affects
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the sediment transport which leads to sediment deposition and erosion in different locations of the
canal. Even though canals are typically designed to keep the bed free from sediments and convey
sediments to fields, the improper placement and operation of gates and weirs in the absence of optimal
canal operation plans may lead to deposition and erosion of sediment in canals and reduce canal
performance. The impact of canal operation on sedimentation problems in irrigation systems deserves
more attention in modelling studies of irrigation systems.
Examples of studies simulating the effect of canal operation on sediment transport include
Reference [8] in the Sunsari Morang system in Nepal and Reference [9] in the Machai Maira Branch
Canals in Pakistan. However, both studies only considered non-cohesive sediment, mostly transported
as bed material. In reality, many irrigation systems deal with a mix of coarse (non-cohesive) and fine
(cohesive) sediment. Dealing with sedimentation in irrigation canals becomes more complex in case
of cohesive sediments due to its physiochemical properties and inter-particle forces. Most studies
regarding cohesive sediment behavior have been done in rivers and estuaries [10–15]. There is a great
need to study the mechanism of cohesive sediment transport in irrigation canals [16], in particular
under different scenarios of gate operation.
The impact of gate operation on the cohesive sediment in the Gezira Scheme in Sudan has been
studied by Reference [17]. They considered two gate operation scenarios: (1) a system in which water
allocation is based on water duty and the cropped area and water is given by a fixed discharge for one
week. This so-called indent system has been followed for several ago in Gezira system and (2) a system
in which water supply is reduced based on the crop water requirement when sediment concentrations
reach its peak. They found that the latter scenario performs best, reducing sediment deposition to 48%,
primarily because the intake of the amount of sediment-laden water is reduced. References [9,17] both
used a 1D model while the behavior of cohesive sediments is best reflected in 2D/3D models [18].
The main objective of this paper is to investigate the role of gate operation in reducing the amount
of cohesive and non-cohesive sediment in the canals using a 2D/3D model. This paper builds on the
work by Reference [1] on the sediment deposition patterns in the Gezira irrigation scheme and uses
the baseline data collected by her. However, we use a mix of cohesive and non-cohesive sediment
and use Delft3D, a model that can be used in 2D or 3D mode [18,19], to test different scenarios of weir
height and duration of gate openings. We consider the Gezira irrigation scheme in Sudan as illustrative
for many irrigation systems in semi-arid areas suffering from high sediment loads originating from
river intakes.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Modelling
2.1.1. Model Selection
Using 1D models to study hydrodynamics in irrigation canals computationally is efficient, however,
these models may not be representative in morphologic simulations. 1D-models have a simple ability
to present several basic phenomena exist in nature which is usually found in three-dimensional [20,21].
On other hand, 2D or 3D models can detect sediment movement and sediments patterns near offtakes
and structures in more detail and simulate deposition and/or erosion locations within the cross-section
in addition to those in the longitudinal direction. While beneficial from a morphological point of view,
the biggest constraint of 2D and 3D models is the long simulation time.
To explain why we selected Delft3D, we compare three well-known 2D/3D models that are able to
simulate sediment transport in canals (Table 1), namely Delft3D, Telemac [22] and Mike21 [20].
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Table 1. Comparison between different models.
Features Available Delft3D Telemac Mike 21
Grid construction
Structured with DD *
Unstructured (FM) ** FM FM
Simulating: Cohesive sediments Yes No Yes
Simulating: Non-cohesive
sediments Yes Yes Yes
Open-source Yes Yes No
RTC *** Yes No Yes
* DD: domain decomposition, ** FM: flexible mesh, *** RTC: real-time control.
Structured grids with rectangular cells and areas are computationally efficient if aligned with long
straight canals. However, in reality, a canal system consists of main canals and branches, with large
‘empty’ areas in between (Figure 1). These ‘empty’ inactive parts, which fall outside the area of interest,
render the structured grids inefficient since the model domain includes large inactive parts taking up
unnecessary computation time. Unstructured grids (or flexible mesh) can model irregular shapes that
only include the active parts of the channel networks. However, these grids mostly consist of triangular
cells which are not conducive for long canals, since they cannot be stretched in stream direction, leading
to a higher number of triangular cells and hence longer simulation time. One possible solution is
to use an unstructured grid with quadrilateral cells aligned with the flow direction along the canal
(e.g., Delft3D FM or Mike FM). A more efficient solution is to use a structured grid with the domain
decomposition (DD) tool available in Delft3D. This tool allows to divide the grid in separate parts that
can be modelled and compiled. In this way inactive parts can be excluded, substantially reducing
simulation time. The latter method, combining structured grids and domain decomposition, was used
in this paper.
 
Figure 1. The active and inactive parts in the computational domain.
The Real-Time Control (RTC) tool enables changing weirs and gate settings during the simulation.
This property can be activated in the Delft3D-FLOW input file by using the Rtcmod keyword. It allows
simulating canal operation in which gates are opened and closed multiple times during the irrigation
season. The morphological factor (Morfac or MF) feature in Delft3D further shortens the model
running time and enables predictions of the morphologic developments in the medium term (months
or seasons).
Comparing the three models Delft3D has all features necessary to simulate the effect of gate
operation under scenarios of cohesive and non-cohesive sediment and their interaction. It is also open
source and can handle non-steady flows.
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Delft3D has been validated by Reference [21] for a series of simplified theoretical, laboratory
and full-scale test cases. Furthermore, it was also validated against the results of prototype-scale
measurements. A big advantage of numerical simulations is that there is no need to apply scale
factors [21], unlike physical morphological models where sediment scaling is a major problem.
Numerical morphological models can be tested directly against both the laboratory observations and
prototype-scale observations.
So far the Delft3D model has been used primarily for rivers [23–26] and for estuaries [21,27] in 2D
and/or 3D modes. The model has been used by Reference [16] for irrigation canals in both 2D and
3D. Running the model in 2D mode is to ensure better representation of the sediment processes and
the large scale behavior with an acceptable simulation time period. Running the model in 3D mode
provides information about the vertical and gives more details near structures.
2.1.2. Model Equations
Delft3D-FLOW solves the shallow water equations (derived from Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluid under shallow water and Boussinesq assumptions).
In the 3D simulations we have applied the k-ε turbulence closure model for vertical shear and a constant
eddy viscosity model for horizontal shear. The sediment transport is split into both bedload and
suspended load transport of non-cohesive sediments and suspended load of cohesive sediments; for the
suspended load the advection-diffusion equation is solved with source and sink terms for sediment
entrainment and deposition. The morphological change is computed based on an explicit integration
of the bedload fluxes entering or leaving the grid cell plus the net deposition and entrainment.
For cohesive sediment fractions, the fluxes between the water phase and the bed are calculated
with Partheniades-Krone formulations [28] for deposition and erosion [29]:
Erosion formula:






El: Erosion flux (kg m−2s−1);
Ml: User-defined erosion parameter (kg m−2s−1);
S(τcw,τlcr,e): Erosion step function;
τcw: Maximum bed shear stress (N/m2);





− 1) when τcw > τlcr,e
0 when τcw < τlcr,e
(2)
Deposition formula:













: Average sediment concentration in the near bottom computational layer (kg/m3);
Dl: Deposition flux (kg m−2s−1);
S(τcw,τlcr,d) : Deposition step function, τcw Maximum bed shear stress (N/m
2);
τl
cr,d : User-defined critical deposition shear stress (N/m
2);
Wls: Fall velocity (hindered) (m/s);
Zb: Depth down to the bed from a reference height (positive down) (m);
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) when τcw > τlcr,d
0 when τcw < τlcr,d
(5)
The high value for tcr, d causes S(τcw, τlcr,d) to be effectively equal to 1, therefore we can neglect
this term from Equation (4) and the equation will be as below:
Dl = Wls ×Clb. (6)
For the computation of the behavior of non-cohesive sediments, we have applied the approach
developed by Reference [30]. Van Rijn [30] predicts the sediment transport as bed load and suspended
load. A reference height (a) is used to differentiate between these loads; sediments transport below this
reference height is treated as bedload transport and above it as suspended-load transport. The layer
situated directly above the Van Rijn reference height is called the kmx-layer. The sediments in this
layer which move between bed and water flow are modelled using sink and source terms.
The advection-diffusion equation solves the sink term implicitly, whereas the source term is
solved explicitly. The concentration and concentration gradient at the bottom of the kmx-layer needs
to be approximated, in order to determine the sink and source terms. The model assumes a standard







In the Delft3D model, the reference height can be represented as:
a =min [max {f × ks, 0.01 h}, 0.2h], (8)
where;
A (l) = Rouse number
a = Van Rijn’s reference height (m);
C (l) = concentration of sediment fraction (l) (kg/m3);
Ca (l) = reference concentration of sediment fraction (l) (kg/m3);
f = user defined proportionality factor (−) (equals to 1);
h =water depth (m);
ks = roughness height (m);
z = elevation above the bed (m).
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where:
Cla: Reference concentration of sediment fraction (l) (kg/m3);
Cl
kmx
Average concentration of the kmx cell of sediment fraction (l) (kg/m3);
ws
l: Settling velocity (m/s);
Δz: Difference in elevation between the center of the kmx cell, Van Rijn’s reference height: Δz = zkmx
− a (m);
∝1 l: First correction factor for sediment concentration (−);
∝2 l: Second correction factor for sediment concentration (−);
εs
l: Sediment diffusion coefficient evaluated at the bottom of the kmx cell of sediment fraction (l) (−).
The reader is referred to Section 2.3.2 for the parameter settings used in this study.
2.2. Case Study
The Gezira Scheme is the largest irrigation scheme in Sudan, serving 8,800,000,000 m2 and taking
water from the Blue Nile River which carries large amounts of sediment. Since its construction in 1920,
the scheme suffers from sediment accumulation in the canals, representing a big challenge for the
operation and maintenance. The annual costs of desilting were estimated at aroundUS $12 million [31].
The irrigation system consists of a network of main, major, minor and field canals. Two canals were
selected for this study—the Zananda Major canal and Toman Minor canal, fed by the Zananda Canal.
The Zananda canal is the first canal that takes water from the Gezira Main Canal by gravity irrigation [1]
(Figures 2 and 3).
 
Figure 2. Scheme of the Zananda Major Canal and Toman minor canal, labels b1–b6 indicate the
locations of the outlets while labels OP1–OP8 indicate the locations of the observation points.
 
Figure 3. Location of Toman minor canal (Google Earth).
The location of the off-take is 14◦01′42” N and 33◦32′33” E. The Zananda canal is 17 km long and
provides water to seven minor canals in which irrigate about 8520 ha, one of these minor canals is
Toman Minor canal. In Figure 2 the other minor canals are presented as outlets named b1, b2, b3, b4,
b5 and b6. In the selected area, 75% of the sediment is silt and clay with grain sizes less than 0.063 mm
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(considered as cohesive sediment); the remaining 25% is fine sand as mentioned in the analysis of
the bed materials done by Reference [1]. Reference [32] concluded that sediment is transported in
suspension, based on sediment analysis. More details regarding the canal geometry and hydraulic
parameters are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Geometric data.
Property Major Canal Minor Canal
Canal length 17 km 6.5 km
Canal width 4 m from (0–9.1) km3 m from (9.1–17) km 2 m
Canal bank height 5 m 4 m
Roughness (n) 0.029 0.029
Slope 0.0001 0.00005
Side slope 1:2 from (0–14.2) km1:1 from (14.2–17) km 1:1.5
Structures Weir 1 and weir2 with a height of 0.3 m, length of 3 m. Gate fully opened
2.3. Model Setup
2.3.1. Grid Construction, Bathymetry and Other Parameters Assumptions
We constructed a grid for the Zananda major canal of 17 km long and 4 m wide from the inlet till
the first contraction after the first weir where the width becomes 3 m till the end of the major canal.
The grid for the Toman minor canal is 6.5 km long and 2 m wide with eight observation points as
depicted in Figure 1. We followed the grid quality criteria of Delft3D with the orthogonality = 0.05
(i.e., cells are almost perpendicular to each other which proved the most suitable grid setting for
reducing the Courant number that causes model instability in the course of the simulation) and
smoothness = 1.2 for both M and N directions. The grid for the major canal contains 1125 and 14 cells
in the M and N-direction respectively. The grid for the minor canal is 581 by 6 cells. For the 3D
simulations, we have used five equidistant sigma-layers. The grid size for the long straight canal
is 18 m. The more accurate mesh size of about 1 meter is used in important areas such as near the
structure and near the minor canal. To reduce the computation time, the network domain is divided
into the major grid domain and minor grid domain. The simulation results for both domains are
compiled using the Domain Decomposition tool (DD), which reduces the simulation time to 40% of the
total simulation time. Using the field data presented by Reference [1], we took the elevation of the
upstream part of the Zananda major canal as a starting point and built the bathymetry of the remainder
of the canal based on slope, length and canal geometry such as bed width, side slopes and roughness.
We estimate the design discharge of the major canal as 5.5 m3/s, based on available data and field
reports [1]. When canals are free of sediment, the flow is assumed to be as steady non-uniform flow
during the time step (i.e., flow rates of the outlets do not change with time but depth of water varies
with the location along the canal). For hydrodynamic reasons, the model is first executed without
sediment to get a steady-state flow condition and check some crucial flow parameters such as velocity,
water levels and the bed shear stress which is important in calculating the sedimentation and erosion
of cohesive sediments. The steady-state flow condition was validated with results from the DUFLOW
model following the method described in Reference [16]. Due to the absence of the detailed field data
regarding velocity and bed shear stress, we compare Delft3D results of water level to the DUFLOW
model, where the DUFLOW model was previously calibrated by Reference [1] against field data.
Our water levels match those of DUFLOW within 5 cm. Reference [1] validated the DUFLOW model
against field data, the water level of DUFLOW match the field data within 3 cm.
After adjusting uniform bed roughness and wall roughness for hydrodynamic parameters, we test
the scenarios assuming the entrance of sediment at a constant rate, evaluating the morphological
changes in the canal bed after a simulation time of three months and comparing the results to the initial
bed levels.
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2.3.2. Model Runs
The model was run for a simulation time of three months using a time-step of 0.6 s and a
morphological factor (MF) of 10 using both 2D and 3D modes. The results of the 2D and 3D simulations
look identical. In this paper, the graphs are based on the 3D simulations. The small-time step is chosen
to avoid the Courant number exceeding 1.0 which would destabilize the model. The MF enables the
computation of the morphodynamics together with the hydrodynamics. This MF was used to speed
up the changes of bed morphology by 10 times per time step, which reduces the time by a factor of
10. Thus, simulating the effective morphological changes over 3 months requires only a simulation
period of 9 days. The MF approach simplifies the model setup and operation in comparison with
other approaches [33,34], in this way, the Delft3D model was capable to predict the changes in canal
morphology over a long time span within small simulation time.
Two different computers were used in this study, One has simple specifications (dual-core Hp
ProBook 6570b) and the other is a higher-performance computer is (quad core Hp Z Book15 G3);
the latter reduced the simulation time by 40%. The CPU time was 3.5 days and 2days for 3D and 2D
modelling respectively.
In this study the maximum concentration is assumed to be (Clb = 3 kg/m
3 or 3000 ppm) for cohesive
sediments, this concentration lies in the range of typical concentrations which are relevant for the
Gezira Scheme [1]. As input data in Delft3D, the settling velocity (Ws) is set to 0.12 mm/s which
corresponds to the Krone [35] formula for the aforementioned concentration. The value of the critical
shear stress for erosion (τlcr,e) is set to 1 N/m2. For the erosion parameter M l the default value of
0.0001 kg m−2s−1 is used. For the critical shear stress for deposition, the authors used tcr,d = 1000 N/m2.
The initial conditions are set as follows: water level = 34 m + (MSL) Mean Sea Level. The initial
sediment concentration for each type of sediment equal to 0 kg/m3, the canal bed is erodible (movable)
limited by the available amount of sediment. The initial sediment layer assumed to be 20 cm consist of
50% sandy material and 50% muddy material. The boundary conditions are: discharge equals 5.5 m3/s
with sediment concentration is 3000 ppm and 100 ppm for cohesive and non-cohesive, respectively,
as un upstream boundary condition. The downstream boundary condition for each canal was taken as
Q-h relation which is based on the canal characteristics. For the other branches b1, b2, b6, they have
been considered as only outflow, where each branch drags 0.5 m3/s of water from the major canal.
Other parameter values regarding non-cohesive sediment are D50 = 100 μm (fine sand) with
a specific density of 2650 kg/m3. For the transport of non-cohesive sediment, we use the Van Rijn
formula [30].
2.3.3. Morphological Comparison
Reference [1] collected sediment data in the Gezira irrigation system in Sudan for the years 2011
and 2012. Given the difficulty of getting actual field data, we used the data from Reference [1] to verify
the Delft3D model.
Figure 4 shows that the results obtained from Delft3D are qualitatively comparable with the
field data measured by Reference [1], giving confidence that the Delft3D model is able to replicate
field conditions. Delft3D results’ are also qualitatively comparable with the simulation results
by Reference [1]. Observed differences in bed level are partly explained by differing modelling
assumptions, the two simulation models use a different numerical technique. Reference [1] used a
series of quasi-steady-state computations in her model, whereas Delft3D a dynamic model showing
changes in time for flow characters like velocity, water depth and bed level changes due to sediment
transport over time.
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Figure 4. Comparing results from the Delft3D model with field and simulation data obtained from
Reference [1].
2.4. Scenarios
To assess the effect of operation and structures, we tested different scenarios regarding gate
opening and height of weirs; weirs and gates influence the Delft3D computation by changing the
through-flow area (2D) and (partially) blocking specific layers in the 3D model. The structures do not
directly affect the sediment transport; the sediment transports are affected indirectly by the changed
flow patterns. Gate opening and weir heights vary according to the scenario (Table 3) while sediment
concentration and other parameters are kept constant during the simulation. Regarding the gate
operation, the Real-time Control (RTC) module is applied because this tool allows us to open the gate
fully, partially or fully close during the simulation.
Table 3. Scenarios in the study.
Scenario Description Remarks
1. Reference case Full open gate and fixed weirs’ heights. Gate fully opened; w1, w2 with fixedheight at 0.3 m.
2. Effect of the weirs
a. Setting of the upstream weir height Gate fully opened; lowering or
removing, raising the weir (0 m, 0.6 m).b. Setting of the downstream weir height
c. Setting of both weirs.
3. Effect of the gate a. gate setting with constant openings
Lowering the gate (0.2 m–0.8 m); weir1
and weir2 with fixed height at 0.3 m.
b. gate setting with variable openings Operation plans for the gate; weir1and weir2 with fixed height at 0.3 m.
3. Results
3.1. Reference Scenario
In the reference case, the gate in the Toman minor canal is fully opened while in the Zananda
major canal, the height of both weirs is fixed at 0.3 m. During the simulation, sediments start
depositing in the upstream part of the major canal (Figure 5). The cohesive sediment deposit gradually,
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distributed over the major canal while the non-cohesive sediments deposit mostly in the upstream of
the canal. Because of the mixed sediment and interaction between cohesive and non-cohesive particles,
the sedimentation pattern differs from the case of pure non-cohesive sediment. In the case of pure
non-cohesive sediment, the heavy non-cohesive particles would rapidly deposit in the upstream the
major canal. In the case of mixed sediment, some non-cohesive sediments are transported all the way
to the downstream of the canal due to the interaction with the suspended cohesive particles.
In the canal stretch between 0 and 8 km, sediment deposition increases with time, with most
accumulation (1.5 m) in the upstream of the major canal, the deposition in the first 8 km of the major
canal consists mostly of non-cohesive sediments (Figure 5). With sufficient flow velocity, the transport
capacity is sufficient to convey the sediments along the major canal. Just after 8 km in the vicinity
of the first two outlets (b1 and b2) sediment locally accumulate. In the Delft3D model, we specify
the amount of water drawn by the outlets (0.5 m3/s); the amount of suspended sediment removed by
the outlet cannot be specified—it equals the amount of water withdrawn times the locally computed
sediment concentration. After the outlet with less water remaining in the major canal, velocity and
hence sediment transport capacity reduces leading to sediment deposition.
The sediment deposition gradually decreases until 9.1 km where the first weir and two outlets
(b3 and b4) are located. One would expect the deposition to increase again due to the low velocity.
However, due to the canal contraction close to these outlets the flow velocity increases. These two
opposite effects more or less even each other out and the velocity remains approximately equal. As a
result, the sediments continue to be moving downstream to 14.2 km. Just after 14.2 km, there is a
big canal contraction causing erosion in the canal section upstream of the second weir due to the
acceleration of flow velocity. The Toman minor canal and the last two outlets (b5 and b6) are located
upstream of the second weir at 14.2 km. The outlets should decrease the velocity since they draw water
from the major canal but because of the big canal contraction, velocity increases and erosion occurs.
Thereafter the sediments continue to be transported till the end of the major canal.
In the minor canal, the gate is fully opened so the minor canal gets water carrying mostly
cohesive sediments which deposit in the upstream of the minor canal (deposition reaches to 0.7 m).
Since there is no structure disturbing their movement, the sediments are transported along the
minor canal till the end (Figure 5), where the profile of the bed level shown is along the centerline
(which is typically the deepest point of the cross-section). (For more details, see the PowerPoint
contains movies showing the updating of morphology within the cross-section at different locations
in the major canal. The link for the supplementary data is: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1Wlw9SQSqGgRBLxyIoQ5FOjqdYAmxXFVV?usp=sharing).
 
Figure 5. Sedimentation and erosion of sediments in the reference case.
The flow velocity gradually reduces along the minor and major canals except above the weirs
explaining the sedimentation and erosion patterns along the canals and within the cross-section
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Flow velocity along the Zananda major canal and in the cross-section near the first weir.
The flow velocity (averaged over the cross-section) gradually reduces along the major canal
(Figure 6). Within the cross-sections along the canal, the velocity distributions differ. For example, at the
first weir, the average velocity is 0.6 m/s. The maximum velocity of 1.6 m/s occurs in the middle of the
cross-section, while the velocity is at the sides is much less with 0 m/s close to both sidewalls. The left
side has a higher velocity than the right side due to the asymmetric shape of the canal contraction and
offtakes nearby. (For more details, see the PowerPoint contains other movies showing the behavior
of velocity in the system near the diversion to minor canal. The link for the supplementary data is:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Wlw9SQSqGgRBLxyIoQ5FOjqdYAmxXFVV?usp=sharing).
Also along the minor canal, the average flow velocity drops from 0.5 m/s upstream of the gate to
0.21 m/s at the downstream (Figure 7). Likewise, the flow velocity distributions within the cross-section
vary with the highest velocities in the middle and lower velocities on both sides due to the roughness
of the wall. In the downstream of the canal, the velocity distribution is logarithmic where higher
velocities at the top layer of water and lower velocity near the bed. In the upstream near the gate,
the water flows underneath the gate and the top layer velocity became less than the bottom layer
velocity (Figure 7).
 
Figure 7. Velocity distribution in the Toman minor canal at different cross-sections.
Due to differences in velocity distribution, sediment is distributed in an asymmetric way within
the cross-sections of the major and minor canal. The sediment behavior is influenced by multiple
factors such as the velocity, widening and contractions of the canals and bed shear stress.
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Figure 8 displays the difference in the deposition pattern between cohesive and non-cohesive
sediments along the Zananda major canal. While cohesive sediments are gradually depositing along
the major canal, the non-cohesive sediments are rapidly depositing in the first kilometers upstream of
the canal with pronounced peaks and troughs in concentration near the weirs at 9 km and 14 km and
canal contraction at 12.5 km. Non-cohesive sediments are deposited in the middle of the cross-section
more than at both sides while the cohesive sediments are depositing almost equally in the middle and
on both sides. In the case of pure cohesive sediments entering the irrigation system, most suspended
sediments would be carried with the flow till the end of the major and minor canal. However, because
in this case, the sediment is a mix of cohesive and non-cohesive, due to interaction with the heavier
non-cohesive particles, some of the suspended cohesive particles start depositing in the upstream and
middle of the canal stretches.
Figure 9 displays the difference in the deposition pattern between cohesive and non-cohesive
sediments along the Toman minor canal. The same behavior will be there, where the cohesive
sediments are gradually depositing along the minor canal, while the non-cohesive sediments are
rapidly depositing at the beginning of the minor canal near the gate.
 
Figure 8. Distribution patterns of cohesive and non-cohesive sediments in Zananda major canal at
different cross-sections.
 
Figure 9. Sediment distribution patterns of cohesive and non-cohesive sediments in the Toman minor
canal at different cross-sections.
The cohesive sediment concentration in the minor canal is much higher than the non-cohesive
sediment concentrations. This is the opposite of the situation in the major canal.
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The deposition pattern between cohesive and non-cohesive sediments is different in the minor
canal. Where cohesive sediments are gradually depositing along the minor canal, vice versa for the
non-cohesive sediments. The pattern of depositing of cohesive and non-cohesive sediments within the
cross-section is the same as in the major canal, with the highest concentrations at the bottom and sides.
At the diversion to the minor canal, the velocity at the left side of the canal is reduced due to less
water. Because of the subsequent reduction in velocity, a considerable amount of both non-cohesive
and cohesive sediment is deposited, especially upstream the gate in the minor canal (Figure 10).
 
Figure 10. The relation between the velocity (A) and the amount of sediments (B) deposited at the
diversion to the minor canal.
Figure 10 illustrates the effect of the velocity on the deposition and the transportation pattern of
sediments. Panel (A) shows the reduced velocities at the right side of the canal after the diversion and
the contraction. Panel (B) shows a higher deposition in these locations.
Acknowledging the asymmetric deposition patterns in the figures above, it can be noted the
importance of using 2D/3D models to simulate sediment transport in the irrigation systems. Using
Delft3D in this study proved useful in showing where the sediment is eroded or deposited and
distributed along and within the cross-sections. Furthermore, Delft3D can show which kind of
sediment is deposited where and in which quantities (Figure 11).
 
Figure 11. The difference in sediment distribution between the cohesive and non-cohesive sediments
at the diversion.
The deposition and distribution of both kinds of sediments are different where the large amounts
of cohesive sediments pass through the minor canal (Figure 11). On the other hand, less non-cohesive
sediments enter the minor canal (Figure 11) since it is rapidly deposited in the upstream part. (For more
details, see the PowerPoint which contains movies showing the difference in distributions between the
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cohesive and non-cohesive sediment in the system, also movies showing the difference in the distribution
of both sediments within the cross-section in the minor canal. The link for the supplementary data is:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Wlw9SQSqGgRBLxyIoQ5FOjqdYAmxXFVV?usp=sharing).
3.2. Scenario 2: Effect of Weirs 1 and 2
3.2.1. Effect of the Upstream Weir (Weir 1)
To see the effect of weir 1, we compare the sedimentation while reducing or raising the crest height
of the weir. Raising the weir to 0.6 m increases the deposition slightly because of the obstruction of the
water flow and creation of a backwater curve which leads to an increase in the water level and water
depth. Combined with a constant discharge this leads to reduced velocity, reduced sediment transport
capacity and hence more sediment deposition. This effect is noticeable only upstream of the weir and
in the upstream part of the major canal, with a negligible effect on the downstream part of the major
canal (Figure 12).
Lowering or removing weir 1 leads to reduce deposition because water moves freely without
structures disturbing its movement so the sediment transport capacity is sufficient to move sediments.
The effect is noticeable upstream of the weir and in the upstream part of the major canal, with a
negligible effect in the downstream part of the major canal. The effect of the lowering or increasing of
the weir height has little effect on the minor canal (Figure 12).
 
Figure 12. The effect of the upstream weir on sedimentation in the major canal (left panel) and the
minor canal (right panel).
Changing the upstream weir settings reduces the sediment deposition significantly in the major
canal while it has a negligible impact on the minor canal bed morphology (Figure 12).
3.2.2. Effect of the Downstream Weir (Weir 2)
To evaluate the effect of weir 2, the weir has been raised and lowered in a similar way as weir 1
and compared the results with the reference case, the results shown in Figure 13 were too close. For this
reason, changing the crest height of weir 2 has a little impact on sediment transport in the major and
minor canals (Figure 13). Lowering and raising the downstream weir does not reduce the negative
impacts of sedimentation, where the reduction in the deposition in both canals is very small.
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Figure 13. The effect of the downstream weir on sedimentation in the major canal (left panel) and the
minor canal (right panel).
3.2.3. Effect of Both Weirs
In this scenario, we lower and raise both weirs simultaneously to see if there is a bigger impact on
sediment transport. By comparing the results with results of the reference case, similar results were
got as shown in Figures 12 and 13.
3.3. Effect of Gate Settings
3.3.1. Constant Gate Opening
To see the effect of changing gate settings on sedimentation in the major and minor canal, the model
was run with different gate openings to 0.2 m; 0.4 m; 0.6 m and 0.8 m and compared the modelling
results with the reference case. Lowering the gate has a small impact on the major canal but substantially
reduces sediment deposition in the minor canal. In case of gate openings equal to 0.2 m and 0.4 m
sediment deposition almost fully blocks the canal reducing the flow into the minor canal to close to
zero. The deposition in the first kilometers of the minor canal occurs due to the effect of weir 2. Due to
the disturbance in the flow caused by weir 2 the water entering the minor canal is well mixed and
loaded with sediment. The backwater curve due to weir 2 causes sediment deposition (Figures 5–14).
Lowering the gate reduces the deposition in the minor canal but at the same time, only a small amount
of water can pass through the half-blocked canal which will not be sufficient to meet crop water
requirements. Raising the gate can flush the sediment away.
Figure 14 presents the effect of different fixed gate openings on the sediment deposition patterns
in the major and minor canals. Reducing the gate height has a negligible impact on the major canal but
a significant impact on sedimentation in the minor canal. However, reducing the gate also means less
water entering the minor canal which may lead to insufficient water delivery to crops. Even though the
gate setting of 0.8 m reduces the sediments deposition less than the other gate settings compared to the
reference case, the larger opening ensures sufficient water to meet crop water requirements. The large
sediment deposition is located at the upstream part of the minor canal and the subsequent narrowing
of the canal is visible in the field and on Google Earth imagery (Figure 15) providing further evidence
that modelling results mimic the actual situation.
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Figure 14. The effect of different fixed gate openings in time on sedimentation in the major canal
(left panel) and the minor canal (right panel).
 
Figure 15. Comparing the Delft3D model results with actual field conditions as captured by Google Earth.
3.3.2. Variable Gate Openings Following Different Operation Plans
To test the impact of changing gate operation on the sedimentation in the canals, we formulate
two different operation plans with different openings and time intervals based on the crop water
requirements which change with crop growth stage. We prepare the first operation plan as shown in
Figure 16 based on the data from Reference [1]. However, we simplified it by reducing the number of
closing and opening the gate while keeping the same water distribution.
 
Figure 16. Operation plan with varying openings and time intervals based on crop water requirements.
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The second operation plan is prepared, by fully closing and opening the gate at varying time
intervals taking into account crop water requirements (Figure 17).
 
Figure 17. Operation plan with fully opening or closing the gate but with varying time intervals taking
into account changing crop water requirements.
The first operation has a limited impact on sedimentation in the major and the minor canals as
compared to the reference case. On other hand compared to the reference case operation plan 2 leads
to a reduction in sediment deposition by half in the minor canal but limited impact on the major canal
(Figure 18) while still meeting crop water requirements in a satisfactory manner. During the closure
of the gate in the second operation plan the sediment accumulates near the gate and entrance to the
minor canal. This is flushed away after fully opening the gate.
 
Figure 18. Effect of gate operation plan (in which the gate is either fully closed or opened at different
time intervals) on sedimentation of the major canal (left panel) and left canal (right panel).
4. Discussion
Many factors affect the flow and the sediment movement in the irrigation canals. The offtakes
diverting to the branch canals and field outlets catering for different water requirement, the changes
in the canal geometry (contraction or widening) and other parameters all affect hydrodynamic and
morphologic parameters that determine canal performance and capacity to transport sediment. In this
paper, we illustrated how the location and the settings of weirs and gates do affect hydrodynamic and
morphologic parameters.
Comparing scenarios to reduce sediment deposition in major and minor canals.
Table 4 summarizes the results of the scenarios related to the impacts of the weir and gate settings
on the amount of cohesive and non-cohesive sediment in the major and minor canal. The last column
provides a qualitative assessment of whether the weirs and gate settings in the scenario can meet the
crop water requirements (CWR), based on the quantity of water that can be delivered to the outlet.
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Table 4. The impacts of operation in the sediment deposition as compared to the reference scenario.
Scenarios Description
Major Canal Minor Canal Meeting





w1 = 0 −0.5% −0.5% No change No change 3
w1 = 0.6 +1% +1% +2% +2% 2
Downstream
Weir
w2 = 0 No change No change +3% +3% 2
w2 = 0.6 No change No change −1.2% −1.2% 3
Both
Weirs
w1 =w2 = 0 −2% −2% +3% +4% 2





g = 0.2 +4% +4% Block Block 0
g = 0.4 +4% +4% Block Block 0
g = 0.6 +3% +3% Partially block Partially block 1
g = 0.8 +1% +1% −19% −19% 2
Operation Plan1 −0.1% −0.1% No change No change 3
Plan2 +3% +3% −54% −55% 2
where (−) denotes a reduction and (+) an increase in sediments deposition as compared to the reference scenario;
CRW = crop water requirement is assessed qualitatively in which 0 = no water, 1 = insufficient water for crops,
2 =more or less sufficient water to satisfy CWR, 3 more than sufficient water to satisfy CWR.
The upstream weir (w1 in Figure 1) has some impact on the deposition in the upstream of the
major canal while in the downstream part and in the minor canal the effect is negligible. Raising the
weir height disturbs the water flow and creates a backwater curve which leads to an increased water
level and with constant discharge reduced velocity, ultimately resulting in reduced velocity, reduced
sediment transport capacity and deposition of sediments. The downstream weir (w2) has less impact
on both canals. Simultaneously lowering or raising both weirs resemble the results of the individual
weir settings.
The results of scenario 3 with fixed gate settings reveal a relatively small impact on sedimentation
in the major canal but a potentially large impact on the minor canal. Lowering the gate less than 0.6 m
leads to substantial sediment deposition at the entrance and upstream of the minor canal. The sediment
deposition in the first kilometer of the minor canal occurs because (1) due to the flow disturbance
caused by downstream weir, water entering the minor canal carries the eroded sediment and (2) due to
the small gate opening, less water flows in the minor canal leading to lower sediment carrying capacity
and hence deposition further downstream. Over time this leads to a complete or partial blockage of
the minor canal which will adversely affect the capacity to deliver sufficient water to meet crop water
requirements. It should be noted however that the Delft3D model may not be able to accurately model
the local sedimentation near the gate and subsequent canal blockage. We used the 3D hydrostatic
mode with a limited resolution which cannot resolve the full 3D details of the local flow near structures.
Modelling the flow and sediment dynamics at an even higher resolution would be desirable but is out
of scope for operational reasons (mostly due to significantly increased simulation times).
Compared to the reference case the two operation plans (both based on crop water requirements
but one with variable gate settings, the other with variable time intervals) have a limited impact on
the major canal. However, the second operation plan reduces the sediment deposition in the minor
canal by more than 50%. In this operation plan during the closure of the gate, sediment is deposited
upstream the gate; the subsequent full opening of the gate flushes the sediment away. This could be
incorporated as a convenient maintenance practice.
Table 4 shows that the best operation scenarios are (1) fixed gate opening at 0.8 m where crop
water requirement can be met in a satisfactory manner while reducing sediment deposition in the
minor canal (2) operation plan 2 with either fully closing or opening the gate at variable intervals.
Sediment accumulated during gate closure can be flushed away by fully opening the gate.
Reference [17] found in one of her operation scenarios that reduced inflows during the high
sedimentation period by 51% led to sediment reduction of 48%. In this paper in our first operation
scenario, the same timings and gate settings were used as used by Reference [1] but kept the flow and
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(high) sediment concentration constant. The effect on sedimentation in the canals is small. Hence we
conclude that in Osman’s scenario, the reduction of sediment-laden flow was the dominating factor in
reducing sediment accumulation in the canal. Our second operation scenario shows the beneficial role
of the intermittently opening and closing gate, even with high flow and sediment load. In this scenario,
we assume constant sedimentation load temporally and spatially. In practice, sediment concentration
in canals varies: some canals have very little or no sediments while others are suffering from high
concentrations. Further, in some months sediment loads in the river are more severe than in others.
Adjusting the timing of gate operation by closing the gate during periods of high sediment loads in the
river to avoid sediments entering the minor canals can further reduce sediment problems.
The use of Delft3D for simulating sediment deposition in irrigation systems has significant
advantages—(1) the 2D and 3D mode show where in the canal, longitudinal and in cross-sections,
deposition and erosion takes place; (2) the RTC feature allows for including weirs and gates that
can be adjusted during the simulation, to mimic gate operations; (3) the model handles non-steady
flow well. This is important in irrigation systems where structures (gates and weirs) in the canal
disturb the water flow; (4) the model can handle both cohesive and non-cohesive sediment and their
interaction. The latter is important where irrigation systems use natural rivers which typically carry
a mix of sediments. The Delft3D model helps to understand the mechanism of sediment transport,
to predict the location, quantity and type of sediment accumulation under different operational
scenarios. This information is essential for the design of operation and maintenance plans that will be
effective in reducing sediment problems in irrigation systems.
As any other numerical model, Delft3D has limitations—(1) being developed for rivers,
Delft3D does not simulate well the effects of sidewall roughness which makes the model inappropriate
for narrow rectangular canals; (2) Delft3D and other 2D/3D hydrostatic models cannot predict local
scour because vertical accelerations of the flow are ignored, turbulence modelling is limited and the
sediment transport formulations are based on smooth flow conditions. For local scour detailed 3D
non-hydrostatic models are needed with non-equilibrium sediment transport pickup and deposition
processes [36]; (3) Delft3D does not take into consideration the effect of consolidation of (cohesive)
sediments and makes no distinction between newly deposited fluffy material and old consolidated
materials [37].
Finally there are two model implementation issues that need attention—(1) due to the much higher
resolution than typical 1D models, simulation time can be extremely long, especially for large irrigation
networks, despite useful tools such as Domain Decomposition, Flexible Mesh and Morphologic Factor,
for example, in this study the cup time was 3.5 days and 2days for 3D and 2D modelling respectively;
(2) the model implements the Q-h relationship as boundary condition in the downstream (i.e., water
level as a function of the outflowing discharge Q). When the canal becomes dry and the water depth H
drops to zero, this boundary does not reopen when the canal starts carrying water again. This situation
frequently occurs in irrigation canals that are intermittently wet and dry depending on the water
allocation plan. Most of these limitations are not insurmountable to solve since the model Delft3D is
continuously developed further.
5. Conclusions
Efficient and well-executed canal operation plans can substantially improve hydraulic performance
and reduce sediment problems which may lead to lower maintenance costs and as the result may
increase crop production. This requires the proper operation of gates and finding the right balance
between providing sufficient water for crop production and reducing sedimentation by the reduced
sediment-laden flow. Our scenarios in the Gezira scheme in Sudan show how adjusting gate settings
and varying timing of opening can be effective in reducing sedimentation in the secondary, distributary
and field canals while meeting crop requirements in a satisfactory manner.
The Delft3D model, originally designed for rivers, was validated using measured field data from
a previous study. The model was able to represent the actual condition (as shown in Figures 4–15).
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The biggest advantages of the model (as compared to previous sediment studies) proved its ability to
model both cohesive and non-cohesive sediments and its 2D mode. The latter allowed viewing flow
parameters and sediments pattern within the cross-section, near offtakes, near gates and weirs and
in the longitudinal direction. Determining the exact position of the sediment accumulation will help
to reduce the maintenance costs and efforts and will also help the stakeholders to decide on the best
operation to meet the crop water requirements while simultaneously minimizing sediment problems.
Using a 3D model for cohesive and non-cohesive sediment, this study provides a substantial step
forward in modelling the effect of structures on sediment behavior in irrigation canals and the use of
gate operation to reduce sediment problems. Further studies are needed, in particular on the use of 3D
models for large canal networks and with a better resolution around control and regulation structures.
Running time and model stability are challenges here. Also, studies about the effect of gate operation
with variable sediment concentrations will refine our scenarios.
Supplementary Materials: The PowerPoint and other helpful movies are available online at: https://drive.google.
com/drive/folders/1Wlw9SQSqGgRBLxyIoQ5FOjqdYAmxXFVV?usp=sharing.
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Abstract: As the largest freshwater lake in China, Poyang Lake plays an important role in the
ecosystem of the Yangtze River watershed. The high suspended sediment concentration (SSC) has
been an increasingly significant problem under the influence of extensive sand dredging. In this study,
a hydrodynamic model integrated with the two-dimensional sediment transport model was built
for Poyang Lake, considering sand dredging activities detected from satellite images. The sediment
transport model was set with point sources of sand dredging, and fully calibrated and validated
by observed hydrological data and remote sensing results. Simulations under different dredging
intensities were implemented to investigate the impacts of the spatiotemporal variation of the SSC.
The results indicated that areas significantly affected by sand dredging were located in the north of
the lake and along the waterway, with a total affected area of about 730 km2, and this was one of
the main factors causing high turbidity in the northern part of the lake. The SSC in the northern
area increased, showing a spatial pattern in which the SSC varied from high to low from south to
north along the main channel, which indicated close agreement with the results captured by remote
sensing. In summary, this study quantified the influence of human induced activities on sediment
transport for the lake aquatic ecosystem, which could help us to better understand the water quality
and manage water resources.
Keywords: hydrodynamic model; remote sensing; sand dredging; suspended sediment concentration
(SSC); spatiotemporal analysis; Poyang Lake
1. Introduction
As one of the most important factors of water environment variations, suspended sediment carries
a large amount of pollutants, including nutrients and heavy metals, affecting the water turbidity,
bottom elevation evolution and hydrodynamic process in the long term. The numerical model has
been widely used to study the suspended sediment transport process, calibrating and validating
the physical parameters, and analyzing the relationships between sediment transport, erosion, and
sedimentation [1–7]. Human activities like sand dredging in the navigation channel and harbor,
building artificial islands by dredger, and lifting sediment into water in the coastal zones have great
impacts on the suspended sediment concentration (SSC) in an aquatic ecosystem [8]. These processes
and influences can be described with the help of the numerical model [9–11]. At the same time,
remote sensing technology, along with in-situ observations, has been widely applied to understand
the spatial distribution of suspended sediment and monitor the dredging effects on the SSC at the
spatial scale [12–16]. Considering that the numerical model is able to simulate the water flow and
sediment transport in any spatial and temporal resolution, and reveal the physical mechanism when
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remote sensing is applied to monitor water and sediment at a low cost and at a large-scale, it is of great
significance to combine the numerical model and remote sensing to study water flow and sediment
transport scientifically [17–21].
Poyang Lake, the largest freshwater lake in China, plays an important role in the local ecosystem
and has received widespread attention. Nevertheless, the inundated area of the lake has shrunk
sharply, and drought has occurred quite frequently in recent years [22]. There are many reasons for this,
including economic development, human activities, and climate change. The SSC has been increased
significantly and the water quality has severely deteriorated under the influence of extensive sand
dredging, which is having a serious impact on the natural environment, and on living and production
around the lake [7,23–26]. The distribution pattern and spatial-temporal variations of SSC in the
surface waters was explored using satellite images [27–30], and the potential relationship between the
SSC and number of dredging vessels could be explained the dredging impacts on the sediment budget
assessments in Poyang Lake [23,31]. The Poyang Lake has suffered intensive sand dredging, while the
water has been disturbed, leading to extremely high turbidity. However, the impact mechanism of sand
dredging on the suspended sediment concentration in Poyang Lake has not yet been well investigated.
In this study, we aimed to understand the temporal-spatial impacts of sand dredging activities
on suspended sediment transport in the Poyang Lake, and a hydrodynamic integrated suspended
sediment transport model was employed. The models were used to simulate the sand dredging impact
on the sediment transport process continuously, using historical meteorological and hydrological
data along with bottom topological data. The simulated hydrodynamic results were validated by the
observed data at hydrology gauging stations. Based on the hydrodynamic model, a two-dimensional
sediment transport model of Poyang Lake was developed considering sand dredging activities detected
from satellite images. Finally, contrastive scenario simulations were implemented to analyze the
spatiotemporal variation characteristics of SSC under different intensities of sand dredging. The impacts
of sand dredging on the spatiotemporal distribution pattern of SSC were investigated to help us
understand water quality variation under intensive human induced activities.
2. Study Area and Data
The Poyang Lake (115◦50′ E–116◦50′ E, 28◦00′N–29◦50′N) is an important hydrological subsystem
in the middle and lower Yangtze River, located in the north of central Jiangxi Province of China.
Separated by Songmenshan Island in the middle of lake, Poyang Lake is geographically divided into
two parts, including the narrow north lake and broad south lake (Figure 1). The lake has a storage
capacity of 27.6 billion m3 and an average water depth of 8.4 m [32]. As a unique inland freshwater
lake, there is a high variability in the water level, and the inundation area fluctuates from less than
1000 km2 in the dry season to over 3000 km2 in the wet season [33].
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Figure 1. The location of Poyang Lake, the inflow tributaries, and the hydrological and meteorological
stations. The daily river discharge and water level data during 2011 to 2015 at different hydrology
gauging stations were collected from the Yangtze River Water Resources Commission and Hydrological
Bureau of Jiangxi Province. The water level and water flux records were collected at Hukou station,
which is located at the junction of Poyang Lake and the Yangtze River. Meteorological data at Boyang
meteorological station, representing the weather that occurred over the Poyang Lake, was collected
from the China Meteorological Data Sharing Service System (http://cdc.nmic.cn/). Field observations
were conducted from July 15 to 23 in 2011 to measure in-situ data, including the turbidity, water depth,
and suspended sediment concentration (SSC) of 50 water samples (Figure 2). Additionally, a satellite
image Landsat ETM+ (Enhanced Thematic Mapper plus) was used to extract information on the sand
dredging activities, in order to simulate the suspended sediment transport considering the effect of
dredging activities during July 2011.
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of 50 samples in Poyang Lake during 15–23 July 2011.
As the largest freshwater lake in China, Poyang Lake has abundant water resources, with five major
tributaries flowing into the lake including Xiushui River, Ganjiang River, Fuhe River, Xinjiang River,
and Raohe River. The hydrological data were collected daily from the discharging rivers, including
at the Qiujin, Wangjiabu, Waizhou, Lijiadu, Meigang, Hushan, and Dufengkeng hydrology gauging
stations. The discharges of these rivers drain into the lake by nine main estuaries, passing through the
narrow channel in the north lake and flowing into the Yangtze River. The Yangtze River has a great
impact on regulating the flow from the lake, and the discharges may reverse at times from July to
September, with a frequency of 708 days in 45 years [34].
Water quality has been reported to be declining in recent years in Poyang Lake. Suspended
sediment is one of the major factors affecting the water quality. The mean SSC in the south lake was
close to 20 mg/L, and slightly higher than 20 mg/L, in 2000, with a highest value greater than 60 mg/L
in 2006; it was much higher in the north lake than the south lake [24]. In the most recent two decades,
sand dredging has been rapidly increasing in the Poyang Lake since it was banned in the Yangtze River
in 2001. Since then, sand dredging activities have been continuously carried out, though there was
a ban on dredging in 2008, which has led to a significant increase in the SSC in the lake and serious
negative impacts on the Poyang Lake ecosystem [33].
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3. Methods
3.1. Remote Sensing Image Processes
Due to the heterogeneity of the high turbidity in Poyang Lake, it is difficult to efficiently detect
dredging vessels by remote sensing with moderate or low resolution. In order to solve this problem,
a vessel detection algorithm based on 30 m resolution images acquired by Landsat ETM+ (Enhanced
Thematic Mapper plus) in our previous study [26] was used here to monitor the sand dredging vessels,
in order to simulate the suspended sediment transport considering the effect of dredging activities
during July 2011. The optimal algorithm is sufficient, with an average detection rate of 87.6% for a
large lake (>3000 km2 in the wet season), to monitor sand dredging activities using medium resolution
optical remote sensing images. The vessel detection algorithm provided an effective solution for
monitoring sand dredging dynamics, as well as useful information for managing sand dredging in
freshwater environments and assessing the potential impacts on aquatic ecosystems.
The temporal-spatial resolution of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
images allows monitoring of hydrology changes, the water field, and water quality at a large scale.
The MODIS 250 m resolution daily reflectance products, MOD09GQ and MYD09GQ, were used to
extract the water body and calculate the total inundated area for Poyang Lake from 2011 to 2015,
to validate the hydrodynamic simulated results. Under the influence of cloud cover and sensor-induced
noise, available data were limited to 196 images during 2011 to 2015. To extract the water body precisely,
a simple normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) with the threshold method [35], aided by
visual interpretation, was used. Additionally, the MODIS surface reflectance products were collected
to derive the SSC distribution, to verify the model results during the simulated time using an empirical
method proposed by Cui et al. [24], in which an exponential model of the MODIS Aqua red band was
applied to estimate SSC from MODIS Aqua images in this study.
3.2. Hydrodynamic-Sediment Transport Model Setup for Poyang Lake
In this study, the Delft3D numerical modeling system developed by WL Delft Hydraulics in the
Netherlands [36], which has been successfully applied in aquatic environment system simulations like
hydrodynamic processes, sediment transport, and water quality, was used to set up the hydrodynamic
model of Poyang Lake. This model system includes several modules, including flow, sediment,
morphology, particle tracing, and orthogonal curvilinear coordinates in the horizontal direction.
The Delft3D system has been developed for the modeling of unsteady water flow, temperature,
salinity, and cohesive/non-cohesive sediment transport in shallows seas, estuarine and coastal areas,
and rivers and lakes [37]. The Delft3D-Flow module performs hydrodynamic calculations by solving
continuity and horizontal momentum equations for given initial and boundary conditions in two or
three dimensions [38]. The Delft3D-Online is integrated with the Delft3D-Flow module, which enables
the calculation of the fine sediment transport model by the two-dimensional advection–dispersion
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where Dx, and Dy are the diffusion coefficient in the x and y direction; h is the water depth; c is the
sediment transport volume; E is the erosion rate; D is the deposition flux of suspended matter; M is the
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erosion rate; τb is the bed stress; ws is the settling velocity of suspended matter; τe is the critical shear
stress for erosion; and τd is the critical shear stress for deposition.
The largest area of water body was chosen to delineate the land–water boundary among the
derived results with MODIS images from 2011 to 2015. The study area was divided into about 19,000
orthogonal curvilinear grids with the resolution ranging from 300 to 500 m, and the bottom elevation
was interpolated over the cells using a grid cell averaging method. The measured daily discharges
of the five major incoming tributary rivers divided into nine estuaries were set as the upstream
boundary conditions. Considering that Ganjiang is divided into four branches, the discharges of
four estuaries were allocated by the daily measured total discharge of Waizhou station by different
ratios [39]. The downstream boundary condition was set as the observed daily average water level
at Hukou station. The observed water level of Duchang station, located in the middle of Poyang
Lake, was set as the initial water level of the whole lake, and the initial velocity was set to zero. The
time step was set to 5 min, considering the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition and computing
costs. Detailed parameter configurations can be found in our previous study [38]. Based on the flow
model, the suspended sediment transport model can be applied. The observed daily sediment load of
the corresponding hydrological stations of five major incoming tributary rivers were added into the
upstream boundary from July 1 to 31, 2011, as well as the sediment load of four branches of Ganjiang,
which were allocated by ratios that were the same as the flow model above. Except for the water level,
the sediment runoff could be set as 50 mg/L and the initial suspended sediment concentration could be
set as zero, referring to the previous study [40].
The sand dredging activities have been so extensive that their effects on the suspended sediment
transport cannot be ignored in Poyang Lake. The Landsat ETM+ satellite images could be used to
detect the location of dredging areas and dredging vessels [26]. Several sand dredging areas were
recorded during field observations from July 15 to 23, 2011. Using a Landsat image on July 4, 2011,
three main sand dredging areas and dredging vessels were detected (Figure 3). Area A is located
in the north of Songmenshan Island, with five dredging vessels, area B is located in southeast of
Songmenshan Island, with four dredging vessels, and area C is located in the northwest of Tangyin,
with eight dredging vessels. Considering that the SSC in the dredging center is 150 mg/L when the
dredging power reaches 5500 m3/h [41], and the fact that the dredging power is about 10,000 t/h in
Poyang Lake and the measured SSC is 277.4 mg/L around the dredging area, the SSC in the dredging
center could be set as 300 mg/L in the simulation for a single dredging vessel. As the size of a grid cell
was larger than the resolution (30 m) of the Landsat ETM+ images, there were often several dredging
vessels in the same grid cell. To simplify the model properly, a single point source of suspended
sediment was configured to simulate the total effect of dredging vessels in the same grid cell and
dredging area, with corresponding SSCs of 1500, 1200, and 2500 mg/L in dredging areas A, B, and C,
which was consistent with the different intensities of the dredging areas in 2011 [26]. This assumed that
those dredging vessels worked at the same location and had the same working hours from 8:00 to 18:00
every day during July 1 to 31, 2011. To analyze the effect of sand dredging on the SSC, another scenario
was also simulated under the same conditions without dredging.
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Figure 3. Three main sand dredging areas (A, B, and C in the subfigure) and five points of interest (POIs
a, b, c, d, and e) in Poyang Lake on Landsat ETM+ images composed by Band 4, 3, and 2, acquired on
July 4, 2011, and zoomed-in for the main dredging areas A, B, and C on Band 7, which is sensitive to
dredging vessels.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Hydrodynamic Model Validation
The observed water levels at the Xingzi, Duchang, and Kangshan hydrology gauging stations were
used to validate the simulated water level by the Poyang Lake hydrodynamic model. The simulated
water levels showed close agreement with the observations at the three gauging stations (Figure 4).
The coefficients of determination (R2) of the results at Xingzi, Duchang, and Kangshan were 0.996,
0.989, and 0.885, respectively, and the root mean square error (RMSE) varied from 0.26 (Xingzi) to 0.63
m (Kangshan), while the respective error (RE) was 1.80%, 2.12%, and 3.35%, indicating that the Delft3D
model has the capability to catch the high-dynamic changes in water levels of Poyang Lake. The results
also showed lower accuracy during the annual dry period, the reason for which may be as follows:
(1) the shorelines changed from a lake into a river channel during the dry period on account of water
recession, and the hydrodynamic characteristics changed a lot while the model parameter conditions
remained the same as during the previous wet period, meaning the uniform model condition may
result in more error during the dry period, or (2) sand dredging activities have changed the bottom
bed seriously since 2001, and the bathymetric data used was measured in 2000. Consequently, the
outdated bottom elevation data induced errors.
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Figure 4. Comparison between model results and observations of the water level at the Xingzi, Duchang,
and Kangshan gauging stations.
To explore the water exchange process between Poyang Lake and the Yangtze River, simulated
discharges at the Hukou station from 2011 to 2015 were calculated (Figure 5). The simulated results
were in reasonable agreement with the measured data at Hukou, with an RMSE of 1557.83 m3/s, R2 of
0.869, and RE of 18.70%. Further, the blocking effect and flow backward phenomenon of the Yangtze
River was caught during the wet periods.
Figure 5. Comparison between model results and observations of outlet discharge at Hukou.
Based on the daily measured water level at Duchang station, located in the middle of Poyang Lake,
and combined with the simulated results, the maximum and minimum inundated area, corresponding
time of model and MODIS, the water level on the day, and the ratio of maximum and minimum
area can be calculated. The maximum inundated area occurs in the wet period, mainly in June or
July, while the minimum area occurs in the dry period from December to February. The simulated
ratios of the maximum and minimum area are close to those derived from MODIS images, with the
largest of 4.25, which reflects the high-dynamic changes of the water field of the lake. The result of a
large inundation area change rate was similar to the findings by Feng et al. [21]. Figure 6 shows the
comparison of the maximum and minimum inundated area of the model results and those derived from
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MODIS images. In general, the maximum and minimum inundated areas show similar morphology
and water distribution of Poyang Lake—the shape of the lake is almost full in the wet period and a river
with some lakelets scattered around occurs in the dry period—indicating the annual high-dynamic
changes of the lake. In the south of Songmenshan Island, close to the estuary of Xiu River and Ganjiang
River, a water body exists in the simulated results but not in the MODIS images, which may be due
to the simple NDVI threshold used to extract the water field in the satellite images. The spectral
characteristics in those mud areas near the estuary differ from a natural water body like the main lake,
causing errors in the extraction with NDVI. In addition, there was a good consistency between the
model simulated water area and the MODIS extracted results (Figure 7), with an RMSE of 283.47 km2,
R2 of 0.829, and RE of 15.90%, suggesting that the calibrated model could be further employed in
suspended sediment transport simulation.
Figure 6. Comparison of the maximum and minimum inundated areas of the model results (left of the
date) and those derived from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) images (right
of the date).
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Figure 7. Comparison between MODIS extracted water areas and model simulated results.
4.2. Simulation of Sand Dredging Effects on the Suspended Sediment Concentration
The SSC, simulated with/without sand dredging, was also validated by 50 samples of in-situ
observation during the cruises of July 15 to 23 July, 2011 (Figure 8). When sand dredging activities
were ignored in the simulation, there were large deviations between the simulated results and the
in-situ observed data. For some samples, like Site 18, 20, 24, and 25, the SSC values observed were
higher than 100 mg/L but much lower in the model without dredging, and increased a lot to a level
close to the measured values in the dredging model. After integrating the sand dredging into the
model, the simulated results were improved, with an R2 of 0.831 and RMSE of 15.5 mg/L, which were
validated against the observed data. The results show the simulation of the SSC in Poyang Lake could
be made more effective by considering sand dredging activities.
Figure 8. Comparison between the SSC, simulated with or without dredging, and in-situ observations
during July 15 to 23, 2011.
Three main dredging areas showed different effects on the samples in different zones of the lake
(Figure 2). Sites 1 to 17 were located in Zone I, namely the long and narrow channel in the north of
the lake, where upstream suspended sediment transport affected the SSC here synthetically. Sites 18
to 25 were located in Zone II, close to the dredging areas A and B, where the SSC increased greatly
under the influence of dredging. However, the SSC showed a stable trend in Zones III, IV, and V, which
were located in the upstream of a dredging area or in the south main lake with the obstruction of
Songmenshan Island.
Using the SSC results derived from cloud free MODIS satellite images on July 4 and 20, 2011,
the SSC simulated by the suspended sediment transport model with or without sand dredging could
be compared (Figure 9). In the model without dredging, the SSC of the lake was low in general,
with a maximum of about 80 mg/L in the north. The spatial pattern varied from the results derived
from MODIS. After sand dredging was considered, the SSC in the northern area increased, with a
spatial pattern of the SSC which varied from high to low from south to north along the main channel,
indicating a close agreement with the MODIS derived results. Around the center of the dredging
activities, the SSC showed abnormally high values—much higher than those retrieved from remote
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sensing. The potential factors affecting this may include the following: (1) the grid size was much larger
than the resolution of the Landsat images (30 m) used to detect sand dredging vessels, which meant
that there were several vessels in the same grid to be simulated as a single point source of suspended
sediment. Hence, the aggregation of multiple dredging vessels caused a high SSC for the center
grid cell in the dredging areas, and using fine grid cells to represent multiple vessels in a cell may
eliminate the abnormally high SSC in the center of dredging, or (2) the corresponding relationship
and calculation of dredging power and point of SSC referenced could be closer to the Poyang Lake
regionally, and improved to give more accurate simulations.
Figure 9. Comparison of the SSC spatial distribution, simulated with (left) or without (right) dredging,
and MODIS derived (center) on July 4 and 20, 2011.
4.3. Spatial and Temporal Impacts of Dredging on the Suspended Sediment in Poyang Lake
To investigate the affected area and variation of the spatial pattern quantitatively, the maximum
increment of the SSC was defined as the difference between the largest SSC in stable status with
dredging and the SSC in normal status with no dredging. The spatial distribution of the maximum
increment of the SSC under different dredging intensities is presented as Figure 10. Generally, the
maximum increment of the SSC caused by sand dredging varied from large to small from south to
north, upstream near the dredging area to downstream along the channel. Additionally, it increased
relatively with dredging intensity. Specifically, the maximum of the SSC near the center of the dredging
areas reached about 70 mg/L when the dredging intensity was 300 mg/L (single dredging vessel).
The maximum increment of the SSC in the north of the lake increased dramatically, especially in the
center of the waterway channel, with a maximum of 300 mg/L under a dredging intensity of 1500 mg/L
(five dredging vessels). Although fluctuation existed in the water area of different concentrations,
the total area affected under these different dredging intensities was stable to an extent across an area
of 730 km2.
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Figure 10. The spatial distribution the maximum increment of the SSC under different
dredging intensities.
Considering that the suspended sediment is transported with the water flow from dredging
centers to downstream in the waterway channel in the north of the lake, the sediment diffused slightly
from the dredging center, causing a slight increase of the total affected area. This suggested that sand
dredging in these three dredging areas showed nearly no effects in the south of the main lake and river
inlets, but huge effects in the north of the lake, including the area west of Tangyin station, north of
Songmenshan Island, the waterway channel, and the outlet to the Yangtze River, which was one of the
main reasons for high turbidity water in the northern lake.
From south to north along the main channel, five points of interest (POIs, a, b, c, d, and e) were
chosen for further exploration of the effects of dredging on the SSC. Figure 11 shows the maximum
increment of the SSC and the recovery time to normal status for the five POIs under different dredging
intensities. In general, there were similar SSCs for all the points when the dredging intensity was
150 mg/L, but it increased gradually along with the dredging intensity, showing a spatial pattern of the
maximum increment of the SSC varying from large to small from south to north along the channel.
However, the recovery time to normal status of the points showed a relatively opposite trend of the
maximum increment of the SSC, which varied from short to long from south to north along the channel.
This suggested a positive correlation between the maximum increment of the SSC and the dredging
intensity, as well as a relationship between the recovery time and the dredging intensity. The closer to
the dredging area the POI was, the larger the maximum increment at the POI, and the recovery time
was longer downstream than upstream.
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Figure 11. The maximum increment of the SSC and the recovery time to normal status for the five POIs
under different dredging intensities.
Specifically, there was a similar level of SSC and trend line at the POIs b and c, but the recovery
times were varied. The reasons for this may be the following: (1) the POI b was close to dredging
area A and was heavily influenced, while the POI c was further away from the center of the dredging
area but was influenced by dredging area A combined with area B, resulting in a similar maximum
increment variation as POI b; (2) from the perspective of the velocity field simulated in the north of the
lake (Figure 12), the depth averaged velocity in the narrow channel (in POI b) was much larger than in
the open water area (in POI c), indicating a larger diffusion rate in this area, meaning water exchange
occurred more quickly with the upstream discharge than in open water for the SSC under the influence
of sand dredging activities. Therefore, the high turbidity induced by sand dredging would quickly
recover to normal status in this narrow channel in the case that sand dredging stops.
Figure 12. The simulated velocity field in the north of Poyang Lake.
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The recovery time to normal status for Huamiao lakelet, together with the simulated velocity field,
is shown in Figure 13. The recovery time to normal status exceeded 18 days and was longer in the
northern lakelet. According to the velocity field that was simulated, the water flow rate was much
slower here, and the velocity was lower than 0.1 m/s for most of the grid cells, decreased gradually
from open water to the lakeshore, forming a closed annular flow field separated in the bay. This means
a low exchange rate for water flow, and also a low diffusion rate for the SSC, resulting from sand
dredging activities.
Figure 13. The recovery time to normal status and corresponding velocity field in the Huamiao lakelet,
southeastern Poyang Lake.
As with the recovery time for the SSC to normal status after sand dredging stopped, the water age
could be used to describe the characteristics for the water residence and transport process. Li et al.
indicated a lower exchange rate and a longer time for water residence with a greater water age, and vice
versa [42]. Qi et al. simulated the spatial and temporal distribution pattern of the water age of Poyang
Lake based on a hydrodynamic model named EFDC in 2011 [43]. It showed that it is difficult for the
suspended sediment to diffuse in an area with a higher water age. Compared with the distribution
of the water age in the Huamiao lakelet, the time to recover to normal status for the SSC after sand
dredging stopped varied from short to long from the open water to the lakeshore. Additionally, the
water age of the northern lake presented an increasing trend, which was in good agreement with the
spatial pattern of the recovery time for the SSC in the north of the lake.
5. Conclusions
The main purpose of this study was to reveal the characteristics of hydrodynamic variations
and their impacts on the SSC, caused by sand dredging activities at the spatial and temporal scale,
in Poyang Lake, the largest freshwater lake with high turbidity in China. With the help of remote
sensing technology and numerical simulation, a sediment transport method integrated with sand
dredging was built for the Poyang Lake, considering the sand dredging activities. The hydrodynamic
process was well validated against observed data and remote sensing results, showing the dramatic
changes of the inundation area in the dry and wet seasons annually and inter-annually. Both the
numerical model and remote sensing have the capability to observe the high-dynamic changes in the
hydrologic regime of the lake.
Integrated with the validated hydrodynamic model, the two-dimensional sediment transport
model was employed with consideration of sand dredging activities detected from Landsat images.
Based on the observed data and remote sensing results, the sand dredging areas were determined to
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set up scenario simulations. This is a feasible way to monitor dredging activities with a moderate
resolution. The simulation of the SSC, which indicated close agreement with the MODIS derived results,
could be more effective by considering the dredging activities in Poyang Lake. Further explorations
of spatiotemporal variations of the SSC were conducted with the help of corresponding scenario
simulations designed under different dredging intensities. The three main dredging areas showed
nearly no effects on the SSC in the southern main lake, but notable effects in downstream areas in the
north of the lake, with a total affected area of 730 km2.
The dredging activities were one of the main factors causing high turbidity in the north of Poyang
Lake. The proposed suspended sediment transport model integrated with sand dredging was proven
to effectively simulate the influence of dredging activities quantitatively, which improved the model
accuracy for human induced high turbidity. However, because of difficulty quantifying sediment
release from the pump during sand dredging, the dredging intensities were approximately estimated
by the number of dredging vessels, and then integrated with the sediment transport model with
scenario simulations of different intensities in this study. In fact, this study demonstrated that the
proposed method enables us to evaluate the impacts of dredging activities on the suspended sediment
pattern at the spatial and temporal scale. In the case that the monitoring instrument is equipped on the
dredging pump, the real time sediment release into the water could be observed as a point source of
sediment integrated into the model. This study provided an analysis tool to understand water quality
under an intensive impact of human activities for water resource management.
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Abstract: In this study, the field measurement-based validation of a novel sediment transport
calculation method is presented. River sections with complex bed topography and inhomogeneous
bed material composition highlight the need for an improved sediment transport calculation method.
The complexity of the morphodynamic features (spatially and temporally varied bed material) can
result in the simultaneous appearance of the gravel and finer sand dominated sediment transport
(e.g., parallel bed armoring and siltation) at different regions within a shorter river reach. For the
improvement purpose of sediment transport calculation in such complex river beds, a novel sediment
transport method was elaborated. The base concept of it was the combined use of two already
existing empirical sediment transport models. The method was already validated against laboratory
measurements. The major goal of this study was the verification of the novel method with a real river
case study. The combining of the two sediment transport models was based on the implementation
of a recently presented classification method of the locally dominant sediment transport nature
(gravel or sand transport dominates). The results were compared with measured bed change maps.
The verification clearly referred to the meaningful improvement in the sediment transport calculation
by the novel manner in the case of spatially varying bed content.
Keywords: bed load transport; shear Reynolds number; bed-armoring; bed-change; Danube;
gravel–sand mixture; 3D CFD modeling
1. Introduction
Sediment transport modeling is a recently still developing topic of morphodynamic investigations.
Although researchers elaborate an increasingly accurate description of the sediment motion, there is
still no one generally accurately applicable sediment transport model. The selection of the applied
appropriate sediment transport method for a given case with even unique morphodynamic features
(such as grain size, homogeneity of the bed content, bed slope, bed shear stress, hydraulic flow regime,
the measure of armoring, etc.) must be preceded by a careful preliminary examination. There are,
however, a large amount of empirically derived bed load transport formulas [1–10]. A comprehensive
collection of the most widely applied formulas can be found in the Sedimentation Engineering
Handbook [11]. The collection contains the most relevant sediment transport models, such as the ones
from Meyer-Peter and Müller [1], from Einstein [2], Ashida and Michiue [4], Parker, Klingeman and
McLean [5], surface-based relation of Parker [6], two-fraction relation of Wilcock and Kenworthy [7],
surface-based relation of Wilcock and Crowe [8], relation of Wu et al. [9] and of Powell et al. [10].
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The summary provides a short description of the hydraulic and sediment conditions of the experiments
for which the given bed load formulas are developed (such as grain size, homogeneity of the bed
material, bed slope, range of the bed shear stress and the measure of armoring). Although the
applicability limits of the formulas are usually not defined in an exact way, they can be indirectly
concluded based on the conditions of the benchmark experiments.
Török et al. [12] elaborated on a novel calculation method, which does not represent a new sediment
transport model. The method says that by the combined and parallel application of the present models
the applicability range can be increased. The laboratory measurements based validation evinced that
the novel method can result in significantly more accurate sediment transport calculation [12]. However,
the novel method was not yet verified with field measurements based comparative investigation.
2. Case Study
A problematic reach of the upper Hungarian Danube reach (river km (rkm) 1796–rkm 1794,
Figure 1) has undergone major morphological changes during the last decades. Many studies presented
in the literature [13–19] that because of installations of many river regulation measures (e.g., groin fields,
ripraps and hydropower plant at rkm 1819) in the last decades, intensive gravel formations [19],
important bed level incision [20] and bed armoring processes [16,19] could be detectable, mainly in the
main channel [21]. In contrast, the bed content is much finer in the groin fields, causing siltation and
erosion of the finer sediments during flood waves [19,22].
Figure 1. The sketch of the investigated Danube study reach (left) and grain size distributions taken
from the investigated reach (right). The characteristic water discharges are mean flow Qm = 2000 m3/s,
range of bankfull discharge Qbf = 4300–4500 m3/s, 2, 10 and 100-year flood event Q2 = 5950 m3/s, Q10 =
7950 m3/s and Q100 = 10,400 m3/s [23].
The river reach can be characterized by the following parameters: the channel bed width at
mean water-stage ranges between 150 m and 350 m [19] with the average water surface gradient
of 0.0002–0.00025. As Figure 1 shows, the river section is regulated by conventional structures,
such as groins and the banks are protected against erosion by ripraps. Also, sidearms, islands,
gravel bars, confluence zone can be observed, which refer to the complex topography of the river
section. Bed material samples were taken from the main stream, groin fields and gravel bars. Some of
the grain size distributions can be seen in Figure 1 right. The figures refer to very diverse spatial bed
contents (0.32 mm < d50 < 70.5 mm, where d50 is the median grain size). Such a wide dispersion of the
bed content is a unique feature of the Danube River (~rkm 1600–rkm 1800); at the Lower Austrian
Danube, (~rkm 1885, 90 km upstream), the Danube flows through a gravel bed, where d50 is 21.1 mm
without any finer fractions [24]. In turn, the middle Hungarian Danube (~200 km downstream) has
a typical sandy bed with d50 < 0.05 mm [25]. The complexity of the topography and bed content
suggest spatially and temporally varied sediment transport nature [22]. That is in some places the
gravel, elsewhere the sand transport dominates [26]. This kind of individual complexity was presented
e.g., by the field measurements of Török and Baranya [19], or in [27,28].
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Based on field measurements, the researchers could make approximate estimates regarding the
ongoing local- and reach-scale morphodynamic processes. For instance, the essential bed changes
in the last decades caused important water management related problems and also difficulties in
navigation, which could be detected with the field measurements [19,20,27–29]. However, the studies
emphasize that additional studies are required for even more reliable morphodynamic investigation.
Computational modeling offers an alternative for analyzing and predicting the recent and expected
processes [30,31]. That is, the numerical modeling based investigation could be an important
complementary manner with meaningful added value.
For this reason, the reliable calculation of the morphological changes is a major interest to
researchers and the application of a 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) sediment transport model
became justified. However, the choice of the applied sediment transport model was not obvious.
Many formulas can be found in the literature (e.g., [1–4,32]). Most of them are developed focusing on
a given morphodynamic process (e.g., Wilcock and Crowe model: bed armoring [8]; van Rijn model:
sand erosion and deposition [33] etc.). However, in the case of the examined river section, spatially and
temporally varied sediment transport nature occurs. That is, none of the existing sediment transport
formula are expected to operate reliably for both the sand and coarse bed material, within a given
river reach.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Introducing the Combining Sediment Transport Calculation Method
A novel combined approach [12] of the van Rijn and the Wilcock and Crowe bed load sediment
transport formulas were applied because of the complex and spatially varied bed material and
dominant sediment transport nature. From now, the Wilcock and Crowe formula will be indicated
with W&C, while the van Rijn will be with vR. A brief summary of these models can be read in
the Appendix A. The combined manner was already presented and validated against laboratory
measurements [12]. In that study, laboratory experiments were used, which were carried out in an 11 m
long, 1 m wide straight flume with non-uniform bed material. A groin was installed 5 m far from the
outlet, which caused scouring, bed armoring and sand aggradation processes in the channel [34].
Török and Baranya [22,26] pointed out a novel decision criterion, which is a suitable method for
indicating whether the sand or rather the sand transport dominates locally. The herein presented
combining method was based on this statement. Namely, if the shear Reynolds number (Re*) is below
300, the sand transport is prevalent. Otherwise, if the Re* occurs above 400 the gravel transport
dominates. Based on these, the combined calculation method said that the local bed load sediment
transport rate was calculated as the following (qbi,W&C is the sediment transport rate calculated by
W&C and qbi,vR is the rate by vR):
qbi =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
qbi,W&C i f Re∗ > 400
qbi,vR i f Re∗ ≤ 300
else






(Re∗ − 300). (2)
These models do not contain any variable to calibrate, the constants (e.g., the constant von Karman,
or the lift coefficient) and base equations (e.g., the original Shields curve [35] was used in the van Rijn
model) were defined as they are published and recommended in the original papers [8,33].
In addition to the bed load transport estimation, the suspended sediment transport was calculated
in each computational grid according to the suspended vR formula [36]. Thus, the bed load was
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calculated according to Equations (1) and (2), while the suspended load was estimated by the van
Rijn equation.
3.2. Applied 3D Flow Model
The numerical model used in this study [37,38] solved the 3D Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS) equations with the k-ε turbulence closure (see e.g., [39]) by using a finite-volume method
and the (semi-implicit method for pressure linked equations) SIMPLE algorithm [40,41] on a 3D
non-orthogonal grid. At the boundaries, where the fluid flow cannot be considered as a free turbulence
zone, the wall law was applied for the velocity profile calculation [42]. The momentum equations were
in the complete form, describing the hydrodynamic effects in all directions. The roughening impact
of the vegetation in the flood plain area was described as an energy loss term in the Navier–Stokes
equations [43], and could be specified for each cell. Using this option, the effect of the vegetation was
taken into account as a drag-effect.
In order to eliminate the boundary effect, the computational grid was longer in both upstream
(rkm 1801) and downstream (rkm 1793.5) direction than the investigated ~ rkm 1795 and rkm 1799 river
reach. The applied grid can be seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2. The computational grid of the investigated Danube study reach.
The study side was discretized with 355 cells in the streamwise direction and 150 cells in the
lateral direction, respectively, resulting in the streamwise direction in an average resolution of 18 m
and transversely 5 m in the main channel, while 13 m in the floodplain area. Vertically 11 layers were
defined, at every ten percent of the depth, resulting in a maximum of 585,750 computational cells.
The resolution of the grid was set based on previous 3D model studies [37,44–48] and Section 3.2.2
demonstrates its applicability.
The bed material was discretized by five fractions, which were: d1 = 0.3125 mm, d2 = 1.25 mm,
d3 = 5.7 mm, d4 = 16.2 mm and d5 = 56.57 mm. The ripraps and groins were characterized by
d = 300 mm. According to field measurement based considerations, the active layer thickness was set
to 0.5 m.
3.2.1. Parameterization
For instance, Parker mentioned [11] that the bed material of most river reaches is less complex
and the grain sizes happen in a narrow range. In turn, in rare cases—e.g., the herein studied river
section—the occurring grain sizes cover a significantly wider range (silt–gravel), resulting in a very
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complex spatial distribution. The bed material cannot be supposed as spatially uniform because of this
(as many studies do at most river sections [44,46]), which makes the allocation of the bed material a less
obvious method. According to Baranya [49], a relation can be stated between the calculated local bed
shear stress value by 3D flow model at the mean-water stage and the local d50. Thus, applying the fitted
function, a transitional and continuous d50 map can be estimated based on the calculated bed shear
stress distributions. This method was used based on 33 bed material samples [19,26]. The standard
deviation of the calculated d50 to the measured d50 was 3.2 mm.
As the boundary conditions for the RANS equations, at the inflow boundaries the water discharge,
at the outflow boundary, the water level was set. The discharge time series (Figure 3) and the water
levels of the Danube were defined based on the measured time series. Additionally, the flow discharge
time series of the Mosoni-Danube was set based on a 1D numerical Danube model [50].
Figure 3. Discharge time series at rkm 1801 for the period October 2012–October 2014. The different
colored periods marked with letters a–h display the flood waves (including the 100-year historical
flood wave from 2013, e) which exceed the bed-forming flow discharge (Q > 2100 m3/s).
An essential part of the model setup is the correct set of the inflow sediment rate. For this purpose,
the flow discharge dependence of the suspended load [51] and the bed load [19] functions were used.
The riverbed topography of the main river channel was available from 2012 and 2014. The initial
bed geometry was set according to the map from 2012. The calculated bed change map could be
prepared for this two-year-long period, which included the historical flood wave from 2013 (Figure 3).
This bed change map was used as a benchmark for the validation purpose (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Measured bed changes for the period October 2012–October 2014.
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Four regions in the river reach were highlighted by green rectangles and an ellipse, marked by
A, B, C and D. In these places, the following bedforms and morphodynamic processes were detected
by field measurements [16,19]. At region A and D, the blue spots refer to a pronounced scouring
downstream of the groins. In region B a groin field could be found. Here, local bed changes took place,
both scouring processes (blue spots) and sediment depositions (brown spots). The ellipse (C) and the
brown spot in region D show the places where gravel bars were located. As these phenomena basically
determine the reach-scale morphodynamic processes, a key question is whether the novel sediment
transport calculation manner introduced a more reliable estimation of them.
The numerical simulation of the 2 years, 722 days long period demands very large computational
capacity. According to the preliminary estimation calculations, the simulation of one model variant
for such a long time period would take around half a year. Therefore, to reduce the duration of the
simulation, only the periods that exceeded the bed-forming flow discharge (Q > 2100 m3/s) [19,24]
were simulated. It meant that the inflow boundary condition was set to a continuous flow discharge
series, including the highlighted periods in Figure 3a–h, respectively and omitting the intermediate
periods. In this range, 66% of the annual bed load amount passed [23]. In turn, it is emphasized that
the ignored 34% of the annual bed load yield was still significant. That is, the numerical model neglects
the simulation of bed changes that take place during the lower water regime. However, many studies
(including papers regarding the investigated river reach) display that the major bed changes such as
scouring, bar formations and flushing of the groin fields are expected rather during floods [16,19,24,52].
That is, the mean and lower water stages are less important in the view of bed changes. Based on the
above, the bed changes caused by the eight flood waves (Figure 3a–h, a total of 211 days) approach
well the real two years changes. Hence, the calculated bed changes were comparable to the measured.
3.2.2. 3D Flow Model Validation
The herein applied 3D CFD model was already adapted and validated for the investigated
Hungarian reach of River Danube, which was published in previous research works, e.g., [45,46,53,54].
Those studies have already demonstrated the reliable application of the 3D flow model. Regardless
of these, the flow model validation was elaborated for the peak of the historical flood wave in
2013. The cross-sectional acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) flow measurements by the
North-Transdanubian Water Directorate regarding the peak stage of the flood wave were used as
benchmark flow values. Figure 5 shows the measured (left) and the calculated (right) cross-sectional
velocity distributions, from exactly the same points. However, as the ADCP instrument is not able
to measure at the direct water - and bed surfaces, the measured cross-sections are smaller slices,
respectively. Furthermore, regarding the comparison it is important to mention that the moving boat
ADCP measurements record the momentary flow conditions, which include the effect of turbulence,
resulting in velocity pulsation in 0.1 m/s order of magnitude [25,53,55]. In turn, the RANS model
calculates the time-averaged velocity values.
Comparing the measured and calculated cross-sections, the following remarks can be stated.
The velocity values were in the same ranges (0–3 m/s). The highest velocities (yellow and red spots)
were calculated at the same place as the cross-sections than in the real case, which underlined the
reliable estimation of the main stream. The locations of the lower velocities (blue and light green spots)
were calculated as trustworthy also. That is the calculated flow pattern could be realized reliable at
the groin fields (e.g., at the right-bank sides of cross-section III, IV and V, Figure 5) and gravel bars
also (e.g., at the right-bank sides of cross-section VII). Finally, the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD)
between the measured and calculated velocities could be calculated for all the seven cross-sections.
These values can be seen in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Measured and calculated cross-sectional horizontal velocity distributions.
Table 1. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the measured and calculated velocities,
the maximum cross-sectional horizontal velocity and the percentage deviation of them for the
seven cross-sections.
Cross-Section I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII.
RMSD, m/s 0.35 0.19 0.17 0.19 0.47 0.42 0.27
Max vhor, m/s 2.73 2.84 3.01 3.14 3.13 2.88 2.62
Average dif., % 12.7 6.7 5.7 6.2 14.9 14.6 10.4
Considering the maximum cross-sectional horizontal velocities (Table 1, third row), the RMSD
values displayed that the deviation of the flow calculation was below ~12% of the maximum values.
The only two sections, where the inaccuracy happens ~15% were cross-sections V and VI. In these
cross-sections, the higher deviation suggested that the numerical model estimated a narrower main
stream as the measurements display. Around these cross-sections, the varying geometry increasec the
transverse flow structure. However, a known limitation of the time-averaged RANS modeling was
just this phenomenon, which is the underestimation of the secondary flow strength [56–58]. Next to
this section, the flow model could be considered as validated for higher flood waves too, taking into
account the available measurement data. For a more comprehensive validation, fixed boat ADCP
measurements would have been expedient, which could be used to obtain time-averaged velocity
values and also to estimate local bed shear stresses. The model validation for the 100-year flood wave
should be evaluated in this light.
4. Results
4.1. Comparison of the Calculation Methods
In order to confirm the better operation of the novel Re* dependent combined method, the bed
change calculation by the van Rijn, Wilcock and Crowe and the combined method were compared.
The simulations were performed only for the d and e flood waves because of the significant
computational time (see Figure 3d,e). The initial model setup (the flow field, water levels and the bed
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material) was given for each run from the results of the model runs for the first three flood waves
by the Re* dependent combined method. The flood wave d was a relatively low (peak is around
3460 m3/s), but durable (~2 months long) flood wave, while the e was the historical one with a peak
higher than 10,000 m3/s. Thus, the comparative analysis presented the operational characteristics of
the sediment transport models for both the durable lower and also for the extreme water regimes.
As a benchmark, the measured bed change map indicated the extent of the possible bed changes.
However, the measured and calculated maps could not be compared directly, because the measured
belonged to the whole two-year-long period (Figure 3).
The calculated bed change maps for the flood wave d (Figure 3) are presented in Figures 6–8.
Figure 6. Calculated bed changes by the van Rijn (vR) formula for a 2.5 month-long period (Figure 3).
Figure 7. Calculated bed changes by the Wilcock and Crowe (W&C) formula for a 2.5 month-long
period (Figure 3).
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Figure 8. Calculated bed changes by the combined method for a 2.5 month-long period (Figure 3).
As the results show, the vR model estimated unrealistic changes both spatially and in magnitude.
The unrealistically huge bed changes suggest that the vR model did not seem to be an appropriate
model for the given Danube reach, particularly not for bed change calculation in the main channel.
The W&C sediment transport model estimated a more stable bed surface than the vR (Figure 7).
In this particular case, the bed surface seemed so resistant that the mean flow field was too weak
to cause any significant bed changes. The motion of the very fine, basically suspended inlet load
was calculated by the W&C model as bed load. Therefore, that part of the inlet sediments settled
progressively along the channel. However, because of the quite low suspended load [51], the bed level
rise caused by sedimentation was negligible (<0.005 m).
Figure 8 shows the bed changes calculated by the combined method. The red lines illustrate the
borderline which separated the areas where the vR or the W&C model was activated in the initial
moment of the model run. Accordingly, it can be seen that the vR formula was invoked at the near-bank
areas, at the groin fields and also at a smaller part of the Vének lower gravel bar. At these regions,
more significant (~0.05 m) sedimentation was estimated. That is, at these less hydraulically rough
parts of the river bed, the deposition of both the finer bed load and suspended load were expected,
which areas can be detected by the Re* [22]. In turn, in the navigation channel, no considerable bed
change happened. According to the suspended form of the vR formula, the finer suspended load
passes over the calculation domain, while the bed surface remains still, calculated by the W&C formula.
This assumption is consistent with the conclusions of the field measurements [19]; the main channel
seems to be armored enough to be resistant at the mean water regime.
The other flood wave, for which the comparative analysis of the three calculation methods (vR:
Figure 9, W&C: Figure 10 and combined: Figure 11) was established was the historical flood wave from
2013 (Figure 3). Regarding this hydrological case, the vR model estimated also an unrealistic bed change
map (Figure 9.). This was mainly true for the main channel. There, the motion of the coarser grains
was probably overestimated, resulting in huge erosions and depositions. In turn, at the near-bank
regions, at gravel bars and at the groin fields, the changes seemed to be partly in the expectable order
of magnitude. However, it is clearly visible that the vR formula is not an appropriate choice for the
morphological change calculation of such a complex river reach.
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Figure 9. Calculated bed changes by the vR formula for the historical flood wave (Figure 3).
Figure 10. Calculated bed changes by the W&C formula for the historical flood wave (Figure 3).
Figure 11. Calculated bed changes by the combined method for the historical flood wave (Figure 3).
The W&C model calculated more realistic bed changes (Figure 10), especially in the main channel.
However, the measurements at the lower gravel bar and also at the whole main channel showed
significant (Δz > ±0.2 m) changes. Based on these, the W&C formula likely overestimated the stability
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of the channel. A remarkable bed level increase can be pointed out, which moderated towards the
downstream direction. These bed level changes could be explained by the settling of the inlet finer
load, which could not be taken into account as suspended load. The publication of Török et al. [59]
pointed out that in the case of mixed bed content, the Shields diagram predicts lower critical bed shear
stress for the bed load of the finer, sand particles, than the reference shear stress of the W&C model.
Accordingly, the W&C model estimates respectively higher stability for the sand particles, than the
Shields diagram and thus the vR model. This leads to such kind of deposition pattern in the main
stream which is unrealistic compared to the measured bed changes map [19].
The combined method predicts (Figure 11) more significant bed changes, compared to the one
resulted by the W&C model. The red borderline suggested that as at the flood wave d, the combined
method calculated the sediment transport by the vR formula in the near-bank regions. During the
flood wave e, the remarkable erosion at the groin field B meant that the groin field got flushed and
the earlier deposited finer sands got eroded. Also, notable changes took place at the vicinity of the
gravel bar at region D. Here, the widening of the downstream sides of the gravel bar can be seen,
in accordance with the measured bed change map in Figure 4. Around the groin pair at the left bank,
on the opposite side of the gravel bar, the blue spots refer to erosion. This process was probably the
result of a similar, flushing process like the one which happened at the upstream groin field. In turn, in
the main and navigation channel, no considerable bed change happened. According to the suspended
form of the vR formula, the finer suspended load passed over the calculation domain, while the bed
surface remained still, calculated by the W&C formula. The conclusions of the field measurements [19]
referred also to the resistant main channel.
The results indicate that the interactions between the sediment transport at different channel
sections (groin fields, gravel bars and main channel) could not be estimated by the vR or W&C
formulas. However, the expedient combination of them gives an opportunity to deal with the
interaction-mechanism between the local- and reach-scale processes.
Analyzing the calculated bed changes in the marked boxes, the following assumptions can be
stated. In this part, the results of the vR model were skipped because of the unrealistic bed change
calculations. At region A, the real bed level deepening (Figure 4) could not be reproduced by any
method. In region B, only the combining method was able to predict significant depositions and
erosions. Accordingly, the depositions probably took place during the lower water regime, while the
bed level incision occurred during the flood waves. Thus, the measured bed level changes during
the two years were formed most likely indeed during the whole two-year-long period. In region C,
all two model results suggested that the gravel bar was in a stable state. Besides region A, the bed
level increase in the main channel between region C and D (Figure 4) could not be pointed out by any
sediment transport formula. Finally, in region D the model results showed that the widening of the
gravel bar and also the erosion at the vicinity of the groin pair occurred rather during the higher flood
wave than during the slighter flood waves, or mean water regime.
4.2. Measured Data-Based Verification of the Combined Method
A quantitative assessment of the tested sediment transport formulas was performed based on the
results of the comparative analysis. First, in accordance with the conclusions of the field measurement
based investigation, it was assumed that the measured erosion and deposition took place mainly
during higher water regimes in region D, when the flow discharge was higher than the bed forming
discharge [19,23]. Thus, the measured and calculated data could be considered as indirectly comparable
in this region. Therefore, from the measured bed level change maps, the total volume of the erosion
and deposition could be calculated. Furthermore, counting the number of days of the higher water
levels, the average daily rate of the volume of both the erosion and deposition could be estimated.
Likewise, based on the calculated bed change maps and knowing the duration of the historical flood
wave, the daily average volume changes of the deposition and erosion could be estimated.
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Table 2 shows data about these volumes. The table presents the ratio of the calculated volume to
the measured, regarding the deposition and erosion separately, for each sediment transport formula.
A value of 1 would indicate a perfect match to the measured volume change. Table 2 shows that the vR
model was the one which overestimates most both the deposition and erosion volumes. The W&C
model calculated the deposition rate more accurately, but still indicated more than the measured.
This was partly explained by the lack of the suspended sediment calculation. In turn, the W&C model
estimated negligible low erosion. In total, the more reliable results were provided by the combined
method. With this, the erosions at the near-bank parts were calculated more accurately by the vR
model, resulting in sediment feed for region D. Thus, because of the capturing of the coming sediments,
the widening of the deposition could be better represented. As the Re* dependent criterion activated
the vR formula at the groin pair, the bed level incision at its vicinity was also estimated better.
Table 2. The average daily volume changes for calculated (ΔVc) and measured (ΔVm) volume ratio







The rate of the calculated
to measured volumes
Deposition 48.7 4.9 3.5
Erosion 7.2 0 0.7
Even though the measured and calculated bed changes could not be compared directly, the nature,
the magnitudes and the locations of the remarkable bed changes suggested the greater aptitude of the
combined method.
As it was discussed in Section 3.2.1, the calculated bed changes were elaborated only for the higher
flow discharges (>2100 m3/s, Figure 3), so the results could not be compared with the measured changes
directly. Therefore, to achieve a notionally common scale, the bed change values were normalized.
That is both the measured and calculated bed changes got divided by the highest bed level decrease or
increase the value of the main channel:
Δznorm =





Thus, the occurring values develop between −1 and 1, where 1 indicates the maximum deposition
height along the river reach, while −1 belongs to the biggest erosion (Δzmax, meas = 1.5 m,
∣∣∣Δzmin, meas∣∣∣ =
1.8 m; Δzmax, calc = 0.5 m,
∣∣∣Δzmin, meas∣∣∣ = 0.25 m). The measured bed changes of both the erosions and
depositions were consequently higher than the calculated. That is, the numerical model underestimated
the magnitudes of the bed changes. This could be partly explained by the ignoring of the third part of
the annual bed load in the numerical model estimation.
By the comparison of the measured (Figure 12) and calculated normalized bed changes (Figure 13)
the following remarks can be stated. The modeled bed changes did not represent the remarkable
erosion at region A. It is noted that this difference also meant a sediment supply loss for the downstream
in the model calculation. Since the model did not manifest any bed level decrease, the bed material
was probably finer here than it was set in the model. At region B, the measured scours appeared
in the calculated results (blue spots). However, not as concentric scours, but rather as lengthwise
formations. The numerical model represented depositions close to the measured magnitude at region
B also. However, their location iwa not accurate; the brown spots occur between the groins, instead of
in the front of the groins, like in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Normalized bed changes of the measured values (Figure 4) regarding the whole period
October 2012–October 2014.
Figure 13. Normalized bed changes of the calculated values. The calculation was elaborated for the
eight flood waves in the period October 2012–October 2014 (Figure 3).
At the gravel bar in region C, negligible bed changes were measured. Likewise, the numerical
model predicted a stable bed surface. Finally, the combined method pointed out the growing of the
lower part of the Vének lower gravel bar (region D, Figure 13). The measured bed changes indicated
two, separable depositions. These double depositions were also represented by the model results.
Like the measured changes, the model also calculated scouring in front of the left bank groin pair.
However, the extension of it was considerably lower than the scale of the measured deepening. In turn,
the lengthwise deposition between the groins (between regions C and D) was also indicated in both
measured and calculated maps. However, the calculated deposition occurred in a significantly lower
range and formed at the right bank side and not in the main stream. Also, an important match was
that neither the measured nor the calculated values suggested any essential large-scale bed changes in
the main channel.
A significant difference between the measured and calculated bed changes happened in region A.
Here, the effect of the potential error in the initial bed material was further examined. An investigation
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was performed, which was based on the assumption that the initial bed material was set inaccurately
around region A. The bed material samples around d50 ≈ 0.01 m. Considering the grain-size
distributions [19], a still realistic, but considerably finer bed material was presupposed. Therefore,
the model was set up by 30% lower d50, which was d50 ≈ 0.007 m. With this only one difference,
the model was run for the historical flood wave. Figure 14 presents the bed changes at region A, and at
the downstream of it.
Figure 14. Calculated bed changes by the combining method for the historical flood wave. The model
in the middle figure was set up with the initial, while in the right figure with finer bed material.
The right side of Figure 14 shows the bed changes in the case of finer bed material. It can be
seen that the 30% decrease of the d50 resulted in major erosion at region A. Considering the measured
changes in the left figure it is obvious that the decreasing of the d50 led to a better match to the real
bed changes. The lower row of Figure 14 represents the bed changes at the downstream. Here,
important deposition formations could be measured (left Figure 14) in front of the right bank groin
pair (region B) and also in the main stream, between the two gravel bars (between region B and D).
These changes could not be represented by the original model setup (middle Figure 14). In turn,
in the case of finer bed material (right Figure 14), the model predicted important depositions in these
regions. The extension of the deposition in front of the groin pair (region B) was very similar to the
measured. Also, the lengthwise extension of the deposition downstream (between regions B and
D), in the main stream were also reproduced. However, the location of it was not correct. It seems
that the model underestimated the crosswise sediment transport, which is a known limitation of
the Reynolds averaged description of the flow field [56–58,60]. Concluding, the herein presented
investigation suggested that the bed material at region A was finer than the predicted d50 allocation for
the original model setup. With this assumption, the deposition nature at the downstream has become
also detectable.
5. Discussion
There are existing proven models in the literature that work reliably for given morphodynamic
cases (e.g., the van Rijn model for hydraulic smooth regimes, which mainly occurs in clear sand
bed; or the Wilcock and Crowe model for hydraulic rougher regimes, which develops in coarser bed
surfaces). However, there are river reaches, within which hydraulic smoother and rougher zones can
form, resulting in a completely different type of sediment transport, such as bed armoring and silt
aggradation parallelly. For such cases, Török et al. developed a novel sediment transport calculation
method and validated it against laboratory measurements.
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In this study, its validation against field measurements was introduced. The results showed
that the combined application of the Wilcock and Crowe and the van Rijn models could significantly
increase the precision of numerical bed change calculations. The results showed that the combined
method calculated both erosion and deposition the most reliably. It estimated the volume of the
scouring by order of magnitude more precisely than the other two models. Additionally, the results
also evinced that the location, extension and shape of the bed formations (e.g., scours, deposition,
bar evolvement) could be calculated more reliably by the novel combined approach. These results
were consistent with the laboratory measurements based on validation of the calculation method.
The sediment transport interaction between the sand and gravel dominated parts of a river
reach played an essential role in the bed changes. For instance, the flushing of the silt dominated
groin fields can feed the downstream gravel bars, leading to the growth of the bars. The application
of the combined approach really makes sense, within river reaches, where such well-separated
morphodynamic situations prevail (e.g., sand aggradation in groin fields; bed armoring in the main
stream). In such cases, the local-scale morphodynamic processes are calculated by the proven models,
while the interaction between them leads to a more accurate reach-scale calculation. The comparison
of the numerical simulations to the measured data presented that such reach-scale interactions can be
taken into account by the novel combining method.
6. Conclusions
The validation against both laboratory and field measurements suggests that not necessarily the
development of completely new models can lead to the evolution of the sediment transport calculation.
This study highlights that the optimally combined use of sediment transport models can be a promising
alternative in the sediment transport calculation. In this context, it is important to state that regardless
of whether a sediment transport model is applied in combination or simply, the determination of its
applicability limits by any morphodynamic variables in a well-defined way is vital. In this study,
a shear Reynolds number based description was applied which allowed for the authors an easily
described combination criteria. However, the essence of the combining theory does not insist on any
variable for the applicability limit description. However, the herein presented example highlights the
need for such a kind of description method and also the potential of the parallel use of any sediment
transport models.
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Appendix A
Appendix A.1 Wilcock and Crowe Bed Load Transport Formula
The well-known surface-based bed load formula of W&C [8] was developed for mixed gravel/sand
sediments. The gravel ranged in size from 2.0 to 64 mm, the sand from 0.5 to 2.0 mm. They conducted
laboratory experiments in a tilting laboratory flume, in which both the water and the sediments
were recirculated. Five different sediment mixtures were investigated, varying the sand content of
the sediment mixtures from 6.2% up to 34.3% [60]. The mixture grain-size distribution used in the
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experiments of Török et al. [34] and of Wilcock et al. [60] shows a good match. In case of the experiments
of Wilcock et al. [60], dm grain size of the initial bed materials was in the range of 4.1–10.5 mm, whereas
dm was 8.7 mm the measurements of Török et al. [34]. The W&C formula is therefore expected to be
capable of describing the gravel/sand bed load transport processes in our experiments. In the case of
such non-uniform bed material, the interaction between (hiding and exposure) the particles of different
sizes plays an essential role in the stability of the sediments and can result in bed armoring. The W&C
formula is reported to be capable of predicting the transient conditions of bed armoring or scouring
processes. The preliminary numerical simulations of Török et al. [46] also supported this statement.
The transport formula uses the collapse similarity hypothesis, which estimates the fractional
sediment transport rate (wi*) as the function of the ratio of the shear stress (τ) and the reference shear
stress (τri). The reference shear stress τri is the value of τ at which wi* is equal to a small but already
perceptible value wi* = 0.002. That is the reference shear stress has a similar physical meaning to
the critical shear stress (τc), which indicates the initiation of motion of particles. The dimensionless
transport rate is obtained according to the following equation:
W∗i =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0.002θ






i f θ ≥ 1.35 , (A1)
where
θ = τ/τri. (A2)





where Fs is the proportion of sand in surface size distribution.
For the estimating of τri, the W&C model suggests that the stability of the sediment particles
depends on the sand content. Thus τri can be calculated by the following steps:
τ∗rm = 0.021 + 0.015e−20FS , (A4)
where τ*rm is the dimensionless reference shear stress for the mean size of the bed surface. The reference
shear stress for the mean size can be obtained from the particle Froude number equation:
τ∗rm =
τrm
g(ρS − ρW)d . (A5)















Appendix A.2 Van Rijn Bed Load Transport Formula
The development of the vR formula is based on laboratory and field measurements. Van Rijn
presented a mathematical method for the computation of bed load transport rate. The formula is
basically the numerical solution of the equations of motions for a solitary particle. The mathematical
model was calibrated based only on the experiments of Fernandez Luque [61,62], where the motions of
uniform particles (d = 0.18 mm) under steady flow (u* = 0.04 m/s) were monitored.
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where FL is the lift force, αL is the lift coefficient, ν is the kinematic viscosity coefficient, ρ is the density of
the fluid, vr is the relative particle velocity and ∂u/∂z is the velocity gradient. The mathematical method










where U(z) is the horizontal velocity as the function of the z, z is the level above the bed, u* is the bed
shear velocity, κ is constant von Karman (κ = 0.41), and z0 is the zero-velocity level above the bed.







where qb is the bed load transport per unit width, D50 is the particle size, s is the specific density, g is










u is the bed
shear velocity related to grains, where C´ is the Chézy-coefficient related to grains and u is the mean
flow velocity.







Finally, the vR formula was verified based on 56 field measurements and 524 flume data. The bed
load formula is recommended to use for particles in the range of 200–2000 μm (i.e., below 2 mm).
As such the formula is not expected to reliably calculate the motion of gravels and the interaction
between particles of different sizes and to describe such a process, like bed armoring. However,
the model can presumably describe the transport of finer grains.
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Abstract: Few researches focus on secondary flow effects on bed deformation caused by cohesive
sediment deposition in meandering channels of field mega scale. A 2D depth-averaged model is
improved by incorporating three submodels to consider different effects of secondary flow and
a module for cohesive sediment transport. These models are applied to a meandering reach of
Yangtze River to investigate secondary flow effects on cohesive sediment deposition, and a preferable
submodel is selected based on the flow simulation results. Sediment simulation results indicate that
the improved model predictions are in better agreement with the measurements in planar distribution
of deposition, as the increased sediment deposits caused by secondary current on the convex bank
have been well predicted. Secondary flow effects on the predicted amount of deposition become
more obvious during the period when the sediment load is low and velocity redistribution induced
by the bed topography is evident. Such effects vary with the settling velocity and critical shear stress
for deposition of cohesive sediment. The bed topography effects can be reflected by the secondary
flow submodels and play an important role in velocity and sediment deposition predictions.
Keywords: secondary flow; cohesive; deposition; 2D depth-averaged model; meandering;
Yangtze River
1. Introduction
Helical flow or secondary flow caused by centrifuge force in meandering rivers plays an important
role in flow and sediment transport. It redistributes the main flow and sediment transport, mixes
dissolved and suspended matter, causes additional friction losses, and additional bed shear stress,
which are responsible for the transverse bed load sediment transport [1–3]. Moreover, the secondary
flow may affect lateral evolution of river channels [4–6]. Extensive researches have been conducted
about secondary flow effects on flow and sediment transport, especially bed load in a singular bend [7]
or meandering channels of laboratory scale [8] and rivers of field scale [9,10]. However, few researches
focus on suspended load transport. In China, sediment transport in most rivers is dominated by
suspended load, such as Yangtze River and Yellow River. On the Yangtze River, the medium diameter of
sediment from upstream is ~0.01 mm [11], which has taken on cohesive properties to some extent [11,12].
More importantly, these cohesive suspended sediments have been extensively deposited in several
reaches which have blocked the waterway in Yangtze River [13]. As most of these reaches are meanders
with a central bar located in the channel, to what extent the secondary flow has affected the cohesive
suspended sediment deposition should be investigated.
Cohesive sediment deposition is controlled by bed shear stress [14], which is determined by
the flow field. In order to investigate the secondary flow effects on cohesive sediment transport, its
effects on flow field should be considered first. Secondary flow redistributes velocities, which means
the high velocity core shifts from the inner bank to the outer bank of the bend [15,16]. Saturation of
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secondary flow takes place in sharp bends [17]. Due to the inertia, the development of secondary
flow lags behind the curvature called the phase lag effect [18]. All these findings mainly rely on
laboratory experiments or small rivers with a width to depth radio less than 30 [19] probably resulting
in an exaggeration of secondary flow. When it comes to natural meandering or anabranching rivers,
especially large or mega rivers, secondary flow may be absent or limited in a localized portion of the
channel width [20–24]. However, those researches are only based on field surveys and mainly focused
on influences of bifurcation or confluence of mega rivers with low curvatures and significant bed
roughness [23] at the scale of individual hydrological events. On contrary, Nicholas [25] emphasized
the role of secondary flow played in generating high sinuosity meanders via simulating a large
meandering channel evolution on centennial scale. Maybe it depends on planimetric configurations,
such as channel curvature, corresponding flow deflection [26] and temporal scales. Therefore, whether
secondary flow exists and has the same effects on the flow field in a meandering mega river as that in
laboratory experiments should be further investigated. Besides, the long-term hydrograph should be
taken into account.
As to its effects on bed morphology, secondary flow induced by channel curvature produces a
point bar and pool morphology by causing transversal transport of sediment, which in turn drives
lateral flow (induced by topography) known as topographic steering [9] which plays an even more
significant role in meandering dynamics than that curvature-induced secondary flow [3]. The direction
of sediment transport is derived from that of depth-averaged velocity due to the secondary flow
effect, which has been accounted for in 2D depth-averaged models and proved to contribute to the
formation of local topography [4–6,27], especially bar dynamics [28,29], and even to channel lateral
evolution [4,6,30]. Although Kasvi et al. [31] has pointed that the exclusion of secondary flow has
a minor impact on the point bar dynamics, temporal scale effects remain to be investigated as the
authors argued for only one flood event has been considered in their research and the inundation time
may affect the effects of secondary flow [32]. Those researches have enriched our understandings of
mutual interactions of secondary flow and bed morphology. However, they mainly focused on bed
load sediment transport, whereas the world largest rivers are mostly fine-grained system [21] and
are dominated by silt and clay, such as Yangtze River [11,12]. Fine-grained suspended material ratio
controls the bar dynamics and morphodynamics in mega rivers [23,33]. As is known, such fine-grained
sediment is common in estuarine and coastal areas. However, how they work under the impacts of
secondary flow in mega rivers is still up in the air and the temporal effects of secondary flow should
be investigated.
Numerical method provides a convenient tool for understanding river evolution in terms of
hydrodynamics and morphodynamics in addition to the laboratory experiments and field surveys.
The 2D depth-averaged model is preferable because it keeps as much detailed information as possible
on the one hand and remains practical for investigation of long-term and large-scale fluvial processes
on the other hand. The main shortcoming of the 2D depth-averaged model is that the vertical structure
of flow has been lost due to the depth-integration of the flow momentum and suspended sediment
transport equations, and thus the secondary flow effects on the flow field and suspended sediment
transport are neglected. These effects can be retrieved by incorporating closure correction submodels
into the 2D depth-averaged model. In order to account for these effects on the flow field, various
correction submodels have been proposed by many researchers [34–38]. The differences among these
models are whether or not they consider (1) the feedback effects between main flow and secondary
flow and (2) the phase lag effect of the secondary flow caused by inertia. Models neglecting the former
one are classified as linear models, in contrast to nonlinear models which consider such effects [1,38].
The nonlinear models [1,39] based on the linear ones are more suitable for flow simulation of sharp
bends [1,2]. The phase lag effect, which is obviously pronounced in meandering channels [40], has
been thought to be important in sharp bends especially with pronounced curvature variations [2],
and proven to influence bar dynamics considerably [29]. Although the performances of those above
mentioned models have been extensively tested by laboratory scale bends, their applicability to field
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meandering rivers, especially mega rivers, needs to be further investigated. Besides, which model is
preferable in flow simulation of meandering channels of field mega scale remains to be answered.
To consider the secondary flow effects on the suspended sediment transport, closure submodels
should be coupled to the sediment module of the 2D depth-averaged models in a similar way to the
flow module [41]. However, as to the cohesive sediment transport, it is mainly related to the bed shear
stress determined by the flow field. Besides, according to field survey of two reaches of Yangtze River
by Li et al. [11], cohesive sediment transport is controlled by the depth-averaged velocity. Therefore,
only the secondary flow effects on flow field are considered to further analyze their effects on bed
morphology here. In addition, the turbulence models should be considered in the 2D depth-averaged
model, especially when there are recirculating flows [34]. Based on the previous research work [34,36],
the depth-averaged parabolic eddy viscosity model can be applied.
This paper aims to investigate the secondary flow effects on cohesive sediment deposition in
meandering reach of field mega scale during an annual hydrography. The following questions
will be addressed; (1) whether secondary flow effects on the flow field can be reflected by typical
secondary flow correction models in such mega meandering rivers as laboratory meandering channels,
(2) which model should be given priority to flow simulation in meandering channels of such scale,
and (3) what the temporal influence of secondary flow is on bed morphology variations associated
with cohesive sediment deposition. The contents of this paper are as follows; three secondary flow
submodels referring to the aforementioned different effects have been selected from the literature—Lien
et al. [37], Bernard [35], and Blankaert and de Vriend [1] models—to reveal secondary flow impacts
and distinguish their performances on flow simulation in meandering channels of this mega scale
first, and the preferable model is selected. Then, the corresponding model is applied to investigate
secondary flow effects on bed morphology variations related with cohesive sediment deposition during
an annual hydrograph. Finally, the correction terms representing secondary flow effects have been
analyzed to justify their functionalities and performances of these models in meandering channels
of such scale. Besides, the roles of cohesive sediment played in secondary flow effects have been
investigated as well. The main contributions of this paper are three-fold: (1) the L model has been
found to outperform the other models in flow simulation of the field mega scale meandering reach;
(2) the bed topography effects have been identified to be reflected by the secondary flow submodels,
and the transverse bed topography plays a more important role than the longitudinal one and results
in the great improvements of velocity and sediment deposition predictions of the L model in this
reach; and (3) secondary flow effects on cohesive sediment deposition become obvious during the
last period of an annual hydrography when the sediment concentration is low and the transverse
bed topography has been formed. Such effects on the predicted amount of deposition vary with the
cohesive sediment properties.
2. Methods
A 2D depth-averaged model (Section 2.1, referred to as the N model hereafter) has been improved
by considering secondary flow effects and cohesive sediment transport. Secondary flow module
(Section 2.2) incorporates three different submodels to reflect its different effects, together with the
sediment module (Section 2.3) are described briefly. All the equations are solved in orthogonal
curvilinear coordinates.
2.1. Flow Equations


































∂ξ − υeHh2 ∂F∂η − Sξ (2)












































whereξ andη= longitudinal and transverse direction in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, respectively;
h1 and h2 = metric coefficients in ξ and η directions, respectively; J = h1h2; g = acceleration gravity,
m/s2;
⇀
u = (U, V) depth-averaged resultant velocity vector and (U, V) = depth-averaged velocity in ξ
and η directions, separately; H =water depth; Z =water surface elevation; C = Chezy factor; νe = eddy
viscosity; and Sξ and Sη = correction terms related to the vertical nonuniform distribution of velocity.
2.2. Secondary Flow Equations
In order to consider different effects of secondary flow on flow, three secondary flow models are
selected from literature to calculate the dispersion terms (Sξ, Sη) in Equations (2) and (3). Among them,
the Lien et al. [37] (L) model has been widely applied, which ignores the secondary flow phase lag
effect and is suitable for fully developed flows. As secondary flow lags behind the driving curvature
due to inertia [2], it will take a certain distance for secondary flow to fully develop, especially in
meandering channels. There are several models using a depth-averaged transport equation to consider
these phase lag effect, such as the Delft-3D [43] model, Hosoda et al. [44] model, and Bernard [35]
model. The Delft-3D model has two correction coefficients to calibrate and Hosoda model is complex
to use. In addition, both of them focus on flow simulation in channels with a single bend. In contrast,
Bernard (B) model is simple, practicable and has been validated by several meandering channels.
Moreover, the sidewall boundary conditions considered by B model is more reasonable, that is, the
production of secondary flow approaches zero on the sidewalls [16]. Therefore, the B model is selected
as another representative model. Because the above mentioned two models are linear models which
are theoretically only applicable to mildly curved bends, a simple nonlinear (NL) model [1] is selected
as a typical model to reflect the saturation effect of secondary flow [17] in sharply curved bends. All of
the three models can reflect the velocity redistribution phenomenon caused by secondary flow at
different levels. These models serve as submodels coupled to the 2D hydrodynamic model to account
for different effects of secondary flow on flow field. The major differences of them are summarized in
Table 1, while L and B models can refer to the authors [45] for more details. Only NL model are briefly
described as follows.
Table 1. Differences between L, B, and NL models.
L Model B Model NL Model
Saturation effect NO NO YES
Phase lag effect NO YES YES
Wall boundary condition - no secondary flow produced dispersion terms = 0
Velocity redistribution YES YES YES
Based on linear models, the NL model is able to consider the feedback effects between secondary
flow and main flow to reflect the saturation effect through a bend parameter β [1] (Equation (10)).
However, the NL model proposed by Blanckaert and de Vriend [1] is limited to the centerline of the
channel. Ottevanger [46] extended the model to the whole channel width through an empirical power
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where κ = the Von Karman constant, 0.4; r = the channel centerline, m; fw = the empirical power law
equation over the channel width; FF1, FF2 = the shape coefficients related to the vertical profiles of
velocity which can refer to Lien et al. [37] for details; and fsn(β) and fnn(β) are the nonlinear correction
coefficients expressed as Equations (7) and (8) [47], which directly reflect the saturation effect of
secondary flow [17].
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β = C f −0.275(H/R)0.5(1 + α)0.25 (10)
αs = [w∂Us/∂n/Us]nc (11)
β = the bend parameter which is a control parameter distinguishing the linear and nonlinear models;
αs = the normalized transversal gradient of the longitudinal velocity U at the centerline; and nc = the
position of channel centerline.















λ = the adaption length described by Johannesson and Parker [18]. Y = the terms referring to fsn, fnn in
Equation (6), Ye = the fully developed value of Y.
As L, B, and NL models serve as closure submodels in hydrodynamic Equations (1)–(4), the
correction terms (Sξ and Sη) are associated with the computed mean flow field, and the information on
the relative variables of correction terms is available when solving these submodels. This is similar
to the way to solve turbulence submodels. Detailed procedure for solving the NL model is shown
in Figure 1. Equations (1)–(4) are solved first without considering the correction terms (Sξ and Sη)
for water depth and depth-averaged velocity. The nonlinear parameters in Equations (7)–(11) have
been calculated next. Afterwards, the transport Equation (12) is solved for evaluating dispersion
terms (Ti,j, Equation (6)) and (Sξ and Sη) (Equation (5)). The correction terms (Sξ and Sη) are then
included in Equations (1)–(4), which are solved again to get new information on the mean flow field.
The procedure continues until no significant variations in the magnitude of depth, velocity, and other
variables in the model (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Solution procedure.
2.3. Cohesive Sediment Transport Equations
The cohesive sediment transport equation is similar to the noncohesive sediment transport

































+ Db − Eb = 0 (13)
where C = the sediment concentration, kg·m−3; Db and Eb = the erosion and deposition rate respectively,
kg·m−2·s−1, which are calculated [14] as follows
Db = αωsC (14)
where α = deposition coefficient calculated by Equation (15); ωs = settling velocity, m·s−1.
α =
{
1− τbτcd , τb ≤ τcd
0, τb > τcd
(15)






τb > τce (16)
where n = an empirical coefficient; M = the erosion coefficient, kg·m−2·s−1; and τce = the critical shear
stress for erosion, Pa.
Most of the model parameters used for cohesive sediment calculation (Table 2) have been calibrated
and validated by the sedimentation process of the Three Gorges Reservoir on Yangtze River [48], where
the study area of this paper is located. A larger value of settling velocity is chosen from measurements
by Li et al. [11,12] because only the medium diameter of the sediment is considered in this study.
Table 2. Model parameters used for cohesive sediment calculation.
Related Variables Values
Settling velocity ωs 2.1 mm·s−1




1.0 × 10−8 kg·m−2·s−1
2.5
The morphological evolution due to cohesive sediment transport is calculated by the net sediment
exchange rate (Db − Eb), in the same way as noncohesive suspended sediment calculation does.
The flow and sediment modules are solved in an uncoupled way. Details of the numerical method
can be found in Wang et al. [42]. Central difference explicit scheme is applied to Equation (5), and
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Equations (12) and (13) are solved by QUICK (Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convective
Kinematics) finite difference scheme.
3. Study Case
The Hunghuacheng reach (HHC, Figure 2), located 364 km upstream from the Three Gorges
Project (TGP), is approximately 13 km long, consisting two sharply curved bends with a center bar
named “Huanghuacheng” splitting the reach into two branches. It belongs to the back water zone of
TGP. The large mean annual discharge (32,000 m3·s−1) makes it a mega river reach [49]. Measurements
of bed topographies and bed material size are taken at nine cross-sections from S201 to S209 twice each
year. Due to huge amount of cohesive sediment siltation, the left branch of this reach has been blocked
in September 2010 [13]. Secondary flow models are applied to this reach because the secondary flow
caused by the upstream bend of this reach plays an important role in channel morphodynamics [50,51].
Also, it has been shown that similar models perform well in confluence [38] and braided rivers [25],
which justify the application of these models in this reach.
 
Figure 2. Planform geometry, bed elevation (Z0) on March 2012 and nine cross-sections measured in
HHC reach (S209 and S201 are the inlet and outlet boundaries, respectively; incoming flow discharge
and sediment concentration used as inlet boundaries are interpolated from Qingxichang and Wanxian
gauging station, located upstream 476.46 km and 291.38 km from TGP, respectively; and the outlet
boundary applies the water stage measured at Shibaozhai station, located upstream 341.35 km from
the TGP).
The year 2012 is selected to study the secondary flow effects on bed morphology variation in
this reach because of the record amount of deposition that year. The inlet and outlet boundaries are
S209 and S201, respectively (Figure 2). The observed flow and sediment discharges at Qingxichang
(QXC) and Wanxian (WX) gauging stations have been depicted in Figure 3a,b, respectively. It clearly
illustrates that the flow and sediment hydrographs are synchronous with each other at the two stations
after the sediment discharges at WX station have been moved forward by one day. Considering the
differences of hydrographs between the two stations and the contributions of tributary inflows are
small, the interpolation method has been applied to calculate the incoming flow boundary condition at
the HHC reach. The incoming suspended sediment concentration (SSC) boundary condition should
be calculated through Equation (17). As the distance ratio of QXC-HHC to HHC-WX is equal to the
ratio of the amount of deposition at QXC-HHC to that at HHC-WX in 2012, approximately 3:2 [52],
and the flow discharges at the two stations are nearly the same, the interpolation method can be
applied to approximate the SSC at the inlet boundary as well. The RMSE (Root Mean Square Error)
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value of the calculated SSC through the above two methods is 0.05 kg/m3, which is acceptable for
sediment deposition is negligible when the SSC is less than 0.1 kg/m3. Besides, the SSC propagation
is supposed to delay for one day from QXC station to the HHC reach. The water stage measured at
Shibaozhai station is used as the outlet boundary condition (Figure 2). Only the flood season from May
to November is simulated instead of a whole year because most sediment is transported during this
period (Figure 4b), similar to the method applied by Fang and Rodi [53] to study the sedimentation
of near dam region after TGP impoundment. This duration has been divided into six periods based
on the water stage process (Figure 4a). It should be noted that the water stage rising during the last
period of this process is resulted from the operation of TGP and the water stage and bed elevation data
are both based on Wusong base level.
S_HHC =
[






/Q_HHC ≈ 0.4S_QXC + 0.6S_WX (17)
where QS = Q × S, kg/s; Q = flow discharge, m3/s; and S = sediment discharge, kg/s; 0.6 and 0.4
represent percentage of amount of sediment deposition at QXC-HHC and HHC-WX, respectively.
Figure 3. (a) Hydrograph at Qingxichang (QXC) and Wanxian (WX) gauging stations. (b) Sediment
discharge (QS) measured at QXC and WX and calculated at HHC (The QS at WX station has been
moved forward by one day).
Figure 4. (a) Hydrograph and water stage from May 1 to November 1 (Q and ZS represent discharge
and water stage, respectively); the black filled circles divide the duration into several periods descripted
clearly by the vertical black dash lines. (b) Suspended sediment concentration (SSC) as the inlet
boundary in this duration.
A median size of 0.008 mm is used to represent the inflow cohesive sediment composition of this
reach [13]. A flood event on 16 July 2012 is chosen as a verification case for this river reach simulation.
Table 3 lists parameters and conditions of it. Because the radius to width ratio (r/w) is in the range of
0.8 to 2.0 (Table 3), this river reach belongs to sharply curved bends. The computation domain of the
river reach is divided into 211 × 41 grids in longitudinal and transverse directions, with time steps of
1.0 s and 60.0 s for flow and sediment calculation, respectively.
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HHC 30,200 16–67 0.7–2.0 >0.4 0.8–2.0 0.001–0.066 0.001–0.2
4. Results
The flow simulation results of L, B, and NL models are verified for the discharge of 30,200 m3·s−1,
and the model with best performances has been selected. The preferable model L and the reference
model N are used to predict cohesive sediment deposition during an annual hydrograph. The basic
parameters, such as eddy viscosity coefficient and roughness of flow module, and parameters of
sediment module are calibrated in N model first and then applied to the other models.
4.1. Verifications
4.1.1. Flow
Figure 5 shows simulated water stage at the right bank and the depth-averaged velocities across
the channel width of the HHC reach. It can be seen that the results of the L model are more reasonable
than those of the other models. The velocity shift due to secondary flow can be well predicted by the
L model at the end of the bends (S202 and S206), especially at the exit of the second bend (S202), in
contrast to other models. In addition, as the high velocity core shifts to the right bank at the end of the
first bend (S206), velocity of the left branches (S205) has been reduced. That explains why the velocities
predictions by B and L models are lower than those by N and NL models at S205 (Figure 5c). Overall,
the differences among B, N and NL models are small, while the L model is preferable according to the
flow simulation results of the HHC reach.
Figure 5. (a) Water stage of the right bank (downstream view). (b–d) Depth-averaged velocity
distribution measured and predicted by N, B, L, and NL models at three cross-sections for discharge
30,200 m3/s.
To quantitatively assess the performances of different models in flow simulation of the HHC reach,
the RMSE of water stage and velocities of different models at typical cross-sections are listed in Table 4.
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The L model with the smallest RMSE results outperforms the other models at the discharge of 30,200
m3/s.
Table 4. The RMSE of water stage (rows 1–3) and velocities (rows 4–9) of different models.
RMSE N L B NL
Left bank 0.049 0.049 0.054 0.051
Right bank 0.032 0.015 0.027 0.037
Mean 0.041 0.037 0.043 0.045
S202 0.204 0.173 0.242 0.252
S203 0.243 0.249 0.236 0.233
S204 0.127 0.093 0.112 0.120
S205 0.151 0.121 0.133 0.145
S206 0.147 0.110 0.111 0.142
Mean 0.179 0.160 0.177 0.186
4.1.2. Sediment
Based on the above flow simulation results, the L model has been applied to the HHC reach to
investigate the secondary flow effects on cohesive sediment deposition. The results of N model serve
as references.
The deposition module is verified by field measurements (Figure 6a) in terms of planar distribution
of deposition (Figure 6b,c), bed elevation (Figure 7), and amounts of deposition. Figure 6a–c show that
the simulated planar distribution of deposits by the L and N models agree with field measurements
qualitatively, with the maximum thickness of deposits found at the convex bank of the first bend,
and the majority of deposits located at the right bank of the inlet and the left branch of the reach.
The predicted thickness of sediment deposits by the L model is approximately 1 m thicker than that
by N model on the concave bank of the first bends (region 1, Figure 6d), which is much closer to
the measurement 5–7 m (Figure 6a). Bed elevations simulated by the two models matches well with
measurements at S204–S206 (Figure 7). Predictions of total amounts of deposition from S206 to S203 are
8.33 ×106 m3 and 8.0 × 106 m3 by the N and L models respectively, while the field measurement during
the same period is 8.18 ×106 m3 [13]. The relative error is around 2%, which qualify the sediment
module used in this paper. In general, the L model performs better than the N model in predicting the
planar distribution of cohesive sediment deposition.
 
Figure 6. (a) Planar distribution of sediment thickness measured, the maximum is 7 m from March to
August, 2012. (b) Sediment thickness simulated by the L model (c) and N model. (d) The difference
between the L and N models.
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Figure 7. Comparison of bed elevation at cross-sections between measurements and predictions.
4.2. Secondary Flow Effects on Cohesive Sediment Deposition
The differences in planar distribution and amounts of deposition predicted by the L and N
models have been illustrated in Figures 6d and 8, respectively, which clearly suggest the secondary
flow effects on cohesive sediment deposition. Due to its impacts, high velocity core shifts from the
convex to the concave bank of the bend, leading to the redistribution of bed shear stress and the
consequent morphological changes [9]. Shifts of high velocities predicted by the L model result in
the more deposition in region 1, 5, and 6 and less deposition in regions 3 and 4. The increase of
sediment deposits in region 1 reduces sediment transported to region 2, resulting in less deposition
here. The difference of predicted amount of deposition between the two models is about 0.31 × 106 m3
from 11 September to 1 November, as is clearly shown in Figure 8. This difference is small compared
to the total amount of deposition during the whole year, approximately 8.0 × 106 m3. However, this
difference can accumulate if the water stage keeps rising due to the impoundment of TGP. In general,
secondary flow effects on cohesive sediment deposition become more obvious in the last period of the
annual hydrograph when the sediment load is low and water stage is high (Figure 4).
Figure 8. Differences in deposition volume during different periods (average SSC means the average
suspended sediment concentration during each period).
The total deposition volume is calculated from S203–S206 during different periods of this year,
because this part of the reach is seldom affected by the inlet and outlet boundaries. Deposition of this
part is greatly impacted by the velocity redistribution at S206 (e.g., Figure 5c,d), which is controlled by
the secondary flow produced in the upstream bend and the bed topography (transverse bed slope)
there. In addition, the sediment load plays an important role in the deposition of this part. Therefore,
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the average of suspended sediment load during different periods has been shown in Figure 8 as well.
When the sediment load is low, the velocity redistribution plays a dominate role resulting in more
sediment transport downstream and less deposition due to the shift of high velocities to the right
branch. Otherwise, the situation is just reversed, and more deposits can occur in the left branch
resulting from the huge amount of sediment transported, despite of the fact that the velocities are higher
in the right branch. These can qualitatively explain the difference in predicted amounts of deposition
during different periods except the fifth period (1–11 September). In that period, the transverse bed
slope at S206 is high enough to strengthen velocity redistribution further, thus surpasses the effects
of higher sediment load and result in less predicted deposition by the L model than the N model.
During the last period (11 September–1 November), the significant difference of predicted deposition
volume is resulted from both the low sediment load transport and the large transverse bed slope.
Figure 9 shows the predicted depth gradients (a) and velocity distributions (b) by the L and N
models at S206 on 5 June and 18 September (as typical days of the first and last periods), respectively,
illustrating the effects of bed topography. It clearly reveals that the velocity redistribution on 18
September is resulted from the bed topography effects as the sediment load on the two days is
~0.1–0.3 kg·m−3. In all, the low sediment load and the velocity redistribution induced by secondary
flow produced by upstream bend and the bed topography result in the difference deposition predictions
by the two models.
Figure 9. (a) Depth gradient (represents bed topography effects). (b) Velocity distribution predicted by
the N and L models at S206 on typical days of the first and last period, respectively.
5. Discussion
One of the most important physical processes in meandering rivers is the outward shifting of
main flow velocity caused by secondary flow, which is driven by channel curvature or point bars
bed topography [3]. The latter one is called topography steering [9], which plays a significant role in
meander dynamics [3]. Whether and how the correction terms representing the secondary flow effects
quantify this process and the performances of these models in meandering channels of different scales
will be discussed in this part. Besides, secondary flow effects on the total amount of deposition of the
aforementioned part of this reach (S203–S206) are controlled by the properties of cohesive sediment,
which will be investigated as well.
5.1. Secondary Flow Effects on Flow Field
5.1.1. Topography Effects
Equation (6) clearly reveals that the correction terms of the three models are directly proportional
to the gradients of water depth (H). Due to the effects of bed topography, the longitudinal and transverse
gradient of water depth in HHC reach is in the range of 0.01 to 0.001 and 0.01 to 0.1, respectively.
Therefore the magnitudes of correction terms follow the same tendency as that of the gradients of water
depths, in other words, the correction terms are able to reflect the topography effects. This finding
has been justified by Lane [54] who pointed out that correction terms represent the gradients of the
transport of momentum. Figure 10 depicts the distributions of (a) Sξ and (b) Sη of the L, B and NL
models along the channel. The orders of magnitude of them are within 0.01 to 0.001 in the longitudinal
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direction, which is the same as the longitudinal gradient of water depth. In the transverse direction,
the order of magnitude of the L model is 0.01–0.1, which is consistent with the transverse gradient
of water depth, while those of the B and NL models are approaching to zero and in the range of
0.01 to 0.001, respectively. The smaller orders of magnitude of the two models are resulted from the
methods of them. As to the B model [35], it only considers the longitudinal correction. As to the
NL model [1], the sharpness of the HHC reach limits the growth of the secondary flow. Since the L
model considers the corrections in both directions and has larger correction values than the other two
models, it outperforms the other models in the flow simulation as shown in Figure 5. In addition,
the simulation results shown in Figure 5 clearly indicate that 2D depth-averaged model that include
secondary flow effects (e.g., the L and B models) should be given first priority when it comes to sharp
meandering channels with bed topography, such as the HHC reach. This has been confirmed by de
Vriend [55] who found that his mathematical model with considering secondary flow effects worked
better for curved bend flow simulation over developed bed.
 
Figure 10. Correction terms (a) Sξ and (b) Sη distributions of the L, B, and NL models along the channel.
5.1.2. Applicability of Different Secondary Flow Models
The differences among these models are listed in Table 1, which mainly lie in whether considering
the effects of phase lag (B and NL models), sidewall boundary conditions (B model), and bend sharpness
(NL model). As the HHC reach is sharply curved bends, the saturation effect considered by the NL
model has weakened the secondary flow effects, which result in the minor differences of simulation
results between the NL and N models (Figure 5). The depth to width ratio (H/w) distinguishes between
meandering channels of different scales. It is approximately 0.001–0.06 in the HHC reach at the
discharge of 30,200 m3/s, while that in the laboratory bend channels and small meandering rivers are
in the range of 0.05 to 0.25 [45] and 0.06 to 0.1 [56], respectively. Therefore, the effects of wall boundary
conditions and phase lag have been reduced for such small value of H/w. Although B model has taken
the bed topography effects into account in a similar way as the L model does, its correction terms
only focus on the longitudinal direction. Consequently, the flow simulation results of the L model are
better than that of the B model in the HHC reach. Overall, L model is preferable to flow simulation
in meandering channels of mega scale, such as HHC reach. However, for laboratory scale curved
bends with flat bathymetry, the B model obtains better results [45]. And for sharply curved bends of
laboratory and small meandering rivers scales, the advantages of the NL model have been exhibited
according to the flow simulation results by Blanckaert [1,2] and Ottevanger [57]. The H/w may play an
important role, while the main reasons remain to be further investigated.
5.2. Secondary Flow Effects on Deposition Amounts
According to the deposition simulation results, secondary flow effects on the total deposition
volume are small during an annual hydrograph (Figure 8). However, these effects vary with the
changes of the cohesive sediment properties, such as settling velocity and critical shear stresses of
cohesive sediment, which depend on the flow conditions and the process of bed consolidation. Series of
numerical experiments are designed to investigate secondary flow effects on the deposition volume
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of cohesive sediment with different properties; these effects are reflected by the relative difference in
deposition amounts (RD) predicted by the N and L models. Numerical experiments are conducted
under the same flow condition (Table 3) to keep the strength of secondary flow constant in the HHC
reach. The calculation time for each experiment is 33 days. Different properties of cohesive sediment
(Table 5) are represented by the variation of settling velocity (ωs) and the critical shear stress for
deposition (τcd). Other parameters used in sediment module are the same as that of HHC reach.
Table 5. Settling velocity (ωs) and critical shear stress for deposition (τcd) in numerical experiments
and results.
ωs (m/s) RD 1 (%) τcd (Pa) RD 1 (%)
2.1 0.92 0.41 0.92
1.5 3.80 0.44 0.03
1.0 6.38 0.80 −9.36
0.5 9.01 1.00 −10.61
1 The relative difference in deposition amounts (RD) predicted by N and L models.
Calculated RD values are listed in Table 5. It is obtained by calculating the difference of the
predicted amounts of deposition by L and N models, and then divided by the N model predictions.
The negative value of it means the amount of deposition simulated by the L model is smaller than that
by the N model. The relationships of RD against ωs and τcd are shown in Figure 11. RD is in reverse
linear proportion to ωs, which means the secondary flow effects on the deposition volume increase
with the decrease of settling velocity of cohesive sediment. For τcd is ~0.44 Pa, RD is approaching
zero. It implies that secondary flow nearly has no effect on the total deposition volume while its effects
on planar distribution can still exit (Figure 6d). As the τcd increases, the secondary flow impacts on
deposition become greater. In general, RD varies with the settling velocity and critical shear stress for
deposition of cohesive sediment and the magnitudes of RD are within 11% based on the parameter
values used here.
(a)                                                 (b) 
Figure 11. The relationships of relative difference in deposition volume (RD) predicted by the L and N
models against (a) settling velocity (ωs) and (b) critical shear stress (τcd).
5.3. Future Reseach Directions
1. As the study case is a reach of Yangtze River, which is classed as a mega river, secondary
flow effects on bed morphology of meandering channels of different scales (natural rivers with
different width to depth ratio) should be investigated. Besides, as the bank of HHC reach is
nonerosional, the evolutions of natural rivers with floodplain consisting of cohesive sediment
should be simulated by the 2D model developed here. In addition, long-term simulations, such
as decadal timescales, should be considered in the future to research the cumulative effects of
secondary flow.
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2. As to the cohesive sediment transport, the values of parameters play important parts in the
distributions and amounts of sediment deposition (Figure 11). The roles they played should
be compared with that of secondary flow in bed morphology variations. More importantly,
the erosion processes should be studied as these processes cannot be reflected obviously in the
HHC reach.
6. Conclusions
In order to investigate secondary flow effects on cohesive sediment deposition in a meandering
reach of the Yangtze River, a 2D depth-averaged model (N model) has been improved to consider
different impacts of secondary flow and cohesive sediment transport. The improved 2D model includes
three different submodels, that is, the Lien (L) model [37], with a wide application in literature; the
Bernard (B) model [35], considering the phase lag effect and sidewall boundary conditions of secondary
flow; and a nonlinear (NL) model [1] accounting for the saturation effect of secondary flow in sharp
bends. All of the models can reflect velocity redistribution caused by secondary flow to a certain degree.
A module for cohesive sediment transport has been coupled into the N model as well. The simulation
results are as follows.
1. In flow calculations, the secondary flow effects on water stage and velocity distribution are well
predicted. Velocity redistribution has been reproduced fairly well by the L model in the HHC
reach, which means the improved 2D depth-averaged model is able to predict the secondary
flow impacts on flow field in meandering channels of such mega scale. A previous study by
the authors [45] pointed out that the B model is preferable in flow simulations of laboratory
meandering channels with flat bathymetry. Further analyses found that secondary flow correction
submodels can reflect the bed topography effects and the transverse bed topography, which
is neglected by the B model, is more important than the longitudinal one. This explains why
the L model performs better than the B model for curved flow simulation over bed topography.
In addition, the NL model does not exhibit its advantages in field mega scale meandering
reach with high curvatures as that in sharply curved bends of laboratory and small river scales,
although the importance of their nonlinear effects on flow simulations have been emphasized
by Blanckeart [1,2] and Ottevanger [57]. The reasons need to be further analyzed. In cohesive
sediment deposition simulations, the L model performs better than the N model in planar
distribution of deposition, due to more sediment deposit on the concave banks of the bends,
which is resulted from the velocity redistribution caused by secondary flow.
2. The difference in predicted amounts of deposition between the L and N models is evident
during the last period of an annual hydrograph when the sediment load is low and the velocity
redistribution caused by bed topography is obvious in this reach. This implies that the secondary
flow effects on the cohesive sediment deposition vary in an annual hydrography and temporal
influence of secondary flow should be considered. This result is similar to that has been found
by Guan et al. [28] who conducted a 2D depth-averaged model simulation with secondary flow
correction in a natural meandering river dominated by bed load.
3. Secondary flow effects on predicted amounts of deposition vary with the settling velocity and
critical shear stress for deposition of cohesive sediment, and the relative difference of predicted
total amounts of deposition by the L and N models is within 11% based on the parameter values
used here.
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Abstract: Numerical models are important tools for analyzing and solving water resources problems;
however, a model’s reliability heavily depends on its calibration. This paper presents a method
based on Design of Experiments theory for calibrating numerical models of rivers by considering
the interaction between different calibration parameters, identifying the most sensitive parameters
and finding a value or a range of values for which the calibration parameters produces an adequate
performance of the model in terms of accuracy. The method consists of a systematic process for
assessing the qualitative and quantitative performance of a hydromorphological numeric model.
A 75 km reach of the Meta River, in Colombia, was used as case study for validating the method.
The modeling was conducted by using the software package MIKE-21C, a two-dimensional flow
model. The calibration is assessed by means of an Overall Weighted Indicator, based on the coefficient
of determination of the calibration parameters and within a range from 0 to 1. For the case study,
the most significant calibration parameters were the sediment transport equation, the riverbed load
factor and the suspended load factor. The optimal calibration produced an Overall Weighted Indicator
equal to 0.857. The method can be applied to any type of morphological models.
Keywords: calibration; river modeling; design of experiments; MIKE-21C model; Meta River
1. Introduction
Numerical models have become an essential tool for researching and developing engineering
solutions related to water resources problems [1]. Models enable complex underlying processes to
be captured, and facilitate the analysis of interrelationships between variables in cases with limited
data [2]. Modeling has major applications in fields such as hydrology, maritime and coastal studies [3,4],
river hydraulics [5] and water quality [6].
Calibration is one of the most important activities within the modeling process, because the
model’s credibility strongly depends on it [7]. The calibration process can be defined as adjusting
the parameter values of a model in order to reproduce the real-world response within an accuracy
range defined in the performance criteria (i.e., an acceptable level of adjustment between model and
reality) [8,9]. The importance and impact of calibration on hydrological and hydraulics models has
been assessed and confirmed by several authors [10–13].
According to Troy et al. [14], the process for calibrating the parameters required in a model can be
classified in three categories: trial and error (manual) calibration, automatic optimization (generally
through computer programs) and multistep automatic methods that take advantage of combining
the strengths of manual and automatic calibration. The trial and error approaches provide more
Water 2019, 11, 1382; doi:10.3390/w11071382 www.mdpi.com/journal/water
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control to the modeler; however, manual adjustment may become too complex when the parameters
to calibrate are numerous and correlated. The automatic optimization methods are based on three
elements: an objective function, an optimization algorithm (that usually includes a set of constraints)
and a convergence criterion. This type of calibration has been widely used in recent works related
to hydrological and hydrodynamic modeling [10,11,15–17]. However, this type of calibration faces
a numerical problem, the equifinality of the problem (i.e., that there might exist a set of different
combinations of parameters for which the objective function returns the same value) [18]. It is also
possible that the combination of values obtained in the calibration process is inconsistent with real
world phenomena that the model tries to represent.
In general, river models consist of a combination of two or three of the following components:
hydrodynamics, sediments and morphology. A river model calibration is usually focused on the
hydrodynamic component, whose usual indicators are water surface levels and discharge under steady
flow conditions [19]. The most common indicator for sedimentological calibration is the sediment
transport rate [20,21]; however, this information is not always available and, furthermore, it may
include high levels of uncertainty depending on the measuring or estimation techniques employed to
obtain the data. Morphology calibration typically involves comparing field data on bathymetry as well
as erosion and sediment transport rates, with results obtained from simulation. This type of calibration
requires a set of parameters that allows sensitivity analysis to be performed on the simulated river
form, in order to emulate field data conditions from an initial state to a final state [22]. Morphology
calibration is complex and rarely performed, because topobathymetric data is usually unavailable [3].
Many numerical models are unable to effectively reproduce the physical processes related to the
morphological evolution of the river channel [1], and understanding the relationship between the river
channel morphology and erosion processes is the subject of many recent studies [23–25] aiming for a
better understanding and forecasting of the river evolution.
Because of the difficulties commonly caused by the lack of sufficient and accurate data, as well
as by poor model performance under certain conditions, the calibration of a hydromorphological
model is usually complicated due to the interaction of its calibration parameters; consequently, the
sequential adjustment of each parameter value might not be the most efficient calibrating method [26].
This may be even more relevant for rivers whose morphology is heavily affected by hydrological and
sedimentological variations, because the slightest modification in the parameters of one of the three
components (hydrodynamics, sediments or morphology) would possibly affect the adjustment of the
other two. For example, a significant change in the river cross-section could influence flow velocities,
water surface levels and shear stress, which in turn would impact on erosion and sediment transport
processes. In such cases, a common calibration approach used by most consultants and researchers is
to follow recommendations given by software developers and more experienced users. Nevertheless,
these recommendations do not represent a structured method, and they are also hard to replicate when
different conditions arise [27].
Within this context, the main contribution of this paper is to present a calibration method based
on Design of Experiments (DOE) theory that allows: calibration of the model considering the interplay
between the calibration parameters; identification of the most sensitive parameters within the calibration
process; and determination of a value or a range of values for which the calibration parameters produce
an adequate performance of the model in terms of accuracy. The method consists of a systematic
process for assessing the qualitative and quantitative performance of a hydromorphological numeric
model based on calibration parameters (riverbed level changes, velocity vectors, sediment transport
rates, etc.).
The combination of sensitivity analysis and optimization techniques for a better model calibration
has been described by van Waveren et al. [27] as a good modeling practices. The DOE approach
presented in this paper incorporates these good practices while also allowing the modelers to get a
better understanding of the effect of the calibration parameters on the adjustment indicators, which is
a useful feature, especially for beginners in modelling. Using DOE to define the number of simulations
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might even reduce the computational times when compared to other heuristic approaches. Because it
is based on DOE theory, the method aims at easy implementation and adjustment.
To validate the method, this paper presents a case study evaluating a 75 km-long reach of the Meta
River, in Colombia. The modeling was conducted with MIKE-21C, a two-dimensional flow model
which can analyze spatial and temporal variation in depth, bed level, velocity, and shear stress during
extended time intervals [28]. Nevertheless, the method described in this paper can be coupled with
similar hydromorphological models, many of them briefly described in [29].
The remainder of this paper has the following structure: Section 2 reports the set of parameters
required for calibrating the model, and descriptions of the method and case study; Section 3 presents
the model setup and the main results obtained by applying the method, followed by the corresponding
discussion. Section 5 lists the main conclusions.
2. Materials and Methods
The method is summarized as follows: (i) definition of the model objective and possible
simplifications; (ii) selection the calibration parameters and indicators used for hydrodynamic,
sedimentologic and morphologic components; (iii) experiment design and calibration. After presenting
the method, the river reach taken as the case study is described.
2.1. Modeling Objective and Simplifications
Some of the typical modeling purposes include: understanding the hydrodynamics, sediment
transport or morphological development of a specific segment of a river; aiding in the design of ports,
bridges and other hydraulic and navigation structures; assessing river restoration and management
plans; analyzing aquatic ecosystems; etc. Defining the model objective is perhaps the most important
step of the process. Once the objective is defined, and before calibrating the model, it is necessary to
reduce the number of calibration parameters, in order to have a better understanding and control
over the process. Depending on the spatiotemporal resolution of the simulations, the use that will
be given to the results and the characteristics of the river in consideration, some parameters may
become less significant. For example, the river hydrodynamic conditions may be such that the eddy
viscosity calibration becomes unnecessary, possibly because it is not a sensitive parameter in the
hydrodynamic adjustment process [30]. Another example is the existence of hydraulic structures or
marginal protections providing riverbank erosion control [31], which in turn make the erosion rate
parameter expendable.
2.2. Parameters Used as Hydrodynamic, Sedimentologic and Morphological Indicators
For every parameter considered during the calibration process, and in order to determine the
goodness-of-fit of the model, a set of qualitative and quantitative indicators is defined for comparing
measurements with the results from simulations. Qualitative indicators refer to variables difficult to
compare at a specific time or place, or variables whose interpretation requires modeler experience.
For this method, the goodness-of-fit of the calibration based on the quantitative indicators is measured
by means of the coefficient of determination, also known as R-squared (R2), a statistical measure of how
close the data fit the regression line, in this case, comparing whether the simulations match real-data.
The method admits other statistical measures for goodness-of-fit, like the mean squared error (MSE)
and the mean absolute error (MAE).
Based on suggestions by Matte et al. [32] and some common outputs from river models, a set of
quantitative indicators were chosen to compose an Overall Weighted Indicator (OWI) for assessing
calibration. The OWI is expressed as follows:
OWI = β1·WL + β2·QL+ β3·FD + β4·MP + β5·SST + β6·SBT + β7·ST + β8·BL + β9·BE, (1)
where
∑n
i=1 βi = 1, and:
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• WL = coefficient of determination (R2) related to water level;
• QL = coefficient of determination (R2) related to flow rate at control cross-sections;
• FD = coefficient of determination (R2) related to flow distribution through island branches;
• MP = coefficient of determination (R2) related to depth through the 2D domain;
• SST = coefficient of determination (R2) related to suspended-load sediment transport;
• SBT = coefficient of determination (R2) related to bed load sediment transport;
• ST = coefficient of determination (R2) related to total load sediment transport;
• BL = coefficient of determination (R2) related to bed level through the 2D sector;
• BE = coefficient of determination (R2) related to bank erosion rate.
The different values of βi correspond to the relative weight of each indicator on the OWI.
These weights are usually chosen by consensus among the modeling team based on experience or
based on the uncertainty related to the variables of each indicator. For beginners, the authors of this
paper recommend using the same value for all βi, as explained by Chaves and Alipaz [33] based on
Shannon’s principle of maximum entropy, which warrants that the probabilities of underestimating or
overestimation the parameters would be the same, considering that the indicators and the parameters
are random variables (with also random distributions).
It is worth mentioning that the OWI can be subdivided in terms of the components of the river
model. Elements WL, QL, FD and MP are calibration parameters of the hydrodynamic component
(OWIHD); SST, SBT and ST correspond to the sedimentological component (OWIST); while BL and BE
are calibration parameters accounting for the morphological component (OWIMF).
The input parameters can be categorized into two types: those that can be determined from field
measurements or obtained from literature or other reliable sources; and those that must be determined
through calibration [8]. Table 1 shows some of the most common parameters required for modeling
the hydrodynamic, sedimentological and morphological characteristics of a river. It is worth noticing
that the calibration parameters listed in Table 1 emphasize the ones used by MIKE-21C, the computer
model used as the main software tool in the present work.
Table 1. Typical calibration parameters. (Source: Adapted from [28]).
Component Parameter Description
Hydrodynamics
• Bed resistance to flow
This is related to the riverbed’s resistance to flow. For MIKE-21C, the value at each
cell is determined as a function of water depth and Manning’s or Chézy’s
coefficient. The model uses as input a constant value or maps corresponding to
their spatial distribution.
• Eddy viscosity—K Parameter related to the calibration of the velocity vector and depends on the
turbulence state. For MIKE-21C, usually between 0.2 m2/s and 5.0 m2/s.
Sedimentology/
Morphology
• Sediment transport equation
The selection of sediment transport equation defines the parameters to be used in
the model, and it mainly depends on granulometry (i.e., particle size and shape). A
complete description of the transport formulae can be found in the MIKE-21C
user’s guide [28].
• Bed load factor—Kb
• Suspended load factor—Ks
The total sediment load is estimated through a sediment transport equation
(MIKE-21C includes a set of options for this purpose).
• Longitudinal
slope coefficient—LSC
• Transverse slope coefficient—TSC
• Transverse slope power—TSP
These parameters modify sediment transport rates in the stream current,
considering morphological changes affecting transverse and longitudinal slopes.
• Helical flow
calibration constant—HL
In MIKE-21C this parameter defines the intensity of the helical flow on the riverbed
due to the secondary currents. It is usually assumed to be equal to 1; however and
ranges from 0.4 to 1.2, according to [34].
• Erosion rate on riverbanks
According to MIKE-21C, the erosion rate on the riverbanks can be calibrated using
three different parameters,
α: Transversal slope of the riverbank.
ψ: Fraction of sediment transport rate near the bank.
γ: Erosion constant which does not depend on the hydraulic condition.
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Depending on the river characteristics or the chosen computational model (or numerical approach),
the model might require more or less parameters. For instance, MIKE-21C was employed by de
Villiers [35] for studying cohesive sediment transport in a shallow reservoir, including within this
analysis some additional calibration parameters such as Critical Shear Stress for deposition (τde), Critical
Shear Stress for erosion (τer), Erosion constant (E0) and Exponent of the erosion. Beck and Basson [36]
assessed the hydraulic and sedimentological behavior of the Klein river estuary by means of MIKE-21C,
including as calibration parameters: Hydrodynamic time step, Morphological time step, Flooding
Depth, Drying depth, Median grain diameter, Mass density of sediment and Porosity, as well as the
calibration parameters shown in Table 1. Therefore, if additional calibration parameters are required
for a more accurate representation of the process, the authors of the present paper recommend to the
reader to conduct a literature review in order to define the range of feasible values for each calibration
parameter. For example, the critical shear stress for deposition (τde) and the critical shear stress for
erosion (τer) are very variable parameters which have a great impact on sediment transport mechanisms,
but some authors [25,35] have performed sensitivity analysis on these calibration parameters, that could
be used as baseline for setting the range of feasible values.
In this paper, two types of visual analysis are defined: (i) a comparison between simulated and
measured (ADCP) velocity vectors, and (ii) an assessment of the simulated and historical morphological
behavior of the river. Low performance model setups are easily detected by visual analysis before any
numerical analysis.
2.3. Experiment Design and Calibration
The aim of DOE is to maximize the information obtained from a minimum number of experiments.
It also helps to determine which factors might affect the performance of the model [37].
Once the calibration parameters and goodness-of-fit statistics have been chosen, the proposed
method considers a screening design of experiment (definitive screening type) that allows identifying
which calibration parameters and interactions have a significant effect on the overall accuracy of the
model [38,39]. For this screening design, authors propose using a 2k factorial type of experiment,
which evaluates k calibration parameters, each of them having two alternatives or levels that must
be defined according to its corresponding physical or numerical meaning [37,38,40]. In consequence,
goodness-of-fit and OWI calculations must be performed for each possible combination defined in the
2k experiment.
A second DOE aims at optimizing the calibration parameters whose effects (or the interactions
with other parameter) were found as significant from the screening DOE. The present authors
recommend a 3k type of experiment, that means, evaluating these parameters for at least three different
representative levels from their previously defined range of possible values [38]. However, following
this recommendation depends on available resources. As in the previous DOE, goodness-of-fit and
OWI calculations must be performed for each possible combination defined in the 3k experiment.
Depending on the results from the second DOE, it is possible to obtain a regression equation
expressing the relationship between calibration parameters and the model response, as well as
the corresponding goodness-of-fit statistic, allowing optimizing a specific component of the OWI.
The calibration process proposed in this paper is represented, for a better understanding, in the
flowchart shown in Figure 1.
The process begins with hydrodynamic calibration. For this component, the main calibration
parameter is the roughness coefficient, since water depth and flow velocity are function of this
parameter, and it also has influence on flow distribution between the islands. If the river topology
presents a cross-section contraction or sudden change of direction, it is likely that the eddy viscosity
coefficient will be another significant calibration parameter [41].
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Figure 1. Flowchart describing the calibration process.
The present method is suitable for calibrating and modeling rivers with a significant relationship
between hydrodynamics and morphology. Therefore, it is necessary to include the effect of river
morphological changes when conducting hydrodynamic calibration. For the method explained in this
document, it is proposed the use of a morphological seed or preliminary values for morphological
calibration parameters. This would allow a preliminary calculation of the morphological component
of the model, during hydrodynamics calibration. The selection of the morphological seed can be done
through a conceptual analysis, by using reference values available in the literature or based on known
values used in other sections of the same river or other rivers with similar characteristics.
Once the hydrodynamic calibration is complete, the process continues with the sedimentological
and morphological calibration. As explained before, such calibration is performed by an experimental
design which can be used to define the significant parameters, the interactions between them, and the
range of values for the calibrating parameters that provide a good fit between the results of the
model and the observed data. When assessing the calibration of the morphological (OWIMF) and
sedimentological (OWIST) components of the Overall Weighted Indicator, it is important to maintain
the calibration of the hydrodynamic component and its corresponding parameters.
It is worth mentioning that the method can be used for unidimensional or multidimensional
models (2D or 3D). A greater quantity of calibration parameters and indicators increases the required
computational processing time, but it does not guarantee more accuracy.
2.4. Case Study: A Reach of the Meta River, Colombia
The Meta River is one of the major tributaries of the Orinoco river. The methods and results
presented in this paper were produced from a project called “Update of studies and designs for
navigation between Cabuyaro (K804) and Puerto Carreño (K0)” [42], conducted by Universidad del
Norte (UNINORTE) in 2013, for the Colombian National Roads Institute (INVIAS) and the Colombian
Ministry of Transport. From the field measurements made, the length of the Meta River was calculated
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as 1002 km, from its source near the town of Guamal, in the Meta Department, to its mouth in the
Orinoco river. The Meta River watershed is approximately 99,500 km2 in area.
Recovering and improving navigability in Colombian rivers has been one of the main goals of
the Colombian government over the last years [43]. For this reason, the aforementioned project was
commissioned in order to analyze and model the Meta River, aiming at identifying the actions required
to improve its navigability conditions.
The main data for this study consists of water depth, velocity and flow rate measurements, taken at
the Orinoco river mouth (K0) and near the town of Cabuyaro (K796). The measurements were taken
in two field campaigns that occurred between August 2012 and January 2013. Besides these on-site
measurements, hydrological records from the Institute for Hydrology, Meteorology and Environmental
Studies of Colombia (IDEAM) and Landsat (NASA) satellite imagery were other sources of information
used for this case study.
The navigable channel of the Meta River is very unstable, and the flow and water depth variations
through the year are significant and often abrupt, which causes some boats to become stranded. At the
same time, the river presents high erosion and sedimentation rates [44]. From historical records
between 1983 and 2010 at the IDEAM gauging station “Aceitico” (located 127 km upstream the mouth
of the Orinoco), it was found that the average hydrograph presents maximum flow rates of around
10,323 m3/s, and minimum of around 755 m3/s. This ratio of 13.67 between maximum and minimum
average indicates wide variability in flow rate in any given year. Furthermore, a unimodal trend was
found in all hydrometric records; with high flow rates between May and August, and low flow rates
between early December and late February.
Sedimentological measurements at the IDEAM stations in Puerto Texas (K669), Aguaverde (K360)
and Aceitico (K127) show that sand and a small fraction of silt are the main materials transported by
the river. The average grain size in the bed (D50-bed) is approximately 0.35 mm and the average grain
size of the suspended particles (D50-susp) ranges between 0.057 and 0.17 mm. It is also worth noting
that the flow rate in the river presents strong correlation with the sediment transport rate. According
to the IDEAM records, this transport rate ranges between 419,680 and 4057 ton/day, based on data
from Aceitico station for maximum and minimum average flow rates.
The results from the geomorphological studies carried out during the project showed that the
Meta River morphology could be described as: 34% tabular, 26% sinuous /meandering, 24% straight,
10% braided and 6% anastomosed, based on satellite images from August and September 2012.
Although the Meta River does not hold a particular morphological form, the selected satellite images,
as well as aerial photographs taken between years 1986 and 2012 evidenced a high lateral and frontal
mobility of the channel. From the analysis of the satellite images, it was also found that the floodplain
of the river ranges from 3 to 9 km wide.
Based on the previous characterization and due to the technical and financial unfeasibility to model
the whole river, a representative reach 75 km long was selected, between abscissas K235 (6◦06′18.81”
N/69◦12′55.04” W) and K310 (6◦02′50.38” N/69◦44′40.11” W) (See Figure 2). The selection of this
analysis section was based on:
1. Morphological Stability: this section presented a low riverbank variability between 1980 and 2012.
2. Hydraulic and sedimentological stability: this section is downstream of the last significant
tributary of the Meta River, thus, variations in the hydraulic and sedimentological regime up to
its mouth are not significant.
3. Morphological typology: presents a mix of braided, straight and sinuous reaches, indicating
associated morphological response patterns along much of the river.
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Figure 2. Representative section of the river, between K235–K310.
2.4.1. Indicators for the Meta River Model
As described in the previous section, the calibration process begins by selecting the available
parameters that can be used to describe the river behavior. The rating curves for Meta River were
obtained from the unidimensional model presented by UNINORTE [42], and this information was
used as boundary conditions for hydrodynamic calibration.
The following comparable elements, based on the measurements obtained in the aforementioned
study, were used as indicators for the calibration process of the Meta River model:
• Adjustment of water level series (WL): Coefficient of determination (R2) between the hydrograph
created from the water level series and the water level simulated by interpolation for the calibration
period. The comparison point was set at the abscissa K310 corresponding to the upstream
boundary condition.
• Adjustment of flow distribution (FD): Coefficient of determination (R2) between the percentages
of flow distribution through river branches around islands, measured on-site and those calculated
by the 2D model.
• Visual comparison of velocity vectors (Visual Indicator): A visual comparison was performed
between the simulated velocity vectors and those recorded by the ADCP. It was considered that
the average velocity value in the measured columns would occur close to 0.6 × H [45], where H is
the height of the water column.
• Adjustment of suspended sediment transport rate (SST): The IDEAM station “Aceitico” (K127)
holds information regarding suspended sediment transport, estimated through regression models
from data between 1996 and 2010. Based on the information available, the following equation was
used in this work for estimating suspended sediment transport rate:
QS = 0.0096·QL1.774, (2)
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where QS is suspended sediment transport rate (ton/day) and QL is the river discharge (m3/s).
To calculate R2, comparison was made between the QS values obtained by using discharge
measurements and the ones calculated by using the results from the model.
• Bed Level Adjustment (BL): The coefficient of determination (R2) was calculated between the
mesh of riverbed levels created from the bathymetric surveys from field campaigns and those
simulated by MIKE-21C.
• Adequate morphological evolution (Qualitative Indicator): This visual indicator refers to
the morphological evolution of the riverbed and riverbanks. The modeler shall verify if the
morphologic changes through time are coherent with the numerical capabilities of the model,
for example, no sudden and intense sedimentation or erosion phenomena occurred during the
time span considered in the simulation.
For this case study, the OWI described in Equation (1) was divided into two components:
The weighted indicator of hydrodynamic adjustment (OWIHD) and the weighted indicator of
sedimentological and morphological adjustment (OWIST, MF). The βi coefficients were defined by the
team of modelers participating of this project, based on agreed confidence levels for each variable
measured during the field campaigns. Lower βi coefficients were assigned to variables with higher
uncertainty levels.
OWIHD = 0.60 WL + 0.40 FD (3)
OWIST, MF = 0.30 SST + 0.70 BL (4)
By considering that both components have the same weight, the global OWI can be expressed as:
OWI = 0.30 WL + 0.20 FD + 0.15 SST + 0.35 BL (5)
2.4.2. Parameters for Modeling the Meta River
For this case study, the modeling objective was to assess navigation capabilities in the Meta River.
Based on this objective and the river characteristics, the modelers defined that:
• For the river reach under consideration, the Chézy coefficient is used for quantifying bed resistance.
In MIKE-21C, this value is estimated as a function of water depth, following the approach explained
by Talmon [46]:
Chézy = C·h0.17 (6)
where Chézy is given in m1/2/s and h is the water depth in meters. Coefficient C (in m1/3/s)
is the parameter to calibrate, and corresponds to the reciprocal of the Manning’s roughness
coefficient [47], considered constant by the authors for this study. According to Talmon [46],
this approach allows to incorporate small bathymetric irregularities (due to dunes, ripples, etc.)
as bed resistance. The adequate calibration of the bed resistance directly impacts on the accuracy
of the model to correctly estimate flow distribution and morphologic evolution. For example,
if the resistance over a shallow region is too high, too much flow will be deflected and there will
be a greater tendency towards developing sandbars [35].
• According to the sedimentological information supplied by IDEAM, the median grain size
in the riverbed (D50-bed) is 0.35 mm. Based on this grain size, García [48] suggests using
Engelund-Hansen [49], Yang’s [50] and Van Rijn’s [51] equations for estimating sediment transport
rates. From modeling studies carried out in 2003 Hidroconsultas LTDA [52] on the same river,
it was observed that the sediment transport rates estimated by using Yang’s equation showed a
good fit when compared to values from measurements. Based on this and aiming to reduce the
number of variables in the study, the modelers decided to use only Yang’s and Van Rijn’s equations.
• From the available imagery, it was found that riverbank variations in time intervals shorter than
three years were not significant for the representative section. Islands were defined as covered
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with vegetation, which favors stability. The erosion rate at the riverbank and the corresponding
coefficients were not considered as calibration parameters.
• Due to absence of significant patterns and/or phenomena affecting the morphology, the helical
flow coefficient HL was simplified to its default value of 1.00.
Based on the previous considerations, the calibration parameters for this case study can be
summarized as:
• Chézy Roughness coefficient as a function of depth; where C is the calibration parameter.
• Sediment Transport Equation;
• Riverbed Load Factor (Kb);
• Suspended Load Factor (Ks);
• Transverse Slope coefficient (TSC);
• Transverse Slope power (TSP).
3. Results
This section describes the main results of the calibration process.
3.1. Hydrodynamic Calibration
To initiate the hydrodynamic calibration, it was necessary to define a sedimentological and
morphological seed given as:
• Sediment Transport Equation: Van Rijn
• Riverbed Load Factor (Kb): 0.100
• Suspended Load Factor (Ks): 0.300
• Transverse Slope coefficient (TSC): 0.625
• Transverse Slope power (TSP): 0.500
The hydrodynamic calibration was focused on the adjustment of coefficient C in the roughness
equation (Equation (6)). As seen in Tables 2 and 3, three coefficient C values were evaluated for this
purpose: 50, 55 and 60. As described in the previous section, their accuracy was assessed through
the measured water levels and percentages of flow distribution through river branches as indicators.
The best fit was obtained using C = 55, which results in an OWIHD = 0.9062, as shown in Table 3.
Table 2. Flow distribution through river branches around islands of the river reach.
Abscissa (km) Arm Observed C = 50 C = 55 C = 60
204
Right 0.7076 0.6875 0.6915 0.6962
Left 0.2924 0.3125 0.3085 0.3038
289
Right 0.1598 0.1757 0.1694 0.1514
Left 0.8402 0.8243 0.8306 0.8486
267
Right 0.2580 0.2718 0.2453 0.2516
Left 0.7420 0.7282 0.7547 0.7484
248
Right 0.0560 0.0527 0.0436 0.0327
Left 0.9440 0.9473 0.9564 0.9673




Water Level (WL) Flow Distribution (FD)
50 0.7893 0.9979 0.8727
55 0.8450 0.9981 0.9062
60 0.8272 0.9984 0.8957
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Once the hydrodynamic calibration has been conducted, the behavior of the velocity vectors is
visually assessed, basically to verify if the model adequately represents this feature. An example of the
model results for these visual comparisons is presented in Figure 3.
 
Figure 3. Velocity vectors from the model for hydrodynamic calibration.
3.2. Screening Design—2k Experiment
The sedimentological and morphological components are calibrated using two consecutive
experimental designs. The first design (2k) has the function of detecting the statistically significant
factors. The parameters and levels at which the first design was evaluated are shown in Table 4.
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High Yang 0.1 0.1 0.625 0.5
Low Van Rijn 0.9 0.5 1.250 1.0
* The letters in parentheses will be used to abbreviate the name of the corresponding calibration parameters.
To determine which factors are statistically significant, it is necessary to perform an Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) using the results from simulation. As previously stated, this experiment does
not include replicates, and consequently, the degrees of freedom of error within the ANOVA are
few. This could induce to errors when estimating each parameter significance [38]. Therefore, before
performing the ANOVA, it is necessary to identify which parameters have a significant effect on the
model response and the probability of statistical noise, which might be interpreted as natural variability
(error). To do so, a normality test was performed on the standardized effects of each parameter and its
corresponding interactions, shown in Figure 4.
 
Figure 4. Normal Probability of Effects for the weighted indicator of sedimentological and morphological
adjustment (OWIST, MF) in experimental design 2k.
Once the most significant parameters and interactions have been identified, the ANOVA table is
presented in Table 5. The R2 statistic indicates that the adjusted model explains 96.91% of the variability
in OWIST, MF.
Table 5. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) results for the 2k experiment.
Source Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F-Ratio P-Value
A: Transport Eq 0.084400 1 0.084400 245.66 0.0000
B: Ks 0.106300 1 0.106300 309.35 0.0000
C: Kb 0.007400 1 0.007400 21.76 0.0001
AB 0.040200 1 0.040200 117.23 0.0000
BC 0.010200 1 0.010200 29.90 0.0000
ABC 0.010200 1 0.010200 29.67 0.0000
Total error 0.008200 24 0.000340
Total (corrected) 0.267200 31
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The statistical analysis for the 2k experiment shall be completed with the graphic verification
of assumptions of Homoscedasticity, Normality and Independence. These charts are presented in
Figure 5.
 
Figure 5. Graphic verification of Homoscedasticity, Normality, and Independence—Experiment 2k.
3.3. Fit Design—3k Experiment
This second DOE, of the 3k type, allows specifying the calibration value of the parameters.
The parameters and levels at which the second design was evaluated are shown in Table 4. However,
since some 2nd and 3rd order significant interactions were found at Table 5, they cannot be excluded
from the experiment. Nevertheless, if all these interactions are considered, the necessary degrees of
freedom in the residues will not be enough to perform the analysis of variance. Therefore, the modelers
decided to vary the TSP as a replica generator, because it is one of the original main parameters whose
effect was recognized as not significant at Figure 4. As previously defined at Table 4, the TSP was
varied within the range from 0.5 to 1.
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Based on the previous consideration, the parameters and levels at which this second design was
evaluated are shown in Table 6, and the ANOVA results for this experiment are shown in Table 7,
where all F-ratios are based on the mean square of residual error. The R2 statistic indicates that this fit
model explains 97.69% of the variability in OWIST, MF. As in the 2k experiment, verification tests were
performed for Homoscedasticity, Normality and Independence assumptions. Homoscedasticity and
Independence charts are presented in Figure 6.








High Yang 0.1 0.1
Mid - 0.5 0.3
Low Van Rijn 0.9 0.5
Table 7. ANOVA results for the 3k experiment.
Source Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F-Ratio P-Value
A: Transport Eq 0.1033940 1 0.1033940 91.53 0.0000
B: Ks 0.0666866 2 0.0333433 29.52 0.0000
C: Kb 0.0196977 2 0.0098489 8.72 0.0016
AB 0.0281542 2 0.0140771 12.46 0.0002
BC 0.0134977 2 0.0067489 5.97 0.0085
ABC 0.0231324 4 0.0057831 5.12 0.0045
Total error 0.0248521 22 0.0011296
Total (corrected) 0.2794150 35
 
Figure 6. Graphic verification of Homoscedasticity and Independence—Experiment 3k.
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From the analysis of the individual behavior and interactions of the main parameters of this case
study, the modelers observed that the higher OWIST, MF values were obtained when using the Van Rijn
Transport equation.
Optimal calibration has as its objective to maximize OWIST, MF within the boundaries of the
experimental region. From this, the best OWIST, MF result found was 0.864, associated with the
following conditions: Van Rijn transport equation; Ks = 0.5; Kb = 0.1.
As described in the method section and summarized in Figure 1, once the morphological
and sedimentological calibration has been performed and quantified by means of the OWIST, MF,
the hydrodynamic component of OWI has to be checked in order to determine if its calibration
remains valid.
For this case study, the water level (WL) and flow distribution (FD) were calculated by the
model using the conditions previously mentioned for optimizing OWIST, MF. An OWIHD of 0.90 was
obtained from using those results. The qualitative calibration parameters related to velocity vectors
and morphological evolution were also evaluated for this optimal case. For two sections of the river
reach used as case study, Figure 7 displays the comparison between observed and modeled velocity
vectors, where a good fit was observed both for magnitude and direction.
 
Figure 7. Comparison between Velocity Vectors in two sections of the reach for the optimal case.




For the three different options of C, the error found between the simulated and observed values
did not exceed 1.7%. Consequently, for this case study, the model sensitivity to this parameter is low,
because in general, all the evaluated cases achieved an excellent adjustment when estimating water
levels and flow distribution through river branches.
The visual inspection showed a good adjustment of the direction and magnitude of the average
vectors extracted from the ADCP measurements with respect to the velocity vectors with respect to the
simulated ones. The morphological behavior developed properly. There were no significant instability
or abrupt changes in the bottom morphology of the river.
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4.2. Screening Design—2k Experiment
Based on Figure 4, the most distant effects from the normal distribution trend were: B (Ks),
A (Transport Equation), AB, BC, ABC, C (Kb). These were taken to perform the ANOVA analysis,
allowing to dissect OWIST, MF variability and to evaluate the statistical significance of each effect by
comparing its mean square against an estimate of the experimental error.
The results of the ANOVA Table concluded that the 6 evaluated effects include a P-value less
than 0.05, indicating that they are significantly different from zero with a confidence level of 95.0%.
From Figure 5 it can be observed that the graph of Residual vs. Predicted Values does not present
any unusual structure. From the normality graph, it was observed that residues are correctly fitted to
this type of statistical distribution. Finally, the graph of Residual vs. Order did not show any trend
regarding the structure of execution; instead, the behavior of the Residual is erratic and dispersed.
From this screening experiment, it was found that just three of the five calibration parameters and
only three interactions have significant effects on OWIST, MF. Based on this, only those three parameters
were used for the second 3k type experiment design, or fit design.
4.3. Fit Design—3k Experiment
From this fit design experiment, the ANOVA summarized in Table 7 indicates that all factors
and interactions considered are significant. With all P values smaller than 0.05, all the calibration
parameters have a statistically significant effect on OWIST, MF, when considering a confidence level
of 95%.
The homoscedasticity plot in Figure 6 did not show any unusual structure. As for Normality
verification, a chi-square normality test was performed, where the OWIST, MF residues were distributed
into 16 equally probable classes, and each class was then compared with the expected number of
observations. Using Statgraphics software for this analysis, a P-value was obtained equal to 0.9273 for
this normality test, which is greater than or equal to 0.05. This prevents rejecting the hypothesis that
OWIST, MF residues do not come from a normal distribution, with statistical confidence level of 95%.
The assumption of data independence was verified from the plot of Residues vs. Execution order
in Figure 6. As in the 2k experiment, the results shown in this figure indicate that the residuals did not
follow a trend in terms of their execution order. The plot of residues in Figure 6 suggests that there is
no autocorrelation among the residuals of the ANOVA.
After verifying the fit of the qualitative parameters, it can be summarized that the optimal
calibration for this case study for the Meta River occurs at these experimental conditions: Van Rijn
transport equation; Ks = 0.5 and Kb = 0.1. As result, the modelers obtained an OWIST, MF = 0.8293 and
a global OWI = 0.8571.
4.4. Additional Remarks
As previously stated, the method proposed in this paper is based on DOE theory, and because of
this, it shares some of its limitations:
• The domain of quantitative variables must be continuous;
• It is possible to discard a significant calibration parameter value, because of an inadequate choice
of levels or alternatives during the screening design;
• Some combinations of calibration parameter values might generate numeric instability during
the simulation;
• The lack of replicates (with different results) for the same configuration limits the degrees of
freedom of the experiment.
It is also worth noting that the goodness of fit might considerably vary depending on the numeric
model used and its capacity to recreate the hydrodynamic, sedimentologic and morphological processes
under analysis.
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5. Conclusions
By including principles of design of experiments (DOE), the method presented in this paper
improves the reliability of the calibration process of hydromorphological models. This becomes even
more relevant for rivers whose hydrodynamics depends on morphological processes. Within this
context, this paper presented a calibration method based on DOE, which consists of a systematic
approach for evaluating the qualitative and quantitative performance of a hydromorphological
numerical model based on its corresponding calibration parameters, with the aim of allowing
the modelers to get a better understanding and of the effects of these parameters on the
adjustment indicators.
Using a 75 km reach of the Meta River as case study, and the MIKE-21C model, the method and
its results were described and discussed, along with some of its limitations. The calibration parameters
for this case study were the roughness coefficient, the sediment transport equation, the riverbed and
suspended load factors, the transverse slope coefficient and the transverse slope power. An optimal
overall weighted indicator, which can be defined as an integrated measure of the performance of the
model was found for the example, with a value of 85.71%.
The method is versatile in terms of number of calibration parameters and selection of
adjustment indicators, because their selection depends on the modeling objective and characteristics
of the analyzed section. This method can be applied to unidimensional or multidimensional
hydromorphological models.
Based on the findings of this study, some future research directions are:
• Compare the efficiency of the method and calibration performance by using other DOE types
(Fractional Factorials, Taguchi, Latin Square, etc.) and statistical measures of goodness of fit
(Nash-Sutcliffe’s efficiency coefficient (NSE), P-Bias, etc.).
• Compare the performance of the method with other calibration approaches for different conditions:
numerical models, river characteristics, quantity and type of calibration parameters, etc.
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Abstract: Sediment yield is a complex phenomenon of weathering, land sliding, and glacial and
fluvial erosion. It is highly dependent on the catchment area, topography, slope of the catchment
terrain, rainfall, temperature, and soil characteristics. This study was designed to evaluate the key
hydraulic parameters of sediment transport for Kali Gandaki River at Setibeni, Syangja, located
about 5 km upstream from a hydropower dam. Key parameters, including the bed shear stress (τb),
specific stream power (ω), and flow velocity (v) associated with the maximum boulder size transport,
were determined throughout the years, 2003 to 2011, by using a derived lower boundary equation.
Clockwise hysteresis loops of the average hysteresis index of +1.59 were developed and an average of
40.904 ± 12.453 Megatons (Mt) suspended sediment have been transported annually from the higher
Himalayas to the hydropower reservoir. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) were used to predict the
daily suspended sediment rate and annual sediment load as 35.190 ± 7.018 Mt, which was satisfactory
compared to the multiple linear regression, nonlinear multiple regression, general power model, and
log transform models, including the sediment rating curve. Performance indicators were used to
compare these models and satisfactory fittings were observed in ANNs. The root mean square error
(RMSE) of 1982 kg s−1, percent bias (PBIAS) of +14.26, RMSE-observations standard deviation ratio
(RSR) of 0.55, coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.71, and Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) of +0.70
revealed that the ANNs’ model performed satisfactorily among all the proposed models.
Keywords: sediment yield; bed shear stress; specific stream power; flow velocity; hysteresis index;
suspended sediments
1. Introduction
It is important to understand the sediment transport and river hydraulics in river systems for a
variety of disciplines, such as hydrology, geomorphology, and risk management, including reservoir
management. The sediment yield from a catchment is dependent on several parameters, including the
topography, terrain slope, rainfall, temperature, and soil type of the catchment area [1]. On the other
hand, the yield of sediment fluxes is a combination effect of weathering, land sliding, glacial, and fluvial
erosions [2]. Sediment yield from these effects is quite complex [3] and the sediment transport in rivers
varies seasonally. The hydrology of Nepal is primarily dominated by the monsoons, characterized by
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higher precipitation during the summer monsoon from June to September, contributing about 80%
of the total annual precipitation [4]. Dahal and Hasegawa [5] reported that about 10% of the total
precipitation occurs in a single day and 50% of the total annual precipitation occurs within 10 days of
the monsoon period, responsible for triggering landslides and debris flows. The main natural agents
for triggering landslides in the Himalayas are the monsoon climate, extremities in precipitation, seismic
activities, excess developed internal stress, and undercutting of slopes by streams [6]. The sediments are
transported by mountain streams in the form of a suspended load, as well as a bedload [7], depending
on the intensity of the rainfall and number of landslide events that occurred within the catchment
area [8]. Dams constructed to regulate flood magnitudes limits the downstream transportation of
all suspended sediments [9]. However, the annual deposition of sediment in reservoirs decreases
the capacity of reservoirs, which compromises the operability and sustainability of dams [10]. Basin
morphology and lithological formation governs the amount of sediment crossing a stream station at a
certain timepoint, which is generally acted upon by both active and passive forces [11].
Outbursts of glaciers and the failure of moraine dams trigger flash floods [6,12–14], which is one of
the main causes of large boulder transportation in high gradient rivers in mountain regions. Different
hydraulic parameters, such as shear stress, specific stream power, and flow velocity, can be combined
in different ways to form sediment transport predictors [15,16]. Shear stress is a well-known hydraulic
parameter that can easily determine the ability of rivers to transport coarse bedload material [17,18].
Similarly, flow competence assessments of floods related to the largest particle size transported are
described by the mean flow stress, specific stream power, and mean velocity [19,20]. A number of
studies have demonstrated the relationships of shear stress [20–24], specific stream power [20,23,24],
and flow velocity [20,21,23–26] of rivers with the size of the boulder movement in the river. It is
important to perform this study in Kali Gandaki River as this river originates from the Himalayas and
there is limited research on sediment transport by this river, which is crucial in Nepal due to differences
in the terrain within a short distance.
In this study, relationships between the fluvial discharge and hydraulic parameters, such as the
shear stress, specific stream power, and flow velocity, were generated to derive a lowest boundary
equation for the maximum size of particles transported by fluvial discharge in the Kali Gandaki River
at a point 5 km upstream of the hydropower dam. The equation was used to calculate the maximum
size of particles transported by fluvial discharge during 2006 to 2011. Additionally, it explored the
nature of hysteresis loops, developed a hysteresis index, quantified the annual suspended sediment
load (ASSL) transport, developed different suspended sediment transport models for Kali Gandaki
River, and applied them to predict the suspended sediment rate as well as the average ASSL transport.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site Description
The Kali Gandaki River is a glacier-fed river originating from the Himalaya region, Nepal [27].
The basin has a complex geomorphology and watershed topography with rapid changes in elevation,
ranging from about 529 m MSL to 8143 m MSL. It flows from north to south in the higher Himalayan
region before flowing eastward through the lower Himalayan region, entering the Terai plains of Nepal
and connecting with Narayani River, which ultimately merges with the Ganges River in India. The
snowfall area is separated, with elevation ranges less than 2000 m MSL having no snow cover, 2000 to
4700 m MSL having seasonal snow, 4700 to 5200 m MSL having complete snow cover except for 1 or
2 months, and elevations greater than 5200 m MSL having permanent snow [4]. The Kali Gandaki
catchment basin covers a 7060 km2 area, comprised of elevations of 529~2000 m MSL covering 1317 km2
(19% coverage); 2000~4700 m MSL covering 3388 km2 (48% coverage); 4700~5200 m MSL covering
731 km2 (10% coverage); and elevations greater than 5200 m MSL covering 1624 km2 (23% coverage).
Figure 1a shows the different altitude areas’ coverage map showing river networks, with the locations
of meteorological stations, created in ArcGIS 10.3.1 (ERSI Inc., Berkeley, CA, USA) software. The
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elevations of Kali Gandaki River decrease from 5039 m MSL in the higher Himalayas to 529 m MSL at
Setibeni, 5 km upstream of the hydropower dam (Figure 1b). This encompasses a wide variation in
mean rainfall, ranging from less than 500 mm year−1 in the Tibetan Plateau to about 2000 mm year−1
in the monsoon-dominated Himalayas [8].
Figure 1. (a) Map of Kali Gandaki River catchment area; (b) longitudinal profile of Kali Gandaki River.
The main physiographic characteristics of the Kali Gandaki River basin at the hydropower station
are shown in Table 1.
The discharge of this river varies seasonally and is dependent on the rainfall received by its
tributaries’ catchments in addition to the amount of snow melting from the Himalayas. A dam
(27◦58′44.88′′ N, 83◦34′49.68′′ E) was constructed in 2002 for a hydropower project with a 144 MW
power generation capacity, at Mirmi, Syangja.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the river basin.
Parameters
Catchment area 7060 km2
Length of river up to dam 210 km
Mean gradient of river 2.20%
Extreme discharge 3280 m3 s−1 in 1975, 2824.5 m3 s−1 in 2009
Elevation ranges 529 m MSL–8143 m MSL
Precipitation Tibetan plateau <500 mm year
−1, monsoon
dominated Himalayas~2000 mm year−1
2.2. Data Collection and Acquisition
The department of Hydrology and Meteorology (DHM), Nepal established a gauge station
(28◦00′30′′ N, 83◦36′10′′ E) in 1964 (www.dhm.gov.np) and it operated until 1995. The gauge station
was not operated during the hydropower dam construction period (1997–2002). The bed level of the
dam increased yearly due to the trapping of bedload as well as a suspended sediment load by the
dam, which reduced the sediment load downstream. The cross-sectional areas of different years were
calculated from area–discharge regression equations obtained from historical discharge rating DHM
data (1964–1995). Sedimentation lowers the reservoir capacity of the dam annually.
2.3. Analysis of Shear Stress, Specific Power, and Flow Velocity
Historical discharge and cross profile elevations data sourced from Nepal Electricity Authority
(NEA), Nepal were used to calculate the bed shear stress, specific power developed, and flow velocity
by using the following common equations [28–30]:
Bed shear stress, τb = ρ × g × R × i. (1)





ρ × g × Q × i
wt
, (2)
where wt represents the width of the flow, and Ω is the available stream power supply or the time rate
of the energy supply to the unit length of the stream in w.m−1 and is given by:
Ω = ρ × g × Q × i. (3)





where τb is the bed shear stress (N·m−2), ρ is the density of water (1000 kg·m−3), g is the acceleration
due to gravity (9.81 m·s−2), R is the hydraulic radius (m), i is the slope of the river bed (m·m−1), ω is
the mean available specific stream power per unit area (w·m−2), Q is the observed discharge (m3·s−1),
v is the flow velocity (m·s−1), and n is Manning’s constant. Manning’s constant, n, in a steep natural
channel is calculated by the equation proposed by Jarrett [31]:
n = 0.39S0.38(3.28R)−0.16. (5)
2.4. Development of Different Models for Suspended Sediment Predictions
The daily suspended sediment load transported by the river in the catchment area is a key indicator
to visualize the sediment losses from the higher Himalayas and to assess the reservoir management
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in hydropower projects. Different researchers have developed multiple linear regression (MLR) and
nonlinear multiple regression (NMLR), sediment rating curve (SRC), and artificial neural networks
(ANNs) models for the prediction of the daily suspended sediment load [32,33].
2.4.1. Multiple Linear Regression
Multiple linear regression assumes that the sediment load transported by a river is in the linear
form. A dependent variable, the suspended sediment load, Qst , depends on two independent variables,
the daily average discharge of a river (Qwt) and the average rainfall (Rt) of a catchment area, and the
model is expressed in the form of a regression equation [32,33]:
Qst = β0 + β1Qwt + β2Rt. (6)
The different linear models were created by considering Qwt , a day lag discharge; Qwt−1 and Rt,
and a day lag rainfall, Rt−1, were the input variables and the performance of different models was
also evaluated.
2.4.2. Nonlinear Multiple Regression
The suspended sediment transported by the river shows a dynamic state in a nonlinear form so
that it is expressed in the form of a polynomial equation [32,33]:
Qst = β0 + β1Qwt + β2Rt + β11Qwt
2 + β22Rt2 (7)
Different nonlinear models were also created and their performance was evaluated separately.
2.4.3. Sediment Rating Curve
SRC is expressed [34] in the form of:
Qst = aQwt
b (8)
where Qst is the suspended sediment load (kg·s−1), Qwt is the daily average discharge of river, and a
and b are coefficients that depend on the characteristics of a river.
2.4.4. Artificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network is capable of solving complex nonlinear relationships between input
and output parameters, which consists of three different layers known as an input, hidden, and output
layer, respectively [33]. MATLAB (R2016a) software was used to develop different artificial neural
networks, where the input consisted of the average daily river discharge (Qwt), a day lag discharge
(Qwt−1 ), and average daily rainfall (Rt), a day lag rainfall (Rt−1), where the output consisted of the
average daily suspended sediment load (Qst). Out of 2191 data sets, 70% of the data was used for
training, 15% for validation, and 15% for testing in the ANNs.
2.5. Model Performance
The performance of different models was assessed in terms of the root mean square (RMSE),
percent BIAS (PBIAS), RMSE-observations standard deviation ratio (RSR), coefficient of determination
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where the optimal PBIAS value is 0.0, and positive values indicate a model underestimation bias and























































The optimal value for NSE is 1.0 and values range from −∞ to 1. Values between 0.0 and 1.0 are
taken as acceptable levels of performance whereas negative values indicate that the mean observed
value is a better predictor than the predicted value, which indicates an unacceptable performance.
Here, Qso,i and Qsp,i are the observed and predicted suspended sediment and Qso,i and Qsp,i are the
average observed and average predicted suspended sediment, respectively.
3. Results and Discussion
The average discharge of Kali Gandaki River from 2003 to 2012 was 306 m3·s−1 with a minimum
discharge of 40.73 m3·s−1 during winter in 2009 and a maximum discharge 2824.50 of m3·s−1 during
summer in 2009. The maximum discharge showed a decreasing trend from 2003 to 2006 whereas an
increasing trend from 2007 onwards was observed, as shown in Figure 2a. The yearly transported
sediment load increased nearby upstream river bed level elevations of the reservoir (Figure 2b) and
sediment deposited into the reservoir decreased the reservoir’s capacity. The effects of climate change
in the higher Himalayas appeared in the form of uneven patterns of increasing rainfall, glacial rate
erosion, and permafrost degradation, resulting in an increase in landslides and debris flows [2], which
also reflects the temporal and spatial variation of the water balance components in the Kali Gandaki
basin [37]. The amount and intensity of rainfall around its catchment affected the discharge rating
curve [27].
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Figure 2. Yearly (a) discharge (NEA 200–2012) (b) cross profiles (2002–2011) of Kali Gandaki River.
3.1. Relationship of Shear Stress, Specific Stream Power, and Flow Velocity with Discharge
The calculated shear stress, specific stream power, and flow velocity of Kali Gandaki River at the
discharge gauge station, which was about 5 km upstream from the dam within limited data from 2003
to 2011, was related as:















The highest shear stress, specific stream power, and flow velocity were observed during 2008
whereas the lowest were observed during 2007. These parameters were directly related with the
hydraulic radius in the case of shear stress and flow velocity, whereas the fluvial discharge in the
case of specific power (Equations (1), (2), and (4)). The sedimentation process increased the bed level
elevation, changing the cross geomorphology of the bed (Figure 2b). These parameters followed nearly
the same trends during the remaining years. The shear stress, specific power, and flow velocity of the
river increased the function of the fluvial discharge, as shown in Figure 3a,b and Figure 4a, respectively.
Figure 3. Relationship of fluvial discharge and (a) shear stress and (b) specific power.
3.2. Relationship of Particle Sizes and Fluvial Discharge
The hydraulic parameters were the shear stress, specific stream power, and flow velocity depict
transportation of different particle sizes. When subjected to the same fluvial discharge, the specific
power showed an increase of 327 mm to 2062 mm particle size whereas the flow velocity depicted an
increase of 37 mm to 1794 mm. The shear stress exhibited an increase of 147 mm to 1492 mm particles,
which covered the lowest maximum particle sizes compared to the specific power and flow velocity
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(Figure 4b). These three parameters were derived from the fluvial discharge, as summarized in the
lowest boundary equation form of the fluvial discharge as shown in Figure 4b:
dmm = 0.4 × Q1.093 (25 mm ≤ d ≤ 840 mm). (17)
Equation (17) predicted that from the 2003 to 2011, the discharge during monsoons was capable of
transporting an 840 mm particle size. Hydraulic parameters, such as the bed shear stress, specific stream
power, and flow velocity, have gained wider acceptability among different researchers [20–26] regarding
their useful contribution to the derivation of the relationship between particle sizes and hydraulic
parameters. The shear stress and particle size relationship of this study was compared with Costa’s [20]
average of τb = 0.163d1.213, lower boundary of τb = 0.056d1.213 for 50 mm ≤ d ≤ 3290 mm; Komar’s [21]
τb = 0.164d1.21 for 50 mm ≤ d ≤ 5000 mm; Lenzi’s [22] τb = 86.629d0.25 for 20 mm ≤ d ≤ 1000 mm;
O’Connor’s [23] average of τb = 0.0249 d1.12 for 270 mm ≤ d ≤ 6240 mm; and Williams [24] lower
boundary of τb = 0.17d1.0 for 10 mm ≤ d ≤ 3300 mm (Figure 5).
Figure 4. Relationship of the fluvial discharge, (a) flow velocity, and (b) particle size (boulder).
Figure 5. Relationship of shear stress and particle size (boulder) and a comparison with
different researchers.
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For a comparative study of the specific stream power, the particle size relationship of this river was
compared with Costa’s [20] average ofω = 0.030d1.686 and lower boundary ofω = 0.009d1.686 for 50 mm
≤ d ≤ 3290 mm; O’Connor’s [23] average of ω = 0.002d1.71 and lower boundary ω = 30× 1.00865d0.1d
for a particle size of 270 mm ≤ d ≤ 6240 mm; and Williams’ [24] lower boundary of ω = 0.079d1.3 for a
particle size of 10 mm ≤ d ≤ 1500 mm (Figure 6).
Figure 6. Relationship of the specific power and particle size (boulder) and a comparison with
different researchers.
The flow velocity and particle size relationship of this study was compared with Costa’s [20]
average of v = 0.20d0.455 and lower boundary of v = 0.14d0.455 for 50 mm ≤ d ≤ 3290; U.S.B.R.’s [20]
v = 0.187d0.50 for 1 mm ≤ d ≤ 600 mm; Komar’s [21] v = 0.197d0.46 for 8 mm ≤ d ≤ 5000 mm;
O’Connor’s [23] average of v = 0.074d0.60 for 270 mm ≤ d ≤ 6240 mm; Williams’ [24] lower
boundary of v = 0.065d0.50 for 10 mm ≤ d ≤ 1500 mm; Bradely and Mears’ [25] v = 0.163d0.5 for
50 mm ≤ d ≤ 3290 mm; and Helley’s [26] v = 0.1545d0.499 for 1 mm ≤ d ≤ 600 mm (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Relationship of the flow velocity and particle size (boulder) and comparison with
different researchers.
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The calculated values of the shear stress, specific stream power, and flow velocity were less than the
observed values by Fort [6], who reconstructed the 1998 landslide dam located about 76 km upstream
of the existing hydropower dam of Kali Gandaki River and estimated the hydraulic parameters with
an exceptional dam breach discharge of 10,035 m3 s−1. This high discharge was responsible for the
movement of a maximum boulder size of 4300 mm [6]. The higher shear stress, specific stream power,
and flow velocity observed due to a higher fluvial discharge after the breaching of landslide dam were
responsible for the transportation of larger sized boulders (Figures 5–7).
3.3. Estimation of the Return Period by Gumbel’s Distribution
The flood return period from the historical data of DHM, Nepal can be forecasted by the Gumbel
method [38] as QT = Q + kσn, where Q is the mean discharge, k is the frequency factor, and σn is the






, where yn is the mean and sn is the standard deviation of Gumbel’s reduced variate; yt is







. The observed highest flood in 1975 was 3280 m3·s−1. According to the
Gumbel frequency of flood distribution, the highest flood will occur after a 40 year return period,
as shown in Figure 8a, and the observed extreme discharge, as shown in Figure 8b.
Figure 8. (a) Gumbel flood return period, (b) extreme fluvial discharge.
3.4. Boulder Movement Mechanisms in the Himalayas
High gradient river hydraulics are strongly influenced by large boulders, with the diameters on
the same scale as the channel depth or even the width [39]. Williams [24] mentioned that five possible
mechanisms of boulder transport by high gradient river are by ice, mudflow, water stepwise creep by
periodic erosion, undermining of stream banks, and avalanches. The bed forming material remains
immobile during typical flows, and larger bed forming particles in steep gradient channels typically
become mobile only every 50 to 100 years during a hydrologic event [40]. After that, the gravel stocked
in low energy sites during lower floods is mobilized and travels as the bedload [40].
The failure of the mountain slope of Kali Gandaki catchment in 1988, 1989, and 1998 was due to
an evolved rock avalanche and caused the damming of the Kali Gandaki River [2]. The shockwaves
after the massive 7.8 Mw Gorkha earthquake, Nepal on 25 April 2015 and its aftershocks on 23 May
2015 created cracks in the weathered rocks and weakened the mountain slopes of this catchment,
which brought rocks, debris, and mud down into the river [41,42]. The river was blocked about 56 km
upstream from the hydropower dam by a landslide on 24 May 2015 for 15 h [41] (Figure 9a,b). The
downstream fluvial discharge after the blockage was almost zero and a flash flood occurred after an
outburst of the natural landslide dam (Figure 9c,d). Extreme flooding during the monsoon period due
to high rainfall and a flash flood (Figure 9b), generated by the overtopping of landslide dams [42],
was responsible for the noticeable transport of large boulders in the river bed of Kali Gandaki River.
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Figure 9. (a) Natural landslide dam formation on 24 May 2015 (~56 km upstream of dam), (b)
lake formation after the blockage of the river, (c) downstream fluvial discharge after the blockage
of the river, and (d) extreme fluvial discharge after breaching of the landslide dam on 25 May
2015 (Source: http://kathmandupost.ekantipur.com/news/2015-05-24/blocked-kali-gandaki-river-flows-
again-with-photos.html).
The combination of fluid stress, localized scouring, and undermining of the stream banks may
cause small near vertical displacements of large boulders [43]. Catastrophic events, such as natural
dam breaks and debris flows, are responsible for larger translations of boulders in rivers [40,43].
3.5. Quantification and Prediction of the Suspended Sediment
3.5.1. Hysteresis Curve and Hysteresis Index (HImid) Analysis
The relationship between the suspended sediment concentration and fluvial discharge can be
studied by the nonlinear relationship between them known as hysteresis [44]. Generally, a clockwise
hysteresis loop is formed due to an increasing concentration of sediment that forms more rapidly
during rising limb, which suggests a source of sediment close to the monitoring point and sediment
depletion in the channel system. Conversely, an anticlockwise hysteresis loop shows a long gap
between the discharge and concentration peak, which suggests that the source is located far from the
monitoring point or bank collapse [45,46].
Clockwise hysteresis loops were developed, increasing the suspended sediment load on the rising
limb of hysteresis from December to July, leading to a maximum value of the suspended sediment load
of 10,691 kg·s−1 for a fluvial discharge of 1053 m3·s−1 on August 2009. The suspended sediment load
decreased on the falling limb of hysteresis from July/September to November. Overall, these six years
were characterized by distinct clockwise hysteresis patterns (Figure 10a).
The HImid is a numerical indicator of hysteresis, which effectively shows the dynamic response of
suspended sediment concentrations to flow changes during storm events [47].
The midpoint discharge was calculated by Lloyd [46] and Lawler [47]:
Qmid = k(Qmax −Qmin) + Qmin, (18)
where k is 0.5, Qmax is the peak discharge, and Qmin is the starting discharge of an event.














+ 1 for an anticlockwise loop, (20)
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where QsRL and QsFL are the suspended sediment on the rising and falling limb, respectively.
Figure 10. (a) Seasonal hysteresis loop of the sediment load. (b) Suspended sediment–discharge
rating curve.
3.5.2. Yearly Suspended Sediment Yield and Prediction by Different Models
A regression equation derived from the observed data (2006 to 2011) of the suspended sediment
versus the discharge of the river shown in Figure 10b is given by:












CwiQwi × 10−3 × (ti+1 − ti), (22)
where Ys is the total annual sediment yield from the catchment, Cwi is the suspended sediment
concentration in mg·L−1, Qwi is the fluvial discharge in m3·s−1, dt is the time interval, ti and ti+1 are
the preceding and succeeding time in seconds, respectively.
This study showed that the median ASSL transported by KaliGandaki River in the hydropower
reservoir was 0.003 Mt during winter, increased to 0.026 Mt during spring, was 41.405 Mt during the
summer season, and decreased 0.175 Mt during the autumn season (Figure 11a). Compared to the
seasonal transport of suspended sediment, more than 96% of the suspended sediment was transported
during the summer season. This depicts a wide seasonal variability of the suspended sediment caliber,
which was nearly 14,000 times higher than the winter season (Figure 11a). The maximum observed
ASSL transported by the river was 58.426 Mt in 2009, and after that it decreased (Figure 11b).
The HImid ≈ 0 indicated a weak hysteresis loop whereas HImid > 0 indicated a clockwise hysteresis
loop, and HImid < 0 an anticlockwise hysteresis loop. Moreover, the maximum HImid developed was
+2.64 in 2006, depicting the higher sediment transport rate in the rising limb but lower sediment
transport rate in the falling limb (Figure 10a). The minimum HImid developed was +0.53 in 2008,
depicting the nearly same paths of the rising and falling limb and indicating a weak hysteresis loop
(Figures 10a and 11b).
Different types of MLR, NLMR, general power, log transform linear, and ANNs models, including
inputs of the fluvial discharge and average rainfall of the catchment, were developed to select the most
suitable model and the results are shown in Tables 2–6, respectively. The performance parameters of
MLR and NLMR were satisfactory but predicted negative sediment values for low fluvial discharges
and low rainfall, thus these models are unacceptable.
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Figure 11. (a) Seasonal suspended yield from the catchment. Central lines indicate the median, bottom
and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles respectively. The whiskers extend
to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, the ‘+’ symbol represents outliers (1.5 fold
interquartile range), the circle shows the mean value. (b) Yearly suspended sediment transport and
hysteresis index (HImid).




(kg·s−1) PBIAS RSR R
2 NSE Model Equation
Qt 2498 +0.47 0.66 0.53 +0.56 Qs = 7.12Qt − 920.70
Rt 2729 +0.34 0.73 0.44 +0.47 Qs = 199.54Rt − 229.07
QtRt 2442 +0.22 0.64 0.55 +0.59 Qs = 5.31Qt + 71.0Rt − 897.03
QtRt−1 2494 +0.35 0.66 0.53 +0.56 Qs = 6.68Qt + 18.12Rt−1 − 920.66
QtQt−1RtRt−1 2339 +0.29 0.59 0.59 +0.65
Qs = 13.47Qt − 8.02Qt−1 −
14.02Rt + 64.44Rt−1 − 784.15




(kg·s−1) PBIAS RSR R
2 NSE Model Equation
Qt 2314 +0.33 0.57 0.59 +0.67
Qs =
5.02× 10−3Q2t + 0.71Qt − 111.61
Rt 2697 +0.66 0.71 0.46 +0.49 Qs = 1.30R2t + 138.75Rt − 36.72
QtRt 2280 +0.15 0.56 0.61 +0.68
Qs = 4.04× 10−3Q2t + 0.74Qt +
0.57R2t + 24.10Rt − 188.70
QtRt−1 2303 +0.32 0.57 0.59 +0.67
Qs = 5.14× 10−3Q2t − 0.17Qt −
0.024R2t−1 + 30.46Rt−1 − 93.99
QtQt−1RtRt−1 2250 +0.43 0.55 0.62 +0.69
Qs = 3.73× 10−3Q2t − 8.10×
10−4Q2t−1 + 4.97Qt − 3.02Qt−1 +
8.18× 10−2R2t + 0.91R2t−1 + 8.27Rt +
0.28Rt−1 − 272.04
Table 4. General power model.
Model Scenario
RMSE
(kg·s−1) PBIAS RSR R
2 NSE Model Equation
General power model 1
Qt
2039 +3.81 0.56 0.67 +0.68 Qs = 1.027× 10−3Q2.238t
General power model 2
Qt
2039 +0.22 0.56 0.67 +0.68 Qs = 0.847× 10−3Q2.263t + 71.08
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Table 5. Log transform models.
Model Scenario
RMSE
(kg·s−1) PBIAS RSR R
2 NSE Model Equation
Linear model (SRC)
logQt
4451 −21.65 1.23 0.59 −0.51 logQs = 3.435 log Qt − 6.544Qs = 2.858× 10−7Q3.435t
General power model 2
logQt
4039 −17.50 1.12 0.59 −0.25 logQs = 3.915logQ0.931t − 7.131
Linear model
logQtlogRt
3715 −15.47 1.03 0.61 −0.05 logQs =3.112 log Qt + 0.10logRt − 5.714
Table 6. ANN models.
Model Scenario
RMSE
(kg·s−1) PBIAS RSR R
2 NSE Model Equation
logRt
1− 10− 1− 1 2768 +54.07 0.77 0.45 +0.41 Levenberg-Marguardt
logQt
1− 10− 1− 1 2070 +14.91 0.57 0.67 +0.66 Levenberg-Marguardt
logQtlogRt
2− 10− 1− 1 2052 +15.99 0.56 0.71 +0.68 Levenberg-Marguardt
logQtlogRt−1
2− 10− 1− 1 2123 +22.95 0.59 0.69 +0.66 Levenberg-Marguardt
logQtlogQt−1logRtlogRt−1
4− 10− 1− 1 1982 +14.26 0.55 0.71 +0.70 Levenberg-Marguardt
The RMSE, PBIAS, RSR, R2, and NSE values of the general power model, log transform models,
and ANNs are shown in Tables 4–6. In general, the model simulation can be judged as “satisfactory” if
NSE > 0.50, and RSR ≤ 0.70, and if the PBIAS value is ±25% for the stream flow and the PBIAS value is
±55% for the sediment [35]. In this study, the predicted values from ANNs (4−10−1−1) showed an
RMSE value of 1982 kg·s−1, PBIAS value of +14.26, RSR value of 0.55, R2 value of 0.71, and an NSE value
of +0.70, which indicates that the ANNs model’s performance was satisfactory. Figure 12a–d show
the comparison between the model’s predicted transport rates of the suspended sediment discharge
in kg·s−1 of the SRC, log transform power model, log transform linear models, and ANNs and the
observed suspended sediment values respectively.
Among the SRC, power, log transform, and ANN models, the best median ASSL predicted by the
ANN model was 37.611 Mt for the period of 2006 to 2011, whereas the observed median ASSL was
41.678 Mt. The mean ASSL transported by the river to the hydropower reservoir was 40.904 ± 12.453
Mt for 2006 to 2011 and the ANNs’ predicted mean value was 35.190 ± 7.018 Mt (Figure 13). Struck [8]
reported that the average annual suspended sediment transported by this river was 36.9 ± 10.6 Mt.
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Figure 12. Observed and predicted sediment (a) SRC (Qw and Qs) model, (b) power model (Qw), (c)
log transform linear model (Qw and Rt), and (d) ANN model.
Figure 13. Comparison of different models’ predicted and observed yearly total suspended sediment
transport. Central lines indicate the median, and bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and
75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered
outliers, the ‘+’ symbol represents outliers (1.5-fold interquartile range), and the circle shows the
mean value.
4. Conclusions
Shear stress, specific stream power, and flow velocity are important key hydraulic parameters
to describe sediment transport in river systems. The monsoon fluvial discharge and landslide dam
outburst flood (LDOF) were responsible for boulder movements in Kali Gandaki River, Nepal. The
lower boundary equation derived from a broad range of observed and calculated data sets estimated
that a maximum particle size of 840 mm was transported by the monsoon fluvial discharge from 2003 to
2011. The ASSL transported by KaliGandaki River in the hydropower reservoir increased from winter
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to pre-monsoon to monsoon, respectively, and decreased in the post-monsoon period. It was estimated
that 40.904 ± 12.453 Mt suspended sediment is lost annually from the higher Himalayas. Additionally,
the ANN model provided satisfactory results for the prediction of the suspended sediments’ transport
rate in Kali Gandaki River, where the annual predicted mean ASSL value was 35.190 ± 7.018 Mt. These
parameters are important for visualizing sediment loss from the higher Himalayas to the sea and also
for monitoring the dead storage volume of reservoirs for hydroelectric power generation.
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Abstract: A study approach is developed to assess the longitudinal channel slope under the
equilibrium condition as well as the transient evolution of a mixed alluvial-soft-bedrock stream.
Both the historical field data and 2D mobile-bed numerical modeling are adopted. The proposed
approach is applied to a 14 km reach downstream of the Ji-Ji Weir, Chuo-Shui River, Taiwan, where
continuous maintenance works have been carried out to stabilize this reach. In this study, the
temporal evolution of the longitudinal channel profile is assessed numerically with three spatial scales:
The large (the entire study reach), the medium (four sub-reaches), and the local (cross-sections) scale.
The large scale analysis is the approach for purely alluvial streams and is shown to be difficult to use
to characterize mixed alluvial-bedrock streams. The local scale analysis shows that the soft-bedrock
incision has a widely fluctuating slope, reflecting the compound environmental forcing and complex
riverbed setting. With the medium scale analysis, the longitudinal channel profile is found to follow
a predictive trend if the reach is partitioned into four distinctive sub-reaches. Characteristics of the
dynamic channel slope evolution in different spatial scales are computed and presented. The study
results can be used to select the proper locations and types of the engineering stabilizing structures in
a mixed alluvial and soft bedrock stream.
Keywords: soft bedrock; SRH-2D; head-cutting; mixed transition; knickpoint; spatial scales;
river morphology
1. Introduction
Rivers in Taiwan are very steep and subject to a large amount of sediment transport. In the last
two decades, most lower and even middle river reaches in west-central Taiwan have experienced much
increased degradation and deposition caused by earthquake induced riverbed uplift, construction
of in-stream structures, and mining activities. In many locations, armor layers were washed away
and underlying bedrock was exposed. In particular, significant degradation occurred downstream of
constructed structures, such as dams and weirs. Downstream degradation has disrupted the normal
operation of the structures and caused safety concerns at several major locations [1–3].
Most geomorphological studies focused on alluvial rivers (e.g., [4]). A few were reported concerning
bedrock channels (e.g., [5–7]). Little work, however, has been done with mixed bedrock-alluvial
systems (e.g., [8,9]). A unique feature of the degradation in Taiwan is that the exposed bedrock consists
primarily of soft bedrock, which is even less resistant to shear and abrasive erosions [10]. In general,
the exposed bedrock in west-central Taiwan is mainly composed of sandstone, siltstone, mudstone,
and shale in a monotonous alternating sequence and belongs to Pleistocene and Pliocene formation [3].
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Field and laboratory tests showed that the unconfined compressive strength (UCS) of the exposed
bedrock was under 25 MPa [11,12], under the upper limit of the soft rock strength [13,14]. As a result,
bedrock-exposed reaches experience degradation characteristics different from the widely known channel
profile evolution of alluvial streams. Channel stability becomes an important issue for limited water
resources and flood prevention in such dynamic rivers. To reduce the failure risk of in-stream and
cross-stream infrastructures from the continued channel profile adjustment due to soft bedrock incision
and knickpoint (abrupt change in gradient) propagation, continuous engineering measures have been
carried out; their designs, however, are mostly based on design guidelines derived from alluvial rivers.
These traditional design guidelines were found inadequate for the mixed alluvial-soft-bedrock reach
and repeated and continuous maintenance has been carried out over the years. There is an urgent
need in Taiwan to understand the longitudinal channel profile evolution under purely soft-bedrock
or mixed alluvial-soft-bedrock conditions. Such an understanding would help to plan and develop
engineering solutions to protect upstream infrastructure.
This objectives of this study are: (1) To assess a transient stable longitudinal channel profile
evolution for river management; (2) to evaluate the optimum spatial scales in characterizing the channel
evolution processes for mixed alluvial-soft-bedrock reaches; and (3) to propose and demonstrate an
approach applicable to the analysis of mixed alluvial-soft-bedrock reaches. The proposed procedure
uses both field data and numerical modeling to gain insight into the morphdynamic characteristics and
longitudinal profile evolution processes. The present study contributes to the knowledge about the
morphological processes of mixed alluvial and soft bedrock rivers. In this study, the mixed channel is
the focus and a study approach is developed to assess the hydraulic geometry as well as the transient
evolution of the mixed alluvial-soft-bedrock stream. Specifically, a 2D mobile-bed model, SRH-2D
(Sedimentation and River Hydraulics, Two-Dimensional model), is used to replicate and predict the
channel slope evolution.
2. Study Site and Background
Cho-Shui River drains from a basin of 3157 km2 and is the longest river in Taiwan (187 km) with
an average longitudinal channel slope of 0.018. The upstream originates from Mt. He-Huan and is
very steep; the downstream reach is relatively flatter, forming an alluvial fan of 1800 km2 near the
Er-Shui Pass. The average annual runoff is about 6100 million m3. The Ji-Ji Weir is located in the middle
reach; the 100-year discharge at the weir is about 20,500 m3/s. The largest flood recorded since 1980
was 12,582 m3/s in August 2009—close to the 10-year return period discharge. The weir construction
started in 1993 and was completed in 2001. It has a width of 353 m, a height of 15 m, with 18 spillway
gates and four sluice gates.
The river reach downstream of the Ji-Ji Weir on the Cho-Shui River is the primary study site
of this work. The Ji-Ji weir diverts water in the Cho-Shui River for agriculture and industrial use.
Downstream of the weir, the channel has experienced incision of up to 20 m since 1998. At present,
the reach is undergoing continued degradation, which is impacting the weir operation and causing
safety concerns [12,15]. Studies suggested that the channel incision was intensified once the alluvial
cover was eroded and the soft bedrock was exposed [16,17]. The study area, as shown in Figure 1, has
tectonic structures across the channel: Chu-Suang and Che-Long-Pu Faults. There are two distinctive
bed features. The reach upstream of the weir and that downstream of Min-Zhu Bridge are primarily
alluvial channels with a grain size between 10 to 100 mm. The in-between reach consists primarily of
the exposed soft bedrock with an only thin layer of fine sediments. The exposed bedrock is composed
of sedimentary rocks from the Pliocene Cho-Lan Formation and poorly cemented with low erosion
resistance [11,12].
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Figure 1. A map of the study site at the Ji-Ji Weir (background map source: maps.nlsc.gov.tw
web map service).
2.1. Factors Impacting Channel Stability
Chen et al. [18] investigated the important factors that may impact channel stability in Taiwan.
These included geological factors (e.g., earthquake), flow factors (precipitation, flood and erosion),
and human factors (e.g., manmade cross-stream structures). At the preset study site, a key factor is
the soft bedrock incision along with the downstream alluvial channel morphology. Other important
factors at the site include the earthquake, cross-stream weir, and sand mining further downstream.
The co-seismic fault movement, which occurred in 1999, caused a riverbed uplift of about 7 m near the
Min-Zhu Bridge. The earthquake event altered channel slope continuity and increased the sediment
supply upstream. The cross-stream weir disrupted further the existing longitudinal channel profile,
limited the lateral channel migration, and blocked the coarse grain sediment supply from the weir
upstream. In addition, sand mining was active between the early 1970s and late 1980s; it was estimated
that about 30 to 60 million tons were removed per year downstream of the Min-Zhu Bridge [19,20].
The mining altered the bed sediment gradation and sediment rate.
2.2. Channel Longitudinal Evolution
A large amount of data have been collected by the Water Resources Agency, Taiwan (WRA) since
1984, including field surveying, photogrammetry, and laser LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data.
The chronological topographies (1984–2015) are used to generate the longitudinal channel profiles.
The specific longitudinal profiles are plotted as Figure 2; the time period is chosen so that the impacts
of mining, earthquake uplift, and cross-stream weir operation may be assessed. The historical channel
morphological characteristics at the study reach shows that the channel evolution may be divided into
four stages: Stage 1 before 1984, stage 2 between 1984 and 1998, stage 3 between 1998 and 2004, and
stage 4 from 2004 to the present.
Stage 1 was the natural channel development period during which there were no significant
interferences from human activities and natural hazards. The longitudinal channel maintained at an
almost constant slope of 0.0068 for several decades. The channel plan form was braided for the whole
reach. Stage 2 witnessed the impacts of human activities in the 1980s, primarily extensive gravel mining
in the lower reach of the study area. Channel degradation occurred in the lower reach and migrated
upstream (Figure 2a). The upstream sediment supply, however, was not altered. Abundant sediment
supply, in particular the availability of large size sediments, kept the downstream erosion moderate
at this stage. Stage 3 saw the outcome of the in-stream and cross-stream structures as well as the
co-seismic channel uplift. Large disturbances were introduced, with channel slope discontinuity, into
the system. The upstream sediment supply was reduced and sediment composition was altered. Three
sections were identified: Upstream of the weir, downstream of the channel uplift, and the in-between
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middle section. The channel slope at the beginning of this stage was similar to those of stages 1 and
2 (Figure 2b). Finally, stage 4 corresponded to the evolution processes after weir operation and was
controlled primarily by the exposed soft bedrock incision. At the early period of the stage (Figure 2c),
the channel slope is quite different in the alluvial and the soft bedrock section. The slope of the alluvial
section followed the historical dynamic slope exhibited in stage 1. The soft bedrock section, however,
became narrower and deeper with the decreased slope. At the later period of stage 4 (Figure 2d),
deposition occurred in the upper part of the alluvial section, which tried to recover to the historical
dynamic slope of alluvial channel; degradation in the soft bedrock section, however, continued.
Figure 2. Longitudinal profiles during four time periods corresponding to the four stages: (a) period
1984–1998; (b) period 1998–2004; (c) period 2004–2007; (d) period 2007–2015.
2.3. Bed Material Changes
The size of the bed materials and the distribution are important parameters to assess the channel
hydraulic geometry. The variation of the bed material grain size is highly correlated to the river
morphological and sedimentation processes. Periodic bulk sample and sieve analysis of bed material
gradation in Cho-Shui River has been performed by the WRA (Water Resources Agency, Taiwan) since
1983. In general, the grain size increases with the distance from the river mouth for most rivers. For the
study reach, the variations of the bed material size in three different years are plotted in Figure 3.
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In the figure, abscissa is the cross sectional station numbered from the river mouth, ordinate is the
representative grain size (D50).
The longitudinal distribution of the bed materials in 1983 is shown as the filled blue diamonds;
this year was the situation before the existence of the geological uplift and the cross-stream weir. It can
be seen that the median grain size ranged from 55 to 116 mm with an average of 88 mm. The size
distribution in 2004 is plotted with the square red symbols; it was after the impacts of the uplift and
weir operation. The grain size decreased from upstream to downstream consistently, in response to the
geological uplift and the cross-stream weir. Finally, the latest longitudinal distribution in 2016 was
also displayed using the filled black triangles. The median grain size in the lower reach has increased
and was in the process of returning to the pre-disturbance condition in 1983. Upstream of the weir,
however, the sediment size remains low, far from the 1983 condition. The data implies that the channel





































Figure 3. Variations of the bed material size in three different years.
2.4. Sediment Supply
Sediment supply from the watershed and the subsequent transport downstream are also important
to understand the channel evolution processes. Unfortunately, only suspended sediment is monitored
by the hydrological stations in Taiwan through the Water Resources Agency [20,21]; data was available
only during low to medium flows. Two river sediment monitoring stations are selected and analyzed
to understand the upstream sediment supply for the study area. One is located about 5 km upstream
of the study reach, named Yu-Fong Bridge station (XS133.5); the other is immediately downstream
of the study reach at the Chang-Yuan Bridge (XS86.5). After the bedrock exposure in 2004, the
sediment concentration data may be divided into three periods according to the geological disturbance
and channel erosion behavior: The pre-1999 earthquake period (period 1, 1995–1999), the post-1999
earthquake period (period 2, 2000–2004), and the exposed-bedrock period (period 3, 2005–2018).
They are then analyzed to compare the variation of the sediment supply and transport through the
study reach. The measured data and the regression curves are plotted in Figure 4. It can be seen
for both stations that the sediment supply and transport rate were altered significantly by the 1999
earthquake. At the upstream inlet (Figure 4a), the period 1 regression curve has a higher exponent
(1.18) than the period 2 and period 3 lines (1.05 and 1.06, respectively). Two intersections exist, one is
in the medium flow discharge range (about 2000 m3/s) for period 1 and period 2; the other is in the
low flow discharge range (about 20 m3/s) for period 2 and period 3. In period 2, the sediment rate
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increased initially after the earthquake when the flow was lower than 2000 m3/s; then, in period 3,
it decreased when the flow exceeded 20 m3/s. At the downstream outlet (Figure 4b), however, the
regression curve exponent decreased (1.01, 0.95, and 0.82, respectively) with an overlap in the very high
flow (approximately 5000 m3/s); the decreased exponent shows the increased sediment concentration
in the downstream outlet. The data indicates that the downstream suspended sediment concentration
increased in period 2 and period 3 under most flows although the upstream suspended sediment supply
initially increased in the post-1999 period (period 2) and then decreased in the exposed-bedrock period
(period 3). The increasing suspended sediment transport suggests a sediment transport imbalance and
channel degradation in the study reach.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. The variation of measured suspended sediment discharge rating curve for pre-1999 earthquake
period (period 1, 1995–1999), post-1999 earthquake period (period 2, 2000–2004), and exposed-bedrock
period (period 3, 2005–2018): (a) Upstream suspended sediment rating curve, 5 km upstream of the
study reach, Yu-Fong Bridge (Station No. WRA1510H063); (b) Downstream suspended sediment rating
curve, immediately downstream of the study reach, Chang-Yuan Bridge (Station No. WRA1510H057).
3. Numerical Modeling Approach
Numerical modeling is carried out to understand the past channel evolution processes so that a
transient stable longitudinal channel profile for the future may be determined. The modeling tool,
once validated, may be used to predict future channel evolution trends and assist in the design of
engineering stability schemes at the study site. In the following, the numerical model is first described;
it is then used to determine the dominant flow discharge for channel slope estimation. Next, it is
employed to simulate the channel longitudinal profiles in the past decades with different spatial scales.
The model is finally applied to predict the future evolution of the study reach.
Traditionally, channel slope is computed using the measured channel cross-section data and a
straight line between two cross sections is assumed to represent the longitudinal distance. This approach
usually underestimates the streamwise channel distance and overestimates the slope for continuously
migrating channels [12,22]. Our approach is more accurate than the traditional method as continuous
longitudinal and lateral channel profiles are computed and used to evaluate the channel slope evolution.
With the numerical simulation, measured historical channel topography is used to represent the initial
riverbed. The computed water depth versus discharge rating curve is used to obtain the bankfull
properties at every cross section. The longitudinal profiles are determined and stable channel slopes
are finally computed from the numerical results. Once the historical channel profile and slope analysis
is completed, the future channel evolution trend is predicted in the next five years. The predicted
channel profiles are compared with the historical data to develop transient stable channel profiles.
3.1. SRH-2D Model
The two-dimensional (2D), depth-averaged flow and mobile-bed model, SRH-2D, is adopted [23,24]
and used in this study. The model was extended to simulate soft bedrock erosion and bank erosion
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through a collaboration between the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and Taiwan WRA: The soft bedrock
module was verified using data at the Ji-Ji Weir, Taiwan [10] and the bank erosion module was verified
at a site near the river mouth of the Cho-Shui River [25]. The chosen model, therefore, is adequate
for the present study objectives. Simulation processes include unsteady flow, granular sediment
transport, mixed alluvial and soft rock erosion, and the combined vertical and lateral channel changes.
The alluvial channel evolution and soft bedrock incision are simultaneously simulated to predict the
longitudinal channel profile evolutions.
The flow solver was documented in [24] and the sediment transport theory was documented
by [26]. Detailed theories of the model were described by the two above papers and are not repeated
herein. Only the key processes are discussed below.
The total load is divided into a number of size classes and each size class is governed by the
non-equilibrium transport equation. The multi-size approach may be compared with the alternative of
the single-size method in which all sediments are represented by a representative size (D50 is usually
used). Non-equilibrium transport refers to the situation in which the sediment concentration does
























In the above, the subscript, k, denotes a variable for size class k, h is water depth, t is time, x and y
are two horizontal Cartesian coordinates, respectively, Ck is the depth averaged sediment concentration
by volume, βk = Vsed,k/Vt represents the sediment-to-flow velocity ratio, Vt is the depth-averaged flow
velocity (m/s), Vsed,k is the concentration weighted, αk is the sediment transport angle that represents
the angle between the sediment moving direction and the x-axis direction, fk is the “load” parameter
representing the percentage of the sediments in suspension, Dx and Dy are the mixing coefficients of
sediments in the x- and y-directions, respectively, and
.
Vk represents the sediment exchange between
the water column and the active layer. The active layer is the top bed surface layer, where sediment
exchange between the water column and the bed occurs.
3.2. Soft Bedrock Erosion Equation
The bedrock erosion rate is computed by combining the stream power based hydraulic scour
model, using the excess shear stress, with the modified abrasive scour model of Sklar and Dietrich [17].



















In the above, E is the bedrock erosion rate (m/s), kh is the nondimensional hydraulic erodibility,
τb and τch are the bed shear stress and critical shear stress for hydraulic scour (Pa), ka is the abrasive
erodibility parameter (ms2/kg), γ is the specific density of sediment, g is the gravitational acceleration
(m/s2), qs is the sediment supply rate by mass per unit width (kg/ms), τci is the critical shear stress for
sediment incipient motion (Pa), ωf is the sediment fall velocity (m/s), and Fe represents the effect of
sediment cover over the bedrock.
The first term on the right hand side of Equation (2) accounts for the hydraulic scour. It is a
function of the stream power (τbVt). The adopted form has the advantage that the hydraulic erodibility
coefficient is dimensionless; it is also consistent in form to the erosion of the cohesive sediment transport
in the mobile-bed models. Two model parameters are needed for the hydraulic scour model: kh and
τch. The hydraulic erodibility, kh, may be measured or be used as a calibration parameter. The critical
stress, τch, may be estimated using the approach of Annandale (2006), field tests, or numerical model
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calibration. The second term on the right side of Equation (2) models the abrasive scour according to
Sklar and Dietrich [17]. Only one model parameter, ka, is needed.
3.3. Numerical Model Domains
Two numerical models are developed: The primary and the assistance model. The primary model
is developed for the transient stable longitudinal channel profile analysis. The assistance model is a
larger model than the primary model so that the transient sediment supply at the upstream inlet of
the primary model may be obtained. The two model domains are shown in Figure 5. The primary
model domain is about 18 km in the longitudinal direction (Figure 5a). Its upstream boundary is at the
Ji-Lu Bridge, about 2 km upstream of the Ji-Ji weir, so that the sediment trap by the Ji-Ji Weir is taken
into account. The downstream boundary is located at the junction with the tributary of Chin-Shui
River, about 14 km downstream of the weir, so that both alluvial and soft bedrock sections are included.
The lateral extent of the solution domain is constrained by the levees and embankments and has an
average channel width of about 850 m. The domain is wide enough to fully contain the highest possible
flows simulated. The 2D mesh used for the solution domain has a total of 10,392 hybrid quadrilateral
and triangular cells, which is sufficient according to the study of [10]. The assistance model solution
domain is in Figure 5b. The upstream boundary of the assistance model is extended far away from the
Ji-Lu Bridge and located at the Syuan-Long Bridge, about 20 km upstream of the Ji-Ji weir. A total of





Figure 5. The solution domains of the primary model and the assistance model (background map
source: maps.nlsc.gov.tw web map service). (a) The primary model; (b) The assistance model.
3.4. Input Parameters
The primary calibration parameter for the flow simulation is the Manning’s roughness
coefficient [23]. In this study, a constant Manning’s coefficient of 0.04 is used in the alluvial area while
it is 0.03 in the soft bedrock area, which was first estimated from an empirical formula (such as Lane,
Einstein, and Strickler) [19] and then calibrated from measured water surface elevation and physical
modeling results [11,12,15,22]. The use of a uniform roughness is based on several field visits by the
authors; there was no appreciable spatial variation of the granular materials (D50 is about 14 mm)
in the alluvial area. In addition, an extensive field study determined that the roughness was about
uniform in the soft bedrock area also. The roughness values of 0.04 and 0.03 were based on the field
data and supported by the full-scale model study. No calibration is carried out to alter these values.
Sediment gradation on the river bed is an important input for morphological modeling. Fourteen
zones are used to represent the different bed gradations for the primary model (Figure 6a). The exposed
soft bedrock is delineated first and represented by four zones using the bedrock property field test
and a previous model calibration study [12,15]. Three erosion parameters are the key inputs for
the soft bedrock modeling related to both the hydraulic and abrasive scours: Critical shear stress
(τch) and hydraulic erodibility (kh) for the hydraulic scour and abrasive erodibility parameter (ka)
for the abrasive scour. Past modeling studies showed that the hydraulic scour model dominated
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the first 1.5 km downstream of the weir, where the knickpoint migration dominated, while the
combined hydraulic and abrasive erosion was needed in the remaining reach [4,12,15]. In this study,
the hydraulic scour parameters adopted the same values from these previous studies; however, the
abrasive erodibility parameter is calibrated. The adopted soft bedrock input parameters (zone 11
through 14) are: τch = 200 Pa, kh = 5.0× 10−7; ka = 3.3× 10−7 (zone 11 to zone 12); and ka = 5.9× 10−7
(zone 13 to zone 14), respectively.
The remaining 10 granular material zones are created using the surveyed gradation data gathered
in [11]. The sediment size distributions for zone 1 through to 9 are plotted in Figure 6b; zone 10 is
specified as non-erodible to represent the concrete structure of the weir.
The bed gradation partition for the assistance model is similarly carried out. The extended alluvial
material zones are based on the 2004 survey data [12,15].
The granular sediments are divided into eight sediment size classes, the lower bound of the
diameter from size class 1 to size class 8 are 0.001 mm, 0.074 mm, 0.6 mm, 2.0 mm, 8.0 mm, 24.0 mm,
72.0 mm, and 216 mm, respectively. The non-equilibrium adaptation length is set to be 500 m, close to
the channel width, while the active layer thickness is 0.25 m. Both parameters are estimated based on
previous 2D modeling studies of [10–12,15,22].
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Bed representation for the primary model: (a) Bed gradation zones to specify the sediment
gradations on the bed (background map source: maps.nlsc.gov.tw web map service). (b) Cumulative
sediment size distribution for various bed zones.
3.5. Boundary Conditions
At the upstream boundaries of both models, a time series flow hydrograph and a sediment
supply rate are specified. The recorded hourly flow discharge in the 18-year period of 1998 to
2015 at Ji-Lu Bridge and Ji-Ji Weir are used to develop the 1-year, 3-year, and 5-year events for the
primary model. The design hydrographs of 1-year, 3-years, and 5-year events are plotted in Figure 7a.
The simulation time period is 156, 470, and 782 hours, respectively, for the three designed events.
The simulated sediment rates of the assistance model at the Ji-Lu Bridge are processed to produce
the sediment supply condition of all size classes for the primary model. The generated data are used to
develop the sediment rating curves according to the bed material size classes, which are plotted in
Figure 7b.
At the downstream boundary, a water surface elevation is needed as the boundary condition.
A stage-discharge rating curve is developed using the measured data at the Chang-Yuan Bridge,
immediately downstream of the study reach. The data were documented in the technical report
of [11,12]. No sediment boundary condition is needed.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 7. The upstream boundary conditions for the primary model: (a) The designed inlet flow
hydrographs at the Ji-Lu Bridge (XS121.5). (b) The sediment supply rating curves of each size class,
computed by the assistance model. Abbreviations of the suffix: Qs,1 = size class 1, Qs,2 = size class 2,
Qs,3 = size class 3, Qs,4 = size class 4, Qs,5 = size class 5, Qs,6 = size class 6, Qs,7 = size class 7, and
Qs,8 = size class 8.
4. Empirical Equations Assessment
In this section, the empirical approach is introduced as a comparison with the numerical modelling
results. Two empirical equations are select to evaluate the stable slope first; the hydraulic geometries
and characteristic discharges are then determined by numerical simulation. Finally, the stable channel
slopes based on the empirical formula are calculated.
Many studies exist with regard to the stable alluvial channel slope under the equilibrium sediment
transport, which is a function of the sediment, such as the representative size and the channel flow
conveyance. Two empirical formulas, Schoklitsh [27] and Meyer-Peter-Muller (MPM) [28], are selected


















In the above, i is the stable channel slope; Dm and D90 are the mean and 90% finer grain size of
the bed materials; Q is the dominant flow discharge; B and H are the channel width and depth of the
dominant flow; n is the Manning’s roughness coefficient.
The determination of the dominant flow discharge is important in the application of the above
equations. The river bankfull discharge is widely used as the dominant flow to characterize the
reach-scale channel morphology [4,29,30]. There are, however, many different ways of determining
the bankfull discharge. A popular method is to use the stage–discharge relation. In this study, the
stage–discharge relation is obtained first using the present numerical model. The bankfull discharge,
Qbf, is then determined from the relation as water overtops the bank and flows to the floodplain.
In addition, we defined the “channel-full” discharge, Qcf, as another dominate flow discharge for
comparison, which is derived from the asymptote of the stage–discharge relation when water covers the
entire active floodplain with the rising water surface elevation approaching the top of embankment [12].
The channel-full discharge is used to represent the possible maximum recorded discharge of the reach.
In this study, three stage–discharge relations are produced at three cross sections to demonstrate
the determination of the dominated flow discharges (Figure 8). The results show that the bankfull
discharge ranges from 2000 m3/s to 3000 m3/s and the channel-full discharge is between 9000 m3/s to
11,000 m3/s. Such determined bankfull discharge is close to the 1-year return period flow while the
channel-full discharge is about the 5-year return period flow in the study reach [12].
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Figure 8. The stage–discharge relations computed by SRH-2D at three cross sections of the bedrock-
exposed reach.
The necessary parameters for stable channel slope estimation are collected and tabulated in Table 1
at different cross sections. The representative bed material grain sizes are based on the available field
measured data in recent years and the cross-sectional averaged channel geometries of both the bankfull
discharge (Wbf, Hbf) and channel-full discharge (Wcf, Hcf) are computed through the 2D flow modeling.
Table 1. The measured representative bed material grain size and calculated cross-sectional averaged
channel geometries at the bankfull and channel-full discharges.
XS No.
Representative Grain Size Wbf Wcf Hbf Hcf
Dm (mm) D90 (mm) (meter) (meter) (meter) (meter)
95 92.9 251.8 1328.3 219.1 2.2 2.58
105 48.5 168.4 671.9 512.1 1.6 2.93
107 54.1 190.3 273.6 136.8 4.4 5.13
109 71.3 222.9 315.0 93.5 3.8 3.82
111 94.9 263.3 222.4 146.2 4.0 6.13
113 107.2 300.0 155.0 84.2 5.6 6.05
115 33.6 90.0 104.6 83.7 4.0 7.87
Equations (3) and (4) are used to estimate the stable channel slope using the variables determined
above. The computed stable channel is listed in Table 2. It is seen that the channel slopes range from
0.0004 to 0.0044 with an average value of 0.0011. This value is very close to the longitudinal slope in
the lower part of most Rivers in Taiwan (near the river mouth/estuary), but different from the slopes of
the middle and upper reaches of mountainous rivers. The result is not surprising as the adopted stable
channel equations were developed for alluvial rivers and are not suitable for the purely soft-bedrock
or mixed channels.
Table 2. The estimated stable channel slopes at different cross-sections in the study reach.
XS No.
Schoklitsch (Equation (3)) MPM (Equation (4))
Qbf Qcf Qbf Qcf
95 0.0017 0.0044 0.0040 0.0034
105 0.0019 0.0020 0.0033 0.0017
107 0.0008 0.0011 0.0012 0.0011
109 0.0008 0.0014 0.0011 0.0018
111 0.0013 0.0012 0.0014 0.0015
113 0.0009 0.0010 0.0018 0.0016
115 0.0004 0.0003 0.0010 0.0005
Average 0.0009 0.0010 0.0013 0.0014
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5. Numerical Modeling Results
The numerical modeling results of the transient stable channel slope and channel evolution trend
are presented below.
5.1. Channel Slope Evolution within Three Spatial Scales
2D flow modeling is used to calculate the channel slopes in the past decades. With the measured
topography since 1976, the longitudinal channel slope of the study reach is analyzed at three
spatial scales: Large scale (the entire study reach), medium scale (four sub-reaches), and small scale
(cross-sections {XS}).
First, the large scale longitudinal channel slope is computed; this has been widely used for
planning channel stabilizing projects in Taiwan. The two stations near the boundaries of the study reach
are XS117 to XS90 and the reach between the two stations is about 14 km. The measured channel slope
evolution is shown in Figure 9a. It shows that the large-scale longitudinal channel profile maintained a
transient stable slope of 0.0068 before the earthquake and weir operation events. After these events,
the average channel slope decreased at a rate of about 0.00008 per year. The sharp decrease started in
2004, which coincided with the exposure of the soft bedrock due to the weir operation.
Next, the medium scale channel slopes are computed using the measured data. After 2004,
severe soft bedrock incision occurred. The study reach is divided into four sub-reaches based on
the channel morphology (from upstream to downstream): The head-cutting (XS117-XS115), the soft
bedrock (XS115-XS108), the transition (mixed alluvium and bedrock, XS108-XS105), and the alluvial
(XS105-XS90) sub-reaches. These sub-reaches have different bed materials and are delineated from the
aerial-photos and field observations. In general, the alluvial channel sub-reach has a larger channel
width-to-depth ratio than the bedrock channel; the transition and head-cutting sub-reaches have a
medium width-to-depth ratio, and the bedrock section has the smallest ratio [12]. The longitudinal
slope evolution for the four sub-reaches is shown in Figure 9b. It is seen that the channel slopes
of the four sub-reaches maintained a dynamically stable average of about 0.0068 before the weir
operation and earthquake. After these events, however, the channel slope evolved differently in
different sub-reaches depending on the bed material characteristics. The head-cutting sub-reach
experienced the most incision while the bedrock sub-reach showed a channel geometry self-regulating
feature [31]. The channel slope evolution was observed to occur as follows. The alluvial and soft
bedrock sub-reaches progressed with a predictable trend: The soft bedrock sub-reach developed a
constant average slope of about 0.0050 while the alluvial channel maintained a transient stable slope of
about 0.0068. The transition sub-reach decreased its slope in response to the upstream bedrock incision
and downstream fluvial process. The head-cut sub-reach increased its slope as the knickpoint moved
upstream towards the Ji-Ji weir.
Finally, the small scale channel slopes are computed at all river cross sections of the study reach.
The evolution of local channel slopes is plotted in Figure 9c. The results show that severe channel
incision occurred in the head-cutting, bedrock, and transition sub-reach. The most violent slope
developed in the upper part of the head-cutting sub-reach, where the local channel experienced a slope
variation up to eight folders, ranging from 0.005 to 0.040. Then a minor violent local slope change is
found in the mixed transition sub-reach, the mutation of the local channel slope ranges from 0.002 to
0.014. Followed by the soft bedrock sub-reach, the variation of the local channel slope varies between
the lower limit of 0.002 and the upper limit of 0.008. However, the alluvial channel retained a relative
steady progress of the local channel slope.
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S = -2.006E-08Y + 0.0068 (1975-2004)
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Figure 9. Longitudinal slope evolution with three different spatial scale: (a) Large-scale: The entire
study reach; (b) medium-scale: Divided the study reach into four sub-reaches; and (c) local scale:
Calculated between each cross-section.
5.2. Channel Slope Evolution and Prediction at Medium-Scale
2D mobile-bed modeling is carried out to understand the medium-scale channel slope evolution
in the near future. The measured DEM in November 2015 is used as the initial bed topography.
The predicted channel slope evolution is shown in Figure 10. As a comparison, the measured data in
2016 and 2017 are also displayed.
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Figure 10a displays the predicted and measured longitudinal channel slopes for the head-cutting
sub-reach. The channel slope is predicted reasonably well in comparison with the measured data in
2016 and 2017. The results show that the slope of this reach may continue to increase for the next
few years with a rate of about 0.00035 per year. The slope increase will slow down and approach to a
constant slope of 0.018 in 2020 when the knight point migration is near the Ji-Ji Weir.
Figure 10b shows the results for the soft bedrock sub-reach. The slope in this sub-reach is predicted
to maintain at a transient stable value of about 0.0058. Despite this, the channel incision will continue
in the next few years. The predicted channel slope agrees well with the measured data in 2016 and
2017. Both the predicted and measured slopes after 2015 indicate a slight slope increase above 0.000056
up to 2020. This slope increase may be owing to the cover effect of the fine sediments on the bedrock
during the low-flow period.
The transition sub-reach is between the upstream bedrock and the downstream alluvial sections.
Figure 10c shows the predicted and the measured channel slope evolution. The results show that the
slope of the sub-reach is decreasing at a rate of about 0.00034 per year. This is similar to the rate in the
upstream head-cutting sub-reach. The predicted channel slope matches well with the measured data
in 2016 and 2017. The declining slope may be due to the dominance of the fine sediment deposition in
the mixed zone. The numerical model predicts that the channel longitudinal slope will approach to the
historical channel slope at the river mouth of Cho-Shui River in 2020.
Finally, Figure 10d shows the predicted and measured channel slopes in the downstream alluvial
sub-reach. At the early stage before 2009, the slope of the sub-reach is increasing at a rate of about
0.000036 per year. Then, the slope fluctuates with an average value of 0.0068, which is the same as the
transient stable slope over the past few decades. The slope maintaining the historical slope suggests
that the sub-reach is influenced primarily by the natural river condition. The impacts of the upstream
soft bedrock incision and knickpoint propagation are minimal. Again, the predicted slopes in 2016 and
2017 match the measured data well, although the slope in 2017 is overestimated. The mismatch in
2017 may be explained by the upstream channel stabilization work in early 2017. The discrepancy,
however, is relatively small in comparison with the fluctuations at the beginning of the bedrock incision.
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Figure 10. Measured and predicted longitudinal channel slopes for the four sub-reaches with
medium-scale: (a) The head-cutting sub-reach: XS117-XS115; (b) the soft bedrock sub-reach:
XS115-XS108; (c) the transition sub-reach: XS108-XS105; and (d) the alluvial sub-reach: XS105-XS90.
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6. Discussion and Conclusions
A new approach is developed to assess the longitudinal channel slope of a mixed
alluvial-soft-bedrock stream. The approach adopts both the historical field data and the 2D numerical
model, and is applied the procedure to a 14 km reach downstream of the Ji-Ji Weir on the Chuo-Shui
River, Taiwan.
6.1. Discussion
Three spatial scales are used to assess the temporal variation of channel slope in the study site.
From the large spatial scale shown, it is difficult to characterize the mixed alluvial-bedrock streams,
which may be adequate for purely alluvial rivers. The local spatial scale shows the widely fluctuating
slope in the soft-bedrock incision reach, reflecting the compound environmental forcing and complex
riverbed setting. With the medium spatial scale, the channel slopes follow a predictive trend if the reach
is partitioned into four distinctive sub-reaches. The above observation and simulation results show
that the temporal variation of the channel slope turns into a predictable trend when using the medium
spatial scale, which could be primarily used in formulating river regulations and river stabilization
projects in mixed alluvial-bedrock stretches.
For most alluvial rivers with uniform bed materials, it is easy to obtain the reach-averaged
hydraulic properties, which do not change at different spatial scales. For the mixed alluvial-bedrock
reaches, channel slopes are discontinuous and bed material compositions are non-uniform. Channel
slopes and the evolution are different at different scales, which often complicates the planning and
design process for river stabilization projects.
The transient stable longitudinal channel slope and evolution of the study reach is schematized in
Figure 11, based on the above results. Four sub-reaches may be identified and represented in the figure
by the “rigid bars” with components of “roller”, “pin”, and “hinge”. The use of the rigid bar and
connection points between sub-reaches follow the terminology in the structural engineering. Each rigid
bar may move independently according to the fluvial behavior of their bed material characteristics.
The “roller” may move freely in both vertical and horizontal direction, the “hinge” can move only
in the vertical or horizontal direction, and the “pin” has fixed elevation and longitudinal position.
This figure shows clearly that the longitudinal channel profile is dominated by the fluvial process in
the soft bedrock and alluvium sub-reaches. The slope of the two sub-reaches evolves independently.
The slope of the transient sub-reach depends on the evolution results of the bedrock and alluvial
sub-reaches; and the slope of the head-cutting sub-reach is controlled by the Ji-Ji Weir.
In the head-cutting sub-reach, channel slope will increase owing to the bedrock incision and
knickpoint migration. The channel will act like a rigid bar: The upstream end is fixed at the Ji-Ji Weir
while the bar rotates in the counter-clockwise direction. The length of the sub-reach will decrease due
to the knickpoint migration upstream. Without proper protection measures, such as energy dissipation
and grade control structures, the knickpoint will continue to move upstream and endanger the weir.
For the bedrock sub-reach, the channel incision will continue but the slope remains at a constant
of 0.0058 which is smaller than the alluvial channel downstream. The two end points of the sub-reach
are the two knickpoints, which will continue to migrate upstream. The sub-reach length will increase
as the incision rate of this sub-reach is smaller than the head-cutting zone upstream, but higher than
the alluvial zone downstream.
In the transition sub-reach, erosion and deposition processes will occur simultaneously in response
to the upstream soft bedrock incision and the downstream alluvial sedimentation. A higher incision
rate in the bedrock zone and lower degradation rate in the alluvium zone will decrease the slope in this
sub-reach to about 0.0030. Due to the differences in the movement rates of the two boundaries, this
sub-reach will act like a rigid bar rotating clockwise. The longitudinal length of the bar will decrease
when the downstream aggregation rate is greater than the upstream erosion rate. The evolution of
the alluvial sub-reach is relatively simple: It will remain at a constant slope of 0.0068 although the
sub-reach will experience both degradation and aggregation. The rigid bar representing the alluvial
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sub-reach may move both upward and downward. Movement of the upstream boundary may alter
the length of the alluvial channel: Aggregation extends the channel into the transition sub-reach, but
degradation does the opposite.
Figure 11. Schematic sketch of the transient stable channel slope evolution for the four sub-reaches of
the study site.
6.2. Conclusions
In this study, a procedure was developed and demonstrated. First, the channel slope was assessed
numerically at three spatial scales: The large, the medium, and the local scale. The large scale analysis
may be adequate for purely alluvial streams, but is difficult to use to characterize mixed alluvial-bedrock
streams. The local scale analysis showed that the soft-bedrock incision has a widely fluctuating slope,
reflecting that the soft-bedrock incision is influenced by both unbalanced sediment transportation
and knickpoint migration. With the medium scale analysis, the channel slope evolution follows a
predictable trend and was the most appropriate for characterizing the channel evolution processes of
the study site.
The medium scale analysis showed that the study site may be divided into four sub-reaches:
The head-cutting, the soft bedrock, the transition, and the alluvial sub-reaches. Each sub-reach follows
a predictable slope evolution trend. The numerical model results were shown to agree with the field
data well. It was found that: (1) A 2D mobile-bed model may be useful in assessing the evolution of the
mixed alluvial-bedrock stream; in particular, the evolution of the soft bedrock channel slope is predicted
well in comparison with the available data; the numerical model provides future morphological trends
that are unavailable from the field data alone. (2) The channel slope of the study reach maintains a
transient stable slope of 0.0068 before the weir operation and co-seismic fault movement. (3) After river
channel incision into soft bedrock, the channel slope of the head-cutting sub-reach increases in response
to the manmade cross-stream structure; soft-bedrock channel develops an average slope of 0.0058
while the downstream alluvial channel evolves to an average slope of 0.0068. The transition sub-reach
is found to have its channel slope decreased.
From the engineering viewpoint, it is important to predict river channel adjustments to different
control or regulation schemes in order to avoid certain potential problems [32]. However, most
river management in dynamic rivers are mostly based on design guidelines derived from alluvial
rivers. The lack of knowledge of complex interacting geomorphological processes in the mixed
alluvial-soft-bedrock reach leads to continuous maintenance for river stability. Such a study for these
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kinds of dynamic rivers is unique and has not been analyzed in depth. The study results can be used to
select the proper locations and types of engineering stabilizing structures. Additionally, the proposed
approach could also be applied to other stretches with the same geological conditions and river setting.
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Abstract: In this paper an analysis of the lowland reservoir operation in atypical conditions is
presented. The chosen study object is the Stare Miasto reservoir in the Powa river (Poland), which
has been in operation since 2006. It is a two-stage reservoir, consisting of an upper sedimentation
part and a lower main reservoir. The upper part is separated from the main part by an internal dam
with a sluice gate. Such a construction enabled better control of sediment deposits and their removal.
The atypical conditions were caused by flood wave propagation in the Powa river and the reservoir
in 2014. In the research, three reservoir bathymetries are analyzed—from 2006, 2013, and 2018.
Two-dimensional (2D) hydrodynamic modeling is applied to analyze spatial variability of investigated
hydraulic parameters. Such an approach enabled better recognition of the changes observed in the
reservoir during 2006–2018. In the research, the spatial distributions of the velocities, the shear stresses,
and the stream power are the basis for the analyses and comparisons. The simulations enabled
identification of the main elements prone to collapse during flood wave propagation. The presented
results and approach may be applied for improvement of reservoir design, with special emphasis on
specific structures located in a reservoir basin.
Keywords: 2D model flow; two-stage reservoir; shear stress; stream power; operational problem
1. Introduction
This paper presents the problem of reservoir operation in the specific conditions of lowland areas.
The paper focuses on special type of reservoir, whose construction has become rather popular. These
are two-stage reservoirs, consisting of a preliminary sedimentation zone and a main zone. Only the
main zone stores water for basic purposes of reservoir operation. The popularity of the two-stage
reservoir is related to the fact that its construction reflects the nature of the reservoir sedimentation
process. This feature simplifies removal of sediments without raising additional problems in the
reservoir operation. Because in the past such solutions were not very popular and have become quite
popular recently, the functioning of two-stage reservoirs is not understood at a satisfactory level.
The water resources in Poland compared to other European countries are relatively limited. Hence,
it is important to build water reservoirs improving water balance, environmental water conditions,
as well as microclimate. Typical reservoirs may be used for different purposes including drinking water
supply, industrial water supply, and flood protection. Building reservoirs is economically profitable
due to the production of electricity in water power plants. Reservoirs also may play an important role
in tourism or as elements of the inland waterway.
The Wielkopolska (Great Poland) district is the region with the lowest rainfalls level in Poland.
This is the reason why small retention is intensively developed in this area. There are 38 reservoirs
classified as small retention objects. According to the Polish regulations, these are the reservoirs with
storage smaller than 5 hm3. In Wielkopolska, there are also two large reservoirs with storage exceeding
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5 hm3 [1]. The number of reservoirs indicates the significance of the discussed problem. Additionally,
it is worth noting the economic importance of the reservoirs.
Operation of the water reservoir may cause several problems. In general, processes which are
difficult to control occur in the reservoir and around it. Two problems are common for small and large
reservoirs. These are, (1) erosion downstream of the reservoir dam, and (2) sediment deposition in the
backward part of the inflowing river [2–4]. These processes occur relatively fast and cause a direct
threat of reservoir catastrophe [3,5]. Although the processes occurring in the entire reservoir volume
are also very important, they are slower and less visible in general [4–7]. The sediment transport in
equilibrium conditions, occurring in the inflowing river, changes when water flows into the reservoir.
The sediment transport potential rapidly decreases and the stream is not able to transport the same
amount of sediments. Suspended and bed-loaded grains are deposited, creating alluvial fans and
deltas in the inlet part of the reservoir. The density currents influence the water circulation in the
reservoir. Finally, the fine sediments deposited in the deeper parts of the reservoir reduce the available
volume and change the operational conditions in the longer time horizon [8–12]. In the inlet part
of the reservoir, the deposition causes a decrease in the local depths and expansion of the riparian
vegetation [6,13]. In two-stage reservoirs, these processes occur in the preliminary sedimentation
zone. Water pollutants are also inhibited there, which improves water quality in the main part of the
reservoir. However, pollutants are frequently deposited in the sediments (e.g., heavy metals) [14–17].
The object analyzed is the Stare Miasto reservoir, located in the Powa river in central Poland.
This is a lowland reservoir with specific construction of the bottom. There is a preliminary zone
separated from the rest of the reservoir by an internal dam. The flow between the upper and lower
parts of the reservoir is limited. The upper part is usually smaller and plays the role of the initial
sediment container, whereas the lower part is greater and it is designed to provide water for the main
purpose of the reservoir operation. Hence, the lower part is usually called the main reservoir. There are
basic reservoir capacities (i.e., active conservation storage, flood storage capacity, flood surcharge
capacity, as well as dead storage). The described solution is one of the methods applied for prevention
of sedimentation and water quality degradation in reservoirs [11,18,19]. Such an approach is not
prohibitively expensive, though there are also some drawbacks. From the economic point of view,
separation of the upper part means the loss of its conservation or flood storage. For this reason, broad
research on such reservoirs, describing their operational conditions, seems worthwhile.
Taking into account the simplicity of the described concept, it is expected that such reservoirs will
be built more frequently. In literature such objects have been rarely analyzed. Two other problems
are discussed: (a) water and sediment quality [15–17,19,20]; (b) reservoir sedimentation [4,5,11,21–23].
These two processes make the described reservoir construction so attractive. Today a number of
two-stage reservoirs in Poland can be found, for example, the Poraj reservoir in the Warta river,
the Rydzyny reservoir in the Sama river, Kowalskie Lake in the Główna river, or the new concept of
the Wielowieś Klasztorna reservoir in the Prosna river.
The basic feature of lowland reservoirs is very good vertical mixing of heat and dissolved
substances. It means the lack of temperature stratification and uniform distribution of solutes along
the depth. Due to the small depths, density currents caused by temperature and salinity gradients
should not be present in such reservoirs. As reported by Krenkel et al. [24], the processes of heat and
dissolved mass exchange in reservoirs without stratification vary in horizontal dimensions as in rivers.
Measurements and field surveys provide limited information on the spatial as well as temporal
scale. The sampling techniques provide point information. Detailed description of the spatial
distributions of investigated parameters (e.g., velocities, temperature, etc.) requires a huge number
of such measurements and, obviously, it is time-consuming and expensive. A similar problem arises
when the temporal variability of the selected parameters is formulated. The duration of the analyzed
processes is important. The description of their dynamics requires continuous measurements or
very frequent momentary measurements. Hence, the application of mathematical modeling in the
analysis may help. Different types of models for description of river and reservoir dynamics have
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been applied for many years. One-dimensional (1D) unsteady flow models are the simplest models
applied for reservoirs [25,26]. However, models of this kind are able to reconstruct properly only
the variability of the depth in the reservoir. Other hydraulic parameters (e.g., velocities, shear stress,
etc.) are determined approximately. Modeling of other processes in 1D mode for reservoirs is burdened
with significant inaccuracies. Because of this, 2D and 3D modeling is more frequently used for
analysis of reservoirs. In the lowland reservoir, 2D models are preferred due to relatively small
depths [25,27–30]. Such an approach enables determination of quite accurate spatial distributions
of basic hydraulic variables (e.g., depth and velocity) and parameters dependent on their values
(e.g., shear stress, stream power, and others) [29,30]. More accurate reconstruction of the hydraulic
variables range is also the basis for modeling of other processes (e.g., transport of pollutants or sediment
transport). The field measurements impact the construction of the model during the procedure of
identification and verification. The final product is a model giving results (e.g., depth, velocities, etc.),
consistent with observations in the field. It may be applied for test computations and forecasting. Such
a model may support analysis of spatial and temporal variability of the investigated variables.
The purpose of the present research is to analyze two-stage reservoir operation, with its hydraulic
and operational problems. The presented approach is based on the 2D simulations of a hydrodynamic
model made for a flood scenario selected from historical data. The flood wave observed between
10 April and 19 July of 2014 is used. The attention is focused on three variables identified as the
measures of potential hazards: (1) magnitude of flow velocity, (2) shear stress, and (3) stream power.
The role of the flow velocity in morphodynamical changes in rivers and reservoirs is well known. Such
processes as sediment deposition and erosion are observed in locations of significant velocity changes
(e.g., reservoir inlets, contractions in channels, etc.). The shear stress describes these processes better
with the so-called incipient motion criteria. In such objects as reservoirs, the shear stresses have specific
distributions, and they may be concentrated near hydraulic obstacles (e.g., dams and bridge piers).
The stream power is a combination of velocity and shear stress, with potential to link the features of
both variables. Hence the stream power is a basis of many sediment transport formulae applied for
modeling of sediment deposition and erosion in rivers and reservoirs. The spatial distributions of these
variables are confronted with the known locations of threats (e.g., internal dam almost crashed in 2014).
The main assumption is that the careful analysis of such spatial distributions may help to prevent
undesirable threats in the stage of reservoir design. The analyses are made for three bathymetries
reconstructed for the years 2006, 2013, and 2018. The comparison of velocity, shear stress, and stream
power distributions in these three moments of time could help to understand better the nature of
processes responsible for morphodynamic changes in the reservoir.
2. Case Study System
Taking into account the purpose of the research, quite a specific object, the Stare Miasto reservoir
in the Powa river, was chosen as a case study. The Powa is a moderately sized river flowing in the
lowland of Great Poland province in the central part of Poland. The Stare Miasto reservoir was built as
an element of the small retention program [31]. The purposes of this program are the improvement of
watershed capacity, flood and drought protection, and prevention of a decrease in the groundwater
table. The analyzed reservoir has been in operation since 2006. It is divided into two parts (Figure 1),
with an internal dam located at km 12 + 000 of the Powa river. There is a regulated sluice applied to
control flow through the dam. The upper zone works as a sediment trap.
The inundation area of the upper part is 27 ha and its storage equals 0.294 hm3. The lower part
is the so-called main reservoir. This part is additionally split into two internal parts by highway A2
(Figure 1), running from Poznań to Warsaw [32]. The watershed area of the Stare Miasto reservoir
in the cross-section of the main dam is 299.7 km2. The average depth of the reservoir is 2.4 m. The
estimated length of this object is 4.5 km. The inundation area for the minimum headwater level (MinPP
= 92.0 m a.s.l.) is 75.77 ha. For the normal headwater level (NPP = 93.5 m a.s.l.) the inundation area
is 90.68 ha. The maximum headwater level (MaxPP) is 94.0 m a.s.l. The total reservoir capacity is
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2.159 hm3. The active conservation storage is 1.216 hm3. The inundation area of the upper zone is
13.62% of the total water surface area. The land use in the neighborhood of the reservoir agriculture.
Because the usefulness of the terrain is limited, crop production has been stopped in this region [32,33].
The reservoir is working in an annual compensation cycle, which may cause annual variation in the
water level, from MinPP to NPP. The operational water level is from 92.00 m a.s.l. to 94.00 m a.s.l.
The reservoir is filled in March and the water surface is kept at the level of NPP until the end of
October. After October, the main reservoir is emptied to the level of MinPP. To protect the inlet part
from degradation and sediment accumulation, the water surface in the upper part is kept at the NPP
level for the entire year.
Figure 1. Chosen case study—Stare Miasto reservoir on the Powa river: (a) The reservoir and its main
elements—internal dam, highway bridge, and main dam; (b) the watershed with main elements—river,
reservoirs, and gauge station.
Figure 2. Variability of discharge at the Posoka gauge station, (a) for the period 1971–2017; (b) for the
year 2014.
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In the Powa river there is one gauge station called Posoka (Figure 1b). This is located downstream
of the reservoir at km 3 + 900 of the Powa course. The watershed area in the cross-section of the
gauge is 332 km2. The characteristic flows were determined on the basis of recorded observations at
this gauge station during the period 1975–2017 [34]. The results are presented in Figure 2. The total
minimum observed was 0.006 m3/s, while the total maximum was 42.6 m3/s. The mean flow was
about 1.15 m3/s. During the time of reservoir operation, from 2006 to 2017, the maximum flow of
28.5 m3/s (Figure 2b) occurred in 2014. The minimum and mean flows did not differ much from those
estimated for the entire period. In the analyzed period, the average annual outflow from the reservoir
was 36.9 hm3.
Operational Problems in the Reservoir
Operational problems have been present in the Stare Miasto reservoir since its construction.
The first of them is caused by the internal dam splitting the reservoir into two parts. As mentioned
above, the headwater level should be constant over the entire year (Figure 3a–c). The flow through the
internal dam from the preliminary sedimentation zone to the main part of the reservoir is regulated by
the sluice installed in the internal dam (Figure 4b,c). Due to the internal dam instability and the too
small span of the sluice, equal to 3 m, the sluice was totally opened almost all the year. The problems
with the internal dam increased in 2014, when huge flows in the Powa river occurred (Figure 4b) after
heavy rainfalls in the upper watershed, which caused local flooding.
Figure 3. Stare Miasto reservoir in the Powa river: (a) The internal dam in 2011; (b) the internal dam
destroyed after the flood wave propagation in 2014; (c) the uncovered reservoir bottom near the internal
dam (author: J. Wicher-Dysarz).
High water stages and a fast-flowing flood wave reached the reservoir and met the internal dam.
Due to the huge force acting on the dam during the flood wave propagation in 2014, the structure was
damaged (Figure 3b).
Figure 4. Stare Miasto in the Powa river: (a) The bridge with highway A2; (b) the sluice in the internal
dam in 2011; (c) the sluice in the internal dam in 2014 (author J. Wicher-Dysarz).
In 2014, it was decided that the internal dam would be reconstructed and the sediments would be
removed from the upper part of the reservoir. The construction works were carried out in 2015. In the
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upper part the layer of sediments from the reservoir bottom was removed. The depth of the layer was
40 cm. The area of removal covered about 2 ha and the estimated volume of the removed sediments
was 8000 m3. The soil removed was distributed more or less uniformly along the banks. The sluice
gate was reconstructed in such a way that inverted elevation was decreased.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Available Data
In the research four types of data were applied: (1) Hydrologic data for the Posoka gauge station;
(2) the measurements of reservoir bathymetry made in 2006, 2013, and 2018; (3) a digital elevation
model (DEM); and (4) sediment samples collected in 2011 and 2018.
The hydrological data for the Posoka gauge station were obtained from the Institute of
Meteorology and Water Management (IMGW—Polish: Instytut Meteorologii i Gospodarki Wodnej).
Although the available daily data was for the period 1971–2017 (Figure 2), the single flood wave
observed between 10 April and 19 July of 2014 was used for simulations. The DEM applied in this
research was obtained from the Head Office of Geodesy and Cartography (GUGiK—Polish Główny
Urząd Geodezji i Kartografii). Its spatial resolution was 1 × 1 m. The vertical accuracy was 15 cm.
Examples of the data applied to create a computer model of bathymetries are presented in Figure 5.
Figure 5a shows the reservoir shape and the location of the area for presentation of details. This area
was chosen as a part of the reservoir near the internal dam. The bathymetry reflecting the year 2006
was reconstructed on the basis of topographic maps used for the reservoir design purposes (Figure 5b).
The digital elevation model was built on the basis of elevations and isolines presented in the maps.
In 2013, the bathymetry of the reservoir was measured in cross-sections with two devices: (1) GPS;
and (2) an Echotrac CVM depth sounder. The total number of cross-sections was 98 and the distances
between them varied from 50 to 100 m. Examples of these data is shown in Figure 5c. The last
bathymetry was measured in 2018 as a part of the ISOK project (Polish: ISOK = Informatyczny System
Osłony Kraju przed nadzwyczajnymi zagrożeniami, English: IT system of the Country’s Protection
Against Extreme Hazards). The second part of the project started in 2017 and the data from this part
were applied for the presented research. The total number of cross-sections was 14 and the distances
between them were in the range 200–300 m. Measurement points locations are shown in Figure 5d.
The last set of data applied in the research included sediment samples measured in 2011 and 2018.
In 2011, 36 sediment samples were collected. In 2018 the measurements were repeated and 30 samples
were taken from the reservoir bottom. The granulation based on 66 samples measured in 2011 and
2018 was determined as a combination of sieve and aerometer analysis, according to Polish norm
PN-R-04032:1998 "Soils and minerals—samples and analysis of granulation." The sieve analysis was
performed in wet conditions with a normalized set of sieves. The aerometric analysis was performed
with a set of aerometric devices produced by Eijkelkamp. According to the above-mentioned Polish
norm, the soil fractions taken into account were as follows: sand (2–0.05 mm), silt (0.05–0.002 mm),
and clay (0.002 mm).
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Figure 5. Examples of data used for the reconstruction of the reservoir bathymetries: (a) Location of the
selected area; (b) design map from 2006; (c) measurement points from 2013; (d) measurement points
from 2018.
3.2. Applied Methods
The ArcGIS 10.5.1 software developed by Esri Inc. was applied which is described in e.g., Docan [35].
It enables quite easy processing of GIS data, such as vector and raster layers. An integral part of ArcGIS
is the ArcToolbox. It is a module including the main external tools and methods. Some of them are
concurrent to the methods available in the basic ArcGIS interface, while others extend the capabilities
of the standard interface. Extension of ArcGIS is also possible with specific plug-ins installed as
ArcGIS toolbars. One such plug-in is HEC-GeoRAS [36], which is a toolbar with methods designed to
support preparation of the river flow model. The tools available in HEC-GeoRAS may also be useful in
preparation of a 2D model for simulation of flow in a reservoir.
The second plug-in applied is RiverBox, which is a set of geo-processing tools developed in
Python by Dysarz [37]. Although the software was designed primarily for reconstruction of a river
bed, after preliminary data processing it has been also successfully applied for this reservoir. The basic
idea of interpolation in the channel-oriented coordinates is shown in Figure 6a. The bottom elevations
are reconstructed from measurement cross-sections (green lines) through linear interpolation in two
directions: the longitudinal and the transversal. The plug-in includes a number of algorithms for
measurement data processing and three algorithms for reconstruction of the bed. These are described in
more detail in the quoted publication [37]. The scheme of the third algorithm applied here is presented
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in Figure 6b. The main idea was to create a number of random points over the interpolated area,
channel-oriented interpolation of the elevations in the points, and finally application of “typical” spatial
interpolation. In the third algorithm of the RiverBox, the linear interpolation in the two dimensions
was applied for this purpose. It wa implemented by adoption of two tools from ArcToollbox: creation
of TIN (Triangular Irregular Network) and transformation of the TIN into standard raster. The choice
of the third algorithm was determined by its effectiveness analyzed in Dysarz [37].
Figure 6. Main ideas of the bathymetry reconstruction with RiverBox [37]: (a) Scheme of interpolation;
(b) applied algorithm.
Three bathymetries of the analyzed reservoir were reconstructed from available data,
they represent the reservoir bed from 2006, 2013, and 2018. The first was composed from detailed
design maps of the reservoir, with application of geo-referencing and digitization. The next two were
reconstructed with the help of the RiverBox plug-in for ArcGIS Desktop software.
The HEC-RAS is a well-known hydrodynamic model for rivers and water reservoirs. This program
was designed at the Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC). The acronym RAS means River Analysis
System, which well defines the application area. The concepts applied in the package are described
by [38]. The main features of HEC-RAS are 1D simulations of flow and transport processes in river
networks, including floodplains and reservoirs, as well as 2D simulations of pure flow. The HEC-RAS
package also includes several useful tools for data preparation and results processing. These tools
include the module for GIS data processing called RAS Mapper [39].
The 2D flow module was applied in this research. The basic model for such simulations
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where the Equation (1) describes mass balance and the next two, Equations (2) and (3), are momentum
balance equations. The independent variables are t—time and x, y—spatial dimensions. There are
three dependent variables, namely h—the water depth, and u, v—the depth-averaged components
of flow velocity. The water surface elevation H depends on the depth and g is acceleration of gravity.
There are also two coefficients of more complex nature. The first is kinematic eddy viscosity coefficient
ϑt defined as follows
ϑt = Dhu∗ (4)
where D is non-dimensional empirical constant describing mixing intensity and u∗ is well known









where R is hydraulic radius and |V| is magnitude of velocity vector. There are also velocity coefficient
for Chezy equation C and roughness coefficient for Manning equation n.
The interpretation of mass balance in Equation (1) is relatively simple. In arbitrary control volume,
the inflow and outflow fluxes described by the second and third terms of the equation should be
in balance with the increase or decrease in the water volume stored, which is expressed in terms of
water surface elevation changes in the first term. The left sides of Equations (2) and (3) describe the
change in the momentum stored in the control volume, including the momentum stored locally and
the momentum fluxes. The first terms of the right sides represent the pressure and gravity forces,
while the second is responsible for internal eddy stresses and mixing. The last terms of the right sides
describe the friction force generated on the contact surface of the liquid and bottom.
In HEC-RAS, the simulation may be performed with a simplified version of the model (1)–(3).
If the left side of momentum equations and the eddy viscosity terms are neglected, the model (1)–(3)























where |∇H| is the magnitude of water surface gradient or, in other words, the water surface slope.
The model (6) with (7) is the default choice due to stability and efficiency. The simulations presented
here were performed with the diffusive wave model.
The equations are approximated with a hybrid scheme based on a combination of finite difference
and finite volume methods. Such an approach is applied due to the fact that the computations mesh is
composed of rectangular elements inside the flow domain and multi-edge irregular elements near the
boundaries [38]. The applied boundary conditions are a flow hydrograph in the reservoir inlet and a
constant stage hydrograph in the reservoir outlet.
The obtained results were transformed into the cell-oriented shear stress τ and stream power SP
values. These two variables are defined as follows
τ = ρgRS f SP = τ|V| (8)
where S f is energy grade line slope (friction slope).
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For the purposes of the present research, three models were developed. All of them were 2D
models of the entire reservoir. Elements such as the bridge, internal dam, and main dam were
reconstructed by modification of elevations in a digital terrain model representing the reservoir
bottom. The basis for the 2D simulations was the numerical mesh covering the entire reservoir area,
approximately equaling 1 km2. The imposed cell size of rectangular cells was 2 × 2 m, but the cells near
the boundaries may have different shapes. Hence, the minimum cell area was 1.74 m2 and maximum
was 7.87 m2, when the total average was 4.01 m2. The total number of cells covering the reservoir was
241,699. Three bottoms were tested, which were the reconstructions of the real reservoir for 2006, 2013,
and 2018. The reconstruction process is described above. In all cases the flood wave observed in 2014
was simulated with constant head water kept in the reservoir outlet. The elevation of the head water
simulated was 93.50 m a.s.l. This is the so-called normal head water level in the Stare Miasto reservoir.
The simulation time step was chosen due to the stability requirements and it equaled 30 s. Because the
semi-implicit scheme was used for time discretization, the weighting factor was set to 0.75.
Table 1. The dependence between absolute roughness and characteristics of sediment grain sizes.
Methods Absolute Roughness (ks)
Nikuradse ks = 2.3d80
Einstein ks = d65
Engelung-Hansen ks = 2d65
van Rijn ks = 3d90
Kamphuis ks = 2d90
Besides the geometry reconstruction and flow boundary conditions, the important elements
determining the flow process in the analyzed area were roughness coefficients. A simplified approach
was used for this purpose. The sediment samples collected from the reservoir bottom were the basis
for determination of the equivalent roughness coefficient for the entire reservoir bottom. Two step
calculations were applied. In the first step, the dimensionless resistance coefficient λ from the









where Rh is the hydraulic radius and ks is the absolute roughness. The second coefficient was defined
theoretically as the average height of bottom irregularities. In practice its value was calculated on the
basis of sediment characteristics, but a number of formulae have been proposed in literature for this
purpose. The chosen and applied approaches are presented in Table 1 [40]. The symbol dx in this table
means specific diameter of the grain sample determined on the basis of the sieve curve. The next step












In Figure 7a, the box-and-whiskers plot, representing the relationship between the five methods
listed in Table 1 and the roughness coefficients, is presented. The sediment characteristics were
determined on the basis of the 66 sieve curves obtained from sediment samples, presented in Figure 7b,
in which dots represent the mean values. The boxes show the values of the mean ± standard deviation.
The whiskers denote the values between mean ± 1.96 standard deviations, which define the 95%
confidence level. The plot presented in Figure 7a summarizes 330 calculations of roughness coefficients.
The obtained average value was 0.038 sm−1/3, while the minimum and maximum values were 0.026
and 0.059 sm−1/3, respectively.
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Figure 7. Estimation of roughness coefficients: (a) Statistics of roughness coefficients calculated
on the basis of approaches presented in Table 1; (b) sieve curves applied for the calculation of
roughness coefficients.
4. Results and Discussion
On the basis of 2D simulations, the depths, flow velocities, shear stresses, and stream power
were determined for the entire reservoir with each of the three different bathymetries. Due to the
huge amount of data, the results were kept in three groups: maps, graphs of selected cross-sections,
and graphs with statistical analyses. In Figure 8, the locations of the main elements applied to
analyze the results is shown. The reservoir was divided into five parts as presented in Figure 8a.
They were, (1) the main reservoir 1, (2) the main reservoir 2, (3) pre-reservoir, (4) area under bridge,
and (5) the internal dam. The four cross-sections were located in characteristic places of the greatest
parts. There was 241,699 computational cells in the numerical grid. Because this number of cells was
difficult for processing, the sample points (Figure 8b) were used for monitoring the obtained results.
The total number of sample points was 1670, which was about 0.67% of the available locations of
computed values. Although this number was much smaller than the number of computational cells,
the sample points covered the entire reservoir with sufficient density. Because the reservoir parts
differed in size, their distribution over the parts was not uniform. In the main reservoir 1, the main
reservoir 2, and pre-reservoir there were 500 points, while 20 points were generated in the area under
the bridge and 150 points generated over the internal dam.
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Figure 8. Elements used in the analyses: (a) Parts of the reservoir and location of cross-sections;
(b) location of sample points.
Figure 9. Analysis of depth distributions over the reservoir bottom in the Stare Miasto reservoir:
(a) Bathymetry 2006; (b) bathymetry 2013; (c) bathymetry 2018.
The maps presented in Figure 9, Figure 11, and Figure 12 show the spatial distribution of depth,
velocity, and shear stress over the three reservoir bathymetries, namely 2006, 2013, and 2018. As may
be observed, the reservoir bottom changed during 12 years. Figure 9 presents the maps of maximum
depths obtained as the results of simulations. The following maps (Figure 9a–c) show the results
for bathymetries of 2006, 2013, and 2018, respectively. The comparison of bathymetries is made in
Figure 10—part A (Figure 10(a1–a4)), where the geometry of cross-sections marked in Figure 8 is
shown. In part B of Figure 10 (Figure 10(b1–b4)), the differences of the bottom elevations related to
the initial bathymetry 2006 were analyzed. The blue line denotes increase in the elevations, from the
initial bathymetry to the bathymetry measurement in 2013. The red lines represent differences between
measurements of 2018 and the initial data.
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Figure 10. Selected cross-sections: (a) Bottom and water surface elevations for three bathymetries;
(b) difference in bottom elevations between 2006 and 2013, as well as between 2006 and 2018.
As it can be seen, during the life of the reservoir, since 2006, the reservoir bottom was considerably
transformed. Figure 10, graph b1 shows the cross-section located in the inlet of the Stare Miasto
reservoir. The differences in the bottom elevations varied from 2 m of accumulated sediments to 2 m of
removed sediments. The comparison with the bathymetry of 2006 shows that the greatest differences
occurred in 2018 as a result of natural processes, as well as artificial removal of sediments in the end of
2014 and the beginning of 2015. At this time, a 0.4-m layer of sediments was removed from the bottom
of the upper part. Figure 10(b2,b3) show similar bottom increases for the bathymetries of 2018 and
2006. In the last cross-section located near the main dam, the sediments were accumulated during
12 years of reservoir life. The only place where erosion occurred was located near the valve tower
and spillway.
The graphs presented in Figure 11 illustrate the spatial distribution of maximum magnitudes of
velocity in the reservoir. According to the maps, the maximum velocities occurred near structures
such as the internal dam, the sluice in the internal dam, the flow below the bridge, and the reservoir
outflow. There were also greater velocities in the reservoir inlet, though the area is so small that it
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was not visible well in the scale of Figure 11. The internal dam separates the preliminary part of the
reservoir from its main part. The single and very small sluice caused local increase in the velocity
magnitude and erosion of the alluvial bed. The maximum velocities over 3 m/s occurred also below
the bridge. The reason was the too narrow bridge span.
Figure 11. Spatial distributions of velocities in the Stare Miasto reservoir for three bathymetries:
(a) Bathymetry 2006; (b) bathymetry 2013; (c) bathymetry 2018.
The results presented ealier were confirmed by the results shown in Figure 12a–c, illustrating that
the distribution of the shear stresses in the reservoir was similar to that of velocity. The maximum
values occurred at the reservoir inlet, near the internal dam, and in the bridge span. Additionally,
the reservoir inlet was more prone to shear stress increase. The maximum shear stresses occurred
for the bathymetry of 2013 (Figure 12b). In the bathymetry of 2018, the corresponding values were
lower, especially, in the pre-reservoir. Supposedly, the artificial change in the bottom configuration as
a result of dredging in 2014/2015 was the reason for such a change. Additionally, the very specific
cross-sections marked in Figure 12 are cross-sections near the inlet, in the internal dam, and under the
bridge. They were applied for analyses presented in Figure 13.
Figure 12. Shear stress calculated for the Stare Miasto reservoir and three bathymetries: (a) Bathymetry
2006; (b) bathymetry 2013; (c) bathymetry 2018.
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Figure 13. Shear stress and stream power in chosen cross-section: (a) inlet; (b) internal dam; (c) bridge.
The next variable analyzed was the stream power [41–43], but it is shown only in the graphs
created with one of two methods: (1) as cross-sections with results extracted from results in raster
format (Figures 8a and 12) (2) as statistics of values in the random sample points (Figure 8b).
In Figure 13a–c, the graphs of shear stresses (SS) and stream power (SP) in selected cross-sections
are shown for comparison. The cross-sections applied were those shown in Figure 12. In Figure 13a,
the inlet cross-section is presented. The shear stresses (SS) simulated there were over 20 N/m2, while
the stream power (SP) values reached about 100 W/m. The highest values of shear stress as well as
stream power were observed for the reservoir in 2013. Supposedly, the accumulation of sediments in
the period 2006–2013 changed the configuration of the bottom in such a way that there was an increase
in these two factors. The values of shear stress and stream power were lower for the conditions in
2018. The removal of sediments in the pre-reservoir in 2014/2015 induced another kind of change.
The next specific cross-section is shown in Figure 13b, at the internal dam with its sluice gate. The shear
stresses as well as stream power in the sluice were increasing rapidly, independently of the bottom
configuration tested. However, the sluice gate is made of concrete and it should be resistant to such
forces. The huge values of the analyzed variable are more dangerous for the rest of the internal dam.
The maximum values of shear stress were about 40 N/m2 there, while the stream power reached about
200 W/m. The values of these two factors were relatively small for the conditions in 2006, but in other
configurations of the bottom, 2013 and 2018, high shear stresses and stream power were noticed. These
values were quite high, especially in the lowland reservoirs where fine sand is deposited with grain
sizes smaller than 0.5 mm. It means that, irrespective of the dredging and rebuild of the sluice gate,
the internal dam is still exposed to huge forces and is prone to break. In the cross-section of the bridge,
the shear stresses were smaller, about 7 N/m2 and seem to be stable. The same was noticed about the
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stream power values obtained there. The hydraulic conditions under the bridge seemed to be less
dependent on the bottom configuration.
The next stage of the research was statistical analysis performed with Statistica 13. The values of
maximum magnitudes of velocity, maximum shear stresses, and maximum stream power were read
in the locations of the randomly generated points shown in Figure 8b, and then processed over the
set of points and subsets included in particular reservoir parts (Figure 8a). Such results are presented
as standard box-and-whisker plots in Figure 14a–c. The graph in Figure 14a shows the maximum
flow velocities for different parts of the reservoir indicated in Figure 8a. The total medians were 0.32,
0.41, and 0.44 for bathymetries 2006, 2013, and 2018, respectively, while the mean values were 0.53,
0.67, 0.73 m/s. The significant differences between median and mean values for all bathymetries
were caused by greater velocities calculated for the bridge and the internal dam. In the first case,
the medians were 4.69, 4.81, and 6.38 m/s for the same bathymetries as previously. In the internal dam
these factors reach values 2.33, 3.65, and 4.11 m/s. Such great irregularities indicate the importance
of these two locations. The greatest values for all bathymetries were noticed under the bridge and
over the internal dam. The velocities simulated with the initial bathymetry were slightly smaller
than the others. The similarity of the internal dam median velocities for 2013 and 2018 shows that
the dredging in 2014/2015 did not improve the safety of this dam much. Fortunately, the maximum
velocities decreased from about 10 m/s in 2013 to 6–7 m/s in 2018. In the other parts of the reservoir,
the velocities obtained were much smaller irrespective of the bathymetry tested.
The trends observed in the spatial distributions of shear stresses (Figure 14b) and stream power
(Figure 14c) were different. Definitely the highest values of these two variables were observed in
the internal dam. The discrepancy of the velocity magnitudes with shear stress and stream power
observed under the bridge may be explained by relatively great narrowing of the flow area but small
hydraulic slope governed by the head in the main dam. The internal dam influenced from the upstream
and downstream was in different conditions. Hence, the shear stress and stream power confirm the
observations of velocities.
Figure 14. Cont.
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Figure 14. Characteristic values of analyzed hydraulic parameters simulated for bathymetries 2006,
2013, and 2018, and recorded at random points: (a) Velocity; (b) shear stress; (c) stream power.
It is also important that there is a difference in trend between the median and maximum values.
The median values of the shear stress as well as stream power more or less decreased between 2013 and
2018. The simulation over the bottom for 2013 provided median shear stress equal to 7.95 N/m2 and
median stream power of 27.97 W/m over the internal dam. The median results obtained for bathymetry
2018 were 7.77 N/m2 and 19.27 W/m, respectively. Hence, the decreases were 2.2% and 31.1% for shear
stress and stream power, respectively. The same results indicate significant increases of the maximum
values in the case of these two factors. The maximum shear stress and stream power values for bottom
for 2013 were 28.63 N/m2 and 653.78 W/m, respectively. The results for the bathymetry 2018 gave
maximum values of the same variables equaling 36.75 N/m2 and 815.12 W/m. Hence, the increase
of shear stress was 28.4% and the increase of the stream power was 24.7%. It confirms the previous
conclusion that the rebuild of the internal dam and sluice gate did not improve the safety of this object.
The analysis of bed changes and shear stress or stream power in reservoirs is relatively difficult
for modeling. In many papers there is a description of the shear stresses acting on the river bed in
mountainous as well as lowland conditions [30,44,45]. The majority of such concepts is based on
the simulation in 1D or calculated with empirical formulae [30,45]. In results provided by Glock
et al. [30], who simulated flow in Austrian rivers and a laboratory flume, shear stresses varied from 0.4
to 93 N/m2. The course of the channel, meandering or straight, influenced the obtained values greatly.
The results were also dependent on the type of model applied. They compared results of 1D, 2D,
and 3D models. It is obvious that shear stresses are impacted by the roughness of the channel bed and
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flow velocities. In the Stare Miasto reservoir maximum velocities up to 10 m/s (Figure 14a) generated
huge shear stresses, reaching values of 90 N/m2 (Figure 13b). Such magnitudes were noted in the
internal dam and near the sluice installed there. Huge velocities and shear stresses caused huge values
of stream power. In the sluice it was 900 W/m (Figure 13b). During the flood wave propagation in
the reservoir, the most critical location was the reservoir inlet. The velocities simulated there equaled
5 m/s (Figure 11), which was related to huge shear stresses reaching values of 25 N/m2 (Figure 13a).
5. Conclusions
The impact of hydraulic parameters, such as velocity, shear stress, and stream power, on the
operational conditions in a two-stage reservoir was analyzed. The basis for the investigations was
simulations assuming the 2D hydrodynamic model. Such an approach enabled better illustration of the
processes and changes in the reservoir for different moments of time. The method applied was different
from the 1D models usually applied, as it enabled better recognition of the advantages and drawbacks of
two-stage constructions. The shear stresses were calculated for the entire reservoir basin and especially
for the structures located in it, and visualization revealed significant differences in response to impacts
such as flood wave propagation. The simulations were made for the bathymetries of 2006, 2013, and 2018.
The conclusions drawn from the results indicated really great stresses exerted on the internal dam, which
may lead to breakage of the dam structure. In general, the analyses proved that structures in the reservoir
are prone to profound stresses. The magnitudes of shear stresses in specific flood conditions are not
observed frequently in lowland rivers and reservoirs. The contraction caused by the bridge span is also
very dangerous. In flooding conditions, it may cause great acceleration of water flow. The highway
bridge is a massive construction and no direct threat related to great stress has been detected in this
case. However, it is not possible to exclude the probability of erosion below the bridge and collapse of
the construction due to bridge scour in future. One thing is obvious—the velocities, the shear stress,
and stream power values are not typical of lowland conditions if the flood propagates through the
reservoir. The presented analyses confirm that two-stage reservoirs are a good solution of some reservoir
problems, if the inflows are moderate. However, the increase in inflows up to flood magnitudes may
generate new problems related to the stability of the structures located in the reservoir basin.
The applied 2D hydrodynamic modeling enabled more detailed analysis focused on spatial
distributions of important factors: the velocity, the shear stress, and the stream power. The obtained
results are satisfactory and they may be applied in several ways. The approach presented enabled
identification of potential threats, which is well shown on the example of the internal dam. However,
such an approach required greater computational costs than in other cases—more simulation time,
faster processors, more effective models, more memory on disks, etc. Although, the use of three
different bathymetries and comparisons between them increased the complexity of the problem, it also
enabled simplified verification of the object vulnerability to flood hazard. As indicated, the rebuild of
the internal dam did not improve the safety of this structure and future breakage could be expected.
Some application areas of the results presented seem to be obvious—improvement of reservoir design,
optimization of structure shapes, invention of protective elements reducing detected threats. Others
are not so obvious (e.g., operational control of reservoir to safely propagate the flood wave). However,
such an approach requires greater computational power than that applied in this research.
As can be seen, the two-stage reservoirs are quite an interesting alternative approach to
prevention of reservoir sedimentation. However, their construction should be carefully analyzed
and computationally tested before the main dam is built. The results of the present research could
help in the design of crucial elements, such as the sluice in the internal dam, the span of the bridge,
etc. All such elements could cause unexpected effects dangerous for the stability of the reservoir
construction and safety of the water management in the reservoir.
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Abstract: Open channel levees are used extensively in hydraulic and environmental engineering
applications to protect the surrounding area from inundation. However, levees may fail to produce
an unsteady flow that is inherently three dimensional. Such a failure may lead to a destructive change
in morphology of the river channel and valley. To avoid such a situation arising, hydraulic laboratory
modeling was performed on an open channel levee breach model capturing velocity, in x, y and z
plans, at selected locations in the breach. Sandbags of various shapes and sizes are tested for incipient
motion by the breach flow. We found that a prism sandbag has a better hydrodynamic characteristic
and more stability than spherical bags with the same weight. Experimental results are then used to
evaluate existing empirical equations and to develop more accurate equations for predicting critical
flow velocity at the initial stage of sandbag motion. Results showed the superior predictions a few of
the equations could be considered with an uncertainty range of ±10%. These equations explained the
initial failed attempts of the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) for breach closure of the
case study, and confirmed the experimental results are simulating the case study of breach closure.
Keywords: breach closure; levee breach; channel side flow; sandbags; open channel flow; critical
velocity; incipient motion
1. Introduction
Over seven million people have lost their lives in floods between 1990 and 2017 in Asia alone [1,2].
Predicting flood water levels, the design of stable alluvial channels, and protecting lives and properties
during major flood events is one of the greatest challenges of the 21st century [3,4]. Open channel levees
are used extensively in hydraulic and environmental engineering applications. They are constructed
for the purpose of water constriction within the channel and act as an efficient structural method of
floodwater control. However, breaches are very likely to occur in levees during high flood events
and in locations where levees are not constructed properly. These breaches release flood waves that
inundate the surrounding area, causing property damage, social interruptions and can threaten human
lives. A severe example is the 2005 levee breach in New Orleans, LA [5]. In an open-channel levee
breach, flow is diverted laterally in a hydraulic manner similar to side weir flow and dividing flow [6,7].
The flow in the main channel approaching the breach starts to divide as the flow enters the breach.
A separation zone develops in the main channel after the breach, and a stagnation zone is formed near
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the downstream corner of the breach. At the breach outflow, a contracting flow region is observed
with free over-fall conditions, similar to dam-break flow.
For side weir flow, most of the earlier studies were devoted to the evaluation of the discharge
coefficient for various weir geometries, with few studies discussing hydraulic behaviors of flow at
the weir exit [8–17]. However, for dividing flows in the open channel, more attention was given by
earlier studies to the hydraulic characteristics of dividing flow (e.g., [18–25]). Research in levee breach
hydraulics has fallen into two categories: (1) Studying the impact of breach flow on the hydraulics
of the main upstream channel, and (2) studying the impact of breach flood waves propagation on
downstream urban areas.
Within the first category, Yen [26] studied the impact of levee breach on water levels in the main
channel upstream of the breach, and discussed various methods for estimating the channel capacity.
Jaffe and Sanders [27] studied engineered levee breaches using a shallow water model for an optimal
design to reduce flood stages. Apel et al. [28] investigated the effect of levee breaches on the flood
frequency distribution in the main channel. In the second category, Sattar [29] used a 1:50 scale
model to investigate flood waves generated by the 17th Street Canal breach in New Orleans following
Hurricane Katrina. Using the same scale model, Sylvie et al. [30] compared measurements of urban
flooding in the breach neighborhood with the 2D numerical model. LaRocque et al. [31] studied the
flow pattern of the New Orleans flooded the neighborhood. The flow characteristics of a side channel
breach were studied by Sattar [32]. Others have investigated the interaction of general flood waves
with city-like blocks, either experimentally [33,34] or numerically [35–39].
Mitigating the adverse effects of breach floods on urban areas can be achieved using inundation
plans, based on which evacuation plans will be devised, or by breach closure and stopping flood wave
releases as early as possible. The most efficient way for closure of levee breaches is the utilization
of large sand bags. These bags are dropped in flowing water to decrease flooding and eventually
close the breach. Following the extreme events of Hurricane Katrina, levees protecting the city of
New Orleans breached at several locations, with the 17th Street Canal levee breach being the biggest,
threatening the whole Metropolitan Orleans East Bank. The United States Army Corps of Engineers [5]
tried to drop large sandbags to close the breach and stop flood waves from inundating the east bank,
but the sandbags were washed away with the breach strong flow. This failure to close the breach with
sandbags led to the inundation of the entire Orleans east basin.
It is very important to know the hydrodynamic characteristics of the sand bags, especially critical
velocity at incipient motion. Although many researchers have studied the subject of particle incipient
motion for more than two centuries after Brahms in 1753, the effect of particle shape has not been
examined, except in very few studies. The effect of particle shape on the threshold of motion has been
investigated using particles with different shapes and sizes and constant density under subcritical,
uniform flow conditions in a titling flume [40,41]. The effect of particle shape on the threshold of
motion using constant specific weight for all shapes was studied by Gogus and Defne [41].
Gulcu [42] studied the effect of shape and size of individual particles on the initiation of motion
over a smooth sloping channel bed when the particles are resting behind an obstruction of known
height. In spite of such importance of sandbags for breach closures, relevant studies are still lacking, and
hydrodynamic characteristics of sandbags in open channel flow are not reported in the literature [43].
An equation was proposed by Izbash [44] for incipient motion of rocks deposited in running water for
the purpose of cofferdam construction. The stability of sandbags placed on non-uniform slopes has
been studied by Kobayashi and Jacobs [45]. Additionally, Zhu et al. [43] investigated the hydrodynamic
characteristics of sand-filled geosynthetic bags used for the construction of submerged dikes in rivers.
Neill et al. [46] conducted experiments using sandbags to protect the bank from erosion, using
a previously developed formulation [5]. In Korkut et al. [47] study, Geobag were used to check
the stability of the sandbags. To study the protection of the bridge abutment using sandbags, lab
experiments were conducted [47], and the size of the bags and ripraps were determined based on
methods in Pilarczyk [48] and Richardson and Davis [49]. El-Kholy and Chaudhry [50] studied the
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path of sandbags as they are washed away by flood waves and incipient motion for spherical bags.
Juez et al. [51] carried out an extensive study on numerical, hydrodynamic, and morphological models
of dam break flow over mobile beds. Their study showed that the interactions between dam break
flow and mobile bed have a great impact on obtained results.
The experimental hydraulic laboratory study in this paper is intended to provide more
understanding for the hydraulics of breach flows and incipient motion of sandbags used for closure.
This study has four main objectives: (1) To provide 3D velocity measurements at selected locations
in an open channel levee breach, (2) to investigate the effect of shape and size of sandbags on the
threshold of motion, (3) to calibrate existing formulae and develop new ones for incipient motion of
sandbags used for breach closure, and finally, (4) to apply developed equations to the case of the 17th
Street Canal levee breach closure.
The aim of the study is to perform laboratory modelling for evaluation of the empirical equations
for the critical velocity of incipient motion of sandbags for a levee breach closure. It is especially
crucial in urbanized areas: In such places, unexpected fluvial processes, against which we use river
engineering methods, destroy urban systems that are difficult to re-establish.
The results of this research may be used for further investigations to develop universal optimum
open channel breach closure procedures for breaches in other locations and with both erodible and
intact levees. In this paper, first a description of the experimental setup used to simulate an open
channel levee breach is presented. Sandbags with various shapes and sizes are prepared and tested to
measure their velocity for incipient motion under the impact of levee breach waves. The hydrodynamic
characteristics of sandbags are discussed with relation to flow hydraulics. Based on experimental
hydraulics measurements, two equations for sandbag incipient motions are calibrated, and new
equations are developed. Statistical analysis is performed on the developed equations for error and
uncertainty bands. Finally, the developed equations are applied to the 17th Street Canal levee breach.
2. Equations for Sandbag Incipient Motion
The size of the sandbags can be determined by relating the critical flow conditions at the onset
of bag instability to the bag size that is not washed away. The sandbags could then be sized so that
they settle at the channel bed to close the breach. Stability conditions can be evaluated using either the
critical bed shear stress or the critical velocity at the initiation of sandbag motion. The latter approach is
followed herein. The earliest research was conducted by Brahms in 1753, and resulted in the following
equation for spherical particles:
Vcr = C1W1/6 (1)
where Vcr = depth averaged velocity at the location of the particle at which the particle starts moving,
W = weight of the particle, and C1 = an empirical constant.
Using the particle diameter instead of the weight, Yu et al. [37] suggested the following
power function:
Vcr = 2.5D0.44 (2)









where D = diameter of the spherical particle, g = gravitational constant, ρs = particle density, ρw = water
density, and C2 = an empirical constant. Novak and Nalluri [52] proposed an equation for the critical
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where R is the channel hydraulic radius and was included in the empirical equation to generalize their
approach, which has been done using circular shape channels; and C3 and C4 are empirical constants.
This relation is stated to be valid for D/R < 0.3. On the other hand, for prism sandbags, Gulcu [42] used


















where b is sandbag height, c is sandbag length parallel to the flow direction, and C represents empirical
constants. Zhu et al. [43] worked on sandbags and assumed that the sandbag would start to slide at
the incipient condition and to apply a simple force balance equation to maintain static equilibrium,














where H is water depth above the sandbag, and C8 is a constant to be calibrated from experimental data.
3. Experimental Setup
To model a general case of levee breach failure, experiments were performed in a straight flume,
which is constructed in 11.6 × 6.7 m basin (Figure 1) at the Department of Irrigation & Hydraulics,
Cairo University, Egypt. The experiments were designed to simulate breach flow after full formation
of the breach and did not account for breach formation. The flume was 6.4 m long, 0.6 m deep and
0.4 m wide. The channel bed and sides were covered with rough concrete with an average Manning
roughness coefficient of 0.01. All experiments were performed on fixed beds, in the channel, and in
breach. The discharge was measured by the electromagnetic flow meter installed on the discharge pipe.
The current study was on a single lateral breach located 3 m from the channel entrance to have
developed flow in the channel upstream from the breach. The floor of the flume was horizontal, and
the breach discharged on a horizontal platform constructed at the same level as the channel. Breach
flow was allowed to flow freely without any impact of this boundary on breach flow. The downstream
end of the flume was left open with an adjustable tailgate for controlling the water level and discharge
in the downstream channel. Two 0.16 m3/s (2500 gallons per minutes) axial pumps were used for flow
supply from an underground sump to an overhead tank that supplies the flume through a 0.305 m
supply pipe. To ensure uniformly distributed flow at the breach location, perforated screens and a
60 mm long honeycomb were placed at the flume inlet.
A point gauge was used to measure water surface in the channel with an accuracy of 0.1 mm
on the Vernier scale. A 10 MHz 3D Sontek Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) (SonTek, San Diego,
CA, USA) was used to measure 3D velocity and turbulent components. To verify the repeatability
of experiments, the tests were conducted several times, and the velocity components at a selected
location were recorded. It was found that experiments are repeatable and the difference in velocity
was less than 1%.
A coordinate system was chosen such that the positive x-axis was in the flow direction of the
main channel. The positive y-axis was pointing toward the channel side, while the breach and the
positive z-axis was upward in the vertical direction, as shown in Figure 1a. The origin of this coordinate
system was at the bed of the flume at the upstream end of the breach opening. The experiments were
performed with the flow rate and the depth downstream of the flume held constant. Measurements
were taken after conditions became steady in the channel and flow was fully turbulent for all tests.
This experimental setup has been used previously to perform hydraulic analyses for channel levee
breach flow [29]. The authors of that study used the grid shown in Figure 1b to measure flow velocity
at various locations in the channel and through the breach.





Figure 1. Schematic description of the experimental setup. (a) The experimental levee breach model,
(b) the grid used for velocity measurements.
Sandbags of different shapes and sizes were made of sewed cloth bags filled with sand. Densities
of material were determined by weighing the bags on a digital balance of 0.01 g accuracy and by
measuring their dimensions to calculate the volume. The dimensions of each sandbag were measured
using a compass with an accuracy of 0.1 cm. The sandbags had an average density of 1.85 g/cm3.
Rectangular prisms were divided into two groups according to their orientation to the flow direction.
Geometrical properties and dimensional details of the sandbags used in this investigation are shown in
Table 1. It should be noted that a, b, and c are the width, height and length of an imaginary rectangular
prism enfolding sandbag, and ∀ and S are the volume and surface area, respectively. All sandbags
were placed such that the shortest dimension was always the height of the sandbag.
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Table 1. Geometric and dimensional characteristics of sandbags used in this study.













Minimum 3 2.5 4 40 72
Maximum 18 7 18 378 384
Average. 6.9 3.82 9.1 214 236
Standard deviation 4.2 1.15 4.3 103 93
Sphere
(13 cases)
Minimum 5 58 72
Maximum 22 5575 1521
Average. 13 1739 618
Standard deviation 6 1788 475
4. Experimental Procedure
Two breach widths Lb were considered (0.25 m and 0.40 m), and for each the downstream channel
gate was altered to change flow through the breach and thus the breach flow ratio, Qr = Qb/Qu,
was changed from 1 to 0.80, where Qb is the breach discharge and Qu is the main channel discharge
upstream of the breach. Fru is the main channel Froude number upstream of the breach, and Frd is the
main channel Froude number downstream of the breach. Table 2 presents the hydraulic parameters
which were recorded in the experimental study.
Table 2. Breach hydraulic parameters.
Breach Width Qu (m3/s) Qb (m3/s) Qr Fru Frd
0.25 m
0.16 0.16 1 0.62 -
0.16 0.128 0.8 0.62 0.11
0.4 m
0.16 0.16 1 0.62 -
0.16 0.128 0.8 0.62 0.11
In each experiment, discharge was kept constant until steady flow conditions had developed in
the channel upstream of the breach section. A sandbag with a selected dimension was then placed at
the bottom of the flume at the mid-breach section. Sattar [32] extensively studied various procedures
for closure of levee breaches and found that staring by dumping sandbags in mid-breach sections is
the most effective way for closure. The flow was increased in small increments, and this procedure was
repeated until the motion of sandbag was observed. Then the flow was decreased in three steps, and
the test was repeated to make sure that it reflected real critical conditions for the incipient motion of
the sandbag. This procedure for determining the critical conditions at the incipient motion is defined
in detail by Gogus and Defne [41] and Gulcu [42].
Once the criterion for sandbag motion was satisfied, the depth of water above the sandbag
was measured; the vertical velocity profile over the flow depth was recorded with ADV. Due to
the non-uniform distribution of vertical velocity along the breach section (velocity increases along
the breach to reach its maximum at the end of the contraction zone), and the presence of velocity
components in both x- and y-directions, the critical velocity for incipient motion was taken as the
velocity magnitude averaged over the height of the sandbag at the test location.
5. Results and Discussions
This section first presents some aspects of breach hydraulics, including water surface profiles and
flow velocity in the x-, y- and z-directions around the breach section. This is followed by presenting
measurements of critical velocity for various shapes and sizes of sandbag. These measurements are
then used to calibrate exiting equations and develop new equations that are tested statistically and
then applied to the 17th Street Canal levee breach in New Orleans.
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5.1. Water Surface Mapping
The flow in the main channel approaching the breach started to divide as the flow enters the
breach. A separation zone developed in the main channel after the breach, and a stagnation zone
formed near the downstream corner of the breach. At the breach outflow, a contracting flow region is
observed with free overfall conditions similar to dam-break flow. For Lb = 40 cm, and Qr = 1, water
depth in the main channel upstream of the breach was 38 cm, which increased longitudinally across the
main channel to 42 cm downstream of the breach, and decreased rapidly in the transverse direction at
the breach location to 29 cm at the breach. Figure 2 shows the mapping of water depth for Lb = 40 cm.
Figure 2. Water depth along the channel for Lb = 40 cm, and Qr = 1 m3/s.
At the breach section, the variations in water depth were more pronounced than in the case of
open channel dividing flow. There was a rapid drop in the water surface from the outer channel bank
to the breach location and a corresponding rapid increase in the flow velocity, which was highest at
the breach location. Flow depth in the stagnation zone was the highest along the breach section. Due
to flow circulation and a significant decrease in the flow velocity in the separation zone, the water
depth in this zone was higher than the main channel and was equal to that of the stagnation zone,
downstream of the breach.
The highest water depth opposite to the breach line occurred in the separation zone. At Qr = 1 m3/s,
the recirculation effects and the separation zone were highest when compared to those in the other case of
Qr < 1. Unlike for open channel dividing flow, the breach flow separation occurred at the near side of the
breach in the main channel, causing a flow contraction. This is obvious from the velocity vectors across
the breach. However, for the same Qr, the larger the breach opening, the larger the angle of entry of flow,
and the extent of flow separation in the main channel just before the flow exits from the breach. Also,
the larger the breach opening, the smaller the contraction zone. Michelazzo et al. [7,53] discussed more
details on the influence of breach width on channel flow. These characteristics are similar to those of the
dividing open channel flows [20]. Figure 3 shows the hydraulics of an open channel levee breach for the
two considered cases, showing clearly the separation and stagnation zones.
5.2. Velocity Fields
The following section presents the findings related to velocity measurements in the open channel
and side breach. Michelazzo et al. [7,53] have presented 3D velocity measurements for open channel
side flow similar to those discussed herein. Figure 4 shows the flow velocity in the x- and y-direction
at the breach section in the main channel at z = 0.04 m and z = 0.11 m for Qr = 1 m3/s. The x-velocity
decreases at the mid–section of the breach and reaches zero by the end of the breach due to the complete
curvature of the vectors exiting the breach. Experimental results showed that the vectors at the tip of
the stagnation zone at the breach end took a steep curvilinear path to exit the breach and were forced
by the flume side to exit in the negative x-direction.
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Figure 3. Schematics of the hydraulics of channel levee breach (LB and W are breach width and channel
width respectively).
  
Figure 4. x- and y-velocity field at the breach section in the main flume. Qu = 0.16 m3/s, Qr = 1 m3/s,
z = 0.15 m, for Lb = 0.40 m.
The increase in x-velocity can be clearly observed with the increase in distance from the flume
bottom. It can also be observed that the distribution of x-velocity in the main channel around the
breach is almost the same at different distances from the bottom, where the changes is only in the
values. At the far end of the breach in the main channel x-velocity decreased significantly, and the
direction changed at some locations at z = 0.04 m.
The velocity in the y-direction clearly showed that the exit flow velocities were perpendicular
to the breach section for Qr = 1 (m3/s). These velocities gave a better view of the separation and
contraction zones. In the separation zone that started to form in the main channel before the breach
flow exit, the exit velocities in the y-direction were the lowest along the breach section.
The highest values of velocity in the y-direction indicated the zone where flow contraction
occurred in the far section of the breach after the separation zone. In general, the distribution of both
velocity components along the breach section is almost the opposite, that is, the maximum values of
one velocity component correspond to the minimum values of the other component. This is caused
by the curvature in the vectors to exit the breach section. Flow tends to exit at the far point of the
breach section with a very high velocity in the opposite x-direction for flow entering the breach. This
is adjacent to the stagnation point.
The y-velocity decreased with an increase in distance from the flume bottom. Similar distributions
were observed at z = 0.04 m, 0.11 m, and 0.20 m. At the far end of the breach in the main channel,
y-velocity decreased significantly, similar to x-velocity. Thus, the vectors curved at the exit of the
breach section, starting a small distance upstream of the breach end. This caused a change in the
distribution of velocities along the channel width.
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Both of the velocity components decreased away from the breach and increased near its location.
The vector curvature and its impact on the velocity distribution occurred at all levels above the flume
bottom. However, results showed that the y-velocities at the breach exit are higher at z = 0.04 m than
those at z = 0.11 m. Thus, the curvature of vectors at the breach section was observed to be greater at
lower depths of water at the breach section.
For Qr = 1 m3/s and Lb = 0.25 m, Figure 5 shows the velocity field for y- and z-velocity components
at two locations: x = 0.10 m and x = 0.20 m. Both sections were after the region of the flow separation at
the breach, and they showed clearly the impact of the third vertical component of velocity (z-velocity)
in the flow pattern near the breach section. This secondary downward current is very strong and
obvious at section x = 0.20 m; however, near the end of the breach, its intensity at the other sections
in the contraction zone is low. This secondary current caused the vector to drop rapidly, leading to
a rapid decrease in the water level in the vicinity of the breach, until the mid-width of the channel,
where it started to diminish along the channel width. The z-velocity component decreased with a
decrease in z distance at the contraction zone, at x = 0.10 m and 0.20 m.
Figure 5. y-z velocity vector profile along the breach, Qu = 0.16 m3/s, Qr = 1 m3/s, for Lb = 0.25 m, at
x = 0.2 m.
5.3. Critical Velocity for Sandbags Incipient Motion
Table 3 shows the sandbag dimensions used in the experimental study versus the critical depth
averaged velocity required for the onset of sandbag instability. Where non-dimensional critical




gb, and Vcr is the depth averaged velocity (at mid-section of breach)
averaged over the whole flow depth. For spherical sandbags, a = b = c = D.
Figure 6 shows the relationship between critical velocity for incipient motion versus the ratio of
D/R for the Shields equation, Novak and Nalluri [52] experiments (diameters were from 0.6 mm to
50 mm), and results measured in the present study for spherical sandbags with diameters from 48 to
200 mm. The Shields equation has been plotted using Stricklers’ equation for Manning roughness. It
can be observed that the critical velocity required for initiation of motion for a single particle is lower
than that given by Shields for a given D/R value.
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1 0.63 0.76 27 1 0.49
2 0.60 0.69 28 1 0.51
3 0.50 0.69 29 1 0.52
4 0.58 0.79 30 1 0.61
5 0.50 0.79 31 1 0.52
6 0.42 0.93 32 1 0.61
7 0.35 0.81 33 1 0.57
8 0.44 0.81 34 1 0.53
9 0.44 0.81 35 1 0.50
10 0.56 0.68 36 1 0.55
11 0.50 0.68 37 1 0.53
12 0.45 0.72 38 1 0.58
13 0.32 1.15 39 1 0.56
14 0.30 1.25 40 1 0.55
15 0.23 1.25 41 1 0.52











Figure 6. Relationship between the non-dimensional critical velocity (V∗cr) at the initiation of sandbag
motion and D/R for circular sandbags.
Experiments in the current study covered a higher range of D/R (0.5 < D/R < 2) and followed a
similar decreasing trend as the Shields equation and experiments of Novak and Nalluri [52]. However,
the rate of change of critical velocity with respect to increasing in D/R is more pronounced in the
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Novak and Nalluri [52] experiments for a D/R lower than 0.3. Using both datasets for critical velocity
on spherical particles on smooth and rough beds, and for spherical sandbags, the following relation











Introducing the channel hydraulic radius is not common for critical velocity equations describing
particle incipient motion, although it has been used by Novak and Nalluri [52] to decrease the effects
of flume shape, having used triangular and circular flumes in their experiments. Usually, the main
influencing parameters on the critical velocity of a spherical particle are the particle weight and
the diameter. The critical velocity measurements for sandbags followed the 1/6th power equation
suggested by Stelczer [54], with R2 of 0.95 as shown in Figure 7, where Vcr = 0.381W1/6 using metric
units, and W is the sandbag weight in Newton.
Figure 7. Variation of Vcr with spherical sandbag weight.
Using the sandbag diameter as a main influencing parameter on its incipient motion has been
suggested by numerous studies. Figure 8 shows the results of some of the relevant studies in addition
to the experimental findings of the present study on sandbags. It should be noted that the maximum
grain diameter used in these studies is 10 mm for the Gulcu [40] and 100 mm for Defne [41]. The critical
motion for sandbags followed a very similar trend to those of solitary grains in previous studies, with
differences attributed to the conditions and assumptions used in every study (e.g., mixed size grains
with equivalent diameter, very small size grains, using big rocks, and rough and smooth beds). Data in
Figure 8 suggest that expressions in the form of power function can be used to define the relationship
(using metric units) between the sandbag critical velocity and the bag diameter as follows:
Vcr = 1.633D0.47 (8)
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Figure 8. Variation of Vcr with spherical grain diameter.
Figure 9 shows the relationship between the critical velocity for prism sandbags and the height to





gb versus the height to length ratio (b/c) for prism sandbags.
The critical velocity required for initiation of particle motion decreases rapidly with the increase
of b/c for b/c ≤ 0.7. For b/c > 0.7, the critical velocity remained almost constant until b/c = 1 for a cube
sandbag. Cube sandbags had the lowest critical velocity and thus were more easily washed away by
flowing water than prism sandbags. Gogus and Defne [41] found that the critical velocity required
for moving a cube particle is three times lower than for a prism particle, while results of this study
found it to be around two times lower. Zhu et al. [43] did not use cube sandbags, and thus no results
are reported for b/c = 1.
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Using the experimental results of Zhu et al. [43] and those measured in the current study, a power
function can be used to develop a relationship between critical velocity for sandbag threshold motion











The database of incipient motion of solitary particles measured in this study and measured
previously [43] were used to calibrate some traditional equations and fine tune numerical constants
in them by using multiple regression analysis. Table 4 shows these equations with original numeric
constants and the same equations after being calibrated with the database.
Table 4. Original and calibrated traditional critical velocity equations.
Study Model Equation
Novak and Nalluri [52]















Original Vcr = C1W1/6
Calibrated Vcr = 0.381W1/6
Izbash [44]















In the levee breach closure risk assessment study, the uncertainties of many influencing parameters
have to be included. Various choices of sandbag dimensions can influence the outcome in a drastic
way, which could lead to the sandbag being swept away by flowing water. Using the calibrated and
developed equations for sandbag incipient motion together with the experimental measurements,
a quantitative assessment for the uncertainty in the prediction of critical velocity can be presented.
The uncertainty analysis defines the prediction error in log cycles as [55–65]
ei = log10(Pi)− log10(Ti) (10)
where ei is the prediction error, Pi is the predicted value of parameter, and Ti is the measured value
of the parameter. Data were then used to calculate main indicators defined as mean prediction error
e = ∑ni = 1 ei, the width of uncertainty band, Bub = ± 1.96Se and the confidence band around the
predicted value: {
Pi × 10e+2Se , Pi × 10e−2Se
}
(11)
where Se is the standard deviation of prediction errors and Pi is the predicted value and is taken as
unity. Table 5 summarizes the results of the uncertainty analysis performed on both calibrated and
developed models for prediction of critical velocity for sandbag motion in flowing water. All models
were tested on experimental data in this study and Zhu et al. [43] data.
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The lower the uncertainty in the prediction of a model and the narrower the prediction interval,
the more reliable the model is. It is obvious that the widest uncertainty bands for predictions were
due to the calibrated [38] proposed equation, with a value of ±0.14 versus ±0.05 for other proposed
models for spherical sandbags. The Izbash [44] model, based on spherical grains and rock material,
seems to significantly overestimate critical velocity. Other models for spherical sandbags had narrower
prediction intervals, with an average of −10% to +12% of predicted critical velocity. On the other hand,
for prism sandbags, equations seemed to behave in a similar way, with a narrow lower prediction
uncertainty of −10% and slightly wider high prediction uncertainty of +30%. In the following section,
it will be shown how the width of prediction intervals can affect the correct choice of the sandbag size.
5.4. 17th Street Canal Levee Breach Closure
Hurricane Katrina resulted in a breach of the levees and floodwalls in approximately 20 places.
One of the major breaches was on the 17th Street Canal, approximately 305 m from the Old Hammond
Highway Bridge, with a breach width of 137 m [5]. The flood protection system in the 17th Street
Canal was a concrete floodwall with an I-section over a levee embankment of fill material over a marsh
layer [5].
The storm surge moved the levee and floodwall horizontally for about 13.7 m, and this breach—as
well as others—accounted for the flooding of the city, the destruction of infrastructure (sewers, water,
phone and electricity lines), and the tripping of pumping stations due to water rise. The Army Corps
dropped 10 large sandbags to close the breach [29]. They started with 1359 kg (3000 lb) and increased
to 2718 kg (6000 lb) using the National Guard Helicopter (see Figure 10). However, the bags were
completely washed away, and the initial attempt failed.
 
Figure 10. Black hawk dumping sandbags to close the 17th Street Canal levee breach [29].
Work in this section is intended to simulate the initial failed attempts of the United States Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) to close the breach using 2718 kg (6000 lb) sandbags on 31 August 2007.
While there are several unknowns on the actual failure of the 17th Street Canal floodwalls and levees,
Sattar et al. [29] considered a “base scenario” that is more conservative than flow conditions during
initial failed attempts.
This scenario uses some of the assumptions used in the base scenario considered by the USACE [5].
The breach is assumed to have widened from 61 to 137 m by 10:00 am. The elevation of water after
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the breach had increased by 1.92 m. Corresponding to this water elevation in the channel before the
breach, the measured flow across the breach was 580 m3/s. Using these data, the critical velocity is
2.5 m/s (as measured experimentally by Sattar et al. [29] and calculated numerically by Jia et al. [66])
and Vcr is 0.78 m/s for 1359 kg (3000 lb) and 0.70 m/s for 2718 kg (6000 lb) sandbags.
Scaling up model parameters to prototype parameters results in significant differences due to
model effects, scale effects, and measurement effects [67], with scale effects contributing most to the
difference. Making the experimental model as close as possible to prototype dimensions would yield
least scale effects. However, it would be uneconomic to build such models. Thus, Heller [67] proposed
scales of 1:50 to 1:100 for open channel flows that would be a compromise between both reasonable
model size and moderate scale effects. Moreover, Chanson [68] reported that scale effects would be
minimized and/or eliminated in models with scales from 1:25 to 1:50. In our experiments, water depth
in the flume was 40 cm, which implies a scale of less than 1:50 compared to the 17th Street Canal depth
of 7 m. Therefore, it can be assumed that scale effects between the lab setup and case study are minimal
and would not affect results.
Calculating the critical velocity from various calibrated and original models for the sandbags
that were initially dropped by the USACE [5] during attempts to close the breach showed that
some equations provide non-logical results. The critical velocity for sandbag motion as predicted by
Samov and Izbash [44] is 2.5–2.8 m/s and 3.1–3.6 m/s for 3000 lb and 6000 lb sandbags, respectively.
These velocities greatly exceed the actual critical velocity, suggesting that both sizes of sandbags
dropped by the USACE could not have been washed away by flowing water, which is not what
happened. Therefore, these equations provided false predictions for sandbag incipient motion and are
not recommended to be used without calibration.
The calibrated equations of Brahms and Izbash [44], and the equation developed in the present
study, predicted similar values for critical velocity required for the motion of sandbags. Critical
velocities had average values from 1.6 m/s to 1.8 m/s for 3000 lb and 6000 lb sandbags, respectively.
These predicted velocities were lower than the actual flow velocity when dropping the bags, confirming
what really occurred in initial failed attempts where the dropped sandbags could be easily swept away
by breach flood waves. These models had the narrowest prediction interval of ±10%, which implies
that even when considering the uncertainty in predictions within this interval, the sandbags would
still be washed away easily.
As discussed before, spherical and cube shaped sandbags had the lowest critical velocity for
initiation of motion among prism sandbags with the same weights. Prism sandbags (with b/c < 0.4)
have better hydrodynamic characteristics that give them higher stability and resistance to being moved
by flowing water. This is confirmed by calculations of critical velocity for prism sandbags that could
have been used for initial breach closure attempts.
The actual critical velocity Vcr for 1359 kg (3000 lb) and 2718 kg (6000 lb) prism sandbags are 1.10
and 0.90 m/s, respectively. The equations developed in the current study predicted values close to
this for critical velocity, which were higher than those predicted by the equation in Zhu et al. [43]. Vcr
was predicted as 0.83 m/s and 1.04 m/s for developed equations in the present study, compared with
0.37 m/s for Zhu et al. [43]. However, the uncertainty range for the first equation was wider than
other equations, where the predicted critical velocity could lie within the range of 0.42–1. On the other
hand, the predicted velocity—taking into account the uncertainty range—from the present study was
equal to or greater than the actual critical velocity, suggesting that the sandbags would resist being
washed away by the flow. The same is true for the 2718 kg (6000 lb) sandbags, where the average
critical velocity was higher than or equal to the actual breach flow conditions, and thus, would resist
being moved by breach water.
Using this type of prism sandbag, the available helicopters could have been used to carry
more sandbags, and breach closure would have been very likely possible in a timely manner.
The Zhu et al. [43] model predictions for the critical velocity were lower than those of the fitted
model and did not show a clear differentiation between various orientations of sandbag with respect
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to flow. The Zhu et al. [43] model’s critical velocity was a half less than other models, suggesting a
considerable error in sandbag choice.
According to Sattar et al. [29] a sandbag of weight 6795 kg (15,000 lb) was not washed away at
about 40% of the breach length and a similar ratio for a sandbag of 3171 kg (7000 lb), while only 20% of
the breach required 4530 kg (10,000 lb) sandbag. An experimental simulation [29] and a numerical
simulation [66] of the breach flow showed that the depth averaged velocity for the base scenario ranged
from 2 to 2.5 m/s. Table 6 presents the critical depth averaged velocity required sandbag motion
as predicted by the available models for large spherical sandbags. As discussed above, the Samov
equation and Izbash [44] model predicted the highest critical velocity amongst all other models. All
models, except for the Novak and Nalluri [52] model, confirmed experimental findings by predicting
higher critical velocity for sandbag motion than actual flow conditions; thus, the chosen sandbag was
not washed away. This is true when considering the prediction uncertainty interval for each model.
Utilizing these results, a recommendation can be made to use the calibrated Brahms model, the model
developed in the current study for spherical sandbags, and the calibrated Izbash [44] model to predict
the critical velocity for sandbag motion threshold when used in levee breach closure. Considering the
three models with a prediction uncertainty of ±10% can give decision makers a rough estimate for the
correct choice of sandbag weight and/or diameter for breach closure.
Table 6. Critical velocity (Vcr) for spherical sandbag motion for breach closure in Base Scenario studied








Novak and Nalluri [52]









Brahms (Calibrated) Vcr = 0.381W1/6
Predicted 2.27 2.43
Range (2.01–2.50) (2.21–2.77)
Present study—Sphere Vcr = 1.633D0.47
Predicted 2.00 2.16
Range (1.78–2.26) (1.92–2.44)










) Predicted 5.48 5.77
Range (10.25–13.10) (10.79–13.79)
Izbash [44]






) Predicted 2.20 2.37
Range (1.94–2.46) (2.08–2.66)
6. Conclusions
Motivated by the importance of open channel levee breach and the engineering requirements for
timely breach closure, this study experimentally investigated some of the hydraulic characteristics of a
breach flow together with the effect of sandbag shape and size on the incipient motion of the bags.
Experimental measurements during hydraulic modelling in the laboratory showed that prism sandbags
have better hydrodynamic characteristics than spherical bags with the same weight. Measurements
were used to calibrate existing models and develop new ones for sandbag incipient motion for breach
closure. A power function linking critical velocity for sandbag threshold motion and the sandbag
height to length ratio was proposed. The developed models for the incipient motion are based on the
built experiment that has the following important assumptions: Breach formation and dike failure
process are not accounted for, and breach and channel beds are immobile; the breach and channel beds
have the same elevation; and the inundation area after a breach is assumed as the open boundary with
no effect on breach outflow. Most importantly, similar to previous research, only one sandbag is placed
in breach and tested for incipient motion.
Statistical analyses were performed on the prediction models to provide a range of uncertainty in
the predicted critical velocity. The available calibrated and developed models were then applied to 17th
Street Canal levee breach closure. The obtained results showed that Izbash [44] models predicted the
highest critical velocity amongst all other models. All models, except for the Novak and Nalluri [52]
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model, confirmed experimental findings by predicting higher critical velocity for sandbag motion than
actual flow conditions, and thus, the chosen sandbag was not washed away. Reasonable agreement was
achieved in comparing the predicted critical velocity for sandbags with the actual velocities during the
USACE attempts for breach closure. Results suggested that some equations can be used considering
their uncertainty in prediction to provide a rough view for decision makers on the required sandbags
for closing a breach flow. Moreover, through the use of a new formula, it provides engineers with
applicable results for implementation in practical cases.
In this work, all experiments for incipient motion of sandbags were carried out in side breach
flows to calibrate existing and develop new empirical equations for linking sandbag size and critical
flow velocity. Various parameters including breach failure, downstream bed morphological changes,
and the associated change in breach flow/velocity, can affect obtained results and could be considered
in future research.
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Abbreviations
b sandbag height (cm)
Bub the width of the uncertainty band
c sandbag length parallel to the flow direction (cm)
C1–8 empirical constants
D the diameter of the spherical particle (mm)
ei the prediction error
e mean prediction error
H water depth above sandbag (m)
Lb breach width (m)
Pi the predicted value of the parameter
Qb the breach discharge (m3/s)
Qu main channel discharge (m3/s)
Qr breach flow ratio = Qb/Qu
R channel hydraulic radius (m)
R2 the coefficient of determination
Se the standard deviation of prediction errors






ρs sandbag density (g/cm3)
ρw water density (g/cm3)
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